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Introduction
Why Do We Need This Book?

Every era has its claims to uniqueness, but while the experiences of the past
three generations—that is, the decades since the end of the Second World
War—may not have been as fundamentally transformative as those of the
three generations preceding the beginning of the First World War, there has
been no shortage of unprecedented events and advances. Most impressively,
more people now enjoy a higher standard of living, and do so for more years
and in better health, than at any time in history. Yet these beneficiaries are
still a minority (only about a fifth) of the world’s population, whose total
count is approaching 8 billion people.

The second achievement to admire is the unprecedented expansion of our
understanding of both the physical world and all forms of life. Our
knowledge extends from grand generalizations about complex systems on the
universal (galaxies, stars) and planetary (atmosphere, hydrosphere,
biosphere) scale to processes at the level of atoms and genes: lines etched
into the surface of the most powerful microprocessor are only about twice the
diameter of human DNA. We have translated this understanding into a still-
expanding array of machines, devices, procedures, protocols, and
interventions that sustain modern civilization, and the enormity of our
aggregate knowledge—and the ways we have deployed it in our service—is
far beyond the comprehension of any individual mind.

You could meet real Renaissance men on Florence’s Piazza Signoria in
1500—but not for too long after that. By the middle of the 18th century two
French savants, Denis Diderot and Jean le Rond d’Alembert, could still
gather a group of knowledgeable contributors to sum up the era’s
understanding in fairly exhaustive entries in their multi-volume
Encyclopédie, ou Dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et des métiers.
A few generations later the extent and the specialization of our knowledge
advanced by orders of magnitude, with fundamental discoveries ranging from



magnetic induction (Michael Faraday in 1831, the basis of electricity
generation) to plant metabolism (Justus von Liebig, 1840, the basis of crop
fertilization) to theorizing about electromagnetism (James Clerk Maxwell,
1861, the basis of all wireless communication).

In 1872, a century after the appearance of the last volume of the
Encyclopédie, any collection of knowledge had to resort to the superficial
treatment of a rapidly expanding range of topics, and, one and a half centuries
later, it is impossible to sum up our understanding even within narrowly
circumscribed specialties: such terms as “physics” or “biology” are fairly
meaningless labels, and experts in particle physics would find it very hard to
understand even the first page of a new research paper in viral immunology.
Obviously, this atomization of knowledge has not made any public decision-
making easier. Highly specialized branches of modern science have become
so arcane that many people employed in them are forced to train until their
early or mid-thirties in order to join the new priesthood.

They may share long apprenticeships, but too often they cannot agree on
the best course of action. The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic made it clear that
disagreements among experts may extend even to such seemingly simple
decisions as wearing a face mask. By the end of March 2020 (three months
into the pandemic) the World Health Organization still advised against doing
so unless a person was infected, and the reversal came only in early June
2020. How can those without any special knowledge take sides or make any
sense of these disputes that now often end in retractions or the dismantling of
previously dominant claims?

Still, such continuing uncertainties and disputes do not excuse the extent to
which most people misunderstand the fundamental workings of the modern
world. After all, appreciating how wheat is grown (chapter 2) or steel is made
(chapter 3) or realizing that globalization is neither new nor inevitable
(chapter 4) are not the same as asking that somebody comprehend
femtochemistry (the study of chemical reactions at timescales of 10-15

seconds, Ahmed Zewail, Nobel Prize in 1999) or polymerase chain reactions
(the rapid copying of DNA, Kary Mullis, Nobel Prize in 1993).

Why then do most people in modern societies have such a superficial
knowledge about how the world really works? The complexities of the
modern world are an obvious explanation: people are constantly interacting
with black boxes, whose relatively simple outputs require little or no
comprehension of what is taking place inside the box. This is as true of such



ubiquitous devices as mobile phones and laptops (typing a simple query does
the trick) as it is of mass-scale procedures such as vaccination (certainly the
best planetary example of 2021, with, typically, the rolling up of a sleeve
being the only comprehensible part). But explanations of this comprehension
deficit go beyond the fact that the sweep of our knowledge encourages
specialization, whose obverse is an increasingly shallow understanding—
even ignorance—of the basics.

Urbanization and mechanization have been two important reasons for this
comprehension deficit. Since the year 2007, more than half of humanity has
lived in cities (more than 80 percent in all affluent countries), and unlike in
the industrializing cities of the 19th and early 20th centuries, jobs in modern
urban areas are largely in services. Most modern urbanites are thus
disconnected not only from the ways we produce our food but also from the
ways we build our machines and devices, and the growing mechanization of
all productive activity means that only a very small share of the global
population now engages in delivering civilization’s energy and the materials
that comprise our modern world.

America now has only about 3 million men and women (farm owners and
hired labor) directly engaged in producing food—people who actually plow
the fields, sow the seeds, apply fertilizer, eradicate weeds, harvest the crops
(picking fruit and vegetables is the most labor-intensive part of the process),
and take care of the animals. That is less than 1 percent of the country’s
population, and hence it is no wonder that most Americans have no idea, or
only some vague notion, about how their bread or their cuts of meat came to
be. Combines harvest wheat—but do they also harvest soybeans or lentils?
How long does it take for a tiny piglet to become a pork chop: weeks or
years? The vast majority of Americans simply don’t know—and they have
plenty of company. China is the world’s largest producer of steel—smelting,
casting, and rolling nearly a billion tons of it every year—but all of that is
done by less than 0.25 percent of China’s 1.4 billion people. Only a tiny
percentage of the Chinese population will ever stand close to a blast furnace,
or see the continuous casting mill with its red ribbons of hot, moving steel.
And this disconnect is the case across the world.

The other major reason for the poor, and declining, understanding of those
fundamental processes that deliver energy (as food or as fuels) and durable
materials (whether metals, non-metallic minerals, or concrete) is that they
have come to be seen as old-fashioned—if not outdated—and distinctly



unexciting compared to the world of information, data, and images. The
proverbial best minds do not go into soil science and do not try their hand at
making better cement; instead they are attracted to dealing with disembodied
information, now just streams of electrons in myriads of microdevices. From
lawyers and economists to code writers and money managers, their
disproportionately high rewards are for work completely removed from the
material realities of life on earth.

Moreover, many of these data worshippers have come to believe that these
electronic flows will make those quaint old material necessities unnecessary.
Fields will be displaced by urban high-rise agriculture, and synthetic products
will ultimately eliminate the need to grow any food at all. Dematerialization,
powered by artificial intelligence, will end our dependence on shaped masses
of metals and processed minerals, and eventually we might even do without
the Earth’s environment: who needs it if we are going to terraform Mars? Of
course, these are all not just grossly premature predictions, they are fantasies
fostered by a society where fake news has become common and where reality
and fiction have commingled to such an extent that gullible minds,
susceptible to cult-like visions, believe what keener observers in the past
would have mercilessly perceived as borderline or frank delusion.

None of the people reading this book will relocate to Mars; all of us will
continue to eat staple grain crops grown in soil on large expanses of
agricultural land, rather than in the skyscrapers imagined by the proponents
of so-called urban agriculture; none of us will live in a dematerialized world
that has no use for such irreplaceable natural services as evaporating water or
pollinating plants. But delivering these existential necessities will be an
increasingly challenging task, because a large share of humanity lives in
conditions that the affluent minority left behind generations ago, and because
the growing demand for energy and materials has been stressing the
biosphere so much and so fast that we have imperiled its capability to keep its
flows and stores within the boundaries compatible with its long-term
functioning.

To give just a single key comparison, in 2020 the average annual per capita
energy supply of about 40 percent of the world’s population (3.1 billion
people, which includes nearly all people in sub-Saharan Africa) was no
higher than the rate achieved in both Germany and France in 1860! In order
to approach the threshold of a dignified standard of living, those 3.1 billion
people will need at least to double—but preferably triple—their per capita



energy use, and in doing so multiply their electricity supply, boost their food
production, and build essential urban, industrial, and transportation
infrastructures. Inevitably, these demands will subject the biosphere to further
degradation.

And how will we deal with unfolding climate change? There is now a
widespread consensus that we need to do something to prevent many highly
undesirable consequences, but what kind of action, what sort of behavioral
transformation would work best? For those who ignore the energetic and
material imperatives of our world, those who prefer mantras of green
solutions to understanding how we have come to this point, the prescription is
easy: just decarbonize—switch from burning fossil carbon to converting
inexhaustible flows of renewable energies. The real wrench in the works: we
are a fossil-fueled civilization whose technical and scientific advances,
quality of life, and prosperity rest on the combustion of huge quantities of
fossil carbon, and we cannot simply walk away from this critical determinant
of our fortunes in a few decades, never mind years.

Complete decarbonization of the global economy by 2050 is now
conceivable only at the cost of unthinkable global economic retreat, or as a
result of extraordinarily rapid transformations relying on near-miraculous
technical advances. But who is going, willingly, to engineer the former while
we are still lacking any convincing, practical, affordable global strategy and
technical means to pursue the latter? What will actually happen? The gap
between wishful thinking and reality is vast, but in a democratic society no
contest of ideas and proposals can proceed in rational ways without all sides
sharing at least a modicum of relevant information about the real world,
rather than trotting out their biases and advancing claims disconnected from
physical possibilities.

This book is an attempt to reduce the comprehension deficit, to explain some
of the most fundamental ruling realities governing our survival and our
prosperity. My goal is not to forecast, not to outline either stunning or
depressing scenarios of what is to come. There is no need to extend this
popular—but consistently failing—genre: in the long run, there are too many
unexpected developments and too many complex interactions that no
individual or collective effort can anticipate. Nor will I advocate any specific
(biased) interpretations of reality, either as a source of despair or of boundless
expectations. I am neither a pessimist nor an optimist; I am a scientist trying



to explain how the world really works, and I will use that understanding in
order to make us better realize our future limits and opportunities.

Inevitably, this kind of inquiry must be selective, but every one of the
seven key topics chosen for closer examination passes the muster of
existential necessity: there are no frivolous choices in the lineup. The first
chapter of this book shows how our high-energy societies have been steadily
increasing their dependence on fossil fuels in general and on electricity, the
most flexible form of energy, in particular. Appreciation of these realities
serves as a much-needed corrective to the now-common claims (based on a
poor understanding of complex realities) that we can decarbonize the global
energy supply in a hurry, and that it will take only two or three decades
before we rely solely on renewable energy conversions. While we are
converting increasing shares of electricity generation to new renewables
(solar and wind, as opposed to the long-established hydroelectricity) and
putting more electric cars on the roads, decarbonizing trucking, flying, and
shipping will be a much greater challenge, as will the production of key
materials without relying on fossil fuels.

The second chapter of this book is about the most basic survival necessity:
producing our food. Its focus is on explaining how much of what we rely on
to survive, from wheat to tomatoes to shrimp, has one thing in common: it
requires substantial, direct and indirect, fossil fuel inputs. Awareness of this
fundamental dependence on fossil fuels leads to a realistic understanding of
our continued need for fossil carbon: it is relatively easy to generate
electricity by wind turbines or solar cells rather than by burning coal or
natural gas—but it would be much more difficult to run all field machinery
without liquid fossil fuels and to produce all fertilizers and other
agrochemicals without natural gas and oil. In short, for decades it will be
impossible to adequately feed the planet without using fossil fuels as sources
of energy and raw materials.

The third chapter explains how and why our societies are sustained by
materials created by human ingenuity, focusing on what I call the four pillars
of modern civilization: ammonia, steel, concrete, and plastics. Understanding
these realities exposes the misleading nature of recently fashionable claims
about the dematerialization of modern economies dominated by services and
miniaturized electronic devices. The relative decline of material needs per
unit of many finished products has been one of the defining trends of modern
industrial developments. But in absolute terms, material demands have been



rising even in the world’s most affluent societies, and they remain far below
any conceivable saturation levels in low-income countries where the
ownership of well-built apartments, kitchen appliances, and air conditioning
(to say nothing about cars) remains a dream for billions of people.

The fourth chapter is the story of globalization, or how the world has
become so interconnected by transportation and communication. This
historical perspective shows how old (or indeed ancient) the origins of this
process are, and how recent is its highest—and finally truly global—extent.
And a closer look makes it clear that there is nothing inevitable about the
future course of this ambivalently perceived (much praised, much questioned,
and much criticized) phenomenon. Recently, there have been some clear
retreats around the world, and a general trend toward populism and
nationalism, but it is not clear how far these will continue, or to what extent
these changes will be modified due to a combination of economic, security,
and political considerations.

The fifth chapter provides a realistic framework for judging the risks we
face: modern societies have succeeded in eliminating or reducing many
previously mortal or crippling risks—polio and giving birth, for example—
but many perils will always be with us, and we repeatedly fail to make proper
risk assessments, both underestimating and exaggerating the dangers we face.
After finishing this chapter, readers will have a good appreciation of the
relative risks of many common involuntary exposures and voluntary activities
(from falling at home to flying between continents; from living in a
hurricane-prone city to parachuting)—and, cutting through the diet industry
nonsense, we will see a range of options of what we could eat to help us live
longer.

The sixth chapter will look first at how unfolding environmental changes
might affect our three existential necessities: oxygen, water, and food. The
rest of the chapter will focus on global warming, the change that has
dominated recent environmental concerns and has led to the emergence of
new—near apocalyptic—catastrophism on one hand, and complete denials of
the process on the other. Instead of recounting and adjudging these contested
claims (too many books have already done so), I will stress that, contrary to
widespread perceptions, this is not a recently discovered phenomenon: we
have understood the fundamentals of this process for more than 150 years.

Moreover, we have been aware of the actual degree of warming associated
with the doubling of atmospheric CO2 for more than a century, and we were



warned about the unprecedented (and unrepeatable) nature of this planetary
experiment more than half a century ago (uninterrupted, accurate
measurements of CO2 began in 1958). But we have chosen to ignore these
explanations, warnings and recorded facts. Instead, we have multiplied our
reliance on the combustion of fossil fuels, resulting in a dependence that will
not be severed easily, or inexpensively. How rapidly we can change this
remains unclear. Add to this all other environmental worries, and you must
conclude that the key existential question—can humanity realize its
aspirations within the safe boundaries of our biosphere?—has no easy
answers. But it is imperative that we understand the facts of the matter. Only
then can we tackle the problem effectively.

In the closing chapter I will look to the future, specifically at the recent
opposing propensities to embrace catastrophism (those that say there are just
years left before the final curtain descends on modern civilization) and
techno-optimism (those that predict that the powers of invention will open
unlimited horizons beyond the confines of the Earth, turning all terrestrial
challenges into inconsequential histories). Predictably, I have little use for
either of these positions, and my perspective will find no favor with either
doctrine. I do not foresee any imminent break with history in either direction;
I do not see any already predetermined outcomes, but rather a complicated
trajectory contingent on our—far from foreclosed—choices.

This book rests on two foundations: abundant scientific findings and half a
century of my research and book-writing. The first includes items ranging
from such classic contributions as the pioneering elucidations of energy
conversions and of the greenhouse gas effect from the 19th century, through
to the very latest assessments of global challenges and risk probabilities. And
this far-reaching book could not have been written without my decades of
interdisciplinary studies distilled in my many other books. Rather than
resorting to an ancient comparison of foxes and hedgehogs (a fox knows
many things, but a hedgehog knows one big thing), I tend to think about
modern scientists as either the drillers of ever-deeper holes (now the
dominant route to fame) or scanners of wide horizons (now a much-
diminished group).

Drilling the deepest possible hole and being an unsurpassed master of a
tiny sliver of the sky visible from its bottom has never appealed to me. I have
always preferred to scan as far and as wide as my limited capabilities have
allowed me to do. My main area of interest throughout my life has been



energy studies, because a satisfactory grasp of that vast field requires you to
combine an understanding of physics, chemistry, biology, geology, and
engineering with an attention to history and to social, economic, and political
factors.

Nearly half of my now more than 40 (and mainly more academic) books
deal with various aspects of energy, from wide-ranging surveys of general
energetics and energy throughout history to closer looks at individual fuel
categories (oil, natural gas, biomass) and specific properties and processes
(power density, energy transitions). The rest of my output betrays my
interdisciplinary quests: I have written about such fundamental phenomena as
growth—in all of its natural and anthropogenic guises—and risk; about the
global environment (the biosphere, biogeochemical cycles, global ecology,
photosynthetic productivity, and harvests), food and agriculture, materials
(above all, steel and fertilizers), technical advances, and the progress and
retreat of manufacturing, and also about ancient Roman and modern
American history and Japanese food.

Inevitably, this book—the product of my life’s work, and written for the
layperson—is a continuation of my long-lasting quest to understand the basic
realities of the biosphere, history, and the world we have created. And it also
does, yet again, what I have been steadfastly doing for decades: it strongly
advocates for moving away from extreme views. Recent (and increasingly
strident or increasingly giddy) advocates of such positions will be
disappointed: this is not the place to find either laments about the world
ending in 2030 or an infatuation with astonishingly transformative powers of
artificial intelligence arriving sooner than we think. Instead, this book tries to
provide a foundation for a more measured and necessarily agnostic
perspective. I hope that my rational, matter-of-fact approach will help readers
to understand how the world really works, and what our chances are of seeing
it offer better prospects to the coming generations.

But before you plunge into the specific topics, I have a warning as well as
a possible request. This book teems with numbers (all metric) because the
realities of the modern world cannot be understood only by qualitative
descriptions. Many numbers in this book are, inevitably, either very large or
very small, and such realities are best treated in terms of orders of magnitude,
labelled with globally valid prefixes. Should you not have a grounding in
these matters, the appendix on understanding numbers, large and small, takes
care of that, and hence some readers might find it profitable to begin this



book from its end. Otherwise, I’ll see you in chapter 1 for a closer,
quantitative look at energies. It’s a perspective that should never go out of
fashion.





1. Understanding Energy
Fuels and Electricity

Consider a benign science fiction scenario: not travel to distant planets in
search of life, but the Earth and its inhabitants as targets of remote monitoring
by an exceedingly sapient civilization that sends its probes to nearby
galaxies. Why do they do this? Just for the satisfaction of systematic
understanding, and perhaps also to avoid dangerous surprises should the third
planet orbiting around an unremarkable star in a spiral galaxy become a
threat, or perhaps in case they should require a second home. Hence this
planet keeps periodic tabs on Earth.

Let us imagine that a probe approaches our planet once every 100 years
and that it is programmed to make a second pass (a closer inspection) only
when it detects a previously unobserved kind of energy conversion—the
changing of energy from one form to another—or a new physical
manifestation dependent on it. In fundamental physical terms, any process—
be it rain, a volcanic eruption, plant growth, animal predation, or the growth
of human sapience—can be defined as a sequence of energy conversions, and
for a few hundred million years after the Earth’s formation the probes would
see only the same varied, but ultimately monotonous, displays of volcanic
eruptions, earthquakes and atmospheric storms.

Fundamental shifts

The first microorganisms emerge nearly 4 billion years ago but passing
probes do not register them, as these life forms are rare and remain hidden,
associated with alkaline hydrothermal vents at the ocean’s floor. The first
occasion for a closer look arises as early as 3.5 billion years ago, when a
passing probe records the first simple, single-celled photosynthetic microbes
in shallow seas: they absorb near-infrared radiation—that which is just



beyond the visible spectrum—and do not produce oxygen.1  Hundreds of
millions of years then elapse with no signs of change before cyanobacteria
begin to use the energy of the visible incoming solar radiation to convert CO2

and water into new organic compounds and release oxygen.2
This is a radical shift that will create Earth’s oxygenated atmosphere, yet a

long time elapses before new, more complex aquatic organisms are seen 1.2
billion years ago, when the probes document the rise and diffusion of
brilliantly colored red algae (due to the photosynthetic pigment
phycoerythrin) and of much larger, brown algae. Green algae arrive nearly
half a billion years later, and because of the new proliferation of marine
plants the probes get better sensors to monitor the sea floor. This pays off, as
more than 600 million years ago the probes make another epochal discovery:
the existence of the first organisms made of differentiated cells. These
flattish, soft, bottom-dwelling creatures (known as Ediacaran fauna after their
Australian domicile) are the first simple animals requiring oxygen for their
metabolism and, unlike algae that are merely tossed by waves and currents,
they are mobile.3

And then the probes begin to document what are, comparatively speaking,
rapid changes: instead of passing over lifeless continents and waiting
hundreds of millions of years before logging another epochal shift, they begin
to record the rising, cresting, and subsiding waves of the emergence,
diffusion, and extinction of a huge variety of species. This period starts with
the Cambrian explosion of small marine bottom-dwellers (541 million years
ago, dominated first by trilobites) through the arrival of the first fishes,
amphibians, land plants, and four-legged (and hence exceptionally mobile)
animals. Periodic extinctions reduce, or sometimes almost eliminate, this
variety, and even just 6 million years ago the probes do not find any organism
dominating the planet.4  Not long afterwards, the probes nearly miss the
significance of a mechanical shift with enormous energetic implications:
many four-legged animals briefly stand or awkwardly walk on two legs, and
more than 4 million years ago this form of locomotion becomes the norm for
small ape-like creatures that begin spending more time on land than in trees.5

Now the intervals between reporting something noteworthy to their home
base shrink from hundreds of millions to mere hundreds of thousands of
years. Eventually the descendants of these early bipeds (we classify them as
hominins, belonging to the genus Homo, along the long line of our ancestors)



do something that puts them on an accelerated path to planetary dominance.
Several hundred thousand years ago, the probes detect the first extrasomatic
use of energy—external to one’s body; that is, any energy conversion besides
digesting food—when some of these upright walkers master fire and begin to
use it deliberately for cooking, comfort, and safety.6  This controlled
combustion converts the chemical energy of plants into thermal energy and
light, enabling the hominins to eat previously hard-to-digest foods, warming
them through the cold nights, and keeping away dangerous animals.7  These
are the first steps toward deliberately shaping and controlling the
environment on an unprecedented scale.

This trend intensifies with the next notable change, the adoption of crop
cultivation. About 10 millennia ago, the probes record the first patches of
deliberately cultivated plants as a small share of the Earth’s total
photosynthesis becomes controlled and manipulated by humans who
domesticate—select, plant, tend, and harvest—crops for their (delayed)
benefit.8  The first domestication of animals soon follows. Before that
happens, human muscles are the only prime movers—that is, converters of
chemical (food) energy to the kinetic (mechanical) energy of labor.
Domestication of working animals, starting with cattle some 9,000 years ago,
supplies the first extrasomatic energy other than that of human muscles—
they are used for field work, for lifting water from wells, for pulling or
carrying loads, and for providing personal transportation.9  And much later
come the first inanimate prime movers: sails, more than five millennia ago;
waterwheels, more than two millennia ago; and windmills, more than a
thousand years ago.10

Afterwards, the probes don’t have much to observe, following the arrival
of another period of (relative) slowdown: century after century, there is just
repetition, stagnation, or the slow growth and diffusion of these long-
established conversions. In the Americas and in Australia (lacking any draft
animals and any simple mechanical prime movers), all work before the
arrival of Europeans is done by human muscles. In some of the Old World’s
preindustrial regions, harnessed animals, wind and running or falling water
energize significant shares of grain milling, oil pressing, grinding, and
forging, and draft animals become indispensable for heavy field work
(plowing above all, as harvesting is still done manually), transporting goods,
and waging wars.



But at this point, even in societies with domesticated animals and
mechanical prime movers, much of the work is still done by people. My
estimate, using necessarily approximate past totals of working animals and
people and assuming typical daily work rates based on modern measurements
of physical exertion, is that—be it at the beginning of the second millennium
of the Common Era or 500 years later (in 1500, at the beginning of the early
modern era)—more than 90 percent of all useful mechanical energy was
provided by animate power, roughly split between people and animals, while
all thermal energy came from the combustion of plant fuels (mostly wood
and charcoal, but also straw and dried dung).

And then in 1600 the alien probe will spring into action, and spot
something unprecedented. Rather than relying solely on wood, an island
society is increasingly burning coal, a fuel produced by photosynthesis tens
or hundreds of millions of years ago and fossilized by heat and pressure
during its long underground storage. The best reconstructions show that coal
as a heat source in England surpasses the use of biomass fuels around 1620
(perhaps even earlier); by 1650 the burning of fossil carbon supplies two-
thirds of all heat; and the share reaches 75 percent by 1700.11  England has an
exceptionally early start: all the coalfields that make the UK the world’s
leading 19th-century economy are already producing coal before 1640.12

And then, at the very beginning of the 18th century, some English mines
begin to rely on steam engines, the first inanimate prime movers powered by
the combustion of fossil fuel.

These early engines are so inefficient that they can be deployed only in
mines where the fuel supply is readily available and does not require any
transportation.13  But for generations the UK remains the most interesting
nation to the alien probe because it is an exceptional early adopter. Even by
1800, the combined coal extraction in a few European countries and the
United States is a small fraction of British production.

By 1800 a passing probe will record that, across the planet, plant fuels still
supply more than 98 percent of all heat and light used by the dominant
bipeds, and that human and animal muscles still provide more than 90 percent
of all mechanical energy needed in farming, construction, and manufacturing.
In the UK, where James Watt introduced an improved steam engine during
the 1770s, the Boulton & Watt company begin to build engines whose
average power is equal to that of 25 strong horses, but by 1800 they have sold



less than 500 of these machines, merely denting the total power provided by
harnessed horses and hard-working laborers.14

Even by 1850, rising coal extraction in Europe and North America supplies
no more than 7 percent of all fuel energy, nearly half of all useful kinetic
energy comes from draft animals, about 40 percent from human muscles, and
just 15 percent from the three inanimate prime movers: waterwheels,
windmills, and the slowly spreading steam engines. The world of 1850 is
much more akin to the world of 1700 or even of 1600 than that of the year
2000.

But by 1900 the global share of both fossil and renewable fuels and of
prime movers shifts considerably as modern energy sources (coal and some
crude oil) provide half of all primary energy, and traditional fuels (wood,
charcoal, straw) the other half. Water turbines in hydro stations generate the
first primary electricity during the 1880s; later comes geothermal electricity,
and after the Second World War nuclear, solar, and wind electricity (the new
renewables). But by 2020 more than half of the world’s electricity will still be
generated by the combustion of fossil fuels, mainly coal and natural gas.

By 1900, inanimate prime movers supply about half of all mechanical
energy: coal-fired steam engines make the greatest contribution, followed by
better-designed waterwheels and new water turbines (first introduced during
the 1830s), windmills and brand-new steam turbines (since the late 1880s),
and internal combustion engines (gasoline-fueled, also first introduced in the
1880s).15

By 1950, fossil fuels supply nearly three-quarters of primary energy (still
dominated by coal), and inanimate prime movers—now with gasoline- and
diesel-fueled internal combustion engines in the lead—provide more than 80
percent of all mechanical energy. And by the year 2000 only poor people in
low-income countries depend on biomass fuels, with wood and straw
providing only about 12 percent of the world’s primary energy. Animate
prime movers hold only a 5 percent share of mechanical energy, as human
exertions and the work of draft animals are almost completely displaced by
machines fueled by liquids or by electric motors.

During the past two centuries, the alien probes will have witnessed a rapid
global substitution of primary energy sources, accompanied by the expansion
and diversification of fossil energy supply, and the no less rapid introduction,
adoption, and growth in capacity of new inanimate prime movers—first coal-
fired steam engines, then internal combustion engines (piston and turbines).



The most recent visit would see a truly global society built and defined by
mass-scale, stationary, and mobile conversions of fossil carbon, deployed
everywhere but in some of the planet’s uninhabited regions.

Modern energy uses

What difference has this mobilization of extrasomatic energies made? Global
primary energy supply usually refers to total (gross) production, but it is more
revealing to look at energy that is actually available for conversion into useful
forms. To do this, we need to subtract pre-consumption losses (during coal
sorting and cleaning, crude oil refining, and natural gas processing), non-
energy use (mainly as feedstocks for chemical industries, and also as
lubricating oils for machines ranging from pumps to aircraft turbines and as
paving materials), and losses during electricity transmission. With these
adjustments—and rounding heavily to avoid impressions of unwarranted
accuracy—my calculations show a 60-fold increase in the use of fossil fuels
during the 19th century, a 16-fold gain during the 20th century, and about a
1,500-fold increase over the past 220 years.16

This increasing dependence on fossil fuels is the most important factor in
explaining the advances of modern civilization—and also our underlying
concerns about the vulnerability of their supply and the environmental
impacts of their combustion. In reality, the energy gain was substantially
higher than the 1,500-fold I just mentioned, because we must take into
account the concurrent increase in average conversion efficiencies.17  In
1800, coal combustion in stoves and boilers to produce heat and hot water
was no more than 25–30 percent efficient, and only 2 percent of coal
consumed by steam engines was converted into useful work, resulting in an
overall conversion efficiency of no higher than 15 percent. A century later,
better stoves, boilers, and engines raised the overall efficiency to nearly 20
percent, and by the year 2000 the mean conversion rate was about 50 percent.
Consequently, the 20th century saw a nearly 40-fold gain in useful energy;
since 1800 the gain was about 3,500-fold.

To get an even clearer picture of the magnitude of these changes, we
should express these rates in per capita terms. The global population rose
from 1 billion in 1800 to 1.6 billion in 1900 and 6.1 billion in the year 2000,
and hence the supply of useful energy rose (all values in gigajoules per



capita) from 0.05 in 1800 to 2.7 in 1900 and to about 28 in the year 2000.
China’s post-2000 rise on the world stage was the main reason for a further
increase in the global rate to about 34 GJ/capita by 2020. An average
inhabitant of the Earth nowadays has at their disposal nearly 700 times more
useful energy than their ancestors had at the beginning of the 19th century.

Moreover, within a lifetime of people born just after the Second World
War the rate had more than tripled, from about 10 to 34 GJ/capita between
1950 and 2020. Translating the last rate into more readily imaginable
equivalents, it is as if an average Earthling has every year at their personal
disposal about 800 kilograms (0.8 tons, or nearly six barrels) of crude oil, or
about 1.5 tons of good bituminous coal. And when put in terms of physical
labor, it is as if 60 adults would be working non-stop, day and night, for each
average person; and for the inhabitants of affluent countries this equivalent of
steadily laboring adults would be, depending on the specific country, mostly
between 200 and 240. On average, humans now have unprecedented amounts
of energy at their disposal.

The consequences of this in terms of human exertion, hours of physical
labor, time for leisure, and the overall standard of living are obvious. An
abundance of useful energy underlies and explains all the gains—from better
eating to mass-scale travel; from mechanization of production and transport
to instant personal electronic communication—that have become norms
rather than exceptions in all affluent countries. Recent changes on a national
scale range widely: as expected, they are lower for those high-income
countries whose per capita energy use was already relatively high a century
ago, with a greater increase in nations that have seen the most rapid
modernization of their economies since 1950, most notably Japan, South
Korea, and China. Between 1950 and 2020 the United States roughly doubled
the per capita useful energy provided by fossil fuels and primary electricity
(to about 150 gigajoules); in Japan the rate had more than quintupled (to
nearly 80 GJ/capita), and China saw an astounding, more than 120-fold,
increase (to nearly 50 GJ/capita).18

Tracing the trajectory of useful energy deployment is so revealing because
energy is not just another component in the complex structures of the
biosphere, human societies, and their economies, nor just another variable in
intricate equations determining the evolution of these interacting systems.
Energy conversions are the very basis of life and evolution. Modern history



can be seen as an unusually rapid sequence of transitions to new energy
sources, and the modern world is the cumulative result of their conversions.

Physicists were the first to recognize the fundamental importance of energy
in human affairs. In 1886, Ludwig Boltzmann, one of the founders of
thermodynamics, spoke about free energy—energy available for conversions
—as the Kampfobjekt (the object of struggle) for life, which is ultimately
dependent on incoming solar radiation.19  Erwin Schrödinger, winner of the
Nobel Prize in Physics in 1933, summed up the basis of life: “What an
organism feeds upon is negative entropy” (negative entropy or negentropy =
free energy).20  During the 1920s, following this fundamental insight of 19th-
and early 20th-century physicists, the American mathematician and
statistician Alfred Lotka concluded that those organisms that best capture the
available energy hold the evolutionary advantage.21

In the early 1970s, American ecologist Howard Odum explained how “all
progress is due to special power subsidies, and progress evaporates whenever
and wherever they are removed.”22  And, more recently, physicist Robert
Ayres has repeatedly stressed in his writings the central notion of energy in
all economies: “the economic system is essentially a system for extracting,
processing and transforming energy as resources into energy embodied in
products and services.”23  Simply put, energy is the only truly universal
currency, and nothing (from galactic rotations to ephemeral insect lives) can
take place without its transformations.24

Given all of these readily verifiable realities, it is hard to understand why
modern economics, that body of explanations and precepts whose
practitioners exercise more influence on public policy than any other experts,
has largely ignored energy. As Ayres noted, economics does not only lack
any systematic awareness of energy’s importance for the physical process of
production, but it assumes “that energy doesn’t matter (much) because the
cost share of energy in the economy is so small that it can be ignored … as if
output could be produced by labor and capital alone—or as if energy is
merely a form of man-made capital that can be produced (as opposed to
extracted) by labor and capital.”25

Modern economists do not get their rewards and awards for being
preoccupied with energy, and modern societies become concerned about it
only when the supply of any main commercial form of energy appears to be
threatened and its prices soar. Google’s Ngram Viewer, a tool that allows you



to see the popularity of terms that appeared in printed sources between 1500
and 2019, illustrates this point: during the 20th century the frequency of the
term “energy price” remained quite negligible, until a sudden spike that
began in the early 1970s (caused by OPEC’s quintupling of crude oil prices;
details of which follow later in this chapter) and peaked in the early 1980s.
Once prices fell, a similarly steep decline followed, and by 2019 the term
“energy price” was mentioned no more frequently than it was in 1972.

Understanding how the world really works cannot be done without at least
a modicum of energy literacy. In this chapter I will first explain that energy
may not be easy to define but that it is easy not to make the commonly
encountered error of conflating it with power. We’ll see how different forms
of energy (with their specific advantages and drawbacks) and different energy
densities (energy stored per unit of mass or volume, critical for energy
storage and portability) have affected different stages of economic
development, and I’ll offer some realistic appraisals of the challenges faced
by the unfolding transition to societies relying less and less on fossil carbon.
As we’ll see, our civilization is so deeply reliant on fossil fuels that the next
transition will take much longer than most people think.

What is energy?

How do we define this fundamental quantity? The Greek etymology is clear.
Aristotle, writing in his Metaphysics, combined ἐν (in) with ἔργνο (work) and
concluded that every object is maintained by ἐνέργεια.26  This understanding
endowed all objects with the potential for action, motion, and change—not a
bad characterization of a potential to be transformed into other forms, be it by
lifting, throwing, or burning.

Little changed over the following two millennia. Eventually, Isaac Newton
(1643–1727) laid down fundamental physical laws involving mass, force, and
momentum, and his second law of motion made it possible to derive the basic
energy units. Using modern scientific units, 1 joule is the force of 1 newton—
that is, the mass of 1 kilogram accelerated by 1 m/s2 acting over a distance of
1 meter.27  But this definition refers only to kinetic (mechanical) energy, and
it certainly does not provide an intuitive understanding of energy in all of its
forms.



Our practical understanding of energy was greatly expanded during the
19th century thanks to the era’s proliferating experiments with combustion,
heat, radiation, and motion.28  This led to what is still the most common
definition of energy: “the capacity for doing work”—a definition valid only
when the term “work” means not only some invested labor but, as one of the
leading physicists of the era put it, a generalized physical “act of producing a
change of configuration in a system in opposition to a force which resists that
change.”29  But that, too, is still too Newtonian to be intuitive.

There is no better way to answer the question “what is energy?” than by
referring to one of the most insightful physicists of the 20th century—to the
protean mind of Richard Feynman, who (in his famous Lectures on Physics)
tackled the challenge in his straightforward manner, stressing that “energy
has a large number of different forms, and there is a formula for each one.
These are: gravitational energy, kinetic energy, heat energy, elastic energy,
electrical energy, chemical energy, radiant energy, nuclear energy, mass
energy.”

And then comes this disarming but indubitable conclusion:

It is important to realize that in physics today, we have no knowledge
of what energy is. We do not have a picture that energy comes in little
blobs of a definite amount. It is not that way. However, there are
formulas for calculating some numerical quantity, and when we add it
all together it gives … always the same number. It is an abstract thing
in that it does not tell us the mechanism or the reasons for the various
formulas.30

And so it has been. We can use formulas to calculate, very accurately, the
kinetic energy of a moving arrow or of a cruising jetliner, or the potential
energy of a massive boulder that is just about to tumble down from a
mountain, or the thermal energy released by a chemical reaction, or the light
(radiant) energy of a flickering candle or a pointed laser—but we cannot
reduce these energies into a single, easily described entity in our mind.

But the slippery nature of energy has not troubled the armies of instant
experts: ever since the early 1970s, when energy became a major topic of
public discourse, they have opined on energy matters with ignorance and
zeal. Energy is among the most elusive and most misunderstood concepts,
and a poor grasp of basic realities has led to many illusions and delusions. As



we have seen, energy exists in various forms, and to make it useful to us we
need to convert one form of it into another type. But treating this multifaceted
abstract as a monolith has been the norm, as if different forms of energy were
effortlessly substitutable.

Some of these substitutions are both relatively easy and beneficial.
Replacing candles (the chemical energy of wax transformed into radiant
energy) with electric lights powered by electricity generated by steam
turbines (the chemical energy of fuels transformed first into heat and then
into electric energy, which is then transformed into radiant energy) resulted in
many obvious benefits (a safer, brighter, cheaper, more reliable kind of
energy). Replacing steam- and diesel-powered railroad engines with electric
drive has allowed less expensive, cleaner, and faster transportation: all sleek,
high-speed trains are electric. But many desirable substitutions remain more
expensive, or possible but realistically unaffordable for some time to come,
or impossible at required scales—no matter how loudly their promoters extol
their virtues.

Electric cars are a common example of the first category: now readily
available, the best models are quite reliable, but in 2020 they were still more
expensive than similarly sized vehicles powered by internal combustion
engines. In terms of the second category, as I will detail in the next chapter,
synthesis of the ammonia needed to produce nitrogenous fertilizers now
depends heavily on natural gas as the source of hydrogen. Hydrogen could be
produced by the decomposition (electrolysis) of water instead, but this route
remains nearly five times as expensive as when the element is derived from
abundant and inexpensive methane—and we have yet to create a mass-scale
hydrogen industry. And long-distance electricity-powered commercial flight
(equivalent to a kerosene-powered Boeing 787 from New York to Tokyo) is
the outstanding example of the last category: as we will see, this is an energy
conversion that will remain unrealistic for a long time to come.

The first law of thermodynamics states that no energy is ever lost during
conversions: be that chemical to chemical when digesting food; chemical to
mechanical when moving muscles; chemical to thermal when burning natural
gas; thermal to mechanical when rotating a turbine; mechanical to electrical
in a generator; or electrical to electromagnetic as light illuminates the page
you are reading. However, all energy conversions eventually result in
dissipated low-temperature heat: no energy has been lost, but its utility, its



ability to perform useful work, is gone (the second law of
thermodynamics).31

All forms of energy can be measured in the same units—joule is the
scientific unit; calories are often used in nutritional studies. In the next
chapter, when I detail the massive energy subsidies going into modern food
production, we will encounter the truly existential reality of different energy
qualities. Producing chicken requires energies whose total is several times
higher than the energy content of the edible meat. Although we can calculate
the subsidy ratio in terms of energy quantities (joules in/joules out)—there is,
obviously, a fundamental difference between inputs and outputs: we cannot
digest diesel oil or electricity, while lean chicken meat is an almost perfectly
digestible foodstuff containing high-quality protein, an indispensable
macronutrient that cannot be replaced by an equal amount of energy from
lipids or carbohydrates.

There are many choices available when it comes to energy conversions,
some far better than others. The high densities of chemical energy in
kerosene and diesel fuel are great for intercontinental flying and shipping, but
if you want your submarine to stay submerged while crossing the Pacific
Ocean then the best choice is to fission enriched uranium in a small reactor in
order to produce electricity.32  And back on land, large nuclear reactors are
the most reliable producers of electricity: some of them now generate it 90–
95 percent of the time, compared to about 45 percent for the best offshore
wind turbines and 25 percent for photovoltaic cells in even the sunniest of
climates—while Germany’s solar panels produce electricity only about 12
percent of the time.33

This is simple physics or electrical engineering, but it is remarkable how
often these realities are ignored. Another common mistake is to confuse
energy with power, and this is done even more frequently. It betrays an
ignorance of basic physics, and one that, regrettably, is not limited to lay
usage. Energy is a scalar, which in physics is a quantity described only by its
magnitude; volume, mass, density, time, and speed are other ubiquitous
scalars. Power measures energy per unit of time and hence it is a rate (in
physics, a rate measures change, commonly per time). Establishments that
generate electricity are commonly called power plants—but power is simply
the rate of energy production or energy use. Power equals energy divided by
time: in scientific units, it is watts = joules/seconds. Energy equals power
multiplied by time: joules = watts × seconds. If you light a small votive



candle in a Roman church, it might burn for 15 hours, converting the
chemical energy of wax to heat (thermal energy) and light (electromagnetic
energy) with an average power of nearly 40 watts.34

Unfortunately, even engineering publications often write about a “power
station generating 1,000 MW of electricity,” but that is impossible. A
generating station may have installed (rated) power of 1,000 megawatts—that
is, it can produce electricity at that rate—but when doing so it would generate
1,000 megawatt-hours or (in basic scientific units) 3.6 trillion joules in an
hour (1,000,000,000 watts × 3,600 seconds). Analogically, an adult man’s
basal metabolic rate (the energy required at complete rest to run the body’s
essential functions) is about 80 watts, or 80 joules per second; lying prone all
day a 70-kilogram man would still need about 7 megajoules (80 × 24 ×
3,600) of food energy, or about 1,650 kilocalories, to maintain his body
temperature, energize his beating heart, and run myriad enzymatic
reactions.35

Most recently, a poor understanding of energy has the proponents of a new
green world naively calling for a near-instant shift from abominable,
polluting, and finite fossil fuels to superior, green and ever-renewable solar
electricity. But liquid hydrocarbons refined from crude oil (gasoline, aviation
kerosene, diesel fuel, residual heavy oil) have the highest energy densities of
all commonly available fuels, and hence they are eminently suitable for
energizing all modes of transportation. Here is a density ladder (all rates in
gigajoules per ton): air-dried wood, 16; bituminous coal (depending on
quality), 24–30; kerosene and diesel fuels, about 46. In volume terms (all
rates in gigajoules per cubic meter), energy densities are only about 10 for
wood, 26 for good coal, 38 for kerosene. Natural gas (methane) contains only
35 MJ/m3—or less than 1/1,000 of kerosene’s density.36

The implications of energy density—as well as of fuel’s physical
properties—for transport are obvious. Ocean liners powered by steam
engines did not burn wood because, everything else being equal, firewood
would have taken up 2.5 times the volume of the good bituminous coal
required for a transatlantic crossing (and be at least 50 percent heavier),
greatly reducing the ship’s capacity to transport people and goods. There
could be no natural gas–powered flight, as the energy density of methane is
three orders of magnitude lower than that of aviation kerosene, and also no
coal-powered flight—the density difference is not that large, but coal would
not flow from wing tanks to engines.



And the advantages of liquid fuels go far beyond high energy density.
Unlike coal, crude oil is much easier to produce (no need to send miners
underground or scar landscapes with large open pits), store (in tanks or
underground—because of oil’s much higher energy density, any enclosed
space can typically store 75 percent more energy as a liquid fuel than as
coal), and distribute (intercontinentally by tankers and by pipelines, the safest
mode of long-distance mass transfer), and hence it is readily available on
demand.37  Crude oil needs refining to separate the complex mixture of
hydrocarbons into specific fuels—gasoline being the lightest; residual fuel oil
the heaviest—but this process yields more valuable fuels for specific uses,
and it also produces indispensable non-fuel products such as lubricants.

Lubricants are needed to minimize friction in everything from the massive
turbofan engines in wide-body jetliners to miniature bearings.38  Globally,
the automotive sector, now with more than 1.4 billion vehicles on the road, is
the largest consumer, followed by use in industry—with the largest markets
being textiles, energy, chemicals, and food processing—and in ocean-going
vessels. Annual use of these compounds now surpasses 120 megatons (for
comparison, global output of all edible oils, from olive to soybean, is now
about 200 megatons a year), and because the available alternatives—synthetic
lubricants made from simpler, but still often oil-based, compounds rather
than those derived directly from crude oil—are more expensive, this demand
will grow further as these industries expand around the world.

Another product derived from crude oil is asphalt. Global output of this
black and sticky material is now on the order of 100 megatons, with 85
percent of it going to paving (hot and warm asphalt mixes) and most of the
rest to roofing.39  And hydrocarbons have yet another indispensable non-fuel
use: as feedstocks for many different chemical syntheses (dominated by
ethane, propane, and butane from natural gas liquids) producing a variety of
synthetic fibers, resins, adhesives, dyes, paints and coatings, detergents, and
pesticides, all vital in myriad ways to our modern world.40  Given these
advantages and benefits, it was predictable—indeed unavoidable—that our
dependence on crude oil would grow once the product became more
affordable and once it could be reliably delivered on a global scale.

The shift from coal to crude oil took generations to accomplish.
Commercial crude oil extraction began during the 1850s in Russia, Canada,
and the US. The wells, drilled using the ancient percussion method involving
the raising and dropping of a heavy cutting bit, were shallow, their daily



productivities were low, and kerosene for lamps (which displaced whale oil
and candles) was the main product of the simple refining of crude oil.41  New
markets for refined oil products were created only with the widespread
adoption of internal combustion engines: first the gasoline-fueled (Otto cycle)
machines for cars, buses, and trucks; then Rudolf Diesel’s more efficient
machines, fueled by a heavier and cheaper fraction (you guessed it, diesel)
and used above all for ships, trucks, and heavy machinery (for much more on
this, see chapter 4 on globalization). Diffusion of these new prime movers
was slow, and the US and Canada were the only two countries with high rates
of car ownership prior to the Second World War.

Crude oil became a global fuel, and eventually the world’s most important
source of primary energy, thanks to the discoveries of giant oil fields in the
Middle East and in the USSR—and, of course, also thanks to the introduction
of large tankers. Some Middle Eastern giants were first drilled in the 1920s
and 1930s (Iranian Gachsaran and Iraqi Kirkuk in 1927, Kuwaiti Burgan in
1937) but most of them were discovered after the war, including Ghawar (the
world’s largest) in 1948, Safaniya in 1951, and Manifa in 1957, all in Saudi
Arabia. The largest Soviet discoveries were in 1948 (Romashkino in the
Volga-Ural Basin) and in 1965 (Samotlor in Western Siberia).42

Crude oil’s rise and relative retreat

Mass-scale car usage in Europe and Japan and the concurrent conversion of
their economies from coal to crude oil, and later to natural gas, began only
during the 1950s, as did the expansion of foreign trade and travel (including
the first jetliners) and the use of petrochemical feedstocks for the synthesis of
ammonia and plastics. Global oil extraction of crude oil doubled during the
1950s, and by 1964 crude oil surpassed coal as the world’s most important
fossil fuel, but although its output kept on rising, supply remained plentiful
and so prices were falling. In constant (inflation-adjusted) monies, the world
oil price was lower in 1950 than it was in 1940, lower in 1960 than in 1950—
and lower still in 1970 than in 1960.43

Not surprisingly, demand was coming from all sectors. In real terms, crude
oil was so cheap that there were no incentives to use it efficiently: American
houses in regions with a cold climate, increasingly heated by oil furnaces,
were built with single-glazed windows and without adequate wall insulation;



the average efficiency of American cars actually declined between 1933 and
1973; and energy-intensive industries continued to operate by using
inefficient processes.44  Perhaps most notably, America’s pace of replacing
old open-hearth furnaces with superior oxygen furnaces to make steel was
much slower than in Japan and Western Europe.

During the late 1960s, the already high American demand for oil rose by
nearly 25 percent, and global demand increased by nearly 50 percent.
European demand had nearly doubled between 1965 and 1973, and Japanese
imports became about 2.3 times higher.45  As mentioned, new discoveries of
oil covered this surge in demand and oil was selling at what was essentially
the same price as in 1950. This was too good to last, however. In 1950 the US
still produced about 53 percent of the world’s oil; by 1970, although still the
largest producer, its share fell to less than 23 percent—and it was clear that
the country would need increased imports—while the Organization of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) produced 48 percent.

OPEC, set up in 1960 in Baghdad by just five countries in order to prevent
further price reductions, had time on its side: it wasn’t large enough to assert
itself during the 1960s, but by 1970 its production share, combined with the
retreat of American extraction (which peaked in 1970), made it impossible to
ignore its demands.46  In April 1972 the Texas Railroad Commission lifted its
limits on the state’s output and hence surrendered its control of the price that
it had held since the 1930s. In 1971, Algeria and Libya began to nationalize
their oil production, and Iraq followed in 1972, the same year that Kuwait,
Qatar, and Saudi Arabia began their gradual takeover of their oilfields—
which until that point had been in the hands of foreign corporations. Then in
April 1973, the US ended its limits on the import of crude oil east of the
Rocky Mountains. Suddenly, it was a sellers’ market, and on October 1 1973
OPEC raised its posted price by 16 percent to $3.01/barrel, followed by an
additional 17 percent rise by six Arab Gulf states and, after the Israeli victory
over Egypt in Sinai in October 1973, it embargoed all oil exports to the US.

On January 1 1974, the Gulf states raised their posted price to
$11.65/barrel, completing a 4.5-fold rise in the cost of this essential energy
source in a single year—and this ended the era of rapid economic expansion
that had been energized by cheap oil. From 1950 to 1973 the Western
European economic product had nearly tripled, and the US GDP had more
than doubled in that single generation. Between 1973 and 1975 the global
economic growth rate dropped by about 90 percent, and as soon as the



economies affected by higher oil prices began to adjust to these new realities
—above all by impressive improvements in industrial energy efficiency—the
fall of the Iranian monarchy and the takeover of Iran by a fundamentalist
theocracy led to a second wave of oil price rises, from about $13 in 1978 to
$34 in 1981, and to another 90 percent decline in the global rate of economic
growth between 1979 and 1982.47

More than $30 a barrel was a demand-destroying price and by 1986 oil was
again selling at just $13 a barrel, setting the stage for yet another round of
globalization—this time centered on China, whose rapid modernization was
driven by Deng Xiaoping’s economic reforms and by massive foreign
investment. Two generations later, only those who lived through those years
of price and supply turmoil (or those, increasingly few, who studied their
impact) appreciate how traumatic these two waves of price rises were.
Consequences of the resulting economic reversals are still felt four decades
later, because once demand for oil began to increase, many oil-saving
measures remained in place and some—notably the transitions to more
efficient industrial uses—kept on intensifying.48

In 1995, crude oil extraction finally surpassed the 1979 record and then
continued to rise, meeting the demand of an economically reforming China as
well as the rising demand elsewhere in Asia—but oil has not regained its pre-
1975 relative dominance.49  Its share of the global commercial primary
energy supply fell from 45 percent in 1970 to 38 percent in the year 2000 and
to 33 percent in 2019—and it is now certain that its further relative decline
will continue as natural gas consumption and wind and solar electricity
generation keep increasing. There are enormous opportunities to generate
more electricity with photovoltaic cells and wind turbines, but there is a
fundamental difference between systems that derive 20–40 percent of
electricity from these intermittent sources (Germany and Spain are the best
examples among large economies) and a national electricity supply that relies
completely on these renewable flows.

In large, populous nations, the complete reliance on these renewables
would require what we are still missing: either mass-scale, long-term (days to
weeks) electricity storage that would back up intermittent electricity
generation, or extensive grids of high-voltage lines to transmit electricity
across time zones and from sunny and windy regions to major urban and
industrial concentrations. Could these new renewables produce enough
electricity to replace not only today’s generation fueled by coal and natural



gas, but also all the energy now supplied by liquid fuels to vehicles, ships,
and planes by way of a complete electrification of transport? And could they
really do so, as some plans now promise, in a matter of just two or three
decades?

The many advantages of electricity

If energy, according to Feynman, is “that abstract thing,” then electricity is
one of its most abstract forms. You don’t need a scientific understanding to
have direct experience of several different types of energy, to distinguish
their forms and take advantage of their conversions. Solid or liquid fuels
(chemical energy) are tangible (a tree trunk, a lump of coal, a canister of
gasoline), and their burning—be it in forest fires, in Paleolithic caves, in
locomotives to produce steam, or in motor vehicles—releases heat (thermal
energy). Falling and running waters are ubiquitous displays of gravitational
and kinetic energy that are fairly easily converted to useful kinetic
(mechanical) energy by building simple wooden waterwheels—and all it
takes to convert wind’s kinetic energy into mechanical energy for grinding
grain or pressing oil seeds is a windmill and wooden gears to transfer the
motion to millstones.

In contrast, electricity is intangible and we can’t get an intuitive sense of it
in the same way as we do with fuels. But its effects can be seen in static
electricity, sparks, lightning; small currents can be felt, and currents above
100 milliamperes may be deadly. Common definitions of electricity are not
instinctively accessible, they require a prior knowledge of other functional
terms such as “electrons,” “flow,” “charge,” and “current.” Although
Feynman, in the opening volume of his magisterial Lectures on Physics, was
quite perfunctory—“there is electrical energy, which has to do with pushing
and pulling by electric charges”—when he returned to the topic in detail in
the second volume, dealing with mechanical and electrical energies and with
steady currents, he did so by deploying calculus.50

For most of its inhabitants, the modern world is full of black boxes,
devices whose internal workings remain—to different degrees—a mystery to
their users. Electricity can be thought of as a ubiquitous and ultimate black
box system: although many people have a fairly good understanding of what
goes in (combustion of fossil fuel in a large thermal plant; falling water in a



hydro station; solar radiation absorbed by a photovoltaic cell; the splitting of
uranium in a reactor) and everybody benefits from what comes out (light,
heat, motion), only a minority fully understand what goes on inside the
generating plants, transformers, transmission lines, and final-use devices.

Lightning, electricity’s most common natural demonstration, is too
powerful, too short-lived (only a fraction of a second), and too destructive to
be (ever?) tapped for productive use. And while anybody can produce minute
quantities of static electricity by rubbing suitable materials or use small
batteries that can last, without recharging, for hours of light-duty service in
flashlights and portable electronics, generating electricity for mass-scale
commercial use is a costly and complicated undertaking. Its distribution from
where it is generated to the places and regions of its largest use—to cities,
industries, and electrified forms of rapid transportation—is equally
complicated: it requires transformers and extensive grids of high-voltage
transmission lines and, after further transformation, distribution by low-
voltage overhead or underground wires to billions of consumers.

And even in this era of high-tech electronic miracles, it is still impossible
to store electricity affordably in quantities sufficient to meet the demand of a
medium-sized city (500,000 people) for only a week or two, or to supply a
megacity (more than 10 million people) for just half a day.51  But despite
these complications, high costs, and technical challenges, we have been
striving to electrify modern economies, and this quest for ever-higher
electrification will continue because this form of energy combines many
unequaled advantages. Most obviously, at the point of its final consumption,
electricity’s use is always effortless and clean, and the majority of the time it
is also exceptionally efficient. With just the flip of a switch, push of a button,
or adjustment of a thermostat (now often requiring only a hand signal or
voice command), electric lights and motors or electric heaters and coolers are
turned on—with no bulky fuel storages, no laborious carrying and stoking, no
dangers of incomplete combustion (emitting poisonous carbon monoxide),
and no cleaning of lamps or stoves or furnaces.

Electricity is the best form of energy for lighting: it has no competitor on
any scale of private or public illumination, and very few innovations have
produced such an impact on modern civilization as has the ability to remove
the limits of daylight and to illuminate the night.52  All previous alternatives,
from ancient wax candles and oil lamps to early industrial gas lights and
kerosene cylinders, were feeble, costly, and highly inefficient. The most



telling comparison of light sources is in terms of their luminous efficacy—
their ability to produce a visual signal, measured as the quotient of the total
luminous flux (the total amount of energy put out by a source, in lumens) and
the source’s power (in watts). When setting the luminous efficacy of candles
as equal to 1, coal gas lights in the early industrial cities produced 5–10 times
more; before the First World War electric light bulbs with tungsten filaments
emitted up to 60 times more; today’s best fluorescent lights produce about
500 times as much; and sodium lamps (used for outdoor lighting) are up to
1,000 times more efficacious.53

It is impossible to decide which class of electricity converters has had a
greater impact—lights or motors. The conversion of electricity into kinetic
energy by electric motors first revolutionized nearly every sector of industrial
production and later penetrated every household niche. Less demanding
manual tasks and those that deployed steam engines to lift, press, cut, weave,
and other industrial operations were almost completely electrified. In the US
this took place within just four decades after the introduction of the first AC
electric motors.54  By 1930, electric drive had nearly doubled American
manufacturing productivity, and had done so again by the late 1960s.55

Concurrently, electric motors began their gradual conquest of rail
transportation, beginning with electric streetcars and then with passenger
trains.

The service sector now dominates all modern economies, and its operation
is completely dependent on electricity. Electric motors power elevators and
escalators, air-condition buildings, open doors, and compact garbage. They
are also indispensable for e-commerce, as they power mazes of conveyor
belts in giant warehouses. But the most ubiquitous units are never seen by
people who rely on them every day. They are the tiny units activating mobile
phone vibrators: the smallest ones measure less than 4 mm × 3 mm, their
width being less than half the width of an average adult’s pinky nail. You can
see one only by dismantling your phone, or watching a video of that
operation online.56

In some countries, virtually all rail transport is now electrified, and all
high-speed trains (up to 300 km/h) are powered either by electric locomotives
or by motors mounted in multiple locations, as is the case with Japan’s
pioneering Shinkansen launched in 1964.57  And even basic car models now
have between 20 and 40 small electric motors, with many more in expensive



cars—adding to the vehicle’s weight and increasing the drain on its
batteries.58  In households, besides lighting and powering all electronic
devices—now commonly including security systems—electricity dominates
mechanical tasks and supplies both heat and refrigeration in kitchens and
energy for water heating, as well as heating for many houses.59

Without electricity, drinking water in all cities—as well as liquid and
gaseous fossil fuels everywhere—would be unavailable. Powerful electric
pumps feed water into the municipal supply, and they have an especially
demanding task in cities with high commercial and residential densities
where water must be lifted to a great height.60  Electric motors run all the fuel
pumps needed to move gasoline, kerosene, and diesel into tanks and wings.
And while there may be plenty of natural gas in distribution gas pipelines—
gas turbines are often used to move the fuel—in North America, where
forced-air heating dominates, small electric motors operate fans that push the
air heated by natural gas through the ducts.61

The long-term trend toward the electrification of societies (rising share of
fuels converted to electricity rather than consumed directly) has been
unmistakable. The new renewables—solar and wind, as opposed to
hydroelectricity whose beginnings go back to 1882—will readily feed into
this progression, but the history of electricity generation reminds us that
many complications and complexities accompany the process; and that,
despite its profound and rising importance, electricity still supplies only a
relatively small share of final global energy consumption, just 18 percent.

Before you flip a switch

We need to go back to the industry’s beginnings to appreciate its foundations,
its infrastructure, and the legacy of these 140 years of development.
Commercial electricity generation began in 1882, with three firsts. Two of
them were the pioneering coal-fired generating stations designed by Thomas
Edison (Holborn Viaduct in London began operating in January 1882; Pearl
Street station in New York in September 1882), and the third was the first
hydroelectric station (on the Fox River in Appleton, Wisconsin, also
generating since September 1882).62  Generation began to expand quickly
during the 1890s, when alternating current (AC) transmission prevailed over
the existing direct current networks, and when new designs of AC electric



motors began to be adopted by industry and households. In 1900, less than 2
percent of the world’s fossil fuel production was used to generate electricity;
by 1950 that share was still less than 10 percent; it now stands at about 25
percent.63

The concurrent expansion of hydroelectric capacity accelerated during the
1930s, with large state-funded projects in the USA and the USSR, and
reached new highs after the Second World War, culminating in the
construction of record-size projects in Brazil (Itaipu, completed in 2007, 14
gigawatts) and China (Three Gorges, completed in 2012, 22.5 gigawatts).64

Meanwhile, nuclear fission began to generate commercial electricity in 1956
at Britain’s Calder Hall, saw its greatest expansion during the 1980s, peaked
in 2006, and has since declined slightly to about 10 percent of global
electricity generation.65  Hydro generation accounted for nearly 16 percent in
2020; wind and solar added almost 7 percent; and the rest (about two-thirds)
came from large central stations fueled mostly by coal and natural gas.

Not surprisingly, demand for electricity has been growing much faster than
the demand for all other commercial energy: in the 50 years between 1970
and 2020, global electricity generation quintupled while the total primary
energy demand only tripled.66  And the growth of baseload generation—the
minimum amount of electricity that has to be supplied on a daily, monthly, or
annual basis—was further increased as progressively larger shares of
populations moved to cities. Decades ago, American demand was lowest
during summer nights, with shops and factories closed, public transport shut
down, and all but a small share of the population asleep, with open windows.
Now the windows are shut as air conditioners hum through the night to make
sleep possible during hot, muggy weather; in large cities and megacities,
many factories run two shifts and many shops and airports remain open 24
hours a day. Only COVID-19 stopped New York’s subway operating 24/7,
and the Tokyo subway sleeps for just five hours (the first train from Tokyo
Station to Shinjuku leaves at 5:16 a.m., the last one at 0:20 a.m.).67  Satellite
nighttime images taken years apart show how street, parking, and building
lights shine ever brighter over ever-larger areas that often join with nearby
cities to form huge illuminated conurbations.68

A very high reliability of electricity supply—grid managers talk about the
desirability of reaching six nines: with 99.9999 percent reliability there are
only 32 seconds of interrupted supply in a year!—is imperative in societies



where electricity powers everything from lights (be they in hospitals, along
runways, or to indicate emergency escapes) to heart-lung machines and
myriad industrial processes.69  If the COVID-19 pandemic brought
disruption, anguish, and unavoidable deaths, those effects would be minor
compared to having just a few days of a severely reduced electricity supply in
any densely populated region, and if prolonged for weeks nationwide it
would be a catastrophic event with unprecedented consequences.70

Decarbonization: pace and scale

There is no shortage of fossil fuel resources in the Earth’s crust, no danger of
imminently running out of coal and hydrocarbons: at the 2020 level of
production, coal reserves would last for about 120 years, oil and gas reserves
for about 50 years, and continued exploration would transfer more of them
from the resource to the reserve (technically and economically viable)
category. Reliance on fossil fuels has created the modern world, but concerns
about the relatively rapid rate of global warming have led to widespread calls
for doing away with fossil carbon as expeditiously as possible. Ideally, the
decarbonization of the global energy supply should proceed fast enough to
limit average global warming to no more than 1.5ºC (at worst 2ºC). That,
according to most climate models, would mean reducing net global CO2
emissions to zero by 2050 and keeping them negative for the remainder of the
century.

Notice the key qualifying adjective: the target is not total decarbonization
but “net zero” or carbon neutrality. This definition allows for continued
emissions to be compensated by (as yet non-existent!) large-scale removal of
CO2 from the atmosphere and its permanent storage underground, or by such
temporary measures as the mass-scale planting of trees.71  By 2020, setting
net-zero goals for years ending in five or zero has become a me-too game:
more than 100 nations have joined the lineup, ranging from Norway in 2030
and Finland in 2035 to the entire European Union, as well as Canada, Japan,
and South Africa, in 2050, and China (the world’s largest consumer of fossil
fuels) in 2060.72  Given the fact that annual CO2 emissions from fossil fuel
combustion surpassed 37 billion tons in 2019, the net-zero goal by 2050 will



call for an energy transition unprecedented in both pace and scale. A closer
look at its key components reveals the magnitude of the challenges.

Decarbonization of electricity generation can make the fastest progress,
because installation costs per unit of solar or wind capacity can now compete
with the least expensive fossil-fueled choices, and some countries have
already transformed their generation to a considerable degree. Among large
economies, Germany is the most notable example: since the year 2000, it has
boosted its wind and solar capacity 10-fold and raised the share of
renewables (wind, solar, and hydro) from 11 percent to 40 percent of total
generation. Intermittency of wind and solar electricity poses no problems as
long as these new renewables supply relatively small shares of the total
demand, or as long as any shortfalls can be made up by imports.

As a result, many countries now produce up to 15 percent of all electricity
from intermittent sources without any major adjustments, and Denmark
shows how a relatively small and well-interconnected market can go far
higher.73  In 2019, 45 percent of its electricity came from wind generation,
and this exceptionally high share can be sustained without any massive
domestic reserve capacities, because any shortfalls can be readily made up by
imports from Sweden (hydro and nuclear electricity) and Germany
(electricity coming from many sources). Germany could not do the same: its
demand is more than 20 times the Danish total, and the country must
maintain a sufficient reserve capacity that could be activated when new
renewables are dormant.74  In 2019, Germany generated 577 terawatt-hours
of electricity, less than 5 percent more than in 2000—but its installed
generating capacity expanded by about 73 percent (from 121 to about 209
gigawatts). The reason for this discrepancy is obvious.

In 2020, two decades after the beginning of Energiewende, its deliberately
accelerated energy transition, Germany still had to keep most of its fossil-
fired capacity (89 percent of it, actually) in order to meet demand on cloudy
and calm days. After all, in gloomy Germany, photovoltaic generation works
on average only 11–12 percent of time, and the combustion of fossil fuels
still produced nearly half (48 percent) of all electricity in 2020. Moreover, as
its share of wind generation has increased, its construction of new high-
voltage lines to transmit this electricity from the windy north to the southern
regions of high demand has fallen behind. And in the US, where much larger
transmission projects would be needed to move wind electricity from the
Great Plains and solar electricity from the Southwest to high-demand coastal



areas, hardly any long-standing plans to build these links have been
realized.75

As challenging as such arrangements are, they rely on technically mature
(and still improving) solutions—that is, on more efficient PV cells, large
onshore and offshore wind turbines, and high-voltage (including long-
distance direct current) transmission. If costs, permitting processes, and not-
in-my-backyard sentiments were no obstacles, these techniques could be
deployed fairly rapidly and economically. Moreover, the problems of
intermittency of solar and wind generation could be resolved by renewed
reliance on nuclear electricity generation. A nuclear renaissance would be
particularly helpful if we cannot develop better ways of large-scale electricity
storage soon.

We need very large (multi-gigawatt-hour) storage for big cities and
megacities, but so far the only viable option to serve them is pumped hydro
storage (PHS): it uses cheaper nighttime electricity to pump water from a
low-lying reservoir to high-lying storage, and its discharge provides instantly
available generation.76  With renewably generated electricity, the pumping
could be done whenever surplus solar or wind capacity is available, but
obviously PHS can work only in places with suitable elevation differences
and the operation consumes about a quarter of generated electricity for the
uphill pumping of water. Other energy storages, such as batteries,
compressed air, and supercapacitors, still have capacities orders of magnitude
lower than needed by large cities, even for a single day’s worth of storage.77

In contrast, modern nuclear reactors, if properly built and carefully run,
offer safe, long-lasting, and highly reliable ways of electricity generation; as
already noted, they are able to operate more than 90 percent of the time, and
their lifespan can exceed 40 years. Still, the future of nuclear generation
remains uncertain. Only China, India, and South Korea are committed to
further expansion of their capacities. In the West, the combination of high
capital costs, major construction delays, and the availability of less expensive
choices (natural gas in the US, wind and solar in Europe) has made new
fission capacities unattractive. Moreover, America’s new small, modular, and
inherently safe reactors (first proposed during the 1980s) have yet to be
commercialized, and Germany, with its decision to abandon all nuclear
generation by 2022, is only the most obvious example of Europe’s widely
shared, deep anti-nuclear sentiment (for the assessment of real nuclear
generation risks, see chapter 5).



But this may not last: even the European Union now recognizes that it
could not come close to its extraordinarily ambitious decarbonization target
without nuclear reactors. Its 2050 net-zero emissions scenarios set aside the
decades-long stagnation and neglect of the nuclear industry, and envisage up
to 20 percent of all energy consumption coming from nuclear fission.78

Notice that this refers to total primary energy consumption, not just to
electricity. Electricity is only 18 percent of total final global energy
consumption, and the decarbonization of more than 80 percent of final energy
uses—by industries, households, commerce, and transportation—will be even
more challenging than the decarbonization of electricity generation.
Expanded electricity generation can be used for space heating and by many
industrial processes now relying on fossil fuels, but the course of
decarbonizing modern long-distance transportation remains unclear.

How soon will we fly intercontinentally on a wide-body jet powered by
batteries? News headlines assure us that the future of flight is electric—
touchingly ignoring the huge gap between the energy density of kerosene
burned by turbofans and today’s best lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries that would
be on board these hypothetically electric planes. Turbofan engines powering
jetliners burn fuel whose energy density is 46 megajoules per kilogram (that’s
nearly 12,000 watt-hours per kilogram), converting chemical to thermal and
kinetic energy—while today’s best Li-ion batteries supply less than 300
Wh/kg, more than a 40-fold difference.79  Admittedly, electric motors are
roughly twice as efficient energy converters as gas turbines, and hence the
effective density gap is “only” about 20-fold. But during the past 30 years the
maximum energy density of batteries has roughly tripled, and even if we
were to triple that again densities would still be well below 3,000 Wh/kg in
2050—falling far short of taking a wide-body plane from New York to
Tokyo or from Paris to Singapore, something we have been doing daily for
decades with kerosene-fueled Boeings and Airbuses.80

Moreover (as will be explained in chapter 3), we have no readily
deployable commercial-scale alternatives for energizing the production of the
four material pillars of modern civilization solely by electricity. This means
that even with an abundant and reliable renewable electricity supply, we
would have to develop new large-scale processes to produce steel, ammonia,
cement, and plastics.

Not surprisingly, decarbonization outside of electricity generation has
progressed slowly. Germany will soon generate half of its electricity from



renewables, but during the two decades of Energiewende the share of fossil
fuels in the country’s primary energy supply has only declined from about 84
percent to 78 percent: Germans like their unrestricted Autobahn speeds and
their frequent intercontinental flying, and German industries hum on natural
gas and oil.81  If the country replicates its past record, then in 2040 its
dependence on fossil fuels will still be close to 70 percent.

And what about countries that have not pushed renewables at extraordinary
expense? Japan is the foremost example: in the year 2000 about 83 percent of
its primary energy came from fossil fuels; in 2019 that share (due to the post-
Fukushima loss of nuclear generation and the need for higher fuel imports)
was 90 percent!82  And while the US has greatly reduced its dependence on
coal—replaced by natural gas in electricity generation—the country’s share
of fossil fuels in primary energy supply was still 80 percent fossil in 2019.
Meanwhile China’s share of fossil fuels fell from 93 percent in the year 2000
to 85 percent in 2019—but this relative decline was accompanied by a near
tripling of the country’s fossil fuel demand. The economic rise of China was
the main reason why the global consumption of fossil fuels rose by about 45
percent during the first two decades of the 21st century, and why, despite
extensive and expensive expansion of renewable energies, the share of fossil
fuels in the world’s primary energy supply fell only marginally, from 87
percent to about 84 percent.83

Annual global demand for fossil carbon is now just above 10 billion tons a
year—a mass nearly five times more than the recent annual harvest of all
staple grains feeding humanity, and more than twice the total mass of water
drunk annually by the world’s nearly 8 billion inhabitants—and it should be
obvious that displacing and replacing such a mass is not something best
handled by government targets for years ending in zero or five. Both the high
relative share and the scale of our dependence on fossil carbon make any
rapid substitutions impossible: this is not a biased personal impression
stemming from a poor understanding of the global energy system – but a
realistic conclusion based on engineering and economic realities.

In contrast to recent hasty political pledges, these realities have been
recognized by all carefully considered long-term energy supply scenarios.
The Stated Policies Scenario published by the International Energy Agency
(IEA) in 2020 sees the share of fossil fuels declining from 80 percent of the
total global demand in 2019 to 72 percent by 2040, while the IEA’s
Sustainable Development Scenario (its most aggressive decarbonization



scenario so far, allowing for substantially accelerated global decarbonization)
envisages fossil fuels supplying 56 percent of the global primary energy
demand by 2040, making it highly improbable that this high share could be
cut close to zero in a single decade.84

Certainly, the affluent world—given its wealth, technical capabilities, high
level of per capita consumption and the concomitant level of waste—can take
some impressive and relatively rapid decarbonization steps (to put it bluntly,
it should do with using less energy of any kind). But that is not the case with
the more than 5 billion people whose energy consumption is a fraction of
those affluent levels, who need much more ammonia to raise their crop yields
to feed their increasing populations, and much more steel and cement and
plastics to build their essential infrastructures. What we need is to pursue a
steady reduction of our dependence on the energies that made the modern
world. We still do not know most of the particulars of this coming transition,
but one thing remains certain: it will not be (it cannot be) a sudden
abandonment of fossil carbon, nor even its rapid demise—but rather its
gradual decline.85





2. Understanding Food Production
Eating Fossil Fuels

Securing a sufficient quantity and nutritional variety of food is the existential
imperative for every species. During their long evolution, our hominin
ancestors evolved key physical advantages—erect posture, bipedalism, and
relatively large brains—that set them apart from their simian ancestors. This
combination of traits enabled them to become better scavengers, collectors of
plants, and hunters of small animals.

Early hominins had only the simplest stone tools (hammerstones,
choppers), which were useful for butchering animals, but they had no
artifacts to aid hunting and catching. They could easily kill injured or sick
animals and small, slower-moving mammals, but most of the meat of larger
prey came from scavenging kills made by wild predators.1  The eventual
deployment of long spears, shafted axes, bows and arrows, woven nets,
baskets, and fishing rods made it possible to hunt and catch a wide variety of
species. Some groups—most notably the mammoth hunters of the Upper
Paleolithic (this age ended about 12,000 years ago)—mastered the slaughter
of large beasts, while many coastal dwellers became accomplished fishers:
some even used boats to kill small migrating whales.

The transition from foraging (hunting and collecting) to sedentary living,
supported by early agriculture and the domestication of several mammalian
and avian species, resulted in a generally more predictable, but still often
unreliable, food supply that was able to support much higher population
densities than was the case for earlier groups—but this didn’t necessarily
mean better average nutrition. Foraging in arid environments could require an
area of more than 100 square kilometers to support a single family. For
today’s Londoners, that is roughly the distance from Buckingham Palace to
the Isle of Dogs; for New Yorkers, that’s how a seagull flies from
Manhattan’s tip to the middle of Central Park: a lot of ground to cover simply
to survive.



In more productive regions, population densities could rise to as many as
2–3 people per 100 hectares (equal to about 140 standard soccer fields).2  The
only foraging societies with high population densities were coastal groups
(most notably in the Pacific Northwest), who had access to annual fish
migrations and plentiful opportunities to hunt aquatic mammals: reliable
supply of high-protein, high-fat food allowed some of them to switch to
sedentary lives in large communal wooden homes, and left them with spare
time to carve impressive totem poles. In contrast, early agriculture, where the
just-domesticated crops were harvested, meant that more than one person per
hectare of cultivated land could be fed.

Unlike the foragers who might have gathered scores of wild species,
practitioners of early agriculture had to narrow the variety of the plants they
cultivated, as a few staple crops (wheat, barley, rice, corn, legumes, potatoes)
dominated typical, overwhelmingly plant-based, diets—but these crops could
support population densities that were two or three orders of magnitude
higher than in foraging societies. In ancient Egypt, the density rate rose from
about 1.3 people per hectare of cultivated land during the predynastic period
(pre–3150 BCE) to about 2.5 people per hectare 3,500 years later, when the
country was a province of the Roman Empire.3  This is equivalent to needing
an area of 4,000 square meters to feed one person—or almost exactly six
tennis courts. But this high production density was (due to the Nile’s reliable
annual flooding) an exceptionally good performance.

Over time, and very slowly, preindustrial rates of food production rose
even higher—but rates of 3 people per hectare were not achieved until the
16th century, and only then in intensively cultivated regions of Ming China;
in Europe they remained below 2 people per hectare until the 18th century.
This stagnation, or at least very slow gains, in feeding capacity during the
long course of preindustrial history meant that until a few generations ago
only a small share of well-fed elites did not have to worry about having
enough to eat. Even during the occasional years of above-average harvests,
typical diets remained monotonous, and malnutrition and undernutrition were
common. Harvests could fail, and crops were often destroyed in wars—
famine was a regular occurrence. As a result, no recent transformation—such
as increased personal mobility or a greater range of private possessions—has
been so existentially fundamental as our ability to produce, year after year, a
surfeit of food. Now most people in affluent and middle-income countries
worry about what (and how much) is best to eat in order to maintain or



improve their health and extend their longevity, not whether they will have
enough to survive.

There are still significant numbers of children, adolescents, and adults who
experience food shortages, particularly in the countries of sub-Saharan
Africa, but during the past three generations their total has declined from the
world’s majority to less than 1 in 10 of the world’s inhabitants. The United
Nations’ Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) estimates that the
worldwide share of undernourished people decreased from about 65 percent
in 1950 to 25 percent by 1970, and to about 15 percent by the year 2000.
Continued improvements (with fluctuations caused by temporary national or
regional setbacks due to natural disasters or armed conflicts) lowered the rate
to 8.9 percent by 2019—which means that rising food production reduced the
malnutrition rate from 2 in 3 people in 1950 to 1 in 11 by 2019.4

This impressive achievement is even more noteworthy if expressed in a
way that accounts for the intervening large-scale increase of the global
population, from about 2.5 billion people in 1950 to 7.7 billion in 2019. The
steep reduction in global undernutrition means that in 1950 the world was
able to supply adequate food to about 890 million people, but by 2019 that
had risen to just over 7 billion: a nearly eight-fold increase in absolute terms!

What explains this impressive achievement? Answering that it must be due
to higher crop yields is a truism. Saying that the increase has been the
combined effect of better crop varieties, agricultural mechanization,
fertilization, irrigation, and crop protection correctly describes the changes in
key inputs—but it still misses the fundamental explanation. Modern food
production, be it field cultivation of crops or the capture of wild marine
species, is a peculiar hybrid dependent on two different kinds of energy. The
first, and most obvious, is the Sun. But we also need the now indispensable
input of fossil fuels, and the electricity produced and generated by humans.

When asked to give common examples of our reliance on fossil fuels,
inhabitants of the colder parts of Europe and North America will think
immediately about the natural gas used to heat their houses. People
everywhere will point out the combustion of liquid fuels that power most of
our transportation but the modern world’s most important—and
fundamentally existential—dependence on fossil fuels is their direct and
indirect use in the production of our food. Direct use includes fuels to power
all field machinery (mostly tractors, combines, and other harvesters), the
transportation of harvests from fields to storage and processing sites, and



irrigation pumps. Indirect use is much broader, taking into account the fuels
and electricity used to produce agricultural machinery, fertilizers, and
agrochemicals (herbicides, insecticides, fungicides), and other inputs ranging
from glass and plastic sheets for greenhouses, to global positioning devices
that enable precision farming.

The fundamental energy conversion producing our food has not changed:
as always, we are eating, whether directly as plant foods or indirectly as
animal foodstuffs, products of photosynthesis—the biosphere’s most
important energy conversion, powered by solar radiation. What has changed
is the intensity of our crop, and animal, production: we could not harvest such
abundance, and in such a highly predictable manner, without the still-rising
inputs of fossil fuels and electricity. Without these anthropogenic energy
subsidies, we could not have supplied 90 percent of humanity with adequate
nutrition and we could not have reduced global malnutrition to such a degree,
while simultaneously steadily decreasing the amount of time and the area of
cropland needed to feed one person.

Agriculture—growing food crops for people and feed for animals—must
be energized by solar radiation, specifically by the blue and red parts of the
visible spectrum.5  Chlorophylls and carotenoids, light-sensitive molecules in
plant cells, absorb light at these wavelengths and use it to power
photosynthesis, a multi-step sequence of chemical reactions that combines
atmospheric carbon dioxide and water—as well as small amounts of elements
including, notably, nitrogen and phosphorus—to produce new plant mass for
grain, legume, tuber, oil, and sugar crops. Part of these harvests is fed to
domestic animals to produce meat, milk, and eggs, and additional animal
foods come from mammals that graze on grasses and aquatic species whose
growth depends ultimately on phytoplankton, the dominant plant mass
produced by aquatic photosynthesis.6

This has always been so, from the very beginnings of settled cultivation
going back some 10 millennia—but two centuries ago the addition of non-
solar forms of energy began to affect the crop production and later also the
capture of wild marine species. Initially this impact was marginal, and it
became notable only in the early decades of the 20th century.

To trace the evolution of this epochal shift, we’ll look next at the past two
centuries of American wheat production. However, I could quite easily have
chosen English or French wheat yields, or Chinese or Japanese rice yields;
while agricultural advances may have happened at different times in



cultivated parts of North America, Western Europe, and East Asia, there is
nothing unique about this comparative sequence that is based on US data.

Three valleys, two centuries apart

We’ll start in the Genesee Valley, western New York, in 1801. The new
republic is in the 26th year of its existence and yet American farmers grow
bread wheat not just the same way their ancestors did before they emigrated
from England to British North America a few generations ago, but in a
manner not too different from practices in ancient Egypt more than two
millennia ago.

The sequence begins with two oxen harnessed to a wooden plow whose
cutting edge is shod with an iron plate. Seed, saved from the previous year’s
crop, is sown by hand, and brush harrows are used to cover it up. Putting the
crop in takes about 27 hours of human labor for every seeded hectare.7  And
the most laborious tasks are still to come. The crop is harvested by cutting
with sickles; cut stalks are bundled and tied manually in sheaves, and they are
stacked upright (to make shocks or stooks) and left to dry. The sheaves are
then hauled to a barn and threshed by flailing them on a hard floor, straw is
stacked, and grain is winnowed (separated from the chaff), measured, and put
into sacks. Securing the crop takes at least 120 hours of human labor per
hectare.

The complete production sequence demands about 150 hours of human
labor per hectare, as well as about 70 ox-hours. The yield is just one ton of
grain per hectare, and of that at least 10 percent has to be set aside as seed for
the next year’s crop. Altogether, it takes about 10 minutes of human labor to
produce a kilogram of wheat, and that would, with wholegrain flour, yield 1.6
kilograms (two loaves) of bread. This is laborious, slow, and low-yielding
farming—but it is completely solar, and no other energy inputs are required
beyond the Sun’s radiation: the crops produce food for people and feed for
animals; trees yield wood for cooking and heating; and wood is also used to
make metallurgical charcoal for smelting iron ores and producing small metal
objects including plow plates, sickles, scythes, knives, and strakes to cover
wooden wagon wheels. In modern parlance, we would say that this farming
requires no non-renewable (fossil fuel) energy inputs and only a minimum of
non-renewable material subsidies (iron components, stones for gristmills),



and that the production of both crops and materials relies solely on renewable
energies deployed through the exertion of human and animal muscles.

A century later, in 1901, most of the country’s wheat comes from the Great
Plains and so we move to the Red River Valley, in eastern North Dakota. The
Great Plains have been settled and industrialization has made enormous
advances during the past two generations—although wheat farming still relies
on draft animals, the wheat growing on large Dakota farms is highly
mechanized. Teams of four powerful horses pull gang (multi-share) steel
plows and harrows, mechanical seed drills are used for planting, mechanical
harvesters cut the stalks and bind the sheaves, and only the stooking is done
manually. Sheaves are hauled to stacks and fed to threshing machines
powered by steam engines, and grain is taken to granaries. The entire
sequence takes less than 22 hours per hectare, about 1/7 of the time it did in
1801.8  In this extensive cultivation, large areas make up for low yields:
yields remain low at 1 ton per hectare but the investment of human labor is
only about 1.5 minutes per kilogram of grain (compared to 10 minutes in
1801), while the use of draft animals adds up to about 37 horse-hours per
hectare, or more than 2 minutes per kilogram of grain.

This is a new, hybrid kind of farming, as the indispensable solar input is
augmented by non-renewable anthropogenic energies derived
overwhelmingly from coal. The new arrangement requires more animal labor
than human labor, and as working horses (and mules in the American South)
need grain feed—mainly oats—as well as fresh grass and hay, their large
numbers make substantial demands on the country’s crop production: about
one-quarter of all American farmland is devoted to growing fodder for draft
animals.9

High-productivity harvests are possible thanks to increasing infusions of
fossil energies. Coal is used to make metallurgical coke charged into blast
furnaces, and cast iron is converted to steel in open hearth furnaces (see
chapter 3). Steel is needed for agricultural machinery as well as for making
steam engines, rails, wagons, locomotives, and ships. Coal also powers steam
engines and produces the heat and electricity required to manufacture plows,
drills, harvesters (also the first combines), wagons, and silos, and to operate
railroads and ships that distribute the grain to its final consumers. Inorganic
fertilizers are making their first inroads with the imports of Chilean nitrates
and with the application of phosphates mined in Florida.



In 2021, Kansas is the country’s leading wheat-growing state and so we
move to the Arkansas River Valley. In this heart of American wheat country,
farms are now commonly three to four times larger than they were a century
ago10 —and yet most of the field work is done by only one or two people
operating large machinery. The US Department of Agriculture stopped
counting draft animals in 1961, and field work is now dominated by powerful
tractors—many models have more than 400 horsepower and eight giant tires
—pulling wide implements such as steel plows (with a dozen or more
shares), seeders, and fertilizer applicators.11

Seed comes from certified growers, and young plants receive optimum
amounts of inorganic fertilizers—above all, plenty of nitrogen applied as
ammonia or urea—and targeted protection against insects, fungi, and
competing weeds. Harvesting, and the concurrent threshing, is done by large
combines that transfer grain directly to trucks to be transported to storage
silos and sold around the country, or shipped to Asia or Africa. Producing
wheat now takes less than two hours of human labor per hectare (compared to
150 hours in 1801), and with yields of around 3.5 tons per hectare this
translates to less than two seconds per kilogram of grain.12

Many people nowadays admiringly quote the performance gains of modern
computing (“so much data”) or telecommunication (“so much cheaper”)—but
what about harvests? In two centuries, the human labor to produce a kilogram
of American wheat was reduced from 10 minutes to less than two seconds.
This is how our modern world really works. And as mentioned, I could have
done similarly stunning reconstructions of falling labor inputs, rising yields,
and soaring productivity for Chinese or Indian rice. The time frames would
be different but the relative gains would be similar.

Most of the admired and undoubtedly remarkable technical advances that
have transformed industries, transportation, communication, and everyday
living would have been impossible if more than 80 percent of all people had
to remain in the countryside in order to produce their daily bread (the share of
the US population who were farmers in 1800 was 83 percent) or their daily
bowl of rice (in Japan, close to 90 percent of people lived in villages in
1800). The road to the modern world began with inexpensive steel plows and
inorganic fertilizers, and a closer look is needed to explain these
indispensable inputs that have made us take a well-fed civilization for
granted.



What goes in

Preindustrial farming done with human and animal labor and with simple
wooden and iron tools had the Sun as the only source of energy. Today, as
ever, no harvests would be possible without Sun-driven photosynthesis, but
the high yields produced with minimal labor inputs and hence with
unprecedented low costs would be impossible without direct and indirect
infusions of fossil energies. Some of these anthropogenic energy inputs are
coming from electricity, which can be generated from coal or natural gas or
renewables, but most of them are liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons supplied
as machine fuels and raw materials.

Machines consume fossil energies directly as diesel or gasoline for field
operations including the pumping of irrigation water from wells, for crop
processing and drying, for transporting the harvests within the country by
trucks, trains, and barges, and for overseas exports in the holds of large bulk
carriers. Indirect energy use in making those machines is far more complex,
as fossil fuels and electricity go into making not only the steel, rubber,
plastics, glass, and electronics but also assembling these inputs to make
tractors, implements, combines, trucks, grain dryers, and silos.13

But the energy required to make and to power farm machinery is dwarfed
by the energy requirements of producing agrochemicals. Modern farming
requires fungicides and insecticides to minimize crop losses, and herbicides
to prevent weeds from competing for the available plant nutrients and water.
All of these are highly energy-intensive products but they are applied in
relatively small quantities (just fractions of a kilogram per hectare).14  In
contrast, fertilizers that supply the three essential plant macronutrients—
nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium—require less energy per unit of the
final product but are needed in large quantities to ensure high crop yields.15

Potassium is the least costly to produce, as all it takes is potash (KCl) from
surface or underground mines. Phosphatic fertilizers begin with the
excavation of phosphates, followed by their processing to yield synthetic
superphosphate compounds. Ammonia is the starting compound for making
all synthetic nitrogenous fertilizers. Every crop of high-yielding wheat and
rice, as well as of many vegetables, requires more than 100 (sometimes as
much as 200) kilograms of nitrogen per hectare, and these high needs make



the synthesis of nitrogenous fertilizers the most important indirect energy
input in modern farming.16

Nitrogen is needed in such great quantities because it is in every living
cell: it is in chlorophyll, whose excitation powers photosynthesis; in the
nucleic acids DNA and RNA, which store and process all genetic
information; and in amino acids, which make up all the proteins required for
the growth and maintenance of our tissues. The element is abundant—it
makes up nearly 80 percent of the atmosphere, organisms live submerged in
it—and yet it is a key limiting factor in crop productivity as well as in human
growth. This is one of the great paradoxical realities of the biosphere and its
explanation is simple: nitrogen exists in the atmosphere as a non-reactive
molecule (N2), and only a few natural processes can split the bond between
the two nitrogen atoms and make the element available to form reactive
compounds.17

Lightning will do it: it produces nitrogen oxides, which dissolve in rain and
form nitrates, and then forests, fields, and grasslands get fertilizer from above
—but obviously this natural input is too small to produce crop harvests to
feed the world’s nearly 8 billion people. What lightning can do with
tremendous temperatures and pressures, an enzyme (nitrogenase) can do in
normal conditions: it is produced by bacteria associated with the roots of
leguminous plants (pulses, as well as some trees) or that live freely in soil or
in plants. Bacteria attached to the roots of leguminous plants are responsible
for most natural nitrogen fixation—that is, for the cleavage of non-reactive
N2 and for the incorporation of nitrogen into ammonia (NH3), a highly
reactive compound that is readily converted into soluble nitrates and can
supply plants with their nitrogen needs in return for organic acids synthesized
by the plants.

As a result, leguminous food crops, including soybeans, beans, peas,
lentils, and peanuts, are able to provide (fix) their own nitrogen supply, as
can such leguminous cover crops as alfalfa, clovers, and vetches. But no
staple grains, no oil crops (except for soybeans and peanuts), and no tubers
can do that. The only way for them to benefit from the nitrogen-fixing
abilities of legumes is to rotate them with alfalfa, clovers, or vetches, grow
these nitrogen fixers for a few months, and then plow them under so the soils
are replenished with reactive nitrogen to be picked up by the succeeding
wheat, rice, or potatoes.18  In traditional agricultures, the only other option to



enrich soil nitrogen stores was to collect and apply human and animal wastes.
But this is an inherently laborious and inefficient way to supply the nutrient.
These wastes have very low nitrogen content and they are subject to
volatilization losses (the conversion of liquids to gases—the ammonia smell
from manure can be overpowering).

In preindustrial cropping, the wastes had to be collected in villages, towns,
and cities, fermented in heaps or pits and—because of their low nitrogen
content—applied to fields in massive amounts, commonly 10 tons per hectare
but sometimes up to 30 tons (the latter mass being equivalent to 25–30 small
European cars), in order to provide the needed nitrogen. Not surprisingly, this
was commonly the most time-consuming task in traditional farming, claiming
at least a fifth, and as much as a third, of all (human and animal) labor in
cropping. Recycling organic wastes is hardly a topic addressed by famous
novelists, but Émile Zola, always a complete realist, captured its importance
when he described Claude, a young Parisian painter who “had quite a liking
for manure.” Claude volunteers to toss into the pit “the scourings of markets,
the refuse that fell from that colossal table, remained full of life, and returned
to the spot where the vegetables had previously sprouted … They rose again
in fertile crops, and once more went to spread themselves out upon the
market square. Paris rotted everything, and returned everything to the soil,
which never wearied of repairing the ravages of death.”19

But at what cost of human toil! This great nitrogen barrier to higher crop
yields was nudged only during the 19th century with the mining and export of
Chilean nitrates, the first inorganic nitrogenous fertilizer. The barrier was
then broken decisively with the invention of ammonia synthesis by Fritz
Haber in 1909 and with its rapid commercialization (ammonia was first
shipped in 1913), but subsequent production grew slowly and the widespread
application of nitrogenous fertilizers had to wait until after the Second World
War.20  New high-yielding varieties of wheat and rice introduced during the
1960s could not express their full yield potential without synthetic
nitrogenous fertilizers. And the great productivity shift known as the Green
Revolution could not have taken place without this combination of better
crops and higher nitrogen applications.21

Since the 1970s, the synthesis of nitrogenous fertilizers has undoubtedly
been the primus inter pares among agricultural energy subsidies—but the full
scale of this dependence is only revealed by looking at detailed accounts of
the energy required to produce various common foodstuffs. I have chosen



three of them to use as examples, and I picked them because of their
nutritional dominance. Bread has been the staple of European civilization for
millennia. Given the religious proscriptions on the consumption of pork and
beef, chicken is the only universally favored meat. And no other vegetable
(although botanically a fruit) surpasses the annual production of tomatoes,
now grown not only as a field crop but increasingly in plastic or glass
greenhouses.

Each of these foodstuffs has a different nutritional role (bread is eaten for
its carbohydrates, chicken for its perfect protein, tomatoes for their vitamin C
content) but none of them could be produced so abundantly, so reliably, and
so affordably without considerable fossil fuel subsidies. Eventually, our food
production will change, but for now, and for the foreseeable future, we
cannot feed the world without relying on fossil fuels.

The energy costs of bread, chicken, and tomatoes

Given the enormous variety of breads, I’m going to stick to just a few
varieties of leavened breads common in Western diets and now available in
places ranging from West Africa (outre-mer domain of the French baguette)
to Japan (every major department store has a French or German bakery). We
have to start with wheat, and helpfully there is no shortage of studies that
have attempted to quantify all fuel and electricity inputs and to compare them
per harvested area or per unit of yield for different kinds of grain crops.22

Grain cultivation is at the bottom of the energy subsidy ladder, needing
relatively little compared to our other chosen foodstuffs, but as we shall see,
it still needs a surprisingly large amount of energy.

Efficient American production of rain-fed wheat on the large fields of the
Great Plains requires only about 4 megajoules per kilogram of grain. Because
such a large share of this energy is in the form of diesel fuel refined from
crude oil, the comparison might be more tangible in terms of equivalents
rather than in standard energy units (joules).23  Moreover, expressing the
needs for diesel fuel in terms of volumes per unit of edible product (be it 1
kilogram, a loaf of bread, or a meal) makes such energy subsidies more
readily imaginable.

With diesel fuel containing 36.9 megajoules per liter, the typical energy
cost of wheat from the Great Plains is almost exactly 100 milliliters (1



deciliter or 0.1 liters) of diesel fuel per kilogram24 —just a bit less than half
of the US cup measurement. I will use specific volume equivalents of diesel
fuel to label individual foodstuffs with the energy embedded in their
production.

Basic sourdough bread is the simplest kind of a leavened bread, the staple
of European civilization: it contains just bread flour, water, and salt, and the
leavening is made, of course, from flour and water. A kilogram of this bread
will be about 580 grams of flour, 410 grams of water, and 10 grams of salt.25

Milling—that is, removing the seed’s bran, the outer layer—reduces the mass
of milled grains by about 25 percent (a flour extraction rate of 72–76
percent).26  This means that to get 580 grams of bread flour, we have to start
with about 800 grams of whole wheat, whose production requires 80
milliliters of diesel fuel equivalent.

Milling the grain needs an equivalent of about 50 mL/kg to produce white
bread flour, while published data for large-scale baking in modern efficient
enterprises—consuming natural gas and electricity—indicate fuel equivalents
of 100–200 mL/kg.27  Growing the grain, milling it, and baking a 1-kilogram
sourdough loaf thus requires an energy input equivalent of at least 250
milliliters of diesel fuel, a volume slightly larger than the American
measuring cup. For a standard baguette (250 grams), the embedded energy
equivalent is about 2 tablespoons of diesel fuel; for a large German
Bauernbrot (2 kilograms), it would be about 2 cups of diesel fuel (less for a
wholewheat loaf).

The real fossil energy cost is higher still, because only a small share of
bread is now baked where it is bought. Even in France, neighborhood
boulangeries have been disappearing and baguettes are distributed from large
bakeries: energy savings from industrial-scale efficiency are negated by
increased transportation costs, and the total cost (from growing and milling
grain to baking in a large bakery and distributing bread to distant consumers)
may have an equivalent energy consumption as high as 600 mL/kg!

But if the bread’s typical (roughly 5:1) ratio of edible mass to the mass of
embedded energy (1 kilogram of bread compared to about 210 grams of
diesel fuel) seems uncomfortably high, recall that I have already noted that
grains—even grains after processing and conversion into our favorite foods—
are at the bottom of our food energy subsidy ladder. What would be the
consequences of following such a dubious dietary recommendation, now
pushed by some promoters under the misleading label of the “Paleolithic



diet,” as avoiding all cereals and switching instead to diets composed only of
meat, fish, vegetables, and fruit?

Rather than tracing the energy cost of beef (a meat that has already been
much maligned), I will instead quantify the energy burdens of the most
efficiently produced meat—that of broilers reared in large barns in what have
become known as CAFOs, central animal feeding operations. In the case of
chicken, this means housing and feeding tens of thousands of birds in long
rectangular structures where they are crowded in dimly lit spaces (the
equivalent of a moonlit night) and fed for about seven weeks before being
taken away for slaughter.28  The US Department of Agriculture publishes
statistics on the annual feeding efficiency of domestic animals, and over the
past five decades these ratios (units of feed expressed in terms of corn grain
per unit of live weight) show no downward trends for either beef or pork, but
impressive gains for chicken.29

In 1950, 3 units of feed were needed per unit of live broiler weight; now
that number is just 1.82, about a third of the rate for pigs and a seventh of the
rate for cattle.30  Obviously, the entire bird (including feathers and bones) is
not eaten, and the adjustment for edible weight (about 60 percent of live
weight) puts the lowest feed-to-meat ratio at 3:1. Producing one American
chicken (whose average edible weight is now almost exactly 1 kilogram)
needs 3 kilograms of grain corn.31  Corn’s efficient, rain-fed cultivation has
high yields and relatively low energy costs—equivalent to about 50 milliliters
of diesel fuel per kilogram of grain—but the energy cost of irrigated corn
may be twice as high as that of rain-fed feed, and typical corn yields and
feeding efficiencies around the world are lower than in the US. As a result,
feed costs alone can be as low as 150 milliliters of diesel fuel per kilogram of
edible meat, and as high as 750 mL/kg.

Further energy costs arise from a large-scale intercontinental trade in
feedstuffs: it is dominated by the shipment of American corn and soybeans
and the sale of Brazilian soybeans. Brazilian soybean cultivation requires the
equivalent of 100 milliliters of diesel fuel per kilogram of grain, but trucking
the crop from producing areas to ports and shipping it to Europe doubles the
energy cost.32  Growing broilers to slaughter weight also requires energy for
heating, air conditioning, and maintaining the poultry houses, for supplying
water and sawdust, and for removing and composting waste. These
requirements vary widely with location (above all, due to summer air



conditioning and winter heating), and hence when combined with the energy
cost of delivered feed a wide range of volumes is produced—from 50 to 300
milliliters per kilogram of edible meat.33

The most conservative combined rate for feeding and rearing the birds
would be thus an equivalent of about 200 milliliters of diesel fuel per
kilogram of meat, but the values can go as high as 1 liter. Adding the energy
needed for slaughtering and processing the birds (chicken meat is now
overwhelmingly marketed as parts, not as whole broilers), retailing, storing
and home refrigeration, and eventual cooking raises the total energy
requirement for putting a kilogram of roasted chicken on dinner plates to at
least 300–350 milliliters of crude oil: a volume equal to almost half a bottle
of wine (and for the least efficient producers, to more than a liter).

The minima of 300–350 mL/kg is a remarkably efficient performance
compared to the rates of 210–250 mL/kg for bread, and this is reflected in the
comparably affordable prices of chicken: in US cities, the average price of a
kilogram of white bread is only about 5 percent lower than the average price
per kilogram of whole chicken (and wholewheat bread is 35 percent more
expensive!), while in France a kilogram of standard whole chicken costs only
about 25 percent more than the average price of bread.34  This helps to
explain the rapid rise of chicken to become the dominant meat in all Western
countries (globally, pork still leads, thanks to China’s enormous demand).

Given that vegans extol eating plants, and that the media have reported
extensively on the high environmental cost of meat, you might think that
gains in the energy cost of chicken have been surpassed by those in the
cultivation and marketing of vegetables. You would be mistaken to think that.
The opposite has been true, in fact, and there is no better example to illustrate
these surprisingly high energy burdens than taking a close look at tomatoes.
They have it all—an attractive color, a variety of shapes, smooth skin, and a
juicy interior. Botanically, a tomato is the fruit of the Lycopersicon
esculentum, a small plant native to Central and South America that was
introduced to the rest of the world during the age of first European
transatlantic sailings but which took generations to establish worldwide
appeal.35  Eaten out of hand, in soups, filled, baked, chopped, boiled, pureed
into sauces, and added to countless salads and cooked dishes, it is now a
global favorite embraced in countries ranging from its native Mexico and
Peru to Spain, Italy, India, and China (now its largest producer).



Nutritional compendia praise its high vitamin C content: indeed, a large
tomato (200 grams) can provide two-thirds of the daily recommended
requirement for an adult.36  But as with all fresh and juicy fruits, it is not
eaten for its energy content; it is, overwhelmingly, just an appealingly shaped
container of water, which comprises 95 percent of its mass. The remainder is
mostly carbohydrate, a bit of protein, and a mere trace of fat.

Tomatoes can be grown anywhere with at least 90 days of warm weather,
including the deck of a seaside cottage near Stockholm or in a garden on the
Canadian Prairies (in both cases, from plants started indoors). Commercial
cultivation is a different matter, however. As with all but a small share of the
fruits and vegetables that are consumed in modern societies, tomato
cultivation is a highly specialized affair and most of the varieties available in
North American and European supermarkets come from only a few places. In
the US it is California; in Europe it is Italy and Spain. In order to increase
their yield, improve their quality, and reduce the intensity of energy inputs,
tomatoes are increasingly grown in plastic-covered single- or multi-tunnel
enclosures or in greenhouses—not only in Canada and the Netherlands but
also in Mexico, China, Spain, and Italy.

This brings us back to fossil fuels and electricity. Plastics are a less
expensive alternative to constructing multi-tunnel glass greenhouses, and the
cultivation of tomatoes also requires plastic clips, wedges, and gutter
arrangements. Where the plants are grown in the open, plastic sheets are used
to cover the soil in order to reduce water evaporation and prevent weeds. The
synthesis of plastic compounds relies on hydrocarbons (crude oil and natural
gas), both for raw materials (feedstocks) and for the energy needed to
produce them. Feedstocks include ethane and other natural gas liquids, and
naphtha produced during the refining of crude oil. Natural gas is also used to
fuel plastic production, and it is (as already noted) the most important
feedstock—the source of hydrogen—for the synthesis of ammonia. Other
hydrocarbons serve as feedstocks to produce protective compounds
(insecticides and fungicides), because even plants inside glass or plastic
greenhouses are not immune to pests and infections.

Expressing the annual operating costs of tomato cultivation in monies is
done easily by adding up the expenditure on seedlings, fertilizers,
agrochemicals, water, heating, and labor, and by prorating the costs of
original structures and devices—metal supports, plastic covers, glass, pipes,
troughs, heaters—that are in place for more than one year. But putting a



comprehensive energy bill together is not that simple. Direct energy inputs
are easy to quantify on the basis of electricity bills and gasoline or diesel fuel
purchases, but calculating the indirect flows into the production of materials
requires some specialized accounting, and usually some assumptions.

Detailed studies have quantified these inputs and multiplied them by their
typical energy costs: for example, the synthesis, formulation, and packaging
of 1 kilogram of nitrogenous fertilizer requires an equivalent of nearly 1.5
liters of diesel fuel. Not surprisingly, these studies show a wide range of
totals, but one study—perhaps the most meticulous study of tomato
cultivation in the heated and unheated multi-tunnel greenhouses of Almería
in Spain—concluded that the cumulative energy demand of net production is
more than 500 milliliters of diesel fuel (more than two cups) per kilogram for
the former (heated) and only 150 mL/kg for the latter harvest.37

We get this high energy cost, in large part, because greenhouse tomatoes
are among the world’s most heavily fertilized crops: per unit area they
receive up to 10 times as much nitrogen (and also phosphorus) as is used to
produce grain corn, America’s leading field crop.38  Sulfur, magnesium, and
other micronutrients are also used, as are chemicals protecting against insects
and fungi. Heating is the most important direct use of energy in greenhouse
cultivation: it extends the growing season and improves crop quality but,
inevitably, when deployed in colder climates it becomes the single largest
user of energy.

Plastic greenhouses located in the southernmost part of Almería province
are the world’s largest covered area of commercial cultivation of produce:
about 40,000 hectares (think of a 20 km × 20 km square) and easily
identifiable on satellite images—look for yourself on Google Earth. You can
even take a ride on Google Street View, which offers an otherworldly
experience of these low-elevation, plastic-covered structures. Under this sea
of plastic, the Spanish growers and their local and immigrant African laborers
produce annually (in temperatures often surpassing 40ºC) nearly 3 million
tons of early and out-of-season vegetables (tomatoes, peppers, green beans,
zucchini, eggplant, melons) and some fruit, and export about 80 percent of it
to EU countries.39  A truck transporting a 13-ton load of tomatoes from
Almería to Stockholm covers 3,745 kilometers and consumes about 1,120
liters of diesel fuel.40  That works out to nearly 90 milliliters per kilogram of
tomatoes, and transport, storage, and packing at the regional distribution
centers as well as deliveries to stores raises that to nearly 130 mL/kg.



This means that when bought in a Scandinavian supermarket, tomatoes
from Almería’s heated plastic greenhouses have a stunningly high embedded
production and transportation energy cost. Its total is equivalent to about 650
mL/kg, or more than five tablespoons (each containing 14.8 milliliters) of
diesel fuel per medium-sized (125 gram) tomato! You can stage—easily and
without any waste—a tabletop demonstration of this fossil fuel subsidy, by
slicing a tomato of that size, spreading it out on a plate, and pouring over it
5–6 tablespoons of dark oil (sesame oil replicates the color well). When
sufficiently impressed by the fossil fuel burden of this simple food, you can
transfer the plate’s contents to a bowl, add two or three additional tomatoes,
some soy sauce, salt, pepper, and sesame seeds, and enjoy a tasty tomato
salad. How many vegans enjoying the salad are aware of its substantial fossil
fuel pedigree?

Diesel oil behind seafood

High agricultural productivities of modern societies have made hunting on
land (the seasonal shooting of some wild mammals and birds) a marginal
source of nutrition in all affluent societies. Wild meat, mostly illegally
hunted, is still more common throughout sub-Saharan Africa, but with
rapidly growing populations even there it has ceased to be a major source of
animal protein. By contrast, marine hunting has never been practiced more
widely and more intensively than it is today, as huge fleets of ships—ranging
from large modern floating factories to decrepit small boats—scour the
world’s oceans for wild fish and crustaceans.41

As it turns out, capturing what the Italians so poetically call frutti di mare
is the most energy-intensive process of food provision. Of course, not all
seafood is difficult to catch, and harvesting many still-abundant species does
not require long expeditions to the remote areas of the southern Pacific.
Capturing such plentiful pelagic (living near the surface) species as anchovies
and sardines or mackerel can be done with a relatively small energy
investment—indirectly in constructing ships and making large nets, directly
in the diesel fuel used for ship engines. The best accounts show energy
expenditures as low as 100 mL/kg for their capture, an equivalent of less than
half a cup of diesel fuel.42



If you want to eat wild fish with the lowest-possible fossil carbon footprint,
stick to sardines. The mean for all seafood is stunningly high—700 mL/kg
(nearly a full wine bottle of diesel fuel)—and the maxima for some wild
shrimp and lobsters are, incredibly, more than 10 L/kg (and that includes a
great deal of inedible shells!).43  This means that just two skewers of
medium-sized wild shrimp (total weight of 100 grams) may require 0.5–1
liters of diesel fuel to catch—the equivalent of 2–4 cups of fuel.

But, you will object, shrimp are now mostly aquacultured, and haven’t
these large-scale, industrial-type operations enjoyed the same advantages that
we have exploited so successfully with broilers? Alas, no, because of their
fundamental metabolic difference. Broilers are herbivores, and when in
confinement their energy expenditure on activity is limited. Therefore feeding
them suitable plant matter—now mostly a combination of corn- and soybean-
based mixtures—will make them grow fast. Unfortunately, the marine
species that people prefer to eat (salmon, sea bass, tuna) are carnivorous, and
for their proper growth they need to be fed protein-rich fish meals and fish oil
derived from catches of wild species such as anchovies, pilchards, capelin,
herring, and mackerel.

Expanding aquaculture—whose total global output, freshwater and marine,
is now closing in on the worldwide wild catch (in 2018 it was 82 million tons
compared to 96 million tons of wild-caught species)—has eased the pressure
on some overfished wild stocks of preferred carnivorous fishes, but it has
intensified the exploitation of smaller herbivorous species whose growing
harvests are needed to feed expanding aquaculture.44  As a result, the energy
costs of growing Mediterranean sea bass in cages (Greece and Turkey are its
leading producers) are commonly equivalent to as much as 2–2.5 liters of
diesel fuel per kilogram (a volume about the same as three bottles of wine)—
that is, of the same order of magnitude as the energy costs of capturing
similarly sized wild species.

As expected, only aquacultured herbivorous fish that grow well consuming
plant-based feed—most notably, different species of Chinese carp (bighead,
silver, black, and grass carp are the most common)—have a low energy cost,
typically less than 300 mL/kg. But, traditional Christmas Eve dinners in
Austria, Czech Republic, Germany, and Poland aside, carp is quite an
unpopular culinary choice in Europe and it is barely eaten in North America,
while demand for tuna, some species of which are now among the most



endangered top marine carnivores, has been soaring thanks to the rapid
worldwide adoption of sushi.

So, the evidence is inescapable: our food supply—be it staple grains,
clucking birds, favorite vegetables, or seafood praised for its nutritious
quality—has become increasingly dependent on fossil fuels. This
fundamental reality is commonly ignored by those who do not try to
understand how our world really works and who are now predicting rapid
decarbonization. Those same people would be shocked to know that our
present situation cannot be changed easily or rapidly: as we saw in the
preceding chapter, the ubiquity and the scale of the dependence are too large
for that.

Fuel and food

Several studies have traced the growth of food production’s dependence on
modern—overwhelmingly fossil—energy inputs, from their absence in the
early 19th century to recent rates (ranging from less than 0.25 tons of crude
oil per hectare in grain farming to 10 times as much in heated greenhouse
cultivation).45  Perhaps the best way to realize the rise and the extent of this
global dependence is to compare the increase of external energy subsidies to
the expansion of cultivated land and to the growth of the world’s population.
Between 1900 and the year 2000, the global population increased less than
fourfold (3.7 times to be exact) while farmland grew by about 40 percent, but
my calculations show that anthropogenic energy subsidies in agriculture
increased 90-fold, led by energy embedded in agrochemicals and in fuels
directly consumed by machinery.46

I have also calculated the relative global burden of this dependence.
Anthropogenic energy inputs into modern field farming (including all
transportation), fisheries, and aquaculture add up to only about 4 percent of
recent annual global energy use. This may be a surprisingly small share, but it
must be remembered that the Sun will always do most of the work of
growing food, and that external energy subsidies target those components of
the food system where the greatest returns can be expected by reducing or
removing natural constraints—be it by fertilizing, irrigating, providing
protection against insects, fungi and competing plants, or by promptly
harvesting mature crops. The low share may also be seen as yet another



convincing example of small inputs having disproportionately large
consequences, not an uncommon finding in the behavior of complex systems:
think of vitamins and minerals, needed daily in just milligrams (vitamin B6
or copper) or micrograms (vitamin D, vitamin B12) to keep bodies weighing
tens of kilograms in good shape.

But the energy required for food production—field farming, animal
husbandry, and seafood—is only a part of the total food-related fuel and
electricity needs, and estimating the use in the entire food system results in
much higher shares of the total supply. Our best data are available for the US,
where, thanks to the prevalence of modern techniques and widespread
economies of scale, the direct energy use in food production is now on the
order of 1 percent of the total national supply.47  But after adding the energy
requirements of food processing and marketing, packaging, transportation,
wholesale and retail services, household food storage and preparation, and
away-from-home food and marketing services, the grand total in the US
reached nearly 16 percent of the nation’s energy supply in 2007 and now it is
approaching 20 percent.48  The factors driving these rising energy needs
range from further consolidation of production—and hence growing
transportation needs—and growing food import dependency, to more meals
eaten away from home and more prepared (convenience) foods consumed at
home.49

There are many reasons why we should not continue many of today’s
food-producing practices. Agriculture’s major contribution to the generation
of greenhouse gases is now the most-often cited justification for following a
different path. But modern crop cultivation, animal husbandry, and
aquaculture have many other undesirable environmental impacts, ranging
from the loss of biodiversity to the creation of dead zones in coastal waters
(for more on this see chapter 6)—and there are no good reasons for
maintaining our excessive food production with its attendant food waste. So,
many changes are clearly desirable, but how fast can they actually happen,
and how radically can we reform our current ways in reality?

Can we go back?

Can we reverse at least some of these trends? Can the world of soon-to-be 8
billion people feed itself—while maintaining a variety of crop and animal



products and the quality of prevailing diets—without synthetic fertilizers and
without other agrochemicals? Could we return to purely organic cropping,
relying on recycled organic wastes and natural pest controls, and could we do
without engine-powered irrigation and without field machinery by bringing
back draft animals? We could, but purely organic farming would require
most of us to abandon cities, resettle villages, dismantle central animal
feeding operations, and bring all animals back to farms to use them for labor
and as sources of manure.

Every day we would have to feed and water our animals, regularly remove
their manure, ferment it and then spread it on fields, and tend the herds and
flocks on pasture. As seasonal labor demands rose and ebbed, men would
guide the plows harnessed to teams of horses; women and children would
plant and weed vegetable plots; and everybody would be pitching in during
harvest and slaughter time, stooking sheaves of wheat, digging up potatoes,
helping to turn freshly slaughtered pigs and geese into food. I do not foresee
the organic green online commentariat embracing these options anytime
soon. And even if they were willing to empty the cities and embrace organic
earthiness, they could still produce only enough food to sustain less than half
of today’s global population.

The numbers to confirm all of the above are not difficult to marshal. The
decline of human labor required to produce American wheat outlined earlier
in this chapter is an excellent proxy for the overall impact that mechanization
and agrochemicals have had on the size of the country’s agricultural labor
force. Between 1800 and 2020, we reduced the labor needed to produce a
kilogram of grain by more than 98 percent—and we reduced the share of the
country’s population engaged in agriculture by the same large margin.50  This
provides a useful guide to the profound economic transformations that would
have to take place with any retreat of agricultural mechanization and
reduction in the use of synthetic agrochemicals.

The greater the reduction of these fossil fuel–based services, the greater the
need for the labor force to leave the cities to produce food in the old ways.
During the pre-1920 peak of US horse and mule numbers, one-quarter of the
country’s farmland was dedicated to growing feed for the more than 25
million American working horses and mules—and at that time US farms had
to feed only about 105 million people. Obviously, feeding today’s more than
330 million people by deploying “just” 25 million horses would be
impossible. And without synthetic fertilizers, yields of food and feed crops



dependent on the recycling of organic matter would be a fraction of today’s
harvest. Corn, America’s largest crop, yielded less than 2 tons per hectare in
1920, and 11 tons per hectare in 2020.51  Millions of additional draft animals
would be needed to cultivate virtually all of the country’s available farmland,
and it would be impossible to find enough recyclable organic matter (and
eager Claude-like manure-liking tossers!) or cultivate sufficiently large areas
of green manures (rotating grain with alfalfa or clover) to match the nutrients
supplied by today’s applications of synthetic fertilizers.

This impossibility is best illustrated by a few sets of simple comparisons.
Recycling of organic matter is always highly desirable, as it improves the
structure of soil, increases its organic content, and provides energy for myriad
soil microbes and invertebrates. But the very low nitrogen content of organic
matter means that farmers have to apply very large quantities of straw or
manure in order to supply enough of this essential plant nutrient to produce
high crop yields. The nitrogen content of cereal straws (the most abundant
crop residue) is always low, usually 0.3–0.6 percent; manure mixed with
animal bedding (usually straw) contains only 0.4–0.6 percent; fermented
human waste (China’s so-called night soil) has just 1–3 percent; and manures
applied to fields rarely contain more than 4 percent.

In contrast, urea, now the world’s dominant solid nitrogenous fertilizer,
contains 46 percent nitrogen, ammonium nitrate has 33 percent, and
commonly used liquid solutions contain 28–32 percent, at least an order of
magnitude more nitrogen-dense than recyclable wastes.52  This means that to
supply the same amount of the nutrient to growing crops, a farmer would
have to apply anywhere between 10 and 40 times as much manure by mass—
and in reality even more of it would be needed, as significant shares of
nitrogenous compounds are lost due to volatilization, or dissolved in water
and carried below the root level, with the aggregate losses of nitrogen from
organic matter being almost always higher than those from a synthetic liquid
or solid.

Moreover, there would be a more than commensurate claim on labor, as
the handling, transporting, and spreading of manure is far more difficult than
dealing with small, free-flowing granules that can be easily applied by
mechanical spreaders or (as is done with urea in small Asian rice fields)
simply by sowing it by hand. And regardless of the effort that might be put
into organic recycling, the total mass of recyclable materials is simply too
small to provide the nitrogen required by today’s harvests.



Global inventory of reactive nitrogen shows that six major flows bring the
element to the world’s croplands: atmospheric deposition, irrigation water,
plowing-under of crop residues, spreading of animal manures, nitrogen left in
soil by leguminous crops, and application of synthetic fertilizers.53

Atmospheric deposition—mainly as rain and snow containing dissolved
nitrates—and recycled crop residues (straws and plant stalks that are not
removed from fields to feed animals or burned onsite) each contribute about
20 megatons of nitrogen per year. Animal manures applied to fields, mainly
from cattle, pigs, and chickens, contain almost 30 megatons; a similar total is
introduced by leguminous crops (green manure cover crops, as well as
soybeans, beans, peas, and chickpeas); and irrigation water brings about 5
megatons—for a total of about 105 megatons of nitrogen per year. Synthetic
fertilizers supply 110 megatons of nitrogen per year, or slightly more than
half of the 210–220 megatons used in total. This means that at least half of
recent global crop harvests have been produced thanks to the application of
synthetic nitrogenous compounds, and without them it would be impossible
to produce the prevailing diets for even half of today’s nearly 8 billion
people. While we could reduce our dependence on synthetic ammonia by
eating less meat and wasting less food, replacing the global input of about
110 megatons of nitrogen in synthetic compounds by organic sources could
be done only in theory.

Multiple constraints limit the recycling of manure produced by animals in
confinement.54  In traditional mixed farming, cattle, pig, and poultry manure
from relatively small numbers of animals was directly recycled on adjacent
fields. Producing meat and eggs in central animal feeding operations reduced
this option: these enterprises generate such large quantities of waste that its
application to fields would overload soils with nutrients within the radius
where it would be profitable to spread it; presence of heavy metals and drug
residues (from feed additives) is another problem.55  Similar constraints
apply to the expanded use of sewage sludge (biosolids) from modern human
waste treatment plants. Waste’s pathogens must be destroyed by fermentation
and by high-heat sterilization, but such treatments do not kill all antibiotic-
resistant bacteria and do not remove all heavy metals.

Grazing animals produce three times as much manure as do mammals and
birds kept in confinement: the FAO estimates that they leave annually about
90 megatons of nitrogen in waste—but exploiting this large source is
impractical.56  Accessibility would limit any gathering of animal urine and



excrement to a fraction of the hundreds of millions of hectares of pastures
where these wastes are expelled by grazing cattle, sheep, and goats.
Gathering it would be as prohibitively costly as its transportation to treatment
points and then to crop fields. Moreover, intervening nitrogen losses would
further reduce the already very low nitrogen content of such wastes before the
nutrient could reach the fields.57

Another choice is to expand the cultivation of leguminous crops to produce
50–60 megatons of nitrogen per year, rather than about 30 megatons as they
currently do—but only at a considerable opportunity cost. Planting more
leguminous cover crops such as alfalfa and clover would boost nitrogen
supply but would also reduce the ability to use one field to produce two crops
in a year, a vital option for the still-expanding populations of low-income
countries.58  Growing more leguminous grains (beans, lentils, peas) would
lower the overall food energy yields, because they yield far less than cereal
crops and, obviously, this would reduce the number of people that could be
supported by a unit of cultivated land.59  Moreover, the nitrogen left behind
by a soybean crop—commonly 40–50 kilograms of nitrogen per hectare—
would be less than the typical American applications of nitrogenous
fertilizers, which are now about 75 kg N/ha for wheat and 150 kg N/ha for
grain corn.

Another obvious drawback of expanded rotations with leguminous crops is
that in colder climates, where only a single crop can be grown in a year,
cultivation of alfalfa or clover would preclude the annual planting of a food
crop, while in warmer regions with double-cropping it would reduce the
frequency of harvesting food crops.60  While it might be possible in countries
with small populations and plentiful farmland, it would, inevitably, reduce
food-producing capacity in all places where double-cropping is common,
including large parts of Europe and the North China Plain, the region that
produces about half of China’s grain.

Double-cropping is now practiced on more than a third of China’s
cultivated land, and more than a third of all rice comes from double-cropping
in South China.61  Consequently, the country would find it impossible to feed
its now more than 1.4 billion people without this intensive cultivation that
also requires record-level nitrogen applications. Even in traditional Chinese
farming, famous for its high rate of organic recycling and for complex crop
rotations, farmers in the most intensively cultivated regions could not supply



more than 120–150 kg N/ha—and doing so required extraordinarily high
labor inputs, with (as already stressed) manure collection and application
being the most time-consuming.

Even so, such farms could produce only overwhelmingly vegetarian diets
for 10–11 people per hectare. In contrast, China’s most productive double-
cropping depends on applications of synthetic nitrogenous fertilizers
averaging more than 400 kg N/ha, and it can produce enough to feed 20–22
people whose diets contain about 40 percent animal and 60 percent plant
protein.62  Global crop cultivation supported solely by the laborious recycling
of organic wastes and by more common rotations is conceivable for a global
population of 3 billion people consuming largely plant-based diets, but not
for nearly 8 billion people on mixed diets: recall that synthetic fertilizers now
supply more than twice as much nitrogen as all recycled crop residues and
manures (and given the higher losses from organic applications, the effective
multiple is actually closer to three!).

Doing with less—and doing without

But none of this means that major shifts in our dependence on fossil fuel
subsidies in food production are impossible. Most obviously, we could
reduce our crop and animal production—and the attendant energy subsidies
—if we wasted less food. In many low-income countries, poor crop storage
(making grains and tubers vulnerable to rodents, insects, and fungi) and the
absence of refrigeration (accelerating the spoilage of dairy products, fish, and
meat) wastes too much food even before it reaches its markets. And in
affluent countries, food chains are longer and opportunities for inadvertent
food losses arise at every step.

Even so, the well-documented global food losses have been excessively
high, mostly because of an indefensible difference between output and actual
needs: daily average per capita requirements of adults in largely sedentary
affluent populations are no more than 2,000–2,100 kilocalories, far below the
actual supplies of 3,200–4,000 kilocalories.63  According to the FAO, the
world loses almost half of all root crops, fruits, and vegetables, about a third
of all fish, 30 percent of cereals, and a fifth of all oilseeds, meat, and dairy
products—or at least one-third of the overall food supply.64  And the UK’s
Waste and Resources Action Programme ascertained that inedible household



food waste (including fruit and vegetable peelings, and bones) is only 30
percent of the total, meaning that 70 percent of wasted food was perfectly
edible and was not consumed either because it spoiled or because too much
of it was served.65  Reducing food waste might seem to be much easier than
reforming complex production processes, and yet this proverbial low-hanging
fruit has been difficult to harvest.

Eliminating waste that takes place all along the long and complex
production-processing-distribution-wholesaling-retailing-consumption chain
(from fields and barns to plates) is extremely challenging. American food
balances show that the nationwide share of wasted food has remained stable
during the past 40 years, despite perennial calls for improvements.66  And
higher food waste accompanied China’s improving nutrition as the country
moved from the precarious food supply that prevailed until the early 1980s to
averaging per capita rates that are now higher than in Japan.67

Higher food prices should lead to lower waste, but this is not a desirable
way to fix the problem in low-income countries—where food access for
many disadvantaged families remains precarious and where food still claims
a large share of overall family spending—while in affluent nations, where
food is relatively inexpensive, this would require substantial price hikes, a
policy that has no eager promoters.68

In well-off societies, a better way to reduce agriculture’s dependence on
fossil fuel subsidies is to make appeals for adopting healthy and satisfactory
alternatives to today’s excessively rich and meaty diets—the easiest choices
being moderate meat consumption, and favoring meat that can be grown with
lower environmental impact. The quest for mass-scale veganism is doomed to
fail. Eating meat has been as significant a component of our evolutionary
heritage as our large brains (which evolved partly because of meat eating),
bipedalism, and symbolic language.69  All our hominin ancestors were
omnivorous, as are both species of chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes and Pan
paniscus), the hominins closest to us in their genetic makeup; they
supplement their plant diet by hunting (and sharing) small monkeys, wild
pigs, and tortoises.70

Full expression of human growth potential on a population basis can take
place only when diets in childhood and adolescence contain sufficient
quantities of animal protein, first in milk and later in other dairy products,
eggs, and meat: rising post-1950 body heights in Japan, South Korea, and



China, as a result of increased intake of animal products, are unmistakable
testimonies to this reality.71  Conversely, most people who become
vegetarians or vegans do not remain so for the remainder of their lives. The
idea that billions of humans—across the world, not only in affluent Western
cities—would willfully not eat any animal products, or that there’d be enough
support for governments to enforce that anytime soon, is ridiculous.

But none of this means that we could not eat much less meat than affluent
countries have averaged during the past two generations.72  When expressed
in terms of carcass weight, annual meat supply in many high-income
countries has averaged close to, or even in excess of, 100 kilograms per
capita—but the best nutritional advice is that we do not have to eat more than
an adult’s body mass equivalent in meat per year to obtain an adequate
amount of high-quality protein.73

While veganism is a waste of valuable biomass (only ruminants—that is
cattle, sheep, and goats—can digest such cellulosic plant tissues as straw and
stalks), high-level carnivory has no proven nutritional benefits: it certainly
does not add any years to life expectancy, and it is a source of additional
environmental stress. Meat consumption in Japan, the country with the
world’s highest longevity, has recently been below 30 kilograms per year;
and a much less appreciated fact is that similarly low consumption rates have
become fairly common in France, traditionally a nation of high meat intake.
By 2013, nearly 40 percent of adult French were petits consommateurs,
eating meat only in small amounts adding up to less than 39 kg/year, while
the heavy meat consumers, averaging about 80 kg/year, made up less than 30
percent of French adults.74

Obviously, if all high-income countries were to follow these examples,
they could reduce their crop harvests—because most of their grain harvests
are not destined directly for food but for animal feed.75  But this is not a
universal option. While meat intakes in many affluent countries have been
declining and could be cut even further, they have been rising rapidly in such
modernizing nations as Brazil and Indonesia (where they have more than
doubled since 1980) and China (where they have quadrupled since 1980).76

Moreover, there are billions of people in Asia and Africa whose meat
consumption remains minimal and whose health would benefit from more
meaty diets.



Additional opportunities to reduce the dependence on synthetic
nitrogenous fertilizers come on the production side—for example, improving
the efficiency of nitrogen uptake by plants. But again, these opportunities are
circumscribed. Between 1961 and 1980 there was a substantial decline in the
share of applied nitrogen actually incorporated by crops (from 68 percent to
45 percent), then came a levelling off at around 47 percent.77  And in China,
the world’s largest consumer of nitrogen fertilizer, only a third of the applied
nitrogen is actually used by rice; the rest is lost to the atmosphere and to
ground and stream waters.78  Given that we are expecting at least 2 billion
more people by 2050, and that more than twice as many people in the low-
income countries of Asia and Africa should see further gains—both in
quantity and quality—in their food supply, there is no near-term prospect for
substantially reducing the global dependence on synthetic nitrogenous
fertilizers.

There are obvious opportunities for running field machinery without fossil
fuels. Decarbonized irrigation could become common with pumps powered
by solar- or wind-generated electricity rather than by combustion engines.
Batteries with improving energy density and lower cost would make it
possible to convert more tractors and trucks to electric drive.79  And in the
next chapter I will explain the alternatives to the dominant, natural gas–based
synthesis of ammonia. But none of these options can be adopted either
rapidly or without additional (and often substantial) investments.

These advances are, at present, a very long way off. They will depend on
inexpensive renewable electricity generation backed up by adequate large-
scale storage, a combination that is yet to be commercialized (and an
alternative to large pumped hydro storage is yet to be invented; for more see
chapter 3). A nearly perfect solution would be to develop grain or oil crops
with the capabilities common to leguminous plants—that is, with their roots
hosting bacteria able to convert inert atmospheric nitrogen to nitrates. Plant
scientists have been dreaming about this for decades, but no releases of
commercial nitrogen-fixing varieties of wheat or rice are coming anytime
soon.80  Nor is it very likely that all affluent countries and better-off
modernizing economies will adopt large-scale voluntary reductions in the
quantity and variety of their typical diets, or that the resources (fuel,
fertilizers, and machinery) saved by such pullbacks would be transferred to
Africa to improve the continent’s still-dismal nutrition.



Half a century ago, Howard Odum—in his systematic examination of
energy and the environment—noted that modern societies “did not
understand the energetics involved and the various means by which the
energies entering a complex system are fed back as subsidies indirectly into
all parts of the network … industrial man no longer eats potatoes made from
solar energy; now he eats potatoes partly made of oil.”81

Fifty years later, this existential dependence is still insufficiently
appreciated—but the readers of this book now understand that our food is
partly made not just of oil, but also of coal that was used to produce the coke
required for smelting the iron needed for field, transportation, and food
processing machinery; of natural gas that serves as both feedstock and fuel
for the synthesis of nitrogenous fertilizers; and of the electricity generated by
the combustion of fossil fuels that is indispensable for crop processing, taking
care of animals, and food and feed storage and preparation.

Modern agriculture’s higher yields are not produced with a fraction of the
labor that was required just a lifetime ago because we have improved the
efficiency of photosynthesis, but because we have provided better varieties of
crops with better conditions for their growth by supplying them with
adequate nutrients and water, by reducing weeds that compete for the same
inputs, and by protecting them against pests. Concurrently, our much-
increased capture of wild aquatic species has depended on expanding the
extent and the intensity of fishing, and the rise of aquaculture could not
happen without providing requisite enclosures and high-quality feed.

All these critical interventions have demanded substantial—and rising—
inputs of fossil fuels; and even if we try to change the global food system as
fast as is realistically conceivable, we will be eating transformed fossil fuels,
be it as loaves of bread or as fishes, for decades to come.





3. Understanding Our Material World
The Four Pillars of Modern Civilization

Where it matters, ranking is impossible—or, at least, inadvisable. The heart is
not more important than the brain; vitamin C is no less indispensable for
human health than vitamin D. Food and energy supply, the two existential
necessities covered in the preceding chapters, would be impossible without
mass-scale mobilization of many man-made materials—metals, alloys, non-
metallic and synthetic compounds—and the same is true about all our
buildings and infrastructures and about all modes of transportation and
communication. Of course, you would not know this if you were to judge the
importance of these materials by the attention they get (or rather do not get),
not only from mass media “news” but also from supposedly much more
exalted economic analyses or forecasts of notable developments.

All of this coverage deals overwhelmingly with such immaterial,
intangible phenomena as the annual percentage growth of GDP (how
Western economists used to swoon over China’s double-digit rates!), rising
national debt ratios (unimportant in the world of Modern Monetary Theory,
with money supply seen as unlimited), record sums poured into new initial
public offerings (for such existentially critical inventions as gaming apps),
the benefits of unprecedented mobile connectivity (awaiting 5G networks as
something close to the second coming), or promises of artificial intelligence
imminently transforming our lives (the pandemic was an excellent
demonstration of the complete emptiness of such claims).

First things first. We could have an accomplished and reasonably affluent
civilization that provides plenty of food, material comforts, and access to
education and health care, without any semiconductors, microchips, or
personal computers: we had one until, respectively, the mid-1950s (first
commercial applications of transistors), the early 1970s (Intel’s first
microprocessors), and the early 1980s (first larger-scale ownership of PCs).1
And we managed, until the 1990s, to integrate economies, mobilize necessary



investments, build requisite infrastructures, and connect the world by wide-
body jetliners without any smartphones, social media, and puerile apps. But
none of these advances in electronics and telecommunications could have
taken place without the assured provision of energies and materials required
to embody the inventions in myriads of electricity-consuming components,
devices, assemblies, and systems ranging from tiny microprocessors to
massive data centers.

Silicon (Si) made into thin wafers (the basic substrate of microchips) is the
signature material of the electronic age, but billions of people could live
prosperously without it; it is not an existential constraint on modern
civilization. Producing large, high-purity (99.999999999 percent pure) silicon
crystals that are cut into wafers is a complex, multi-step, and highly energy-
intensive process: it costs two orders of magnitude more primary energy than
making aluminum from bauxite, and three orders of magnitude more than
smelting iron and making steel.2  But the raw material is super-abundant (Si
is the second-most common element in the Earth’s crust—nearly 28 percent,
compared to 49 percent for oxygen) and the annual output of electronic-grade
silicon is very small compared to other indispensable materials, recently on
the order of 10,000 tons of wafers.3

Of course, annual consumption of a material is not the best indicator of its
indispensability, but in this case the verdict is clear: as useful and as
transformative as post-1950 electronic advances have been, they do not
constitute the indispensable material foundations of modern civilization. And
while there can be no indisputable ordering of our material needs based on
claims of their importance, I can offer a defensible ranking that considers
their indispensability, ubiquity, and the demand size. Four materials rank
highest on this combined scale, and they form what I have called the four
pillars of modern civilization: cement, steel, plastics, and ammonia.4

Physically and chemically, these four materials are distinguished by an
enormous diversity of properties and functions. But despite these differences
in attributes and specific uses, they share more than their indispensability for
the functioning of modern societies. They are needed in larger (and still
increasing) quantities than are other essential inputs. In 2019, the world
consumed about 4.5 billion tons of cement, 1.8 billion tons of steel, 370
million tons of plastics, and 150 million tons of ammonia, and they are not
readily replaceable by other materials—certainly not in the near future or on a
global scale.5



As noted in chapter 2, only an impossibly complete recycling of all wastes
voided by grazing animals could, together with near-perfect recycling of all
other sources of organic nitrogen, provide the amount of nitrogen annually
applied to crops in ammonia-based fertilizers. Meanwhile, there are no other
materials that can rival the combination of malleability, durability, and light
weight offered by many kinds of plastics. Similarly, even if we were able to
produce identical masses of construction lumber or quarried stone, they could
not equal the strength, versatility, and durability of reinforced concrete. We
would be able to build pyramids and cathedrals but not elegant long spans of
arched bridges, giant hydroelectric dams, multilane roads, or long airport
runways. And steel has become so ubiquitous that its irreplaceable
deployment determines our ability to extract energies, produce food, and
shelter populations, as well as ensuring the extent and quality of all essential
infrastructures: no metal could, even remotely, become its substitute.

Another key commonality between these four materials is particularly
noteworthy as we contemplate the future without fossil carbon: the mass-
scale production of all of them depends heavily on the combustion of fossil
fuels, and some of these fuels also supply feedstocks for the synthesis of
ammonia and for the production of plastics.6  Iron ore smelting in blast
furnaces requires coke made from coal (and also natural gas); energy for
cement production comes mostly from coal dust, petroleum coke, and heavy
fuel oil. The vast majority of simple molecules that are bonded in long chains
or branches to make plastics are derived from crude oils and natural gases.
And in the modern synthesis of ammonia, natural gas is both the source of
hydrogen and processing energy.

As a result, global production of these four indispensable materials claims
about 17 percent of the world’s primary energy supply, and 25 percent of all
CO2 emissions originating in the combustion of fossil fuels—and currently
there are no commercially available and readily deployable mass-scale
alternatives to displace these established processes.7  Although there is no
shortage of proposals and experimental techniques to produce these materials
without relying on fossil carbon—ranging from new catalyses for ammonia
synthesis to hydrogen-based steelmaking—none of those alternatives has
been commercialized, and even if the aggressive pursuit of non-carbon
options were to take place, it would obviously take decades to displace the
existing capacities that are producing, at affordable prices, at annual rates of
hundreds of millions to billions of tons.8



In order to truly appreciate the importance of these materials, I will explain
their basic properties and functions, outline briefly the histories of technical
advances and epoch-making inventions that made them abundantly available
and affordable, and describe the enormous variety of their modern uses. I will
start with ammonia—because of its indispensability for feeding a growing
share of the global population—and proceed, in the order of annual global
mass production, to plastics, steel, and cement.

Ammonia: the gas that feeds the world

Of the four substances (and despite my dislike of rankings!), it is ammonia
that deserves the top position as our most important material. As explained in
the previous chapter, without its use as the dominant nitrogen fertilizer
(directly or as feedstock for the synthesis of other nitrogenous compounds), it
would be impossible to feed at least 40 percent and up to 50 percent of
today’s nearly 8 billion people. Simply restated: in 2020, nearly 4 billion
people would not have been alive without synthetic ammonia. No comparable
existential constraints apply to plastics or steel, nor to the cement that is
required to make concrete (nor, as already noted, to silicon).

Ammonia is a simple inorganic compound of one nitrogen and three
hydrogens (NH3), which means that nitrogen makes up 82 percent of its
mass.9  At atmospheric pressure it is an invisible gas with a characteristic
pungent smell of unflushed toilets or decomposing animal manure. Inhaling it
in low concentrations causes headaches, nausea, and vomiting; higher
concentrations irritate the eyes, nose, mouth, throat, and lungs; and inhalation
of very high concentrations can be instantly fatal. In contrast, ammonium
(NH4

+, ammonium ion), formed by the dissolution of ammonia in water, is
non-toxic and does not easily penetrate cell membranes.

Synthesizing this simple molecule was surprisingly challenging. The
history of inventions includes famous cases of accidental discoveries; in this
chapter on materials, the story of Teflon might be the most apposite example.
In 1938, Roy Plunkett, a chemist at DuPont, and his assistant Jack Rebok
formulated tetrafluoroethylene as a new refrigerant compound. After storing
it in refrigerated cylinders, they found that the compound underwent
unexpected polymerization, turning into polytetrafluoroethylene, a white,
waxy, slippery powder. After the Second World War, Teflon became one of



the best-known synthetic materials, and perhaps the only one that made it into
political jargon (we have Teflon presidents, but seemingly no Bakelite
presidents—though there was an Iron Lady).10

The synthesis of ammonia from its elements belongs to the opposite class
of discoveries—those with a clearly defined goal pursued by some of the
best-qualified scientists and eventually reached by a persevering researcher.
The need for this breakthrough was obvious. Between 1850 and 1900 the
total population of the industrializing countries of Europe and North America
grew from 300 million to 500 million, and rapid urbanization helped to drive
a dietary transition from a barely adequate grain-dominated supply to
generally higher food energy intakes containing more animal products and
sugar.11  Yields remained stagnant but the dietary shift was supported by an
unprecedented expansion of cropland: between 1850 and 1900, about 200
million hectares of North and South American, Russian, and Australian
grasslands were converted to grain fields.12

Maturing agronomic science made it clear that the only way to secure
adequate food for the larger populations of the 20th century was to raise
yields by increasing the supply of nitrogen and phosphorus, two key plant
macronutrients. The mining of phosphates (first in North Carolina and then in
Florida) and their treatment by acids opened the way to a reliable supply of
phosphatic fertilizers.13  But, there was no comparably assured source of
nitrogen. The mining of guano (accumulated bird droppings, moderately rich
in nitrogen) on dry tropical islands had quickly exhausted the richest
deposits, and the rising imports of Chilean nitrates (the country has extensive
sodium nitrate layers in its arid northern regions) were insufficient to meet
future global demand.14

The challenge was to ensure that humanity could secure enough nitrogen to
sustain its expanding numbers. The need was explained in 1898 in the
clearest possible manner by William Crookes, chemist and physicist, to the
British Association for the Advancement of Science, in his presidential
address dedicated to the so-called wheat problem. He warned that “all
civilized nations stand in deadly peril of not having enough to eat,” but he
saw the way out: science coming to the rescue, tapping the practically
unlimited mass of nitrogen in the atmosphere (present as the unreactive
molecule N2) and converting it into compounds assimilable by plants. He
rightly concluded that this challenge “differs materially from other chemical



discoveries which are in the air, so to speak, but are not yet matured. The
fixation of nitrogen is vital to the progress of civilized humanity. Other
discoveries minister to our increased intellectual comfort, luxury, or
convenience; they serve to make life easier, to hasten the acquisition of
wealth, or to save time, health, or worry. The fixation of nitrogen is a
question of the not far-distant future.”15

Crookes’s vision was realized just 10 years after his address. The synthesis
of ammonia from its elements, nitrogen and hydrogen, was pursued by a
number of highly qualified chemists (including Wilhelm Ostwald, a Nobel
Prize winner in chemistry in 1909), but in 1908 Fritz Haber—at that time
professor of physical chemistry and electrochemistry at the Technische
Hochschule in Karlsruhe—working with his English assistant Robert Le
Rossignol and supported by BASF, Germany’s (and the world’s) leading
chemical enterprise, was the first researcher to succeed.16  His solution relied
on using an iron catalyst (a compound that increases the rate of a chemical
reaction without altering its own composition) and deploying unprecedented
reaction pressure.

It was a no smaller challenge to scale up Haber’s experimental success to a
commercial enterprise. Under the leadership of Carl Bosch, an expert in
chemical as well as metallurgical engineering who joined BASF in 1899,
success was achieved in just four years. The world’s first ammonia synthesis
plant began to operate at Oppau in September 1913, and the term “Haber-
Bosch process” has endured ever since.17

Within a year, the Oppau plant’s ammonia was diverted to make the nitrate
needed to produce explosives for the German army. A new, much larger,
ammonia factory was completed in 1917 in Leuna, but it did little to prevent
Germany’s defeat. The postwar expansion of ammonia synthesis proceeded
despite the economic crisis of the 1930s, and continued during the Second
World War, but by 1950 synthetic ammonia was still far less common than
animal manures.18

The next two decades saw an eightfold increase of ammonia production to
just over 30 million tons a year as synthetic fertilizer enabled the Green
Revolution (starting during the 1960s)—the adoption of new superior wheat
and rice varieties that, when supplied with adequate nitrogen, produced
unprecedented yields. The key innovations behind this rise were the use of



natural gas as the source of hydrogen, and the introduction of efficient
centrifugal compressors and better catalysts.19

Then, as in so many other instances of modern industrial development,
post-Mao China took the lead. Mao was responsible for the deadliest famine
in history (1958–1961), and when he died in 1976 the country’s per capita
food supply was hardly better than when he had proclaimed the existence of
the communist state in 1949.20  China’s first major business deal to follow
President Nixon’s trip to Beijing in 1972 was an order for 13 of the world’s
most advanced ammonia-urea plants from M. W. Kellogg of Texas.21  By
1984 the country abolished urban food rationing, and by the year 2000 its
average daily per capita food supply was higher than Japan’s.22  The only
way to make this happen was by breaking the country’s nitrogen barrier and
raising the annual grain harvest to more than 650 million tons a year.

The best account of recent nitrogen flows in China’s agriculture shows that
about 60 percent of the nutrient available to the country’s crops comes from
synthetic ammonia: feeding three out of five of the Chinese population thus
depends on the synthesis of this compound.23  The corresponding global
mean is about 50 percent. This dependence easily justifies calling the Haber-
Bosch synthesis of ammonia perhaps the most momentous technical advance
in history. Other inventions, as William Crookes correctly judged, minister to
our comforts, convenience, luxury, wealth, or productivity, and others yet
save our lives from premature death and chronic disease—but without the
synthesis of ammonia, we could not ensure the very survival of large shares
of today’s and tomorrow’s population.24

I hasten to add that the 50 percent of humanity dependent on ammonia is
not an immutable approximation. Given prevailing diets and farming
practices, synthetic nitrogen feeds half of humanity—or, everything else
being equal, half of the world’s population could not be sustained without
synthetic nitrogenous fertilizers. But the share would be lower if the affluent
world converted to the largely meatless Indian diet, and it would be higher if
the entire world ate as well as the Chinese do today, to say nothing about the
universal adoption of the American diet.25  We could also reduce our
dependence on nitrogenous fertilizers by cutting our food waste (as we saw
earlier) and by using the fertilizers more efficiently.

About 80 percent of global ammonia production is used to fertilize crops;
the rest is used to make nitric acid, explosives, rocket propellants, dyes,



fibers, and window and floor cleaners.26  With proper precautions and special
equipment, ammonia can be applied directly to fields;27  but the compound is
mostly used as the indispensable feedstock for producing solid and liquid
nitrogenous fertilizers. Urea, the solid fertilizer with the highest nitrogen
content (46 percent), dominates.28  Recently, it has accounted for about 55
percent of all nitrogen applied to the world’s fields, and it is widely used in
Asia to support the rice and wheat harvests of China and India—the world’s
two most populous nations—and to guarantee good yields in five other Asian
countries with more than 100 million inhabitants.29

Less important nitrogenous fertilizers include ammonium nitrate,
ammonium sulfate, and calcium ammonium nitrate, as well as various liquid
solutions. Once the nitrogen fertilizers are applied to fields, it is almost
impossible to control their natural losses due to volatilization (from ammonia
compounds), leaching (nitrates are readily soluble in water), and
denitrification (the bacteria-driven conversion of nitrates back to nitrogen
molecules in the air).30

There are now only two effective direct solutions to field losses of
nitrogen: the spreading of expensive slow-release compounds; and, more
practically, turning to precision farming and applying fertilizers only as
needed based on analyses of the soil.31  As already noted, indirect measures
—including higher food prices and reduced meat consumption—could be
effective but are not highly popular. As a result, it is unlikely that any
realistically conceivable combination of these solutions can bring about a
radical change to the global consumption of nitrogenous fertilizers. About
150 megatons of ammonia are now synthesized annually, with about 80
percent used as fertilizer. Nearly 60 percent of that fertilizer is applied in
Asia, about a quarter in Europe and North America, and less than 5 percent in
Africa.32  Most rich countries certainly could, and should, pull back on their
high application rates (their average per capita food supply is already too
high), and China and India—two heavy users—have many opportunities to
reduce their excessive fertilizer applications.

But Africa, the continent with the fastest-growing population, remains
deprived of the nutrient and is a substantial food importer. Any hope for its
greater food self-sufficiency rests on the increased use of nitrogen: after all,
the continent’s recent usage of ammonia has been less than a third of the
European mean.33  The best (and long-sought) solution to boost nitrogen



supply would be to endow non-leguminous plants with nitrogen-fixing
capabilities, a promise genetic engineering is yet to deliver on, while a less
radical option—inoculating seeds with a nitrogen-fixing bacterium—is a
recent innovation whose eventual commercial extent is still unclear.

Plastics: diverse, useful, troublesome

Plastics are a large group of synthetic (or semisynthetic) organic materials
whose common quality is that they are fit for forming (molding). Synthesis of
plastics begins with monomers, simple molecules that can be bonded in long
chains or branches to make polymers. The two key monomers, ethylene and
propylene, are produced by the steam cracking (heating to 750–950ºC) of
hydrocarbon feedstocks, and hydrocarbons also energize subsequent
syntheses.34  The malleability of plastics makes it possible to form them by
casting, pressing, or extruding, and they create shapes ranging from thin film
to heavy-duty pipes and from feather-light bottles to massive and sturdy
waste containers.

Global output has been dominated by thermoplastics—polymers that
soften readily when heated and harden again when cooled. Low- and high-
density polyethylene (PE) now accounts for more than 20 percent of the
world’s plastic polymers, polypropylene (PP) for about 15 percent, and
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) for more than 10 percent.35  In contrast, thermoset
plastics (including polyurethanes, polyimides, melamine, and urea-
formaldehyde) resist softening when heated.

Some thermoplastics combine low specific gravity (light weight) with
fairly high hardness (durability). Durable aluminum weighs only a third as
much as carbon steel, but PVC density is less than 20 percent and PP less
than 12 percent compared to steel; and while the ultimate tensile strength of
structural steel is 400 megapascals, that of polystyrene is, at 100
megapascals, twice that of wood or glass and only 10 percent less than that of
aluminum.36

This combination of low weight and high strength has made thermoplastics
the preferred choice for such applications as heavy-duty pipes and flanges,
anti-skid surfaces, and chemical tanks. Thermoplastic polymers have found
widespread uses in car interiors and exteriors (PP bumpers, PVC dashboards
and car parts, polycarbonate headlight lenses); light high-temperature or



flame-retardant thermoplastics (polycarbonate, PVC/acrylic blends) dominate
the interiors of modern aircraft; and carbon-fiber reinforced plastics
(composite materials) are now used for building aircraft airframes.37

The first plastics, most notably celluloid made from cellulose nitrate and
camphor (later the highly flammable mainstay of the film industry, displaced
only during the 1950s), were produced in small amounts during the last three
decades of the 19th century, but the first thermoset material (molded at 150–
160ºC) was prepared in 1907 by Leo Hendrik Baekeland, a Belgian chemist
working in New York.38  His General Bakelite Company, founded in 1910,
was the first industrial producer of a plastic that was molded into pieces
ranging from electric insulators to black rotary dial telephones and, during
the Second World War, used for parts in lightweight weapons. Meanwhile,
cellophane was invented in 1908 by Jacques Brandenberger.

During the interwar years came the first large-scale syntheses of PVC,
which was discovered as early as 1838 but never used outside a laboratory,
and DuPont in the US, Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) in the UK, and IG
Farben in Germany funded (very successfully) research dedicated to the
discovery of new plastic materials.39  Before the Second World War this
resulted in the commercial production of cellulose acetate (now in absorbent
cloths and wipes), neoprene (synthetic rubber), polyester (for fabrics and
upholstery), polymethyl methacrylate (otherwise known as plexiglass, and
now even more commonly used thanks to the COVID-induced resurgence of
dividers and shields). Nylon has been produced since 1938 (toothbrush
bristles and stockings were the first commercial products; it now goes into
products ranging from fishing nets to parachutes) and—as already noted—so
has Teflon, a ubiquitous non-stick coating. The affordable production of
styrene also began during the 1930s, and the material is now mostly used as
polystyrene, or PS, in packing materials and disposable cups and plates.

IG Farben introduced polyurethanes in 1937 (furniture foams, insulation);
ICI used very high pressure to synthesize polyethylene (used in packaging
and insulation) and began producing methyl methacrylate (for adhesives,
coatings, and paints) in 1933. Polyethylene terephthalate (PET)—since the
1970s the scourge of the planet in the form of discarded drink bottles—was
patented in 1941 and mass-produced since the early 1950s (the infernal PET
bottle was patented in 1973).40  The best-known post–Second World War
additions include polycarbonates (for optical lenses, windows, rigid covers),
polyimide (for medical tubing), liquid crystal polymers (above all for



electronics), and such famous DuPont trademarks as Tyvek® (1955), Lycra®
(1959), and Kevlar® (1971).41  By the end of the 20th century, 50 different
kinds of plastics were on the global market, and this new diversity—together
with rising demand for the most commonly used compounds (PE, PP, PVC,
and PET)—led to exponential growth in demand.

Global production rose from only about 20,000 tons in 1925 to 2 million
tons by 1950, 150 million tons by the year 2000, and about 370 million tons
by 2019.42  The best way to appreciate the ubiquity of plastic materials in our
daily lives is to note how many times a day our hands touch, our eyes see, our
bodies rest on, and our feet tread on a plastic: you might be astonished at the
frequency of such encounters! As I am typing this: the keys of my Dell laptop
and a wireless mouse under my right palm are made of acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene, I sit on a swivel chair upholstered in a polyester fabric, and its nylon
wheels rest on a polycarbonate carpet protection mat that covers a polyester
carpet …

An industry that started by supplying small industrial parts (a gear-lever
knob in the 1916 Rolls-Royce was the first application) and various
household items has vastly expanded those two original commercial niches
(most prominently with consumer electronics adding billions of new plastic-
dependent items every year) and has added mass-scale applications ranging
from car bodies and complete interiors of airplanes to large-diameter pipes.

But plastics have found their most indispensable roles in health care in
general and in the hospital treatment of infectious diseases in particular.
Modern life now begins (in maternity wards) and ends (in intensive care
units) surrounded by plastic items.43  And those people who had no prior
understanding of plastics’ role in modern health care got their lesson thanks
to COVID-19. The pandemic has taught us this in often drastic ways, as
doctors and nurses in North America and Europe ran out of personal
protective equipment (PPE)—disposable gloves, masks, shields, hats, gowns,
and booties—and as governments outbid each other in order to airlift limited
(and highly overpriced) supplies from China, to which the Western producers
of PPE, obsessed with cutting costs, had relocated most of their production
lines, creating dangerous yet entirely avoidable supply shortages.44

Plastic items in hospitals are made above all from different kinds of PVC:
flexible tubes (used for feeding patients, delivering oxygen, and monitoring
blood pressure), catheters, intravenous containers, blood bags, sterile
packaging, assorted trays and basins, bedpans and bed rails, thermal blankets,



and countless pieces of labware. PVC is now the primary component in more
than a quarter of all health-care products, and in modern homes it is present
in wall and roof membranes, window frames, blinds, hoses, cable insulation,
electronic components, a still-growing array of office supplies, and toys—and
as credit cards used to purchase all of the above.45

Recent years have seen rising concerns about plastic pollution on land and
even more so in the ocean, coastal waters, and on beaches. I will return to this
in the environmental chapter, but this irresponsible dumping of plastics is not
an argument against the proper use of these diverse and often truly
indispensable synthetic materials. Moreover, as far as microfibers go, it is
wrong to assume, as so many do, that most of their presence in ocean water
derives from the wear and tear of synthetic textiles. Those polymers now
account for two-thirds of global fiber output, but a study of seawater samples
showed that oceanic fibers are mainly (>90 percent) of natural origin.46

Steel: ubiquitous and recyclable

Steels (the plural is more accurate as there are more than 3,500 varieties) are
alloys dominated by iron (Fe).47  Pig or cast iron, the hot metal produced by
blast furnaces, is typically 95–97 percent iron, 1.8–4 percent carbon, and 0.5–
3 percent silicon, with mere traces of a few other elements.48  Its high carbon
content makes it brittle, it has low ductility (the ability to stretch), and its
tensile strength (resistance to breaking under tension) is inferior to that of
bronze or brass. Preindustrial steel was made in Asia and in Europe by a
variety of artisanal methods—that is, always laboriously and expensively—
and hence it was never available for common use.49

Modern steels are made from cast iron by reducing its high carbon content
to 0.08–2.1 percent by weight. Steel’s physical properties handily beat those
of the hardest stones, as well as those of the other two most common metals.
Granite has a similar compressive strength (capacity to withstand loads that
shorten the material) but its tensile strength is an order of magnitude lower:
granite columns bear their load as well as steel, but steel beams can bear
loads 15–30 times higher.50  Steel’s typical tensile strength is about seven
times that of aluminum and nearly four times that of copper; its hardness is,
respectively, four and eight times higher; and it is heat resistant—aluminum
melts at 660ºC, copper at 1,085ºC, steel only at 1,425ºC.



Steels come in four major categories.51  Carbon steels (90 percent of all
steels on the market are 0.3–0.95 percent carbon) are everywhere, from
bridges to fridges and from gears to shears. Alloy steels include varying
shares of one or more elements (most commonly manganese, nickel, silicon,
and chromium, but also aluminum, molybdenum, titanium, and vanadium),
added in order to improve their physical properties (hardness, strength,
ductility). Stainless steel (10–20 percent chromium) was made for the first
time only in 1912 for kitchenware, and is now widely used for surgical
instruments, engines, machine parts, and in construction.52  Tool steels have a
tensile strength 2–4 times higher than the best construction steels, and they
are used for cutting steel and other metals for dies (for stamping or extrusion
of other metals or plastics), as well as for manual cutting and hammering.
And all steels (except for some stainless varieties) are magnetic and hence
suitable for making electric machinery.

Steel determines the look of modern civilization and enables its most
fundamental functions. This is the most widely used metal and it forms
countless visible and invisible critical components of today’s world.
Moreover, nearly all other metallic and non-metallic products we use have
been extracted, processed, shaped, finished, and distributed with tools and
machines made of steel, and no mode of today’s mass transportation could
function without steel. Naked steel is ubiquitous inside and outside of our
homes, in items small (cutlery, knives, cooking pots, pans, kitchen gadgets,
garden tools) and large (appliances, lawnmowers, bicycles, cars).

Before large city buildings go up, you can see massive steel pile-driving
machines ramming in steel or steel-reinforced concrete for the foundations,
and then the site is dominated for months by tall steel construction cranes. In
1954, New York’s Socony-Mobil Building was the first skyscraper entirely
clad in stainless steel, and more recently Dubai’s 828-meter-tall Burj Khalifa
uses textured stainless-steel spandrel panels and vertical tubular steel pins.53

Steel is both the critical structural component and the design feature of many
elegant cantilevered and suspension bridges:54  in San Francisco’s Golden
Gate Bridge it is constantly repainted orange;55  Japan’s Akashi Kaikyō
Bridge has the world’s longest central span, at nearly 2 kilometers, and its
steel towers support woven steel cables that are 1.12 meters in diameter.56

City streets are lined by regularly spaced lighting poles made from hot-dip
galvanized and powder-coated steel for rust resistance; rolled steel makes



roadside traffic signs and structures for overhead signage; and corrugated
steel is used for crash barriers. Steel towers support thick steel wires to lift
downhill skiers by the millions and to carry visitors in cable cars to tall peaks.
Radio and TV towers (guyed masts) broke many height records for man-
made structures, and modern landscapes contain seemingly endless
repetitions of high-voltage electricity transmission towers. Two recent,
prominent additions are dizzyingly tall guyed towers (to carry mobile
telephone signals) and groups of large wind turbine towers, both onshore and
offshore; and the most massive steel assemblies in the ocean are huge oil and
gas production platforms.57

By weight, steel is nearly always the largest part of transportation
equipment. Jetliners are a major exception (aluminum alloys and composite
fibers dominate) and steel is about 10 percent of the plane’s weight, in
engines and the landing gear.58  The average car contains about 900
kilograms of steel.59  With nearly 100 million motor vehicles produced per
year, this translates to about 90 million tons of the metal—about 60 percent
of it being high-strength steel that makes vehicles 26–40 percent lighter than
conventional steel.60  Although modern high-speed trains (aluminum bodies,
plastic interiors) are only about 15 percent steel (wheels, axles, bearings, and
motors), their operation requires dedicated tracks using heavier-than-normal
steel rails.61

Ship hulls of oil and liquefied-gas tankers and of bulk carriers transporting
ores, grains, or cement are made by bending large plates of high-tensile steel
into desired shapes and welding them together. But the greatest revolution in
postwar shipping has been the deployment of container ships (for more detail,
see chapter 4). They transport cargo in steel crates of standardized
dimensions.62  These steel boxes are about 2.5 meters high and wide (length
varies) and are stacked inside the hulls and high above the deck. Chances are
that everything you wear was carried to its final point of sale in a steel
container that started its journey in a factory in Asia.

And how were all these tools and machines made? Mostly by other
machines and assemblies made largely of steel and which do casting, forging,
rolling, subtractive machining (turning, milling, hollowing, and drilling),
bending, welding, sharpening, and cutting, the latter operations being
possible thanks to amazing tool steels that cut carbon steels as easily as a
knife goes through soft butter. And the machines that make machines are



mostly powered by electricity, whose generation (and hence also the entire
universe of electronics, computing, and telecommunication) is impossible
without steel: tall boilers crammed with steel tubes and filled with
pressurized water; nuclear reactors enclosed in thick pressure vessels;
expanding steam rotating large turbines whose long shafts are machined from
rough, massive steel forgings.

Steel that is out of sight underground includes fixed and moving props in
deep mines, and millions of kilometers of exploratory, casing, and production
pipes in crude oil and natural gas wells. The oil and gas industry also depends
on steel buried close to the surface (1–2 meters deep) in gathering,
transmission, and distribution pipelines. Trunk lines use pipes with diameters
of more than 1 meter, while distribution gas lines may be just 5 centimeters
across.63  Crude oil refineries are essentially forests of steel, with tall
distillation columns, catalytic crackers, extensive piping, and storage vessels.
Finally, I must note how steel saves lives in hospitals (from centrifuges and
diagnostic machines to stainless-steel scalpels, surgical hooks, and
retractors), and how it also kills: armies and fleets with their vast arrays of
weapons are nothing but enormous repositories of steel dedicated to
destruction.64

Can we secure the required massive supply of steel and how consequential
is the metal’s global production? Do we have adequate supplies of iron ore to
keep making steel for many generations to come? Can we produce enough of
it in order to build modern infrastructures and raise the standards of living in
low-income countries, where average per capita steel consumption is even
lower than it was in the affluent economies a century ago? Is steelmaking
environmentally friendly or is it exceptionally damaging? Can we produce
the metal without using any fossil fuels?

The answer to the second question is unequivocally positive. Iron is the
Earth’s dominant element by mass because it is heavy (nearly eight times as
heavy as water) and because it forms the planet’s core.65  But it is also
abundant in the Earth’s crust: only three elements (oxygen, silicon, and
aluminum) are more common; iron, with nearly 6 percent, ranks fourth.66

Annual production of iron ore—led by Australia, Brazil, and China—is now
about 2.5 billion tons; world resources are in excess of 800 billion tons,
containing nearly 250 billion tons of the metal. This is a resource/production



(R/P) ratio of more than 300 years, far beyond any conceivable planning
horizons (the R/P ratio for crude oil is just 50 years).67

Moreover, steel is readily recycled by melting it in an electric arc furnace
(EAF)—a massive cylindrical heat-resistant container made of heavy steel
plates (lined with magnesium bricks), with a removable dome-like water-
cooled lid through which three massive carbon electrodes are inserted. After
loading the steel scrap, the electrodes are lowered into it, and electric current
passing through them forms an arc whose high temperature (1,800ºC) easily
melts the charged metal.68  However, their electricity demand is enormous:
even a highly efficient modern EAF needs as much electricity every day as an
American city of about 150,000 people.69

Vehicle recycling is preceded by draining all fluids, ripping out upholstery,
and removing batteries, servomotors, tires, radios, and working engines, as
well as plastic, rubber, glass, and aluminum components. Car crushers then
flatten the stripped bodies preparatory to shredding. By far the most
challenging recycling operation is the dismantling of large ocean-going
vessels, done mostly on beaches in Pakistan (Gadani, northwest of Karachi),
India (Alang in Gujarat), and Bangladesh (near Chittagong). Stripped hulls
made of heavy steel plates must be cut by gas and plasma torches—
dangerous and polluting work done too often by men working without proper
protective gear.70

Affluent economies now recycle nearly all of their automotive scrap, have
a similarly high rate (>90 percent) for reusing structural steel beams and
plates, and only a slightly lower rate for recycling household appliances, and
the US has recently recycled more than 65 percent of reinforcement bars in
concrete, a rate similar to the recycling of beverage and food steel cans.71

Steel scrap has become one of the world’s most valuable export commodities,
as countries with a long history of steel production and with plenty of
accumulated scrap sell the material to expanding producers. The EU is the
largest exporter, followed by Japan, Russia, and Canada; and China, India,
and Turkey are the top buyers.72  Recycled steel accounts for almost 30
percent of the metal’s total annual output, with national shares ranging from
100 percent for several small steel producers to almost 70 percent in the US,
about 40 percent in the EU, and to less than 12 percent in China.73

This means that primary steelmaking still dominates, producing more than
twice as much hot metal every year as is recycled—almost 1.3 billion tons in



2019. The process starts with blast furnaces (tall iron and steel structures
lined with heat-resistant materials) that produce liquid (cast or pig) iron by
smelting iron ore, coke, and limestone.74  The second step—reducing cast
iron’s high carbon content and producing steel—takes place in a BOF (basic
oxygen furnace; the adjective refers to the chemical properties of the
produced slag). The process was invented during the 1940s and was rapidly
commercialized after the mid-1950s.75  Today’s BOFs are large, pear-shaped
vessels with an open top used to charge up to 300 tons of hot iron, which gets
blasted with oxygen blown in from both top and bottom. The reaction reduces
the metal’s carbon content (to as little as 0.04 percent) in about 30 minutes.
The combination of a blast furnace and a basic oxygen furnace is the basis of
modern integrated steelmaking. Final steps include the transfer of hot steel to
continuous casting machines to produce steel slabs, billets (square or
rectangular shapes), and strips that are eventually converted into final steel
products.

Ironmaking is highly energy-intensive, with about 75 percent of the total
demand claimed by blast furnaces. Today’s best practices have a combined
demand of just 17–20 gigajoules per ton of finished product; less efficient
operations require 25–30 GJ/t.76  Obviously, the energy cost of secondary
steel made in EAFs is much lower than the cost of integrated production:
today’s best performance is just above 2 GJ/t. To this must be added the
energy costs of rolling the metal (mostly 1.5–2 GJ/t), and hence the
representative global rates for the overall energy cost may be about 25 GJ/t
for integrated steelmaking and 5 GJ/t for recycled steel.77  The total energy
requirement of global steel production in 2019 was about 34 exajoules, or
about 6 percent of the world’s primary energy supply.

Given the industry’s dependence on coking coal and natural gas,
steelmaking has been also a major contributor to the anthropogenic
generation of greenhouse gases. The World Steel Association puts the
average global rate at 500 kilograms of carbon per ton, with recent primary
steelmaking emitting about 900 megatons of carbon a year, or 7–9 percent of
direct emissions from the global combustion of fossil fuels.78  But steel is not
the only major material responsible for a significant share of CO2 emissions:
cement is much less energy-intensive, but because its global output is nearly
three times that of steel, its production is responsible for a very similar share
(about 8 percent) of emitted carbon.



Concrete: a world created by cement

Cement is the indispensable component of concrete, and it is produced by
heating (to at least 1,450ºC) ground limestone (a source of calcium) and clay,
shale, or waste materials (sources of silicon, aluminum, and iron) in large
kilns—long (100–220 meters) inclined metal cylinders.79  This high-
temperature sintering produces clinker (fused limestone and aluminosilicates)
that is ground to yield fine, powdery cement.

Concrete consists largely (65–85 percent) of aggregates and also water
(15–20 percent).80  Finer aggregates such as sand result in stronger concrete,
but need more water in the mix than do coarser aggregates that use different
sizes of gravel. The mixture is held together by cement—typically 10–15
percent of concrete’s final mass—whose reaction with water first sets the
mixture and then hardens it.

The result is now the most massively deployed material of modern
civilization, hard and heavy and able to withstand decades of punishing use,
particularly when it is reinforced with steel. Plain concrete is fairly good in
compression (and the best modern varieties are five times stronger than those
of two generations ago)—but weak in tension.81  Structural steel has tension
strength up to 100 times higher, and different types of reinforcing (steel
mesh, steel bars, glass or steel fibers, PP) have been used to narrow this huge
gap.

Since 2007, most of humanity has lived in cities made possible by
concrete. Of course, there are plenty of other materials in urban buildings:
skyscrapers have steel skeletons covered by glass or metal; detached houses
in North American suburbs are made of wood (studs, plywood, particle
board) and gypsum drywall (and are often sheathed in brick or stone); and
engineered lumber is now used to build apartments many stories high.82  But
skyscrapers and tall apartment buildings stand on concrete piles, concrete
goes not only into foundations and basements but also into many walls and
ceilings, and it is ubiquitous in all urban infrastructures—from buried
engineering networks (large pipes, cable channels, sewers, subway
foundations, tunnels) to aboveground transportation infrastructure (sidewalks,
roads, bridges, shipping piers, airport runways). Modern cities—from São
Paulo and Hong Kong (with their multistoried apartment towers) to Los



Angeles and Beijing (with their extensive networks of freeways)—are
embodiments of concrete.

Roman cement was a mixture of gypsum, quicklime, and volcanic sand,
and it proved to be an excellent and durable material for large structures,
including expansive vaults. The Pantheon, intact after nearly two millennia (it
was completed in 126 CE) still spans a greater distance than any other
structure made of non-reinforced concrete.83  But the preparation of modern
cement was patented only in 1824 by Joseph Aspdin, an English bricklayer.
His hydraulic mortar was made by firing limestone and clay at high
temperatures: lime, silica, and alumina present in these materials are vitrified
or transformed into a glass-like substance, whose grinding produced Portland
cement.84  Aspdin chose that name (still widely used today) because once
hardened, and after reacting with water, the glassy clinker had a color similar
to limestone from the Isle of Portland in the English Channel.

As already noted, the new material was excellent in compression, and
today’s best concretes can withstand pressure of more than 100 megapascals,
which is about the weight of an African bull elephant balanced on a coin.85

Tension is a different matter: a pulling force of just 2 to 5 megapascals (less
than it takes to tear human skin) can break concrete apart. That is why the
large-scale commercial adoption of concrete in construction took place only
after gradual advances in steel reinforcement made it suitable for structural
parts subject to high tension.

During the 1860s and 1870s, the first reinforcing patents were filed by
François Coignet and Joseph Monier in France (Monier, a gardener, began to
use iron mesh to reinforce his planters), but the real breakthrough came in
1884 with Ernest Ransome’s reinforcing steel bars.86  The earliest designs of
modern cement rotary kilns, where the minerals are vitrified at temperatures
of up to 1,500ºC, appeared during the 1890s and made it possible to use
affordable concrete in large projects. The sixteen-story Ingalls Building in
Cincinnati became the world’s first reinforced concrete skyscraper in 1903.87

Just three years later, Thomas Edison became convinced that concrete should
replace wood in the building of American detached houses, and began to
design and cast in place concrete homes in New Jersey; in 1911 he tried to
revive the failed project by also offering cheap concrete furniture, including
entire bedroom sets, and even made a phonograph, one of his favorite
inventions, out of concrete.88



At the same time, in contrast to Edison’s failure, Robert Maillart, a Swiss
engineer, pioneered a concrete construction trend that is still going strong:
reinforced concrete bridges, starting with the relatively short Zuoz in 1901
and Tavanasa in 1906. His most famous design, the bold Salginatobel arch
above an Alpine ravine, was completed in 1930 and is now an International
Historic Civil Engineering Landmark.89  Early concrete designs were also
favored by architects Auguste Perret in France (elegant apartments and the
Théâtre des Champs-Élysées) and Frank Lloyd Wright in the US. Wright’s
most famous interwar concrete designs were Tokyo’s Imperial Hotel,
finished just before the 1923 earthquake leveled the city and damaged the
new structure, and Fallingwater in Pennsylvania, completed in 1939. The
Guggenheim Museum in New York was his last famous concrete design,
completed in 1959.90

The tensile strength of reinforcing steel was further improved by pouring
concrete into forms whose wires or bars were tensioned just before pouring
the concrete (pre-stressing, with end anchors that are used to tension the steel
and are released once the concrete bonds with the metal) or after it (post-
stressing, with steel tendons locked in place inside protective sleeves). The
first major pre-stressed design, Eugène Freyssinet’s Plougastel Bridge near
Brest, was finished in 1930.91  With its bold, white, sail-like design, Jørn
Utzon’s Sydney Opera House (built between 1959 and 1973) is perhaps the
world’s most famous pre-stressed concrete strucuture.92  Pre-stressing is now
common, and the longest reinforced concrete bridges are not crossing rivers
or ravines but rather railroad viaducts for high-speed trains. The record goes
to the 164.8-kilometer Danyang–Kunshan Grand Bridge in China (completed
in 2010), part of the Beijing–Shanghai high-speed railway.93

Reinforced concrete is now inside every large modern building and every
transportation infrastructure, from port piers to segmental rings installed by
modern tunnel-boring machines (under the Channel and the Alps). The
standard configuration of the US Interstate Highway System is a layer of
about 28 centimeters of non-reinforced concrete on top of a twice-as-thick
layer of natural aggregates (stones, gravel, sand)—and the entire Interstate
system contains about 50 million tons of cement, 1.5 billion metric tons of
aggregates, and only about 6 million tons of steel (for structural support and
culvert pipes).94  Airport runways (up to 3.5 kilometers long) have reinforced
concrete foundations, deepest (up to 1.5 meters) in the touchdown zone to



handle the repeated pounding of hundreds of thousands of landings every
year by airplanes weighing up to about 380 tons (the Airbus 380). For
example, Canada’s longest runway (4.27 kilometers, in Calgary) required
more than 85,000 cubic meters of concrete and 16,000 tons of reinforcing
steel.95

But by far the most massive structures built of reinforced concrete are the
world’s largest dams. The era of these megastructures began during the 1930s
with the construction of the Hoover Dam on the Colorado River and the
Grand Coulee Dam on the Columbia River. The vertiginous Hoover Dam,
located in a gorge southeast of Las Vegas, required about 3.4 million cubic
meters of concrete and 20,000 tons of reinforcing steel, twice as much plate
and pipe steel, and 8,000 tons of structural steel.96  Hundreds of these
massive structures were built during the second half of the 20th century, and
the world’s largest dam—China’s Sanxia (Three Gorges) on the Yangzi,
generating electricity since 2011—has its almost 28 million cubic meters of
concrete reinforced with 256,500 tons of steel.97

Annual American cement consumption rose tenfold between 1900 and
1928, when it reached 30 million tons, and the postwar construction boom—
including the construction of the Interstate Highway System and the
expansion of the country’s airports—tripled by the century’s end. The peak
was reached at about 128 million tons in 2005, and recent rates are around
100 million tons a year.98  This is now a tiny fraction of the annual demand in
the world’s number-one cement consumer, China. In 1980, at the outset of its
modernization drive, it produced less than 80 million tons of cement. In 1985,
it surpassed the US to become the world’s largest producer, and in 2019 its
output of about 2.2 billion tons was just over half of the global total.99

Perhaps the most stunning outcome of this rise is that in just two years—
2018 and 2019—China produced nearly as much cement (about 4.4 billion
tons) as did the United States during the entire 20th century (4.56 billion
tons). Not surprisingly, the country now has the world’s most extensive
systems of freeways, rapid trains, and airports, as well as the largest number
of giant hydro stations and new multimillion-population cities. Yet another
astounding statistic is that the world now consumes in one year more cement
than it did during the entire first half of the 20th century. And (both
fortunately and unfortunately) these enormous masses of modern concrete
will not last as long as the Pantheon’s coffered dome.



Ordinary construction concrete is not a highly durable material and it is
subject to many environmental assaults.100  Exposed surfaces are attacked by
moisture, freezing, bacterial and algal growth (especially in the tropics), acid
deposition, and vibration. Buried concrete structures suffer from crack-
inducing pressures, and from damage caused by reactive compounds seeping
from above. Concrete’s high alkalinity (freshly poured material has a pH of
about 12.5) is an effective guard against the corrosion of the reinforcing steel,
but cracks and exfoliation expose the metal to corrosive disintegration.
Chlorides attack concrete submerged in seawater and concrete on winter
roads where salt is used for de-icing.

Between 1990 and 2020, the mass-scale concretization of the modern
world has emplaced nearly 700 billion tons of hard but slowly crumbling
material. The durability of concrete structures varies widely: while it is
impossible to offer an average longevity figure, many will deteriorate badly
after just two or three decades while others will do well for 60–100 years.
This means that during the 21st century we will face unprecedented burdens
of concrete deterioration, renewal, and removal (with, obviously, a
particularly acute problem in China), as structures will have to be torn down
—in order to be replaced or destroyed—or abandoned. Concrete structures
can be slowly demolished, reinforcing steel can be separated, and both
materials can be recycled: not cheap, but perfectly possible. After crushing
and sieving, the aggregate can be incorporated in new concrete, and
reinforcing steel can be recycled.101  Even now, replacement concrete and
new concrete are needed everywhere.

In affluent countries with low population growth, the main need is to fix
decaying infrastructures. The latest report card for the US awards nothing but
poor to very poor grades to all sectors where concrete dominates, with dams,
roads, and aviation getting Ds and the overall average grade just D+.102  This
appraisal gives an inkling of what China might face (mass- and money-wise)
by 2050. In contrast, the poorest countries need essential infrastructures and
the most basic need in many homes in Africa and Asia is to replace mud
floors with concrete floors in order to improve overall hygiene and to reduce
the incidence of parasitic diseases by nearly 80 percent.103

With aging populations, migration to cities, economic globalization, and
widespread regional declines, more concrete will simply be abandoned
worldwide. Concrete ruins of car factories in Detroit, abandoned enterprises
in Europe’s old industrial regions, and all those now derelict plants and



monuments built by Soviet central planners on the Russian plain and in
Siberia are only the first waves of this trend.104  Other common and
prominent concrete relics are thick-walled defensive bunkers such as those of
Normandy and the Maginot Line, and massive concrete silos that formerly
housed nuclear missiles and now sit empty on America’s Great Plains.

Material outlook: old and new inputs

During the first half of the 21st century—with slower global population
growth and with stagnant or even declining counts in many affluent countries
—economies should have no problems meeting the demand for steel, cement,
ammonia, and plastics, especially with intensified recycling. But it is unlikely
that by 2050 all of these industries will eliminate their dependence on fossil
fuels and cease to be significant contributors to global CO2 emissions. This is
especially unlikely in today’s low-income modernizing countries, whose
enormous infrastructural and consumer needs will require large-scale
increases of all basic materials.

Replicating the post-1990 Chinese experience in those countries would
amount to a 15-fold increase of steel output, a more than 10-fold boost for
cement production, a more than doubling of ammonia synthesis, and a more
than 30-fold increase of plastic syntheses.105  Obviously, even if other
modernizing countries accomplish only half or even just a quarter of China’s
recent material advances, these countries would still see multiplications of
their current uses. Requirements for fossil carbon have been—and for
decades will continue to be—the price we pay for the multitude of benefits
arising from our reliance on steel, cement, ammonia, and plastics. And as we
continue to expand renewable energy conversions, we will require larger
masses of old materials as well as unprecedented quantities of materials that
were previously needed in only modest amounts.106

Two prominent examples illustrate this unfolding material dependence. No
structures are more obvious symbols of “green” electricity generation than
large wind turbines—but these enormous accumulations of steel, cement, and
plastics are also embodiments of fossil fuels.107  Their foundations are
reinforced concrete, their towers, nacelles, and rotors are steel (altogether
nearly 200 tons of it for every megawatt of installed generating capacity), and
their massive blades are energy-intensive—and difficult to recycle—plastic



resins (about 15 tons of them for a midsize turbine). All of these giant parts
must be brought to the installation sites by outsized trucks and erected by
large steel cranes, and turbine gearboxes must be repeatedly lubricated with
oil. Multiplying these requirements by the millions of turbines that would be
needed to eliminate electricity generated from fossil fuels shows how
misleading any talks are about the coming dematerialization of green
economies.

Electric cars provide perhaps the best example of new, and enormous,
material dependencies. A typical lithium car battery weighing about 450
kilograms contains about 11 kilograms of lithium, nearly 14 kilograms of
cobalt, 27 kilograms of nickel, more than 40 kilograms of copper, and 50
kilograms of graphite—as well as about 181 kilograms of steel, aluminum,
and plastics. Supplying these materials for a single vehicle requires
processing about 40 tons of ores, and given the low concentration of many
elements in their ores it necessitates extracting and processing about 225 tons
of raw materials.108  Again, we would have to multiply this by close to 100
million units, which is the annual worldwide production of internal-
combustion vehicles that would have to be replaced by electric drive.

Uncertainties about the future rates of electric vehicle adoption are large,
but a detailed assessment of material needs, based on two scenarios
(assuming that 25 percent or 50 percent of the global fleet in 2050 would be
electric vehicles), found the following: from 2020 to 2050 demand for
lithium would grow by factors of 18–20, for cobalt by 17–19, for nickel by
28–31, and factors of 15–20 would apply for most other materials from
2020.109  Obviously, this would require not only a drastic expansion of
lithium, cobalt (a large share of it now coming from Congo’s perilously hand-
dug deep shafts and from widespread child labor), and nickel extraction and
processing, but also an extensive search for new resources. And these, in
turn, could not take place without large additional conversions of fossil fuels
and electricity. Generating smoothly rising forecasts of future electric vehicle
ownership is one thing; creating these new material supplies on a mass global
scale is quite another.

Modern economies will always be tied to massive material flows, whether
those of ammonia-based fertilizers to feed the still-growing global
population; plastics, steel, and cement needed for new tools, machines,
structures, and infrastructures; or new inputs required to produce solar cells,
wind turbines, electric cars, and storage batteries. And until all energies used



to extract and process these materials come from renewable conversions,
modern civilization will remain fundamentally dependent on the fossil fuels
used in the production of these indispensable materials. No AI, no apps, and
no electronic messages will change that.





4. Understanding Globalization
Engines, Microchips, and Beyond

Globalization manifests itself in countless quotidian ways. Ships loaded with
many thousands of interlocking steel containers are bringing electronic and
kitchen gadgets, socks and pants, garden tools and sports equipment from
Asia to the shopping centers of Europe and North America, as well as to
hawkers of cheap clothes and kitchenware in Africa and Latin America. Giant
tankers move crude oil from Saudi Arabia to refineries in India and Japan,
and liquefied natural gas from Texas to storage tanks in France and South
Korea. Large bulk carriers full of iron ore leave Brazil for China and return
empty (as do the oil tankers) to their home ports. Apple’s American-designed
iPhones are assembled in a Taiwanese-owned factory (Hon Hai Precision,
trading as Foxconn) in Shenzhen, in China’s Guangdong province, from parts
coming from more than a dozen countries, and the phones are then distributed
globally in a highly choreographed feat of integrated engineering and
marketing.1

International migrations include families from Punjab or Lebanon arriving
in Toronto and Sydney on scheduled jet flights; migrants risking their lives in
rubber dinghies as they try to reach Lampedusa or Malta; and young adults
seeking higher education abroad in London, Paris, or in small colleges in
Iowa and Kansas.2  Travel for leisure has reached such levels that in many
cases the pre-pandemic label of “overtourism” was but a mild description of
what was taking place in Rome’s San Pietro, where the basilica was jammed
with selfie stick–wielding tourists on quick package European tours, or on
Asian beaches that became so degraded they had to be closed to visitors.3
The COVID-19 pandemic’s onset led to new acute overtourism crises, as
hundreds of elderly people were shut in on cruise ships off the shores of
Japan or Madagascar in the early spring of 2020—and yet before the end of
the year, even as new waves of infection were rising fast around the world,



major companies advertised new megaship cruises for 2021 (such is modern
restlessness!).

Statistics concerning money movements greatly underestimate the real
(including massive illegal) flows. The global merchandise trade is now close
to $20 trillion a year, and the annual value of world trade in commercial
services is close to $6 trillion.4  Global foreign direct investment doubled
between 2000 and 2019 and now approaches $1.5 trillion a year, while by
2020 global currency trading totaled nearly $7 trillion per day.5  And
numbers describing global information flows are many orders of magnitude
higher than these money transfers—not just in terabytes or petabytes but in
exa (1018) and yotta (1024) bytes of data.6

Obviously, understanding how the modern world really works cannot be
done without appreciating the evolution, the extent, and the consequences of
this multifaceted process which entails (according to what I think is perhaps
the best concise definition) “the growing interdependence of the world’s
economies, cultures, and populations, brought about by cross-border trade in
goods and services, technology, and flows of investment, people, and
information.”7  Contrary to widely held beliefs, the process is not new;
moving jobs to countries with low labor costs (labor arbitrage) is just one of
its several requisite drivers; and there is nothing inevitable about its future
expansion and intensification. Perhaps the greatest misconception about
globalization is that it is a historical inevitability preordained by economic
and social evolution. Not so—globalization is not, as a former US president
claimed, “the economic equivalent of a force of nature, like wind or water”; it
is just another human construct, and there is now a growing consensus that, in
some ways, it has already gone too far and needs to be readjusted.8

In this chapter I will show that globalization is a process with considerable
history (although, in the past, the rising flows of goods, investment, and
people were not subsumed under the label), and the recent attention to the
phenomenon escalated due to its extent, not because of its novelty. Google’s
Ngram Viewer charts provide excellent illustrations of long-term trends of
attention paid to any notable developments. The chart for globalization
consists of a near-zero flat line until the mid-1980s, then a steep rise of
interest during the next two decades—a 40-fold rise of frequency between
1987 and 2006, when interest peaked—followed by a 33 percent decline by
2018.



If low labor costs were the sole reason for locating new factories abroad—
as many people seem to erroneously believe—then sub-Saharan Africa would
be the most obvious choice, and India would almost always be preferable to
China. But during the second decade of the 21st century, China averaged
about $230 billion of foreign direct investment a year, compared to less than
$50 billion for India and just around $40 billion for all of sub-Saharan Africa
(excluding South Africa).9  China provided a combination of other attractors
—above all, centralized one-party government that could guarantee political
stability and acceptable investment conditions; a large, highly homogeneous
and literate population; and an enormous domestic market—that made it the
preferred choice over Nigeria, Bangladesh, and even India, resulting in a
remarkable collusion between the world’s largest communist state and a
nearly complete lineup of the world’s leading capitalist enterprises.10

Globalization has been linked, approvingly, with the advantages, benefits,
creative destruction, modernity, and progress it has brought to entire nations.
China has been by far its greatest beneficiary, as the country’s reintegration
into the global economy helped to reduce the number of people living in
extreme poverty by 94 percent between 1980 and 2015.11  But these gains
and praises coexist with various degrees of disapproval or even outright
rejection of the process, with the discontent and anger that have resulted from
the loss of well-paying jobs to offshoring (with post-2000 losses especially
prominent in several sectors of the US economy), from the race to the bottom
as labor arbitrage drives remunerations ever lower, and from growing
inequality and new kinds of immiseration.12

While there is much with which to agree, and disagree, in these reactions
and analyses, this chapter will be neither a reiteration of often-told narratives
that have crowded economic publications of the past two generations, nor a
polemic about the desirability of the phenomenon. My goal is to explain how
technical factors—above all, new prime movers (engines, turbines, motors)
and new means of communication and information (storage, transmission,
and retrieval)—made successive waves of globalization possible, and then to
point out how these technical advances have been contingent on the
prevailing political and social conditions. As a result, there is nothing
inevitable about the continuation and further intensification of the process,
and the significant, decades-long, post-1913 retreat from globalization, as
well as recent reversals and concerns about the security of existing supply
chains, serve as obvious reminders of this reality.



Globalization’s distant origins

In its most fundamental physical way, globalization is, and will remain,
simply the movement of mass—of raw materials, foodstuffs, finished
products, and people—and the transmission of information (warnings,
guidance, news, data, ideas) and investment within and among the continents,
enabled by techniques that make such transfers possible on large scales and
in affordable and reliable ways. Inevitably, these transfers entail energy
conversions, and while moving mass and transmitting information can be
done by deploying human and animal muscles (carrying loads, sending
messengers on horseback), these animate prime movers have very limited
power, endurance, and range—and, of course, they are incapable of bridging
the oceans.

Sails, going back to the Egypt of more than 5,000 years ago, were the first
inanimate energy converters to make such links possible, but only steam
engines, aided by better means of navigation, brought the large-scale, low-
cost, and reliable interchange—and only with the post-1900 diffusion of
internal combustion engines (on land, on the ocean, and in the air) and the
post-1955 adoption of solid-state (semiconductor) electronics has this process
increased to unprecedented levels. But these innovations intensified
globalization; they didn’t launch it. The process (unlike its post-1985
prominence) is not a new phenomenon, and in this chapter I will trace both
the timing and the extent of its past waves—and the limits of their eventual
reach and intensity.

The process began a long time ago, but its first rounds were inherently
limited. Trading obsidian along prehistoric routes in parts of the Old World
more than 6,000 years ago is not, as has recently been claimed, an example of
globalization13 —but many ties before the European “discovery” of America
were relatively intensive and truly intercontinental. Ships sailed regularly
from Berenike, the Red Sea port in Roman Egypt, to India, as they did from
Basra: Cassius Dio wrote in 116 CE how the emperor Trajan, during his
temporary occupation of Mesopotamia, stood at the Persian Gulf’s shore
watching a ship leaving for India and wishing that he were as young as
Alexander, who had led his armies to that faraway country.14  Chinese silk
made it, via the Parthian Empire, all the way to Rome—as did regular
shipments of grain and extraordinarily heavy loads of ancient obelisks from
Egypt, and wild animals from Mauretania Tingitana (northern Morocco).15



But the scattered linking of parts of Europe, Asia, and Africa is a far cry
from a truly global reach. Only the inclusion of the New World (starting in
1492) and the first circumnavigation of the Earth (1519) began to satisfy this
definition, and a mere century later commercial exchanges tied European
states with the interior of Asia, India, and the Far East, as well as with coastal
regions of Africa and with both Americas—and only Australia was still left
aside. Some of these early links were as enduring as they were
transformative. The East India Company, headquartered in London and
operating between 1600 and 1874, traded a wide range of items—largely to
and from the Indian subcontinent—ranging from textiles and metals to spices
and opium. The Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie (Dutch East India
Company) imported spices, textiles, gems, and coffee mostly from Southeast
Asia; it kept its uninterrupted monopoly on trade with Japan for two centuries
(between 1641 and 1858), and the Dutch domination of the East Indies ended
only in 1945.16

At the same time, technical capabilities put clear limits on the frequency
and intensity of these early exchanges, and here I will use their key markers
—the maximum power and speed of individual modes of transport, and the
ability to communicate over long distances ever more quickly and reliably—
to trace the four distinct eras of globalization.

Incipient globalization eventually connected the world with far-flung but
not very intensive exchanges enabled by sail ships. Steam engines made these
linkages more common, more intensive, and much more predictable, while
telegraph provided the first truly global means of (near-instant)
communication. The combination of the first diesel engines, flight, and radio
elevated and accelerated these enablers of globalization. And large diesels (in
shipping), turbines (in flight), containers (enabling intermodal transport), and
microchips (allowing unprecedented controls thanks to the volume and speed
of information-handling) brought globalization to its highest stage.

Wind-driven globalization

Starting at the beginning, the limits of globalization dependent solely on
animate power are easily stated. Human and animal muscles were the only
prime movers on land, restricting the weight of goods that could be carried by
porters (maxima of 40–50 kilograms) or by animal caravans (horses or



camels, loads of 100–150 kilograms per animal) and limiting their daily
progress.17  Caravans on the Silk Road (from Tanais on the Black Sea via
Sarai to Beijing) took a year, implying an average speed of about 25
kilometers per day. Wooden sail ships undertaking long-distance voyages
were far from numerous, and they had small capacities, traveled slowly,
lacked accurate means of navigation, and frequently failed to complete their
journeys.

Detailed records of Dutch shipping to Asia document these limits.18  They
show that the average duration of a voyage to Batavia (present-day Jakarta)
was 238 days (eight months) during the 17th century, and another month
from Batavia to Dejima, the small Dutch outpost in the Nagasaki harbor. And
average speeds during the 18th century were slightly slower, with journeys
taking 245 days. Given the distance of 15,000 nautical miles (27,780
kilometers) between Amsterdam and Batavia, this implies an average speed
of 4.7 kilometers per hour, the equivalent of rather slow walking! That poor
average is a result of some half-decent speeds when running before the wind
(the wind coming from directly behind the vessel), and other days when ships
were becalmed by the equatorial doldrums or when long spells of strong
prevailing winds required laborious tacking—or giving up and waiting for the
wind to shift.

During the 17th and 18th centuries the Dutch built only 1,450 new ships
for Asian trade (averaging seven a year) with capacities of just 700–1,000
tons. That was good enough to make a profit carrying such high-value
cargoes as spices, tea, and china, but completely uneconomical for any trade
in bulk commodities (valuable Japanese copper was the major exception).
And while the sailings to Batavia were limited by the availability of ships and
the risks of travel, sailings to Japan were restricted by the Tokugawa shoguns
to no more than 2–7 ships a year and to just one arrival a year during the
1790s. And because the Dutch East India Company kept detailed records, we
also know the number of people who boarded the more than 4,700 ships
bound from the Netherlands to the East Indies: nearly 1 million people made
this journey between 1595 and 1795, but that is just 5,000 a year, and about
15 percent of them died before reaching Ceylon or Batavia.19

Even so, during the second century of the early modern era (1500–1800)
the societies at the forefront of this still-modest but rising wave of
globalization were influenced by these long-range interchanges.20  Not
surprisingly, given their newly acquired riches and contact with other



continents, the lives of urban elites during the Dutch Republic’s Golden Age
(1608–1672) offer perhaps the best examples of these new benefits. Their
growing range of possessions and experiences were the obvious markers of
the gains derived from trade and from material and cultural exchanges, and
many famous painters provide a fascinating record of this incipient affluence.

Works by Dirck Hals, Gerard ter Borch, Frans van Mieris, Jan Vermeer
van Delft, and many lesser masters show these new profits turned into tiled
floors, glass windows, well-made furniture, thick tablecloths, and musical
instruments.21  Some have argued that this can all be dismissed because this
genre of painting depicted a fantasy world that never existed in reality.22

Exaggeration and stylization were certainly present, but, as historian Jan de
Vries makes clear, what he calls the “New Luxury” (generated by urban
society) was real: not striving for grandeur and excess, but evinced in
products of good craftsmanship—from furniture to tapestries, from Delft tiles
to silver utensils—including about 3 million paintings owned by families in
Holland in the 1660s.23

And there were other, more direct, proofs of reaching out and bringing in:
the presence of Africans in Amsterdam, the popularity of maps, the profitable
business of compiling and publishing atlases, the consumption of sugar and
exotic fruits, the import of spices (the Dutch colonization of the East Indies
began in 1607 by taking over Ternate, the largest producer of cloves,
followed shortly afterwards by occupying the nutmeg-growing Banda
Islands), and the drinking of tea and coffee.24

But these early exchanges had limited economic impact, as they never
reached beyond the small segments of people who benefited from the new
ventures. The countryside was left with its traditional ways. This was just an
incipient, selective, and limited globalization without any substantial
nationwide impacts, to say nothing about truly global consequences. For
example, economist Angus Maddison estimated that in 1698–1700
commodity exports from the East Indies accounted for just 1.8 percent of the
Dutch net domestic product, and that the Indonesian export surplus was a
mere 1.1 percent of the Dutch GDP—and nearly a century later (1778–1780)
both of these shares were still only 1.7 percent.25

Steam engines and telegraph



The first quantitative leap in the process of globalization came only with the
combination of more reliable navigation, steam power (resulting in larger
ship capacities and faster speeds), and the telegraph—the first means of
(nearly) instant long-distance communication. Navigation came first, in 1765,
with John Harrison’s fourth highly accurate sea clock, a chronometer which
made it possible to determine exact longitude. But the leap in speeds and
capacities had to wait until steam engines displaced sails in intercontinental
shipping, when screws made paddlewheels obsolete, and when steel-hulled
ships became dominant.26

The first steam-powered westward transatlantic crossings took place in
1838, but sailing ships remained competitive for another four decades. With
wind as the prime mover, the cost of carrying a unit of cargo per unit of
distance by a sailing ship was largely independent of the length of the
voyage; while the longer the steamship voyage, the more of the vessel’s
deadweight capacity had to be loaded with coal to fuel relatively inefficient
engines, leaving less room for cargo. Refueling stations reduced, but did not
eliminate, this disadvantage.27

This long coexistence of sail and steam is well documented by the German
transition: by 1873, sailing ships had lost the competition on the intra-
European routes, while on the intercontinental routes sails had the advantage
until 1880 but lost it rapidly afterwards with the adoption of more efficient
engines.28

All pioneering steamships crossing the Atlantic were propelled by
paddlewheels, but screw propulsion was commercially introduced during the
1840s; and in 1877 Lloyd’s Register of Shipping approved steel as an
insurable construction material just as new production methods made the
metal abundant and affordable (see chapter 3). Steel hulls and screws and
large steam engines made it possible to cover reliably 30 and then 40
km/hour compared to the average of 20 km/hour for the fastest clippers of the
1850s, and long-distance shipping also gained new markets with the exports
of live cattle and—starting in the 1870s—chilled meat (carried almost
exclusively by passenger liners) and butter from the US, Australia, and New
Zealand.29

Practical telegraph was developed during the late 1830s and the early
1840s; the first (short-lived) transatlantic link cable was laid in 1858; and by
the century’s end undersea cables had connected all continents.30  For the



first time in history, trading could take into consideration the knowledge of
demand and prices in different parts of the world—and the availability of a
new powerful prime mover could translate this information into profitable
international exchanges: when the price of Iowa beef was cheaper than
British beef of inferior quality and new refrigerating techniques became
available, for example, the exports of frozen American meat rose rapidly—
more than quadrupling between the late 1870s and the late 1900s.

During this wave of steam-driven globalization, the role of the telephone—
a device far superior to telegraph for direct personal communication—
remained limited.31  Its patenting and the first public demonstration in 1876
were followed by a slow diffusion of service mediated by manual exchanges.
US telephone ownership rose from less than 50,000 in 1880 to 1.35 million
by 1900 (one phone for every 56 Americans); calling distances expanded
gradually (a call from New York to Chicago could be made only in 1892);
the first transcontinental calls to San Francisco (via multiple exchanges) came
in 1915; and a three-minute conversation cost about $20, or more than $500
in 2020 monies. The first intercontinental call—from the US to the UK—
came only in 1927, and even the monopolized domestic service remained
relatively expensive for the next two generations.32

But the advances in intercontinental shipping, combined with rapid post-
1840 construction of railroads—across Europe and North America, as well as
in India, other regions of Asia, and Latin America—created the first wave of
a truly large-scale globalization. The total volume of global trade quadrupled
between 1870 and 1913; the share of trade (exports and imports) in the
worldwide economic product rose from about 5 percent in 1850 to 9 percent
by 1870, and to 14 percent in 1913; and the best estimates for 13 countries
(including Australia, Canada, France, Japan, Mexico, and the UK) show their
combined share rising from 30 percent in 1870 to 50 percent just before the
First World War.33

Large steam liners were also able to move passengers on an unprecedented
scale. During the sailing era, packet ships carried 250–700 steerage
passengers; by the first decade of the 20th century, a steam liner might carry
more than 2,000 passengers.34  Leisure travel, a form of temporary migration
formerly reserved for the privileged classes, took off in its many
manifestations with steam-powered trains and ships. With Thomas Cook
leading the way in 1841, travel agencies offered package tours, and spa and
seaside vacations became fashionable as people visited Baden-Baden,



Karlsbad, and Vichy, and traveled to Trouville on the French Atlantic coast
or to Capri.

Some of these trips were transcontinental: affluent Russian families took
trains all the way from Moscow and Saint Petersburg to the French Riviera.
Some travelers sought physical challenges (newly fashionable Alpine
mountaineering), while others went on (more affordable) religious
pilgrimages.35  And this new mobility also had a distinctly political
dimension, with exiles—traveling by trains and ships—seeking refuge in
foreign countries: most famously, nearly all future prominent Bolshevik
leaders (Lenin, Leon Trotsky, Nikolai Bukharin, Grigory Zinoviev) spent
many years abroad in Europe and the US.36

And I think it is quite reasonable to argue that steam globalization also
helped to create a new kind of literary sensibility, with Joseph Conrad (Józef
Korzeniowski) as its master. The protagonists of his three greatest novels find
themselves far from their homes thanks to the era’s mass trade and travel
(Nostromo in South America, Jim in Asia, Marlow in Africa), and their lives
and misfortunes were linked to steamships: Nostromo, in the eponymous
novella, is known as Capataz de Cargadores (Head Longshoreman); Jim’s life
takes a tragic turn while he is helping transport Muslim pilgrims from Asia to
Mecca in Lord Jim; and Marlow’s transformation could not have taken place
without Western goods being brought deep into the Congo basin in Heart of
Darkness.

The first diesel engines, flight, and radio

The next fundamental advance in prime movers that raised the capability of
long-distance shipping was the replacement of steam engines with diesel
engines—machines of superior efficiency and reliable performance.37  Two
concurrent processes that promoted further globalization were the invention
of airplanes powered by reciprocating gasoline engines, and radio
communication. The first brief flights—by the Wright brothers—took place
in late 1903; hundreds of planes flew in combat during the First World War;
and the first airline company, the Dutch KLM, was set up in 1921.38  The
first transatlantic radio signal arrived in December 1901; the French army
deployed the first portable transmitters for air-to-ground communication in



1916; and the first commercial radio stations began to broadcast in the early
1920s.39

Rudolf Diesel deliberately set out to design a new, more efficient, prime
mover, and by 1897 his first (heavy and stationary) engine had reached an
efficiency of 30 percent, double the performance of the best steam engines.40

But the first marine engine was installed only in 1912 on Christian X, a
Danish freighter. Diesel-powered ships carried much less fuel than coal-fired
steamers, but could travel further without refueling because the new engines
were nearly twice as efficient—and because, per unit of mass, diesel oil
contains nearly twice as much energy. An American engineer who saw the
first diesel-powered vessel after her maiden voyage to New York in 1912
concluded that: “marine history is being written by the advent of the Diesel
engine.”41

By the 1930s, when diesel engines conquered the shipping market, the
rapidly maturing aviation industry began to deliver the first airplanes capable
of flying profitably over long distances. In 1936 came the first deliveries of
the Douglas DC-3, a twin-engine aircraft capable of carrying up to 32
passengers just a bit faster than the landing speed of modern jetliners.42

Three years later came the Boeing 314 Clipper, a long-range flying boat with
an impressive range of 5,633 kilometers—still not enough to cross the
Pacific, but more than enough to reach Honolulu from San Francisco before
continuing to Midway, Wake, Guam, and Manila to reach Asia.

The Clipper had no shortage of physical comforts for its 74 passengers—
including a stateroom and a dining room, dressing rooms, and seats that
converted into bunks—but there was no way to eliminate the noise and
vibration of reciprocating engines, and the highest cruising altitude (5.9
kilometers) was still too low to put it above the most turbulent atmospheric
layers. With three stops it took 15½ hours from New York to Los Angeles,
and the first London to Singapore link in 1934 took eight days with 22
layovers, including Athens, Cairo, Baghdad, Basra, Sharjah, Jodhpur,
Calcutta, and Rangoon.43  But long as it was, it was a considerable
improvement on the approximately 30 days needed to travel by ship from
Southampton via the Suez Canal.

Radio was of critical importance for better sea and air navigation, and,
compared to the telegraph, it was also a superior tool for mass-scale
dissemination of instant information. Radio communication was deployed



first on transatlantic ocean liners: thanks to Titanic’s distress message
—“CQD Titanic 41.44 N 50.24 W,” sent at 12:15 a.m. on April 15, 1912—
700 people in lifeboats were saved by Carpathia.44  Radio navigation made
great advances during the 1930s with the introduction of range stations:
planes on course to an airport heard a continuous audio tone; those drifting
off-course heard N Morse code (– •) when to the left of the path, A (• –) when
right of it.45

Wireless broadcasts required no expensive undersea cables, and they could
achieve wide area coverage and universal access (anybody with a simple
receiver could listen). Not surprisingly, the adoption of radio receivers was
rapid: within a decade after their introduction, 60 percent of American
families had them—nearly as fast a rate of acquisition as that of black-and-
white TVs (which also originated in the 1920s) after the Second World War,
and a faster rate than the subsequent diffusion of color TV which in the US
took off rapidly during the early 1960s.46

Marine diesels and reciprocating aircraft engines remained the technical
enablers of globalization during the two interwar decades, and their mass-
scale deployment made the decisive contribution to the outcome of the
Second World War. By the conflict’s end, the US had built nearly 296,000
airplanes compared to about 112,000 in Germany and 68,000 in Japan.47  In
1945, the United States emerged as the world’s dominant power, and the
economic recovery of Western Europe was fast. Aided by the US investment
(1948’s Marshall Plan), all of the region’s countries surpassed their prewar
(1934–1938) level of industrial production by 1949, while Japan’s recovery
was accelerated by the contribution of that country’s industries to the Korean
War.48

The stage was thus set for a period of unprecedented growth and
integration, as well as for extensive social and cultural interactions.
Communist economies, led by the USSR and China, were the notable
exceptions: although they reported impressive economic growth rates, they
were highly autarkic and operated with very little foreign trade beyond their
bloc (and kept their citizens from traveling abroad).

Large diesels, turbines, containers, and microchips



This distinct and intensive, but still far from universal, spell of post-1950
globalization—which ended in 1973–1974 with OPEC’s two rounds of oil
price increases and which was followed by 15 years of relative stagnation—
was enabled by a combination of four fundamental technical advances. These
were the rapid adoption of much more powerful and efficient designs of
diesel engines; the introduction (and even faster diffusion) of a new prime
mover, the gas turbine used for the propulsion of jetliners; superior designs
for intercontinental shipping (massive bulk carriers for liquids and solids, and
the containerization of other cargoes); and quantum leaps in computing and
information processing.

These advances took off with the first electronic computers—which used
unreliable and bulky vacuum tubes and were built during, and right after, the
Second World War—and their progress was revolutionized by the patenting
(1947–1949) and commercialization (starting in 1954) of the first transistors,
devices that remain the foundation of modern solid-state electronics. The next
step (late 1950s–early 1960s) was placing increasing numbers of transistors
on a microchip to create integrated circuits, and in 1971 Intel released its
4004, the world’s first microprocessor. It contained 2,300 transistors, forming
a complete general-purpose central processing unit suitable for many
programmable applications.

And despite the recent perceptions of the transformative nature of technical
capabilities deployed since the beginning of the 21st century (above all,
advances in artificial intelligence and synthetic biology), our world is still
beholden to these critical pre-1973 achievements. Moreover, as there are no
immediately available alternatives that could be deployed for the same tasks
on similarly massive scales, we will depend on these techniques—be they
giant marine diesel engines, container ships and wide-body jetliners, or
microprocessors—for decades to come. And that is also why these techniques
deserve a closer look.

The scale of global economic expansion between 1950 and 1973 is best
illustrated by the growing output of the four material pillars of modern
civilization (for their assessment, see chapter 3) and by the world’s rising
energy demand (see chapter 1).49  Steel production nearly quadrupled (from
about 190 to 698 megatons per year), cement production increased almost
sixfold (from 133 to 770 megatons), ammonia synthesis almost eightfold
(from less than 5 to 37 megatons of nitrogen), and plastic output was more
than 26 times higher (from less than 2 to 45 megatons). Primary energy



output nearly tripled, and crude oil consumption rose almost sixfold as the
world became increasingly dependent on Middle Eastern oil. As a result,
there is no contest as to which technique has made the greatest difference in
enabling mass-scale transport in the global economy: without diesel engines,
intercontinental trade in bulk cargoes—from grain to crude oil—would have
been just a small fraction of recent shipments.

After the Second World War, crude oil tankers were the first vessels to
grow in capacity as the rapid economic growth of Western Europe and Japan
coincided with the availability of newly discovered Middle Eastern giant oil
fields (Saudi Arabia’s Ghawar, the world’s largest, was found in 1948 and
began flowing in 1951), and exports of this inexpensive fuel (until 1971 it
sold for less than $2 per barrel) required vessels of increasing capacities.
Typical pre-1950 oil tankers had capacity of only 16,000 deadweight tons
(mostly the ship’s cargo, but also its fuel, ballast, provision, and crew). The
first tanker of more than 50,000 deadweight tons was launched in 1956, and
by the mid-1960s Japanese shipyards began launching very large crude
carriers (VLCC) with capacities of between 180,000 and 320,000 deadweight
tons. Beyond that came ultra large crude carriers (ULCC) and seven ships
larger than 500,000 deadweight tons were launched during the 1970s, too
large to allow for flexible routing as they can be accommodated only at the
deepest ports.50  This growing fleet made it possible to increase the
shipments of Middle Eastern oil from less than 50 megatons in 1950 to about
850 megatons by 1972.51

Even as crude oil exports were soaring during the late 1950s and early
1960s, there was no way to ship natural gas, a cleaner fuel than coal or
refined oil fuels and also well suited both to industrial and household uses
and to the highly efficient generation of electricity. Intercontinental natural
gas shipments became possible with the introduction of the first liquefied
natural gas (LNG) tankers (carrying the fuel at −162ºC in insulated
containers), which brought exports from Algeria to the UK starting in 1964
and from Alaska to Japan in 1969.52  But for decades, the ships were of low
capacity and the market was limited to long-term contracts with a small
number of buyers.

Growing intercontinental trade required new modes of specialized
shipping. Bulk carriers with large compartments and massive watertight
hatches were designed to transport coal, grain, ores, cement, and fertilizer,
and they could be rapidly loaded and unloaded. But the greatest shipping



innovation came in 1957, when a North Carolina trucker Malcolm McLean
finally transformed his pre–Second World War idea—carrying cargo in
uniformly-sized steel boxes, which are easy to load by large port cranes and
can be off-loaded directly onto waiting trucks or trains or stacked temporarily
for later distribution—into a commercial reality.

In October 1957, Gateway City, a freighter whose hold was fitted with
cellular compartments to accommodate 226 stacked containers, became the
world’s first true container ship, and McLean’s Sea-Land company began a
regular container service to Europe (Newark–Rotterdam) in April 1966 and to
Japan in 1968.53  New ships were also needed for expanding intercontinental
car exports. The American market opened up first to Volkswagen’s Beetle
(the first car imported already in 1949) and then to small Japanese designs
(the Toyopet since 1958, Honda N600 since 1969, and Honda Civic since
1973), and new roll-on/roll-off vessels (mostly with built-in retractable
loading ramps) were designed to meet those needs. After years of slow
adoption, VW’s sales peaked at 570,000 units in 1970, and Japanese designs
continued to gain US market share over the coming decades.54

Fortunately, there was no problem meeting the propulsion needs of these
new large ships. The pre–Second World War sizes of the largest diesel engine
had more than doubled by the late 1950s—to more than 10 megawatts—as
their efficiencies approached 50 percent.55  Subsequently, the maximum
power of these massive multi-cylinder engines rose to 35 megawatts by the
late 1960s and to more than 40 megawatts by 1973. Any diesel engines rated
above 30 megawatts can power the largest ULCC, and hence the size of these
vessels has never been limited by the availability of adequate prime movers.

The quest for a practical gas turbine, a radically new prime mover in which
fuel is sprayed into a stream of compressed air in order to generate a high-
temperature gas that expands and exits the machine at high speed, resulted in
the first stationary turbine (for electricity generation) in 1938, just as the first
practical designs for jet engines emerged—independently and at nearly the
same time—in prewar England and Germany.56  Frank Whittle and Hans von
Ohain were the first engineers to test turbines that were sufficiently efficient
and reliable to power military airplanes. Small numbers of these jets were
used in combat in late 1944, too late to have any effect on the predetermined
course of the war, but after its end the British industry pressed its advantage



and in 1949 the Comet became the world’s first commercial jetliner, powered
by four de Havilland Ghost turbojet engines.57

Unfortunately, by 1954 a series of fatal accidents (not related to the
engines) forced the withdrawal of the plane from service, and when a
redesigned Comet returned in 1958 it was quickly overshadowed by Boeing’s
707, the first design of a still-expanding family of jetliners.58  The second in
line was the tri-engine Boeing 727, and in 1967 came the Boeing 737, the
smallest plane of the series. In 1966 William Allen, the company’s chairman,
took a bold decision—investing more than twice the company’s worth, and
hence essentially betting its future on the success of the project—to develop
the first wide-body jetliner.

Supersonic jets were expected to take over intercontinental routes—the
development of the British-French Concorde began in 1964—but supersonic
flight remained restricted to the expensive and noisy Concorde and it was
Boeing’s 747 that became the most revolutionary plane design in history.59

The plane was actually conceived as a freighter: its wide body allowed the
placing of two standard ship containers side by side, and the cockpit in the
top bubble made it possible to turn up the nose for front-loading. The
prototype took off less than three years after Pan Am’s order for 25 of the
747s, and the first commercial flight left New York for London on January
21, 1970.

The plane’s size (a maximum takeoff weight of 333 tons) was made
possible by deploying four Pratt & Whitney turbofan engines.60  Unlike
turbojet engines, where all compressed air moves through the combustion
chamber, in turbofans larger masses of less compressed and hence slower-
moving air bypass the combustor and help to generate higher thrust during
takeoff (and do so with less noise). Engines on 707s had a bypass ratio of 1:1,
on the 747 it was 4.8:1, with nearly five times as much air bypassing the
turbine.

Total deliveries of the 747 have added up to 1,548 planes in half a century
of production, and Boeing estimates that during those five decades the planes
carried 5.9 billion people, the equivalent of about 75 percent of the world’s
population.61  The plane’s revolutionary design changed intercontinental
travel, as wide-body jets have transported hundreds of millions of people to a
growing number of destinations with steadily declining costs and increasing
safety.



The integration of the global economy has been closely tied to the
introduction of wide-body jetliners—to the Boeing 747 and to its later Airbus
(A340 and A380) emulators. Their services have been particularly important
for Asian exporters, who use them to deliver on short notice many highly
sought-after or seasonal items (the latest mobile phone brands, Christmas
gifts) to North American and European markets. And wide-body airplanes
enabled mass-scale tourism to previously rarely visited destinations (runways
long enough to accommodate 747s are in Bali and Tenerife, Nairobi and
Tahiti), intercontinental immigration trips, and educational exchanges.

Of course, the advances of globalization were closely tied not only to the
rising capacities and better performance of powerful prime movers but also to
the relentless miniaturization of components needed for computing,
information processing, and communication. The development of radio, and
later of television and the first electronic computers, depended on deploying a
variety of vacuum tubes, beginning with diodes and triodes during the first
decade of the 20th century. Four decades later our reliance on these large
assemblies of hot glass became a limiting factor for the development of
electronic computing.

ENIAC, the first electronic general-purpose digital computer, had 17,648
vacuum tubes, a volume of about 80 cubic meters (the footprint of roughly
two badminton courts), with its power supply and cooling system it weighed
about 30 tons, and its frequent operating interruptions were caused by
recurrent failures of tubes that required near-constant maintenance and
replacement.62  The first practical transistors—solid-state devices performing
the same functions as glass-enclosed devices—became commercially
available during the early 1950s, and before the decade’s end the ideas of
several American inventors (Robert Noyce, Jack Kilby, Jean Hoerni, Kurt
Lehovec, and Mohamed Atalla) resulted in the production of the first
integrated circuits, with active (transistors) and passive (capacitors, resistors)
components built and interconnected on a thin layer of silicon (a
semiconducting material). These circuits can perform any specified
computing functions, and their first practical uses were in rockets and space
exploration.63

The next critical step was taken by Intel in 1969 when it began to design
the world’s first microprocessor, emplacing more than 2,000 transistors on a
single silicon wafer in order to perform a complete set of prescribed
functions: in the case of Intel’s pioneering 4044, it was to run a small



Japanese electronic calculator.64  The 4044 founded Intel’s decades-long
prominence in microchip design that led to the first personal computers (the
relatively expensive, slow and heavy desktops of the late 1970s and early
1980s) and portable electronics ranging from mobile phones (the first costly
designs of the late 1980s) to laptops, tablets, and smartphones.

The years between 1950 and 1973 were marked by rapid economic growth
in virtually every part of the world: its global annual mean rate and its
average per capita gains were nearly 2.5 times greater than during the
previous globalization wave of 1850–1913, and the value of exported goods
in the world economic product rose from a low of just over 4 percent in 1945
to 9.6 percent in 1950 and about 14 percent in 1974, equaling the 1913 share
but with trade volume nearly ten times higher.65  Economic growth was
nearly universal (China’s Great Famine years of 1958–1961 were the most
consequential exception) but the benefits of this golden age of economic
expansion—the postwar rebound, with high rates of growth helping to
decrease economic inequality—were disproportionately concentrated in the
West: by 1973, North America and the countries of Western Europe
accounted for more than 60 percent of global exports.66  As the major
Western European economies (Germany, UK, France) and Japan became the
era’s most dynamic traders, inevitably America’s share in world trade
gradually eroded.

While trade was expanding and consumers in Western countries enjoyed
greater access to a wider variety of imports, international travel—be it for
business or leisure—remained relatively limited, as did international
migration and the numbers of people studying or temporarily working
abroad. Germans did not fly to Thailand or Hawaii; they drove to Italian
beaches. The share of immigrants in the US population, which peaked at
nearly 15 percent just before the First World War, reached a new low of less
than 5 percent in 1970.67  And the suggestion that China, cut off from the
world by Mao-inspired convulsions, would send masses of students to
American universities would have been seen as nothing but an improbable
fiction.

And then (for reasons explained in the first chapter, where I traced modern
civilization’s dependence on crude oil) it seemed that the postwar spell of
limited but intensive globalization was over. OPEC-driven oil price increases
caused globalization to falter, weaken, and recede, but this retreat did not
affect all economic sectors—and in a matter of years a combination of



effective adjustments laid foundations for a new round of globalization that,
thanks to new political alignments, progressed further than any of the
preceding waves.

Enter China, Russia, India

This time the expansion—enabled, as always, by technical factors—went so
far because, for the first time in modern history, it could go that far. By the
late 1960s, technical capabilities were ready for unprecedented global
integration: energy supply was plentiful, there was no shortage of money to
invest, and all that was needed was to extend the globalization process to the
nations that did not participate in the first postwar round. This began, finally,
when the technical and financial means became decisively augmented and
potentiated by fundamental political reversals, as China, Russia, and India
became major participants in global trade, finances, travel, and talent flows.

The gradual opening of China began in 1972 with Richard Nixon’s visit to
Beijing, took a decisive turn in late 1978 (two years after Mao Zedong’s
death) with the rise of Deng Xiaoping and the launching of long-overdue
economic reforms (the de facto privatization of farming, modernization of
industry, and partial return to private enterprise), and accelerated after China
joined the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001. In 1972, China had no
trade with the US; 1984 was the last year the US had a surplus trading goods
with Beijing; in 2009, China became the world’s largest exporter of goods;
and by 2018 its exports accounted for more than 12 percent of all global
sales, and its trade surplus with the US reached nearly $420 billion before
declining by about 18 percent in 2019 due to rising tensions between the two
economic superpowers.68  But it is too early to forecast any long-term retreat
in trade or return to ever-tighter economic integration.

After decades of the Cold War, the USSR began to unravel during the late
1980s. Its satellite states detached themselves first (the Berlin Wall fell on
November 9, 1989), and the Soviet state was officially dissolved on
December 26, 1991.69  For the first time in history, it became possible for
every major economy to become open (still to varying, but in nearly all cases
unprecedented, degrees) to foreign investment, intensifying international
trade, and populations previously forbidden to travel freely abroad joined
mass-scale tourism and took advantage of new opportunities to emigrate and



to temporarily work and study abroad. Trade expansion took place within a
globally agreed framework provided by the WTO.70

India, with its messy electoral and multiethnic politics, has not been able to
replicate China’s post-1990 rise driven by the unchallenged rule of a single
party, but the record of its per capita GDP growth during the first two
decades of the 21st century indicates a clear departure from the previous
decades of poor performance. Between 1970 and 1990, the country’s per
capita GDP (in constant monies) had actually declined in six separate years
and stayed below 4 percent for four years, while between 2000 and 2019
there was an annual growth above 4 percent for 18 of those years.71

Moreover, since 2008 the country’s annual growth of merchandise exports
has been, at 5.3 percent, only slightly behind China’s 5.7 percent, and the
impact of India’s software engineers in Silicon Valley (where they have been
the single most important contingent of skilled immigrants in the industry)
has been far above Chinese contributions.72

India’s rise has coincided with the marginalization of the Congress party
that ruled the country for decades after it gained its independence in 1947,
while both Russia and China have retained many attributes of central
economic and social control. Unlike in the new, nationalist, Russia, the
Communist Party remains in firm command in China, but both countries have
allowed (with notable repressive exceptions) freedom of travel that has led to
new waves of tourists—with favorite destinations being the Mediterranean
countries for the Russians; Thailand, Japan, and Europe for the Chinese—and
there has been an unprecedented influx of Chinese, Indian, and South Korean
students to the West, above all to the US.

International trade’s share in the world economic product rose from about
30 percent in 1973 to nearly 61 percent in 2008, while the total volume of
trade (in constant monies) increased almost exactly sixfold, with most of the
rise taking place since 1999.73  The financial crisis of 2008–2009 cut the total
volume by a tenth and trade’s share of economic output by about 15 percent
in 2009, but by 2018 overall trade was 35 percent above the 2008 peak and
trade’s share of the world economic product was back above 59 percent—and
the numbers changed little in 2019. Foreign direct investment (measured as
net outflows per year) is another obvious marker of globalization. In 1973 its
global total was less than $30 billion (about 0.7 percent of the global
economic product); two decades later it rose to $256 billion; but by 2007 it
soared to $3.12 trillion (nearly 5.5 percent of the global product), a 12-fold



increase in just 14 years, with Asia (and above all China) as the main
destination.74

A Russian team measured the progress of post-2000 globalization by
combining all key markers—that is by analyzing changes in the trade in
goods, trade in services, and accumulated stocks of bilateral foreign direct
investment (particularly important for China), and also migrants (nonexistent
in China, but important for the American economy).75  Not surprisingly, the
results show the largest gains for previously isolated Russia, other former
European communist economies, and China, and also for India, some African
countries, and Brazil. Moreover, as a result of these shifts, by 2017 the global
connectedness of China was as high as that of Japan; Russia’s rivaled that of
Sweden; and India could be compared with Singapore. If any of these
pairings strikes you as questionable, just think of China’s place as the largest
manufacturer of consumer goods, of Russia’s enormous exports of energy
and minerals, and of the (already noted) contingent of Indian software
engineers in Silicon Valley.

Globalization’s multiples

Perhaps the best way to appreciate the technical advances that made this truly
unprecedented globalization possible is to express their progress as multiples
of their capacities, ratings, efficiencies, or performances. As already
explained, the technical foundations for this dizzying round of globalization
were laid before 1973, but its extent and intensity since then has demanded
enormous investment in prime movers (combustion engines and electric
motors in transportation) and in essential infrastructures (ports, airports,
containerized shipping). As a result, we have not only more of them, but their
average capacities (power, volume, throughput) have become larger, while
their typical efficiencies and reliabilities have become better. So let’s look at
the advances that have taken place in shipping, flying, navigating, computing,
and communicating since the early 1970s.

Post-1973 globalization has more than tripled the mass of seaborne trade
and brought major shifts in its composition.76  While in 1973 tanker traffic
(dominated by crude oil and refined products) accounted for more than half
of the transported total, in 2018 goods amounted to about 70 percent, a shift
reflecting not only the rise of Asia—and, above all, China—as the world’s



leading source of consumer goods, but the overall increase in integration and
interdependence: German carmakers assemble vehicles in Alabama, Texas-
made chemicals (taking advantage of the boom in the extraction of natural
gas) provide feedstocks for EU industries, Chilean fruits are exported to four
continents, and Somali camels are shipped to Saudi Arabia.

This tripling of shipped mass between 1973 and 2019 required (when
measured in deadweight tons) a near quadrupling of the global merchant fleet
capacity. Deadweight tonnage of oil tankers slightly more than tripled, the
tonnage of container ships increased about 4.5 times, and the size of the
global container fleet expanded roughly 10-fold in 45 years to 5,152 ships in
2019. This order-of-magnitude increase was accompanied by a massive shift
of container activity to China: in 1975, China had no container traffic and US
and Japanese ports accounted for nearly half of the global activity; in 2018,
China (including Hong Kong) held a 32 percent share, while the combined
US and Japanese share was less than 10 percent.

As for maximum ship sizes, in 1972 and 1973 Malcolm McLean launched
his largest container vessels, each with a capacity of 1,968 standard steel
containers (nearly five times larger than his first converted vessels in 1957).
In 1996, Regina Maersk could load 6,000 standard units; by 2008 the
maximum was 13,800; and in 2019 the Mediterranean Shipping Company put
into service six giant vessels each able to carry 23,756 standard containers,
hence a 12-fold increase of maximum vessel capacity between 1973 and
2019.77  Inevitably, this mass-scale conversion to container shipping required
the commensurate conversion of freight trains and truck transportation, and
these intermodal chains now bring the goods from a city in China’s interior to
the loading dock of a Walmart in Missouri.

And when the shipment of expensive food or flowers (freshly caught tuna
from Atlantic Canada to Tokyo; green beans from Kenya to London; roses
from Ecuador to New York) or high-value electronics require speed, they go
by air. The belly hold of every passenger airplane carries goods, as does the
growing fleet of air freighters: as a result, between 1973 and 2018 global
airfreight (expressed in ton-kilometers) rose about 12-fold, while scheduled
passenger traffic rose from about 0.5 trillion to more than 8.3 trillion
passenger-kilometers, nearly a 17-fold gain.78  Nearly two-thirds (5.3 trillion
passenger-kilometers) of the latest total were on international flights—the
equivalent of flying nearly half a billion people a year from New York to
London and back again.



An increasing share of these flights is being taken by international tourists.
In the early 1970s their annual global total (dominated by Americans and
Western Europeans) was below 200 million; by 2018 the new record reached
1.4 billion.79  Europe remains the main tourist destination, accounting for
half of the total arrivals—with France, Spain, and Italy being the continent’s
most visited countries. For generations the US led overall tourist
expenditures, but it was surpassed by China in 2012 and five years later
Chinese tourists were spending twice as much as Americans. The rather
sudden multiplication of arrivals and their disproportionate concentration in
several major cities (Paris, Venice, Barcelona) has led to complaints by their
permanent residents and to the first moves to limit the numbers of daily or
annual visitors.80

The long reach of Moore’s law

Increases in moving materials, products, and people, as well as the necessity
of delivering materials or components just in time for new industries working
without extensive inventories, were enabled (and made more reliable) by
gains in navigation, tracking, computing, and communication, and much-
expanded capabilities were also needed to accommodate the new deluge of
international data flows. All of these advances have one fundamental
technical foundation: our ability to emplace more components on an
integrated circuit whose progress—doubling roughly every two years—has
been, so far, conforming to the prediction made by Gordon Moore, at that
time Fairchild Semiconductor’s director of research, in 1965.81

In 1969, Moore became Intel’s co-founder, and (as already noted) in 1971
the company released its first microprocessor (microchip), with 2,300
components. Microprocessor fabrication had eventually advanced from large-
scale integration (up to 100,000 components) to very large-scale integration
(VLSI, up to 10 million components), and to ultra large-scale integration
(ULSI, up to a billion components).82  The 105 mark (100,000 transistors)
was reached in 1982, and in 1996, to celebrate the machine’s 50th
anniversary, a group of students at the University of Pennsylvania recreated
ENIAC by putting 174,569 transistors on a 7.4 mm × 5.3 mm silicon
microchip: the original machine was more than 5 million times heavier, it



required about 40,000 times more electricity, and the recreated chip was 500
times faster.83

And the progress continued: the 108 mark was surpassed in 2003, 109 in
2010, and by the end of 2019 AMD released its Epyc CPU with 39.5 billion
transistors.84  This means that between 1971 and 2019 microprocessor power
increased by seven orders of magnitude—17.1 billion times, to be exact.
These advances were more than enough to accommodate new demands for
massive data transfers (from Earth observation, spy and communication
satellites, and among financial centers and data storages), instant e-mail and
voice calls and highly accurate navigation.

That last capability has benefited from advances in radar detection and by
the setting up and subsequent expansion and improvement of global
positioning systems (GPS): the first (American) system was fully operational
in 1993, and three other systems (Russia’s GLONASS, EU’s Galileo, China’s
BeiDou) followed.85  As a result, everybody with a computer or a mobile
phone can now see worldwide shipping and aviation activities in real time,
just by clicking on the MarineTraffic website and watching cargo vessels
(green icons) converging on Shanghai and Hong Kong, lining up to pass
between Bali and Lombok, or going up the English Channel; to see tankers
(red) debouching from the Persian Gulf, tugs and special craft (turquoise)
serving the oil and gas production rigs in the North Sea, and fishing vessels
(light brown) roaming the central Pacific (and there are many more ships
there and elsewhere that do not show on the screen, because, while fishing
illegally, they turn off their transponders).86

Analogical, and no less fascinating, is the click-away opportunity to
monitor all commercial flights.87  Early morning in Europe shows a long arc
of staggered flights approaching the continent after crossing the Atlantic
during the night from North and South America; evenings in North America
show the long streams of jetliners following the optimal flight paths to
Europe; transpacific flights to Japan converge on Narita and Haneda during
late afternoons and early evenings Tokyo time. Moreover, flight tracking
makes it possible to trace changing flight paths that take into account the
frequently shifting position of the jet stream.88  Less frequent flight-path
adjustments are caused by the progress of major cyclones, or by ash clouds
emitted by volcanic eruptions.89



Inevitability, setbacks, and overreach

The history of globalization reveals an undeniable long-term trend toward
greater international economic integration that is manifested by intensified
flows of energies, materials, people, ideas, and information, and that is
enabled by improving technical capabilities. The process is not new, but only
thanks to many post-1850 innovations could it have reached its recent
intensity and extent. But, as some past setbacks indicate, these technical
advances do not make continued progress inevitable: most notably, the first
half of the 20th century saw a significant retreat from economic globalization
and hence also from the accompanying international movement of people.
The reasons for this retreat are obvious, as the decades were marked by an
unprecedented concatenation of large-scale tragedies and reversals of national
fortunes.

The list, limited to the key events, includes the end of the Qing, China’s
last imperial dynasty (1912); the First World War (1914–1918); the end of
Czarist Russia, when the Bolsheviks took power and years of civil war
followed, ending with the establishment of the USSR (1917–1921); the
unraveling of the Ottoman Empire (final dissolution by 1923); the political
instability in Europe of the postwar 1920s; the stock market collapse in late
October 1929; the subsequent worldwide economic crises that lasted for most
of the 1930s; Japan’s invasion of Manchuria (1931), the true beginning of
another great war; the Nazi takeover of Germany (1933); the Spanish civil
war (1936–1939); the Second World War (1939–1945); the renewed civil
war in China (1945–1949); the beginning of the Cold War (1947); and Mao’s
proclamation of the People’s Republic of China (1949). The retreat of
economic globalization was substantial. The share of trade in global GDP fell
from about 14 percent in 1913 to about 6 percent in 1939 and then to only 4
percent in 1945.90

And the accelerated post-1990 pace of globalization did not depend on just
having superior technical means; it would have been impossible without
concurrent major political and social transformations, most notably the post-
1980 return of China to international commerce, followed (between 1989 and
1991) by the dismantling of the Soviet Empire. This means that the high
degree of globalization reached during the first two decades of the 21st
century has not been inevitable, and that it can be weakened by future
developments. To what extent (marginally or substantially) and how rapidly



(fast due to major power confrontations, gradually as a generational affair) is
impossible to foresee.

Much seems to be firmly set in place. A great deal of accreted
globalization, especially many changes that unfolded during the past two
generations, is here to stay. Too many countries now rely on food imports,
and self-sufficiency in all raw materials is impossible even for the largest
countries because no country possesses sufficient reserves of all minerals
needed by its economy. The UK and Japan import more food than they
produce, China does not have all the iron ore it needs for its blast furnaces,
the US buys many rare earth metals (from lanthanum to yttrium), and India is
chronically short of crude oil.91  The inherent advantages of mass-scale
manufacturing preclude companies from assembling mobile phones in every
city in which they are purchased. And millions of people will still try to see
iconic distant places before they die.92  Moreover, instant reversals are not
practical, and rapid disruptions could come only with high costs attached. For
example, the global supply of consumer electronics would suffer enormously
if Shenzhen suddenly ceased to function as the world’s most important
manufacturing hub of portable devices.

But history reminds us that the recent state of things is unlikely to last for
generations. British and American industries were the global leaders as
recently as the early 1970s. But where are Birmingham’s metal-working
factories or Baltimore’s steel furnaces now? Where are the great cotton mills
of Manchester or of South Carolina? By 1965, Detroit’s big three still had 90
percent of the US car market; now they do not have even 45 percent. Until
1980, Shenzhen was a small fishing village, when it became China’s first
special economic zone, and now it is a megacity with more than 12 million
people: what role will it play in 2050? A mass-scale, rapid retreat from the
current state is impossible, but the pro-globalization sentiment has been
weakening for some time.

The accelerated deindustrialization of North America, Europe, and Japan,
and the shift of manufacturing to Asia in general and to China in particular,
has been the leading reason for this reappraisal.93  This manufacturing switch
has brought changes ranging from risible to tragic. In the first category are
such grotesque transactions as Canada, the country with per capita forest
resources greater than in any other affluent nation, importing toothpicks and
toilet paper from China, a country whose wood stocks amount to a small
fraction of Canada’s enormous boreal forest patrimony.94  But the switch has



also contributed to tragedies, such as the rising midlife mortality among
America’s white non-university-educated men. There can be no doubt that
America’s post-2000 loss of some 7 million (formerly well-paying)
manufacturing jobs—with most of that loss attributable to globalization, as
most of that production moved to China—has been the principal reason of
these deaths of despair, largely attributable to suicide, drug overdose, and
alcohol-induced liver disease.95

And we now have solid quantitative confirmation that globalization did
reach a turning point in the mid-2000s. This development was soon obscured
by the Great Recession of 2008, but McKinsey’s analysis of 23 industry
value chains (interconnected activities, from design to retail, that deliver final
products) spanning 43 countries between 1995 to 2017 shows that goods-
producing value chains (still growing slowly in absolute terms) have become
significantly less trade-intensive, with exports declining from 28.1 percent of
gross output in 2007 to 22.5 percent in 2017.96  What I see to be the study’s
second-most important finding is that, contrary to common perception, only
about 18 percent of the global goods trade is now driven by lower labor costs
(labor arbitrage), that in many chains this share has been declining
throughout the 2010s, and that global value chains are becoming more
knowledge-intensive and rely increasingly on highly skilled labor. Similarly,
an OECD study shows that the expansion of global value chains stopped in
2011 and since then has slightly declined: there has been less trade in
intermediate goods and services.97

Add to this the (justified or exaggerated, thoughtful or demagogic) fears
about globalization’s impact on national sovereignty, culture, and language;
about diluting cherished peculiarities in the solvent of commercial
universality (with concerns ranging from the ubiquity of American fast-food
chains to the essentially unchecked power of social media); and, contrary to
promised benefits, worries about globalization’s role in economic and social
inequality. Even a restrained appraisal of these real and perceived negatives
confirms enough downsides to question any future intensification of the
process, and in 2020 COVID-19 reinforced such sentiments.

Arguments for reshoring many kinds of manufacturing in order to gain
greater resilience and reduce unexpected disruptions are not new. The
progress of globalization and the actions of multinational companies have
been questioned and criticized since the 1990s and, more recently, these
sentiments became part of electoral discontent in some countries, most



notably in the UK and the US.98  But as the COVID-19 pandemic unfolded, a
remarkable lineup of institutions began to publish analyses and appeals for
the reorganization of global supply chains. The OECD looked at the policy
options to build more resilient production networks that would rely less on
imports from distant places and that could better withstand global trade
interruptions. The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
considered repatriating manufacturing from Asia to North America and
Europe and a shift to shorter, less fragmented value chains—extending from
design through manufacturing to distribution within a single country or a
single economic unit—that would produce a higher concentration of value
added. Swiss Re produced a report about the de-risking of global supply
chains (rebalancing them to strengthen resilience). And the Brookings
Institution saw the reshoring of advanced manufacturing as the best way to
create good jobs.99

Questioning and criticizing globalization has gone beyond narrowly
ideological arguments, and the COVID-19 pandemic provided additional
powerful arguments based on irrefutable concerns about the state’s
fundamental role in protecting the lives of its citizens. That role is hard to
play when 70 percent of the world’s rubber gloves are made in a single
factory, and when similar or even higher shares of not just other pieces of
personal protective equipment but also of principal drug components and
common medications (antibiotics, antihypertensive drugs) come from a very
small number of suppliers in China and India.100  Such dependence might
fulfill an economist’s dream of mass output at the lowest possible unit cost,
but it makes for extremely irresponsible—if not criminal—governance when
doctors and nurses have to face a pandemic without adequate PPE, when
states dependent on foreign production engage in dismaying competition for
limited supplies, and when patients around the world cannot renew their
prescriptions because of the slowdowns or closures in Asian factories.

And security concerns created by excessive globalization go far beyond the
health-care sector. Rising US imports of large Chinese transformers create
worries about the availability of spare parts and about the potential for future
grid destabilization, and there is little need to repeat the arguments about the
much-publicized ban on Huawei’s participation in the 5G networks of some
Western nations.101  Not surprisingly, the reshoring of manufacturing could
be the wave of the future, both in North America and in Europe: a 2020



survey showed that 64 percent of American manufacturers said that reshoring
is likely following the pandemic.102

Will this sentiment persist? As I never fail to stress, I do not forecast, and
hence I am not offering any specific numbers concerning the retreat or
continuation of the pre-COVID levels of globalization in general, or of the
reshoring of manufacturing capacities in particular. I just try to appraise the
range of the most likely outcomes, and while in recent years it has looked
increasingly as if most aspects of globalization will not soar to new highs, in
2020 this notion became entirely unexceptional: we may have seen the peak
of globalization, and its ebb may last not just for years but for decades to
come.





5. Understanding Risks
From Viruses to Diets to Solar Flares

One sweeping, simplifying way to describe the advances of modern
civilization is to see them as serial quests to reduce the risks that come from
us being complex and fragile organisms trying to survive against many odds
in a world abounding with dangers. The previous chapters have documented
how successful we have been in this quest. Higher crop yields have improved
food supply, lowered its costs, and reduced the risks of malnutrition, stunting,
and childhood diseases stemming from undernutrition. Most notably, the
combination of expanded food production, extensive food trade, and
emergency food aid have eliminated the long-standing inevitability of
recurrent famines.1

Better housing (more space, running and hot water, central heating), better
hygiene (no single improvement being more important than more soap and
the more frequent washing of hands), and better public health measures
(ranging from mass-scale vaccinations to food safety oversight) have
improved domestic comfort, reduced the risks of infections spread from
contaminated water, cut the frequency of foodborne pathogens, and largely
eliminated the dangers of carbon monoxide poisoning from wood-fired
stoves.2  Various engineering advances and public safety measures reduced
industrial and transportation accidents. Car accidents (with fatalities now in
excess of 1.2 million a year) would be much more deadly without the
improvements in car design and protective features (anti-intrusion bars
guarding against side impacts, seat belts, airbags, brake lights at the driver’s
eye level, and, increasingly, automatic braking and lane-departure correction)
that have cut the risks of collision and serious injury.3

International treaties set down transparent rules that promote reliability and
safety (such as reducing the risks of importing contaminated goods) and that
make regrettable events subject to legal action (such as pursuing a parent who



abducted a child to another country).4  And despite the impression created by
media reporting, the worldwide frequency of violent conflicts and the total
number of their casualties have been declining for decades.5  But given the
complexity of our bodies, the enormity and unpredictability of natural
processes, and the impossibility of eradicating all human errors made when
designing intricate machines and when operating them, it is not at all
surprising that risks continue to abound in the modern world.

Even people who take no particular steps to be well informed are routinely
exposed to media reports of man-made and natural dangers and the risks of
diets, diseases, and quotidian activities. The first category ranges from
dreaded terrorist attacks to many manifestations of chemophobia (from
pesticide residues in food to carcinogens in toys or carpets), and from
asbestos hidden in walls and in baby powder to the planet being ruined by
anthropogenic global warming.6  Media reports do not miss any news of
natural catastrophes—including hurricanes, tornadoes, floods, droughts, and
locusts—and in the background there are lasting worries about incurable
cancers and unpredictable viruses, with recent concerns about SARS-CoV-1
and Ebola just mild previews of the anguish brought by the COVID-19
(SARS-CoV-2) pandemic.7

The list can be easily extended by adding worries about mad cow disease
(bovine spongiform encephalopathy), Salmonella or Escherichia coli,
exposure to hospital microbes (nosocomial infections), non-ionizing radiation
from mobile phones, cybersecurity and data theft, artificial intelligence
designs or genetically engineered organisms getting out of control, the
accidental launch of nuclear missiles, and a stray, unobserved asteroid hitting
the planet. With such a recital we might easily conclude that we are now
exposed to more risks than ever—or, in contrast, that the incessant (and
exaggerated) reporting of such events or their possibilities has simply made
us more aware of their existence and that proper risk perception would
provide some calming perspectives. And that is exactly what I will do in this
chapter. Yes, the world is full of constant or episodic risks, but it is also
replete with wrong perceptions and irrational risk appraisals. There are many
reasons for these misperceptions and miscalculations, and practitioners of
risk analysis have published revealing findings regarding their origins,
prevalence, and endurance.8



But before I get to the analyses, quantifications, and comparison of man-
made and natural risks, let’s start with the basics. What should we eat to
promote a long life? Given the veritable minefield of modern dietary claims
and counterclaims, this might seem to be an impossible, or at least very
difficult, question to answer. How will I weigh the respective merits and
demerits of diets ranging from unchecked carnivory to the purest veganism?
The first one, promoted as the supposed Paleolithic diet, supplies more than a
third of all food energy from meat protein; the other extends beyond never
swallowing even a microgram of animal matter to never wearing leather
shoes, knitted woolen sweaters, or silk blouses. The first appeals to a
caricature of some of our distant evolutionary roots; the second offers the
surest path to the preservation of the long-suffering biosphere because
humble plants, unlike destructive domesticated animals, exert only the
gentlest pressure on the environment.9

My approach to finding the least risky diets (those associated with life
expectations above 80 years) will ignore not only all of the dubious dietary
claims promoted by the media, but also, perhaps more surprisingly, scores of
publications in scientific journals. In particular, those that have examined the
links between diets, diseases, and longevity by following groups of various
sizes and ages for shorter or longer periods of time while relying
overwhelmingly on the participants’ recollections of all the food they have
eaten in the past. I will also disregard metastudies of such projects. Merely
listing these post-1950 publications—from the examination of coronary heart
disease and saturated fat and cholesterol, to the risks of eating meat and
drinking milk—would fill a small book, and a busy segment of these
inquiries has been devoted to exposing the fallibility of human memory (what
did you eat last week? I bet you can’t remember, or at least not accurately), as
well as detailing other methodological or analytical shortcomings, such that
this field is rife with accusations of invalid conclusions.10

No wonder most people find the question of what we should eat a difficult
one. These studies, and their metastudies, have repeatedly failed to produce
consistent clear-cut outcomes, with new research often upending previous
findings.11  Is there a better way out of these generations-long, and still
unfolding, dietary conundrums? Indeed, it is quite simple. We can look at
which populations live the longest and what their diets are.



Eating as in Kyoto—or as in Barcelona

Among the world’s more than 200 nations and territories, Japan has had the
highest average longevity since the early 1980s, when its combined (male
and female) life expectancy at birth surpassed 77 years.12  Further gains
followed, and by 2020 Japan’s combined life expectancy at birth was about
84.6 years. Women live longer in all societies, and by 2020 their life
expectancy in Japan was about 87.7 years, ahead of 86.2 years in second-
place Spain. Average longevity is an outcome of complex and interacting
genetic, lifestyle, and nutritional factors. Trying to find out to what extent it is
determined by diet alone is impossible, but if there are unique features to a
nation’s diet, they clearly deserve a closer examination.

Is there anything truly special about Japan’s food consumption that would
provide a ready explanation of that diet’s contribution to the nation’s record
longevity? All of its traditional ingredients consumed in substantial quantities
differ only subtly from those eaten or drunk in abundance in neighboring
Asian nations. The Chinese and Japanese consume different, but nutritionally
equivalent, varieties of the same subspecies of rice (Oryza sativa japonica).
The Chinese have traditionally coagulated their bean curd (dòufu) with
calcium sulfate (shígāo), while the Japanese bean curd (tōfu) is gelled with
magnesium sulfate (nigari), but the ground legume grain is identically rich in
protein. And unlike unfermented Japanese green tea (ocha), Chinese green
tea (lǘchá) is partially fermented. These are not differences in nutritional
quality, merely matters of appearance, color, and taste.

The Japanese diet has undergone an enormous transformation during the
past 150 years. The traditional diet, consumed by most of the nation before
1900, was insufficient to support the population’s growth potential and it
resulted in short statures among both women and men; slow pre–Second
World War improvements accelerated after the country overcame food
shortages following its defeat in 1945.13  The consumption of milk, first
introduced at school lunches to prevent malnutrition, began to rise, and white
rice became abundant. Seafood supply expanded rapidly as the country built
the world’s largest fishing (and whaling) fleet. Meat became a part of
common Japanese dishes, and many baked goods emerged as favorites in this
traditionally non-baking culture. Higher incomes and hybridization of tastes
brought increases in mean blood cholesterol levels, blood pressure, and body
weight—and yet heart disease did not soar and longevity increased.14



The latest published surveys show Japan and the US to be surprisingly
close in total food energy consumed per day. In 2015–2016, US males
consumed only 11 percent more, and US women not even 4 percent more
food energy per day than their Japanese counterparts did in 2017. The two
countries diverged moderately in total carbohydrate (Japan was ahead by less
than 10 percent) and protein (with Americans less than 14 percent ahead)
consumption, and both nations were well above the needed protein minima.
But there is a major gap in terms of average fat intake, with American males
consuming about 45 percent more and women 30 percent more than the
Japanese. And the greatest disparity is in sugar intake: among US adults it is
about 70 percent higher. When recalculated in terms of average annual
differences, Americans have recently consumed about 8 kilograms more fat
and 16 kilograms more sugar every year than the average adult in Japan.15

The widespread availability of ingredients, and easy access to cooking
instructions and recipes on the internet, means that you too can minimize
your risk of premature mortality and start eating à la japonaise—be it the
country’s traditional cuisine, washoku, or its adaptations of foreign meals
(Wienerschnitzel appearing as pre-sliced tonkatsu; curry and rice transformed
into gooey kare raisu).16  But before you start breakfasting on miso soup
(miso shiru), lunching on plain cold onigiri (rice balls wrapped in nori, dried
seaweed), and dining on sukiyaki (meat and vegetable stew) a second opinion
might be in order: what would the best European model of diet and longevity
do?

The Spanish women are the runners-up in the world’s record life
expectancy, and the country traditionally followed the so-called
Mediterranean diet, with high intakes of vegetables, fruits, and whole grains
complemented by beans, nuts, seeds, and olive oil. But as the average
incomes in Spain rose, they rapidly changed those habits to a surprisingly
high degree.17  Until the late 1950s, Franco’s impoverished Spain continued
to eat very frugally. Typical diets were dominated by starches (annual
consumption of cereals and potatoes added up to about 250 kilograms per
capita) and vegetables; meat supply (carcass weight) remained below 20
kilograms per capita and actual consumption was less than 12 kilograms (of
which a third was mutton and goat meat); aceite de oliva was the most
important plant oil (about 10 liters a year); and only sugar consumption
(about 16 kilograms in 1960) was high in relation to other foodstuffs.



Dietary changes accelerated after Spain joined the EU in 1986, and by the
year 2000 it became Europe’s leading carnivorous nation (after more than
quintupling the average per capita supply to just above 110 kilograms per
year). A subsequent slight decline cut the rate (carcass weight) to about 100
kilograms per capita in 2020, but that is still twice the Japanese mean! And
with dairy products and cheeses added to fresh meat and the enormous
quantity and variety of jamones (hams cured by salting and prolonged
drying), it is hardly surprising that the Spanish supply of animal fat is four
times the Japanese rate.18  Spaniards now consume almost twice the volume
of plant oils as the Japanese—but their consumption of olive oil is about 25
percent lower than in 1960.

Higher incomes have only increased the traditional predilection for sugary
creations, and the adoption of pop drinks did the rest: since 1960, per capita
consumption of sugar has doubled and it is now about 40 percent above the
Japanese level. At the same time, Spanish wine-drinking has been relentlessly
declining, from about 45 liters per capita in 1960 to just 11 liters by 2020,
and beer has become by far the country’s most-consumed alcoholic drink.
The way Spain now eats is substantially different from the way Japan feeds
itself—and, most definitely (being the continent’s top carnivore), this diet
hardly resembles the frugal, near-vegetarian, and life-lengthening legendary
Mediterranean diet.

But despite a more meaty, fatty, and sugary diet (and also rapidly
abandoning drinking its supposedly heart-protecting wines), Spain’s
cardiovascular mortality has kept on declining and life expectancy has been
rising. Since 1960, Spain’s CVD mortality has been falling at a faster pace
than the average of affluent economies, and by 2011 it was about a third
lower than their mean; and since 1960, Spain has added more than 13 years to
its combined (male and female) longevity prospect, raising it from 70 to more
than 83 years by 2020.19  This is just one year less than in Japan: is one
additional year of life (and there are high chances that it might be spent in
physical or mental decrepitude, or a combination of both) worth replacing
half of the meat you eat with tofu?

Think of what you might be missing: those paper-thin slices of jamón
ibérico; that well-roasted pig (even if not done as famously as at Sobrino de
Botín, a short walk south of the Plaza Mayor, where they have been preparing
it for nearly 300 years); that well-cooked polpo gallego, octopus stewed with
potatoes, olive oil, and paprika. These are, truly, existential decisions to make



—but the conclusion is reasonably clear. If we were to stake longevity
(accompanied by healthy and active life) solely on the prevailing diet—
which, however important, is but one element of a bigger picture that
includes your inherited genes and surrounding environment—then Japanese
eating has a slight edge, but an only slightly inferior outcome can be had by
eating as they do in Valencia.

This is a vastly consequential but relatively simple risk assessment: one
choice, based on convincing data, can suffice for decades to come. Other risk
assessments are invariably trickier, where metrics might not be as simple as
years lived. The risks of specific activities change over time (driving in the
US is now generally much safer than half a century ago, but after 50 years of
driving your skills might have deteriorated and you pose a greater risk to
yourself and others when you get behind the wheel). And if you want to
know if intercontinental flying (which you might do infrequently) is riskier
than downhill skiing (which you may have done for many years), you must
have a rather accurate comparative yardstick. And how does one compare the
risks experienced in different nations—say, driving in the US, being struck
by lightning while hiking in the Alps and getting killed by an earthquake in
Japan? As it turns out, we can do some remarkably accurate, comparative
evaluations of all of these risks.

Risk perceptions and tolerances

In his pioneering 1969 analysis of risks, Chauncey Starr—at that time the
dean of the School of Engineering and Applied Science at the University of
California in Los Angeles—stressed the major difference in risk tolerance
between voluntary and involuntary activities.20  When people think that they
are in control (a perception that may be incorrect but that is based on
previous experiences and hence on the belief that they can assess the likely
outcome), they engage in activities—climbing vertical rock faces without
ropes, skydiving, bullfighting—whose risks of serious injury or fatality may
be a thousand-fold higher than the risk associated with such dreaded
involuntary exposure as a terrorist attack in a large Western city. And most
people have no problem engaging daily and repeatedly in activities that
temporarily increase their risk by significant margins: hundreds of millions of
people drive every day (and many apparently like to do so), and an even



higher risk is tolerated by an even larger number of smokers21 —in affluent
countries, decades of education has reduced their ranks, but worldwide there
are still more than 1 billion of them.

In some cases this disparity between tolerating voluntary risks and trying
to avoid wrongly perceived risks of involuntary exposures becomes truly
bizarre, as people refuse to have their children inoculated (voluntarily
exposing them to multiple risks of preventable diseases) because they
consider government requirements to protect their children (an involuntary
imposition) as unacceptably risky—and have been doing so on the basis of
repeatedly discredited “evidence” (most notably linking vaccination to a
higher incidence of autism) or rumored perils (the implanting of
microchips!).22  And the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic elevated these irrational
fears to a new level. Humanity’s best hope to end the pandemic was mass-
scale vaccination, but long before the first vaccines were approved for
distribution, large shares of the population were telling pollsters that they
would not get inoculated.23

Widespread fear of nuclear electricity generation is yet another excellent
example of risk misperception. Many people smoke and drive and eat
excessively but have reservations about living next to a nuclear power plant,
and polling has shown lasting and pervasive distrust of this form of electricity
generation despite the fact that it has prevented a large number of air
pollution–related deaths that would have been associated with burning fossil
fuels (by 2020, nearly three-fifths of the world’s electricity came from fossil
fuels, and just 10 percent from nuclear fission). And the comparison between
overall risks of nuclear and fossil-fueled electricity generation does not flip
even when the best estimates of all latent fatalities from the two major
accidents (Chornobyl in 1985 and Fukushima in 2011) are included.24

Perhaps the most stunning contrast of nuclear-related risk perceptions is
seen when comparing France and Germany. France has been deriving more
than 70 percent of its electricity from nuclear fission since the 1980s and
nearly 60 reactors dot the country’s landscape, cooled by water from many
French rivers, including the Seine, Rhine, Garonne, and Loire.25  Yet the
longevity of the French population (second only to Spain within the EU) is
the best testimony to the fact that these nuclear power plants have not been a
discernible source of ill health or premature deaths—but across the Rhine it is
not only the German Greens who believe that nuclear power is an infernal



invention that must be eliminated as fast as possible, but much larger portions
of society too.26

This is why many researchers have argued that there is no “objective risk”
waiting to be measured because our risk perceptions are inherently
subjective, dependent on our understanding of specific dangers (familiar vs.
new risks) and on cultural circumstances.27  Their psychometric studies
showed that specific hazards have their unique patterns of highly correlated
qualities: involuntary risks are often associated with the dread of new,
uncontrollable, and unknown hazards; voluntary hazards are more likely to be
perceived as controllable and known to science. Nuclear electricity
generation is widely perceived as unsafe, x-rays as tolerably risky.

Feelings of dread play an outsized role in risk perception. Terrorist attacks
are perhaps the best example of this differentiated tolerance, as fear takes
over and drives out rational assessment readily made on the basis of
incontrovertible evidence. Because of their unpredictable timing, location,
and scale, terrorist attacks rank high on the psychometric scale of dread, and
these fears have been intensively exploited by vastly exaggerated pseudo-
analyses offered by talking heads on 24/7 news channels: during the past two
decades they have speculated on everything from suitcase-sized nuclear
bombs detonated in mid-Manhattan to the poisoning of reservoirs used to
supply drinking water to large cities and the spraying of deadly engineered
viruses.

Compared to such dreaded attacks, driving presents largely voluntary,
highly recurrent, and very familiar risks, and accidental deaths involve
overwhelmingly (more than 90 percent of cases) only one person per fatal
collision. As a result, societies tolerate the global toll exceeding 1.2 million
deaths a year, something they would never assent to if it were to take the
form of recurrent accidents in industrial plants or collapsed structures
(bridges, buildings) in or near large cities, even if the combined annual death
toll of such disasters was an order of magnitude smaller—“just” in the
hundreds of thousands of fatalities.28

Large differences in individual tolerance of risk are best illustrated by the
fact that many individuals engage—voluntarily and repeatedly—in activities
that others might consider not just too risky but belonging all too clearly to
the category of death wish. Base (fixed object) jumping is an excellent
example of such an activity, as the slightest delay in opening the parachute
may cost a life—a free-falling body reaches fatal velocity in a matter of



seconds.29  And then there is risk tolerance justified by fatalistic beliefs:
diseases or accidents are predestined and inevitable, and hence it makes no
sense to try enhancing one’s health or preventing mishaps by appropriate
personal action.30

Fatalistic people also underestimate risks in order to avoid the effort
required to analyze them and draw practical conclusions, and because they
feel totally unable to cope with them.31  Traffic fatalism has been particularly
well studied. Fatalistic drivers underestimate dangerous driving situations,
are less likely to practice defensive driving (no distractions, keeping safe
trailing distance, no speeding), and are less likely to restrain their children
with seat belts or to report involvement in road accidents. Worryingly, studies
in some countries found traffic fatalism prevalent among taxi drivers, and
pervasive among minibus drivers.32

There is little we can do to convert base jumpers into paragons of risk-
averse behavior or to convince many taxi drivers that their accidents are not
predetermined. But we can use the best available understanding of risks, both
of those in everyday life and those that are exceedingly uncommon but
potentially deadly, to quantify their consequences and hence to compare their
impacts. This is not an easy task, because we have to deal with such a variety
of events and processes. Moreover, there is no perfect metric to do so, and
there can be no universal yardstick to compare the ubiquitous risks faced
daily by billions of individuals with the extraordinarily rare events that may
take place just once in a hundred, a thousand, or even ten thousand years, but
with catastrophic global consequences. In any case, that is what I will try to
do.

Quantifying the risks of everyday life

For older people the danger starts even before waking up: heart attacks (acute
myocardial infarctions) are more common, and more severe, during the dark-
to-light transition period.33  When they get up, one of the most common ways
older people injure themselves is to fall. In the US, millions of accidental
falls take place every year, leaving bruises or broken bones—and more than
36,000 deaths, disproportionately among those more than 70 years old, and
often occurring not when walking up or down stairs but when simply losing
balance or tripping over a carpet edge.34  And once you make it to your



kitchen there are food-associated risks, from Salmonella in improperly
cooked eggs to pesticide residue in tea (this is a minuscule but, for drinkers of
non-organic tea, everyday exposure).35

A morning drive may be on an icy road or a drugged-up driver could go
through a red light. Your office walls may still hide old asbestos insulation,
and faulty air conditioning may spread Legionella bacteria. Your coworkers
may infect you with seasonal flu or (as happened in 2020–2021, 2009, 1968,
and 1957) with a new pandemic virus. You may have a severe allergic
reaction to a nut accidentally admixed into a nut-free chocolate bar. If it is
tornado season in Texas or Oklahoma you might return from work to see
your home turned into a pile of rubble, and if you live in Baltimore you
cannot remain unconcerned about the city’s homicide rate that is an order of
magnitude higher than in Los Angeles, the city famous for its gangs.36  And
as hardly any generic drugs are made domestically (they come mostly from
China and India), your drugstore may not fill your prescription because a
contaminated batch was pulled from distribution.37

And detailed data on age- and sex-specific death rates show how the
reasons for (and hence the concerns about) getting mortally sick change as
people grow older. The latest statistics show that among males in England
and Wales heart disease dominates from the early 50s to the late 70s, and for
women breast cancer becomes the most dreaded disease by their mid-30s and
it remains so until their mid-60s; afterwards, lung cancer is the single largest
cause of death among females, and dementia and Alzheimer’s disease have
recently displaced ischemic heart disease as the leading cause of death for
both sexes over 80 years of age.38

Quantifying common risks seems to be a daunting enterprise. How does
one compare the risks of dying due to an unusually severe seasonal influenza
epidemic to the risk of a mortal injury resulting from occasional weekend
kayaking or snowmobiling; or the risk of frequent transpacific flying to the
risk of habitual eating of California-grown lettuce that might be repeatedly
contaminated with Escherichia coli? And how do we express fatal risks? Per
standard number of people (1,000; 1 million) in an affected population? Per
unit of hazardous substance, per unit of time exposure, or per unit of ambient
concentration?

A uniform metric able to subsume fatalities and injuries or economic losses
(whose totals could differ by orders of magnitude among different societies)
and chronic pain (something that remains notoriously unquantifiable) is



clearly an impossible objective. But the finality of dying provides a universal,
ultimate, and incontestably quantifiable numerator that can be used for
comparative risk assessment. The simplest and most obvious way to make
some revealing comparisons is to use a standard denominator and to compare
annual frequencies of causes of death per 100,000 people. When using the
US statistics (the latest published detailed breakdown is for 2017) this leads
to some surprising outcomes.39

Homicides take almost as many lives as leukemia (6 vs. 7.2), a dual
testament to the advances in treating that malignancy and to the extraordinary
violence of American society. Accidental falls kill almost as many people as
the dreaded pancreatic cancer with its short post-diagnosis survival (11.2 vs.
13.5). Motor vehicle accidents take twice as many lives (and, moreover,
much younger ones) than does diabetes (52.2 vs. 25.7), and accidental
poisoning and noxious substances exact a higher death toll than does breast
cancer (19.9 vs. 13.1). But these comparisons use the same denominator
(100,000 people) without taking into account the duration of exposure to a
given cause of death. Homicides can, and do, take place in public and private
and at any time of day or night, and the exposure to this risk is thus 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year—but motor vehicle accidents (including those that kill
pedestrians) can happen only when somebody is driving, and most Americans
spend only about an hour behind the wheel every day.

A more insightful metric then is to use the time during which people are
affected by a given risk as the common denominator, and do the comparisons
in terms of fatalities per person per hour of exposure—that is, the time when
an individual is subject, involuntarily or voluntarily, to a specific risk. This
approach was introduced in 1969 by Chauncey Starr in his evaluation of
social benefits and technological risks and I still find it preferable to another
general metric—that of micromorts.40  These units define a micro
probability, a one-in-a-million chance of death per specific exposure, and
express it per year, per day, per surgery, per flight, or per distance traveled—
and these non-uniform denominators do not make for easy across-the-board
comparisons.

Overall death rates (per 1,000 people) are well monitored worldwide, both
for populations at large and for each sex by specific age group.41  Overall
mortality depends heavily on the population’s average age. In 2019 the global
mean was 7.6/1,000, while Kenya’s mortality (despite a lower standard of
nutrition and health care) was less than half of the German rate (5.4 vs. 11.3)



because Kenya’s median age of just 20 years is less than half of Germany’s
47 years. Data on deaths due to specific diseases are also commonly available
—with cardiovascular diseases accounting for a quarter of the total in the US
(2.5/1,000) and cancers for a fifth (2/1,000)—as is the information on deaths
due to injuries (ranging from about 1.4 for falls and 1.1 for transport
accidents, to 0.7 for encounters with animals and just 0.03 for accidental
poisonings) and natural disasters.42

The entire year (8,766 hours when corrected for leap years) is the
denominator for overall mortality, for chronic diseases, and for natural
disasters such as earthquakes or volcanic eruptions that can strike anytime.
But in order to calculate risks for such common activities as driving or flying,
we have to ascertain first the totals of specific populations engaged in these
activities and then to estimate the average hours of annual exposure. The
same sequence applies to quantifying the risks of dying in a hurricane or a
tornado: these cyclones are not around every day of the year and do not affect
the entirety of large countries.

Calculating the baseline, the average population-wide or sex- and age-
specific risk of overall mortality, is easy. In 2019, overall mortality (crude
death rate) of well-off (developed) countries clustered at around 10/1,000,
with actual rates ranging from 8.7 for North America to 10.7 in Japan and
11.1 for Europe. That annual mortality of 10/1,000 (with 1,000 people subject
to dying for 8,766 × 1,000 hours) prorates to 0.000001 or 1 × 10-6 per person
per hour of exposure. Cardiovascular diseases are the leading cause of
mortality in all affluent countries and they account for nearly a quarter of that
total (3 × 10-7). Seasonal influenza carries a risk an order of magnitude lower
(usually about 2 × 10-8 and up to 3 × 10-8), and even in the violence-prone
United States the risk of homicide has recently been just 7 × 10-9 per hour of
exposure, half the risk of death attributable to falls (1.4 × 10-8). But, as
already noted, the frequency of the latter kind of accidental death is highly
skewed, with people over 85 years of age having a risk of 3 × 10-7 compared
to just 9 × 10-10 for people 25–34 years old.43

To reverse the conclusion about general mortality, in affluent countries the
overall risk of natural demise amounts to 1 person among 1 million dying
every hour; every hour, 1 person among about 3 million dies of heart disease
and 1 among roughly 70 million dies of an accidental fall. Such odds are
sufficiently low not to preoccupy an average citizen of any affluent country.



Sex- and age-specific numbers are, inevitably, different. While Canada’s
overall mortality for both sexes is 7.7/1,000, for young (20–24 years) males it
is only 0.8/1,000 but for men of my age (75–79 years) it is 35/1,000, and my
group’s risk is then 4 × 10-6 per person per every hour of being alive, four
times the rate for the population average.44

Before I turn to quantifying the risks of voluntary activities, I should
clarify the dangers associated with hospital stays. They are unavoidable
because of many conditions (and in many countries also increasingly for
elective cosmetic surgeries), and high patient throughputs make it more likely
that medical errors will happen. In 1999, the first study of preventable
medical errors found that anywhere between 44,000 and 98,000 of them are
made in the US every year.45  That was an uncomfortably high total—and in
2016 a new study raised it to 251,454 cases in 2013 (and possibly to as many
as 400,000 deaths), making it the third-highest cause of US mortality in that
year, behind heart disease (611,000) and cancers (585,000) and ahead of
chronic respiratory disease (149,000).46  These results, widely reported in the
mass media, implied that every year 35–58 percent of all hospital deaths in
the country were due to medical error.

When put in this way, the implausibility of those claims become easily
evident: careless errors surely take place, regrettable omissions do happen,
but that they could add up to anywhere between just over a third and nearly
three-fifths of all hospital deaths would brand modern medicine as an
extraordinarily inept, if not outright criminal, endeavor. Fortunately, these
high mortalities did not result from carelessness but from data-handling
errors.47  The latest study of mortality associated with adverse effects of
medical treatment (AEMT) sets the record straight: it found 123,063 such
deaths between 1990 and 2016 (mostly due to surgical and perioperative
errors), a decline of 21.4 percent to 1.15 AEMT deaths per 100,000 people.48

Men and women had similar rates, but states differed significantly, with
California as low as 0.84 AEMT deaths per 100,000. In absolute terms this
averages to about 4,750 deaths a year, less than 2 percent of the lowest
estimate published in 2016.49  Translated into a comparative risk metric, this
results in about 1.2 × 10-6 fatalities per hour of exposure, which means that
any elderly male reader of this book (whose general mortality risk is between
3 × 10-6 and 5 × 10-6) will increase his risk of demise due to AEMT by no
more than about 20–30 percent during the few days of an average stay in an



American hospital—and that, I would argue, is a very encouraging risk
finding!

Voluntary and involuntary risks

How much do we increase these baseline risks, or risks associated with such
unavoidable events as emergency operations or short hospital stays required
for medical evaluations, by voluntary exposures through participating in a
wide variety of more or less risky endeavors? And how much should we
worry about unavoidable involuntary risk resulting from natural hazards
ranging from earthquakes to floods?

As already noted, these are useful categories for risk assessment, but the
distinction between voluntary and involuntary exposures is not always
obvious. There are clear-cut voluntary (and fairly to very risky) activities
such as smoking or engaging in extreme sports; and obviously unavoidable
involuntary risks both at an individual level (including the exceedingly low
danger of being hit by a meteorite) and as collective, indeed a planet-wide,
experiences (the Earth colliding with an asteroid being the foremost
example).

But many risky exposures cannot be so easily assigned, because there is no
clear dichotomy between voluntary and involuntary risks: driving to work
may be a matter of choice for a family that built a dream exurban house, but
it is a matter of unavoidable necessity for millions of people in North
America with its notoriously poor mass transit systems. And if a young man
wants to stay in Newfoundland, there are not that many choices beyond
becoming a fisherman or a worker on a massive oil-producing platform, both
being far more risky occupations than moving to Toronto, learning how to
code, and writing apps in a glassed office far away from the rock jutting into
the North Atlantic.

Keeping these complications in mind, I will first explain the risks
associated with driving and flying, activities that globally involve hundreds
of millions of vehicle drivers and passengers and recently more than 10
million paying fliers every day. For both activities, we must start by
accurately counting the number of deaths and then deploying necessary
assumptions in order to define affected populations and their aggregate time
of exposure to a given risk.



For driving it is obviously time spent behind the wheel (or as a passenger).
For the US we have totals of distances traveled every year by all motor
vehicles and by passenger cars (a recent grand total has been about 5.2
trillion kilometers annually) and, after declining for many years, traffic
fatalities have gone up slightly to about 40,000 a year.50  In order to estimate
the time spent driving, we have to divide the distance driven by average
speed—and, obviously, this number can be only a defensible approximation,
not an accurate rate. Intercity speeds show less variation, but urban speeds
tend to drop by as much as 40 percent during recurrent rush hours. Assuming
an average combined speed of 65 km/hour (about 40 mph) gives us annually
about 80 billion driving hours in the US, and with 40,000 fatalities this
translates exactly to 5 × 10-7 (0.0000005) fatalities per hour of exposure.
Neither the fact that traffic fatalities also include pedestrians and bystanders
killed by vehicles nor the deployment of other plausible average speeds (say,
50 or 70 km/hour) would change the order of magnitude. Driving is an order
of magnitude more dangerous than flying, and during the time a person is
driving the average chance of dying goes up by about 50 percent compared to
staying at home or tending a garden (as long as that does not include
climbing a tall ladder or working with a large chainsaw).

And for men of my age group the driving-risk bump is only 12 percent
above the overall risk of dying. Driving risks in the US also show significant
differences due to gender and population groups. The lifetime risk of dying in
a motor vehicle accident is only 0.34 percent for Asian American females (1
out of 291) but 1.75 percent (1 of every 57) for Native American males,
while the risk for all individuals is 0.92 percent (1 out of 109).51  Of course,
in other countries where people drive much less than Americans and
Canadians but where the accident rates are much higher (they are about twice
as common in Brazil, three times as much in sub-Saharan Africa), the risks
are up to an order of magnitude greater.52

Scheduled commercial flights, already a very low-risk activity at the end of
the last century, got appreciably safer during the first two decades of the 21st
century. This conclusion stands despite some disturbing recent losses,
including the still-unsolved (and likely never to be explained) disappearance
of Malaysia Airlines flight 370 somewhere over the Indian Ocean in March
2014, followed by the downing of Malaysia Airlines flight 17 over eastern
Ukraine in July 2014, and the two crashes of the new Boeing 737 MAX—



Lion Air flight 610 in the Java Sea (October 29, 2018) and Ethiopian Airlines
flight 302 near Addis Ababa (March 10, 2019).53

Perhaps the most revealing way to compare the airline industry’s fatalities
is per 100 billion passenger-kilometers flown. This rate was 14.3 in 2010, it
reached a record low of 0.65 in 2017, but it increased to 2.75 in 2019. Flying
in 2019 was thus more than five times safer than in 2010, and more than 200
times safer than at the beginning of the jetliner era in the late 1950s.54

Expressing these fatalities in terms of risks per hour of exposure is fairly
straightforward. The mean 2015–2019 total of accidental deaths was 292; the
averages of 68 trillion passenger-kilometers flown and 4.2 billion passengers
mean that average passengers flew about 1,900 kilometers and spent about
2.5 hours in flight; the total of about 10.5 billion passenger-hours spent aloft
and 292 fatalities translates to 2.8 × 10-8 (0.000000028) fatalities per person
per hour of flying. This is only about 3 percent of the general risk of
mortality while aloft, and in the case of a septuagenarian male the risk while
aloft rises by a mere 1 percent. Any rational frequent flyer (and even more so
an elderly one) should worry more about encountering unforeseen delays,
running the security theater gauntlet, enduring the tedium of long-distance
flying, and coping with the debilitating effects of jetlag.

At the opposite end of the voluntary risk spectrum are activities whose
brief duration carries a high probability of death. None is riskier than base
jumping from cliffs, towers, bridges, and buildings. The most reliable study
of this “asking for it” madness looked at an 11-year period of jumping from
the Kjerag Massif in Norway, where 1 in every 2,317 jumps (9 in total)
resulted in death,55  with an average exposure risk of 4 × 10-2 (0.04). For
comparison, in skydiving a fatal accident used to take place roughly once
every 100,000 jumps but the latest US data show one fatality for every
250,000 jumps. With a typical descent lasting five minutes the exposure risk
is only about 5 × 10-5, still 50 times higher than just sitting in a chair for
those five minutes—but it is only about 1/1,000 of the risk associated with
base jumping.56  Again, only very few people are actually aware of these
specific numbers, but nearly all people (save for the risk-tolerant few) behave
as if they have internalized them.

In 2020 in the US, about 230 million people held a driver’s license
(exposure risk behind the wheel is 5 × 10-7 per person per hour); about 12
million were downhill skiers (2 × 10-7 while descending); the United States



Parachuting Association has about 35,000 members (5 × 10-5 while aloft); the
US Hang Gliding & Paragliding Association has about 3,000 members and
what they do (depending on the length of flights lasting anywhere between 20
minutes and a few hours) carries a fatality risk of 10-4 to 10-3; and although
base jumping has been increasing in popularity (particularly in Norway and
Switzerland), in the US it is still confined to a few hundred mostly male fate-
tempters whose risk of dying is 4 × 10-2 during their brief falls.57  The strong
inverse relationship between the risk and overall participation in an activity is
obvious: large numbers of people are willing to risk a dislocated shoulder or a
sprained ankle while skiing downhill on a groomed run; very few are into
launching themselves into the void from precipices.

Finally, a few key numbers concerning one of the most dreaded modern
involuntary exposures: the risk of terrorism. Between 1995 and 2017, 3,516
people died in terrorist attacks on US soil, with 2,996 fatalities (or 85 percent
of that total) on September 11, 2001.58  Countrywide individual exposure risk
thus averaged 6 × 10-11 during those 22 years, and for Manhattan it was two
orders of magnitude higher, increasing the risk of just being alive by one-
tenth of a percent, a quantity that is too small to be meaningfully internalized.
In less fortunate countries, the recent toll of terrorist attacks has been much
higher: in Iraq in 2017 (with more than 4,300 deaths) the risk rose to 1.3 ×
10-8, and in Afghanistan in 2018 (7,379 deaths) to 2.3 × 10-8, but even that
rate raises the basic risk of being alive by just a few percent and it remains
lower than the risk people voluntarily assume by driving (particularly in
places with no lanes and ad hoc traffic rules).59

But correct as they are, these comparisons also show the inherent limits of
dispassionate quantification. Most people commuting to work by car drive
only at specific times, spend rarely more than an hour or an hour and a half
per day on the road, follow familiar routes, and (save for inclement weather
or an unexpected traffic jam) feel pretty much in control. In contrast, during
times of peak terror, bombings or shooting attacks in Kabul or Baghdad took
place at unpredictable times and intervals, in many public places—from
mosques to markets—and there is no reliable way to completely avoid such
threats while living in a city. As a result, the lower exposure rates to terrorist
threats carry an unquantifiable accompaniment of dread, qualitatively so
different from being concerned about possibly slippery roads during a
morning commute.



Natural hazards: less risky than they look on TV

And how do recurrent deadly natural hazards compare with just being alive,
and with the risks of extreme sports? Some countries are repeatedly (but not
very frequently) subject to just one or two kinds of catastrophic events—
flooding and extremely strong winds in the case of the UK—while the US
has to cope every year with many tornadoes and extensive flooding,
frequently with hurricanes (since the year 2000, nearly two hurricanes a year
made a landfall) and heavy snowfalls, and its Pacific states are always at risk
of experiencing a major earthquake and possible tsunami.60

Tornadoes kill people and destroy homes every year, and detailed
historical statistics make it possible to calculate accurate exposure risks.
Between 1984 and 2017, 1,994 people were killed in the 21 states with the
highest frequency of these destructive cyclones (the region between North
Dakota, Texas, Georgia, and Michigan, with about 120 million people), and
about 80 percent of those deaths took place in the six months of the year from
March to August.61

This translates to about 3 × 10-9 (0.000000003) fatalities per hour of
exposure, a risk that is three orders of magnitude lower than just living. Very
few inhabitants of America’s tornado-swept states are aware of this rate but
they recognize—as do people in other areas subject to recurrent natural
catastrophes—that the probability of being killed by a tornado is sufficiently
small, and hence the risk of continued living in such regions remains
acceptable. Widely broadcast images of destruction left by powerful
tornadoes make viewers living in atmospherically less violent regions wonder
why people say that they will rebuild on the same spot. But such decisions
are neither irrational nor recklessly risky, and because of them millions of
people continue to live in the Tornado Alley that extends from Texas to
South Dakota.

Remarkably, calculations of exposure risks to other commonly
encountered natural disasters around the world converge on the same order of
magnitude (10-9) or yield even lower rates. Again, these low average fatality
exposure rates help to explain why entire countries come to terms with the
ever-present risks of earthquakes. Between 1945 and 2020, Japanese
earthquakes (which can affect every part of the island nation) killed about
33,000 people, more than half as a result of the March 11, 2011 Tōhoku



earthquake and tsunami (15,899 deaths and 2,529 missing).62  But for a
population that grew from 71 million in 1945 to nearly 127 million in 2020,
that works out to about 5 × 10-10 (0.0000000005) fatalities per hour of
exposure, four orders of magnitude lower than the country’s overall mortality
rate: obviously adding 0.0001 to 1 can hardly be a decisive factor that
changes the overall assessment of life’s risks.

Floods and earthquakes in most parts of the world carry exposure risks
mostly on the order of between 1 × 10-10 and 5 × 10-10, and the post-1960 rate
for American hurricanes (potentially affecting about 50 million people in the
coastal states from Texas to Maine and killing, on average, about 50 people a
year) has been about 8 × 10-11.63  That is a remarkably low rate—either very
similar to or perhaps even lower than what most people would consider an
exceptionally low natural risk: being killed by lightning. In recent years,
lightning has killed fewer than 30 people a year in the US, and when
assuming that the danger applies only when outdoors (averaging four hours a
day) and during the six months from April to September (when about 90
percent of all lightning occurs) the risk equals about 1 × 10-10, while
extending the exposure period to 10 months lowers it to 7 × 10-11

(0.00000000007).64

The fact that US hurricanes now present a fatality risk no greater than
lightning illustrates how their toll has been reduced by satellites, advanced
public warnings, and evacuations. At the same time, there are reasons for
concern, as both the annual worldwide frequency of natural disasters and
their economic cost have been increasing. We can say this with a high degree
of confidence because the world’s largest reinsurance companies (whose
profits and losses depend on the unpredictable occurrences of earthquakes,
hurricanes, floods, and fires) have been carefully monitoring their trends for
decades.

Insurance is an ancient practice of providing different degrees of
compensation for a variety of risks. While life insurance is based on highly
predictable survival rates, insuring against unpredictable major natural
hazards forces insurance companies to share the risk associated with such
disasters by securing their own insurance. As a result, the world’s largest
reinsurance companies (Swiss Re, German Munich Re and Hannover Rueck,
French SCOR, US Berkshire Hathaway, British Lloyd’s) are the most
assiduous students of natural catastrophes because their very existence



depends on making proper calls: in order to avoid rising insured losses, they
should not set their insurance premiums on the basis of outdated numbers that
would underestimate future risks.

Numbers of all natural catastrophes recorded by Munich Re show expected
year-to-year fluctuations but the upward trend has been unmistakable: a slow
increase between 1950 and 1980, a doubling of annual frequency between
1980 and 2005, and about a 60 percent rise between 2005 and 2019.65

Overall economic losses (reflecting exceptional burdens stemming from
major disasters) show even greater annual fluctuations and an even steeper
rising trend. When measured in constant 2019 monies, the pre-1990 record
was about $100 billion, while 2011 set an all-time record of just over $350
billion and that total was nearly matched in 2017. Insured losses ranged
mostly between 30 and 50 percent of total losses, with the 2017 record
reaching nearly $150 billion.

Until the 1980s, the rising disaster toll was mainly attributable to greater
exposure (resulting from growing populations and economies), and while this
trend continues—there are more people with more insured property living in
disaster-prone regions—recent decades have seen changes in natural hazards
themselves: a warmer atmosphere holds more water vapor (increasing the
chances of extreme precipitation); prolonged droughts in some regions cause
recurrent fires of exceptional duration and intensity. Many models now
forecast further intensification of these trends, but we also know that many
effective measures—from setting up exclusion zones and restoring wetlands
to enacting proper building codes—can be taken to reduce their impacts.

In order to get even lower risks from exposures to natural or man-made
hazards, one must hunt for truly exceptional events such as people killed by a
falling meteorite or by debris from an increasing number of orbiting satellites.
A report by the US National Research Council estimated that, given the
quantity of space debris hitting the Earth, there should be 91 deaths a year—
and that would imply about 1 × 10-12 fatalities per hour of exposure for the
global population of 7.75 billion. In reality, there have been no recorded
deaths since 1900, and only recently the first written proof of a meteorite
killing a man (and leaving another paralyzed) was discovered among the
manuscripts in the General Directorate of State Archives of the Ottoman
Empire: the event took place on August 22, 1888, in what is now
Sulaymaniyah in Iraq.66  But even if one person were killed every year, the
rate would be merely 10-14—or eight orders of magnitude smaller



(1/100,000,000 as large) than just being alive, so clearly not a reason to
worry.67  As for the orbiting space junk, by 2019 there were some 34,000
pieces larger than 10 centimeters and more than 25 times as many pieces
measuring 1–10 centimeters. All of these pieces break up as they re-enter the
atmosphere, but even small pieces present collision risks in increasingly
congested prime-orbit space.68

Ending our civilization

When we think about rare but truly extraordinary risks that have global
effects, and even more so when we contemplate catastrophic events that
could severely damage or even end modern civilization, we do so on an
altogether different mental plane: those real (albeit very low) risks belong to a
very different perception category. As with every event that might take place
in a possibly quite distant future, we strongly discount their impact and, as
demonstrated yet again by the 2020 pandemic, we are chronically unprepared
to deal even with those risks whose recurrence is measured in decades, not in
centuries or millennia.

Risks with truly global impacts fall into two very different categories:
relatively frequent viral pandemics that can exact a considerable toll in a
matter of months or a few years; and exceedingly rare but uncommonly
deadly natural catastrophes that could take place within spans as short as a
few days, hours, or seconds but whose consequences might persist not only
for centuries but for millions of years, far beyond any civilizational horizons.
Should a nearby supernova explode and flood the Earth with lethal doses of
radiation from cosmic rays, would we have enough time (between the arrival
of light and radiation) to improvise shelters for most of the global
population?69  But should this be a worry at all?

A blast that would damage the Earth’s ozone layer must take place less
than 50 light-years away, but all of our “nearby” stars that might possibly
explode are much farther than this, and while a gamma-ray burst could affect
Earth from as far as 10,000 light-years once every 15 million years, the
closest such burst on record was 1.3 billion light-years away.70  Clearly, this
risk belongs to a largely academic category—rather than guessing when it
might happen, we should, given the frequency of such events, better ask: will
any terrestrial civilization be around in, say, 150,000 or half a million years?



Although it is a comparatively more probable event, calculating the risk of an
inevitable future collision of the Earth with an asteroid is another exercise in
uncertainties and in assumptions whose particularities can make an enormous
difference. Encounters with asteroids or large comets happened in the past
and they will happen in the future—but do we assume that a major encounter
takes place once every 100,000 years or once every 2 million years?71

These are relatively short spans on a geological timescale but are far too
long to be used for any revealing calculations of the likely risks per year (to
say nothing about per hour of exposure). Moreover, global consequences
would be very different if such an object struck the Pacific Ocean near
Antarctica than if it hit Western Europe or eastern China. In the first case,
much of the damage would come from a monstrous tsunami but (depending
on the asteroid’s size) there might be little dust entering the atmosphere. In
the second and third cases the impact would instantly obliterate large
concentrations of the population and industrial activity, and throw enormous
masses of powdered rocks into the atmosphere, creating a pronounced planet-
wide cooling.

Americans should not worry either about supernovas or asteroids, but if
they want to scare themselves by thinking about an inevitable natural
catastrophe (and one that would emanate from one of the country’s cherished
places!) then they should consider another mega-eruption of the Yellowstone
supervolcano.72  Geological evidence shows nine eruptions during the past
15 million years, with the last three known eruptions occurring 2.1 million,
1.3 million, and 640,000 years ago. Of course, the dating of just three events
offers no basis for predicting any periodicity, but still a thought intrudes:
taking the mean interval of 730,000 between eruptions we would have still
90,000 years of waiting left, but if the first interval was 800,000 years and the
second one was 660,000 years then a similar shortening would indicate the
next span being some 520,000 years—and a new eruption would be already
more than 100,000 years overdue!

And whatever the interval, the consequences would depend on the
magnitude of the eruption, on its duration, and on prevailing winds. The last
eruption released about 1,000 cubic kilometers of volcanic ash, and the
prevailing northwesterly winds would carry the plume over Wyoming (where
the deepest deposits could be several meters thick), Utah, and Colorado and
onto the Great Plains, affecting states from South Dakota to Texas and
burying some of the country’s most productive agricultural land under 10–50



centimeters of ash. The combination of advance warning (due to constant
seismic monitoring) and a weaker, prolonged eruption might make large-
scale evacuation possible, and the loss of housing, infrastructure, and
cultivable land would then be far greater than any immediate casualties. A
thin covering of volcanic ash could be plowed into the soil (and actually
improve its fertility), but thicker layers would be unmanageable and they
would pose additional dangers once dislodged by rains and snow melt,
resulting in silting and flooding and creating problems for decades to come.

Perhaps the best example of a natural risk that would not directly kill
anybody, but that would cause enormous planet-wide disruptions resulting in
a large number of indirect casualties, is the possibility of a catastrophic
geomagnetic storm caused by a coronal mass ejection.73  The corona is the
outermost layer of the Sun’s atmosphere (it can be seen without special
instruments only during a total solar eclipse) and is, paradoxically, hundreds
of times hotter than the Sun’s surface. Coronal mass ejections are enormous
(billions of tons) expulsions of explosively accelerated material that carry an
embedded magnetic field whose strength greatly surpasses that of
background solar wind and the interplanetary magnetic field. Coronal
ejections begin with the twisting and reconfiguration of the magnetic field in
the layer’s lower part; they produce solar flares and can travel (expanding as
they advance) at speeds as slow as less than 250 km/s (arriving at the Earth in
nearly seven days) and as fast as almost 3,000 km/s (reaching the Earth in as
little as 15 hours).

The largest known coronal mass ejection began on the morning of
September 1, 1859, while Richard Carrington, a British astronomer, was
observing and drawing a large solar sunspot that emitted a sizable, kidney-
shaped white flare.74  That was nearly two decades before the first telephones
(1877) and more than two decades before the first centralized commercial
generation of electricity (1882), and hence the notable effects were only
intense auroras and disruptions of the newly expanding telegraph network
whose laying began in the 1840s: wires were sparking, messaging was
interrupted or continued in bizarrely truncated ways, operators got electric
shocks, some fires started accidentally.

Some of the subsequent strongest events took place on October 31–
November 1, 1903 and May 13–15, 1921, when the extent of both wired
telephone links and electricity grids was still fairly limited even in Europe
and North America, and very sparse elsewhere. But we got a preview of what



a substantial coronal mass ejection could do today in March 1989 when a
much smaller (a non-Carrington) event knocked out Quebec’s entire power
grid, serving 6 million people, for nine hours.75  More than three decades
later we have become much more vulnerable: just think of everything
electronic, from mobile phones to e-mail to international banking, and about
GPS-guided navigation on every vessel and airplane and now also on tens of
millions of cars.

We would find out before it hits: our constant surveyance of the Sun’s
activity would instantly detect any mass ejection and provide at least 12–15
hours of prestrike warning. But only when the ejection reaches the point
where we have stationed the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO),
about 1.5 million kilometers away from the Earth, could we gauge its
intensity; and by then the time to react would be reduced to less than an hour,
perhaps even to just 15 minutes.76  Even limited damage would mean hours
or days of disrupted communications and grid operations, and a massive
geomagnetic storm would sever all of these links on a global scale, leaving us
without electricity, without information, without transportation, without the
ability to make credit card payments or to withdraw money from banks.

What would we do if the complete restoration of all these vital but severely
crippled infrastructures took years, perhaps even a decade, to accomplish?
Estimates of global damage differ by an order of magnitude, from $2 trillion
to $20 trillion77 —but that refers only to expenditures, not to the value of
lives lost during prolonged spells without communication, lights, air
conditioning, hospital equipment, refrigeration, and industrial production
(and hence also without adequate inputs into crop cultivation).

There is some good news. A 2012 study estimated a 12 percent probability
of another Carrington Event during the coming ten years—or a one-in-eight
chance, and it emphasized that the rarity of these extreme events makes their
rate occurrence difficult to estimate “and prediction of a specific future event
is virtually impossible.”78  Given this uncertainty, it is not surprising that in
2019 a group of scientists in Barcelona calculated the risk to be no greater
than 0.46–1.88 percent during the 2020s, and hence even the highest rate
would mean odds of 1 in 53, a considerably more comforting probability.79

And in 2020 a Carnegie Mellon group offered an even lower estimate, putting
a decadal (10-year) probability of between 1 percent and 9 percent for an
event of at least the size of the large 2012 event, and between 0.02 percent



and 1.6 percent for the size of the 1859 Carrington Event.80  While many
experts are well aware of these odds and of the enormity of the potential
consequences, this is clearly one of those risks (much like a pandemic) for
which we cannot ever be adequately prepared: we just have to hope that the
next massive coronal ejection event will not equal or surpass the Carrington
Event.

While this may not be what the world wants to hear at this time, it is an
unfortunate truth that viral pandemics are guaranteed to reappear with
relatively high frequency and, although sharing inevitable commonalities,
they are unpredictably specific in their impacts. In early 2020 the world had
about a billion people older than 62 years, and they had all lived through
three viral pandemics in a single lifetime: 1957–1959 (H2N2), 1968–1970
(H3N2), and 2009 (H1N1).81  The best reconstruction of the total mortality
for the 1957–1959 pandemic was 38/100,000 (1.1 million deaths; global
population 2.87 billion), the 1968–1970 pandemic had a mortality of
28/100,000 (1 million deaths; global population 3.55 billion), while the 2009
event had low virulence and mortality no higher than 3/100,000 (about
200,000 deaths; global population 6.87 billion).82

Arrival of the next event was just a matter of time, but as already noted we
are never prepared for these (relatively) low-frequency threats. The World
Economic Forum’s ranking of top global risks, prepared annually between
2007 and 2015, led with asset price collapse, financial crisis, and major
systemic financial failure eight times (obvious echoes of 2008) and water
crises once, while pandemic threat did not appear among the top three risks
even once.83  So much for the collective foresight of global decision-makers!
And when COVID-19 (caused by SARS-CoV-2) arrived, the World Health
Organization waited until March 11, 2020 to proclaim a global pandemic, and
its early advice (echoed by many governments) was against suspending
international flights and against wearing masks.84

Obviously, we will be able to quantify the total COVID-19 mortality only
after this latest pandemic ends. Meanwhile, the best way to assess the
recurrent pandemic burden is to compare it to global seasonal influenza-
associated respiratory mortality. The most detailed assessment for the years
2002–2011 found a mean of 389,000 deaths (ranging between 294,000 and
518,000) after excluding the 2009 pandemic season.85  This means that
seasonal influenza accounts for about 2 percent of all annual respiratory



deaths, and that its mortality rate averages 6/100,000—or 15–20 percent of
the death rates recorded in the two late 20th-century pandemics (1957–1959,
1968–1970). Inversely stated, the first pandemic exacted a more than six
times higher and the second one a nearly five times higher relative death toll
than seasonal influenza.

Moreover, there is an important difference in age-specific mortality.
Seasonal flu mortality is, almost without exception, highly skewed toward
old age, with 67 percent of all deaths among people over 65. In contrast, the
infamous second wave of the 1918 pandemic disproportionately targeted
people in their 30s; the 1957–1959 pandemic had a U-shaped mortality
frequency, disproportionately affecting ages 0–4 and 60+; while COVID-19
mortality has been, much like seasonal influenza, highly concentrated in the
65+ cohort, especially among those with significant comorbidities, and it has
left children remarkably unaffected.86

We know that many excess deaths among older people cannot be
prevented: that is a part of the price we must pay for our very successful
efforts to extend life expectancy (in many affluent countries by more than 15
years since the 1950s).87  A death certificate may say COVID-19 or viral
pneumonia, but that is just the proximate label—the real cause is that most of
us have not been designed to be without underlying health problems as we
keep pushing the limits of life expectancy. Provisional COVID-19 data from
the CDC make that clear: during the week of the peak US COVID-19
mortality (ending on April 18, 2020), people over 65 years of age accounted
for 81 percent of all deaths, and those younger than 35 years for a mere 0.1
percent.88  This situation is quite different from the 1918–1920 pandemic
when as many as 50 million people died. We now know that most of those
deaths were due to bacterial pneumonia: some 80 percent of cultures taken
from preserved lung tissue samples contained bacteria causing secondary
lung infection—and at that time, nearly a quarter-century before the
availability of antibiotics, we had no treatment for that condition.89

Moreover, people with tuberculosis were more likely than others to die of
influenza, and this link also helps to explain the 1918–1920 pandemic’s
unusual middle-age mortality as well as its clear maleness (due to the
differential incidence of tuberculosis).90  Because tuberculosis has been
essentially eradicated in all affluent countries and because pneumonia is
treatable with antibiotics, we can avoid the repetition of high mortalities, but



even with our annual influenza vaccination drives we cannot prevent
significant seasonal mortality, and the survival of the oldest cohorts will be
challenged every time there is a global pandemic. This is a largely self-
inflicted risk, the obverse of enjoying longer life expectancy, and we can
minimize it by isolating the most vulnerable individuals and by developing
better vaccines—but we cannot eliminate it.

Some lasting attitudes

Where risk is concerned, many truisms seem to be permanent. As individuals,
we can exercise some control. Many people do not find it difficult to abstain
from smoking, consuming alcohol and drugs, and prefer to stay home rather
than sharing a cruise ship with 5,000 passengers and 3,000 crew in the midst
of a coronavirus or norovirus outbreak. Others crave all of the above, and it is
astonishing how many people do not reduce even the most easily—and
inexpensively—reducible risks. Always wearing a seat belt, never speeding,
being a defensive driver, and installing smoke, carbon monoxide, and natural
gas sensors in dwellings are no-cost or very low-cost ways to reduce the risks
of driving and of living in structures heated by the combustion of fossil fuels.

Moreover, most people and most governments find it difficult to deal
properly with low-probability but high-impact (high-loss) events. Buying
basic house insurance is one thing (often it is mandatory); investing in
earthquake-resistant structures—be it as individuals or as societies—to
minimize the impact of what is likely to be a once-in-a-century event is quite
another matter. California has a subsidized seismic retrofit program for pre-
1980 houses (bolting, or bolting and bracing, the house to its foundation in
compliance with 2016 building code)—but most jurisdictions that face
similar seismic risks do not.91

But it is difficult, if not impossible, to avoid many exposures, because (as
already noted) in some cases there is no clear dichotomy between voluntary
and involuntary risks. And most risks are beyond our control. We cannot
choose our parents and hence avoid a genetic predisposition to a large
number of common and rare diseases, including some cancers, diabetes,
cardiovascular problems, asthma, and several autosomal recessive disorders
including cystic fibrosis, sickle cell anemia, and Tay-Sachs disease.92  In
order to greatly reduce the risks of all local or regional natural disasters, we



would have to eliminate large areas of the planet—above all, those subject to
recurrent mega-earthquakes and volcanic eruptions (the Pacific Ring of Fire),
destructive cyclonic winds, and extensive flooding—as places of human
habitation.93

Because that is clearly impossible on an increasingly crowded planet, the
only way to improve the odds of survival under those conditions is to take
precautions—earthquake-proof (steel-reinforced) buildings will not bury
people as surrounding structures collapse; tornado shelters will save families
so they can rebuild their leveled homes—and put in place effective early-
warning systems and mass-scale evacuation plans to reduce the loss of life
caused by cyclones, floods, and volcanic eruptions. While these measures
could potentially save not just hundreds but hundreds of thousands of lives,
we have limited defenses or are entirely powerless against many large-scale
catastrophes ranging from massive earthquake-triggered tsunami to mega-
volcanic eruptions, and from prolonged regional droughts to the Earth’s
encounters with asteroids or comets.

Another set of truisms applies to our risk assessment. We habitually
underestimate voluntary, familiar risks while we repeatedly exaggerate
involuntary, unfamiliar exposures. We constantly overestimate the risks
stemming from recent shocking experiences and underestimate the risk of
events once they recede in our collective and institutional memory.94  As I
already noted, about a billion people have lived through three pandemics, but
when COVID-19 struck references were made overwhelmingly to the 1918
episode, as the three more recent (but less deadly) pandemics—unlike the
widely remembered fear of polio during the 1950s or AIDS in the 1980s—
have left no or only the most superficial impressions.95

There are obvious explanations for this amnesia. The 2009 pandemic was
essentially undistinguishable from a seasonal influenza, and neither in 1957–
1959 nor in 1968–1970 did we resort to near-complete national or continental
lockdowns. Inflation-adjusted statistics of global and US economic product
show no drastic reversal of long-term growth rates during either of the two
late 20th-century pandemics.96  Moreover, the latter episode coincided with a
significant expansion of international air travel: the first wide-body jetliner,
the Boeing 747, flew for the first time in 1969.97  And, perhaps most
importantly, we had no 24/7 cable TV news with its morbid attachment to
announcing running death counts, no internet rife with ridiculous claims



about causes and cures and with conspiracy theories, and hence no ahistorical
but hysterical ways of modern news diffusion.

As COVID-19 demonstrated yet again (and on scales that must have
surprised even those who do not expect any good news), we are repeatedly
caught ill-prepared for dealing with recurrent high-impact but relatively low-
frequency risks such as viral pandemics that take place once in a decade, once
in a generation, or once in a century. How would we then cope (all reports
and analyses aside) with another Carrington Event, or with an asteroid hitting
the ocean near the Azores and causing a massive circum-Atlantic tsunami of
the same magnitude as the one caused by the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake—that
is, up to 40 meters high and traveling up to 10 kilometers inland?98

And the lessons we derive in the aftermath of major catastrophic events are
decidedly not rational. We exaggerate the probability of their recurrence, and
we resent any reminders that (setting the shock aside) their actual human and
economic impact has been comparable to the consequences of many risks
whose cumulative toll does not raise any extraordinary concerns. As a result,
fear of another spectacular terrorist attack led the US to take extraordinary
steps to prevent it. These included multitrillion-dollar wars in Afghanistan
and Iraq, fulfilling Osama bin Laden’s wish to draw the country into
stunningly asymmetrical conflicts that would erode its strength in the long
run.99

Public reaction to risks is guided more by a dread of what is unfamiliar,
unknown, or poorly understood than by any comparative appraisal of actual
consequences. When these strong emotional reactions are involved, people
focus excessively on the possibility of a dreaded outcome (death by a terrorist
attack or by a viral pandemic) rather than trying to keep in mind the
probability of such an outcome taking place.100  Terrorists have always
exploited this reality, forcing governments to take extraordinarily costly steps
to prevent further attacks while repeatedly neglecting to take measures that
could have saved more lives at a much lower cost per averted fatality.

There is no better illustration of neglected low-cost measures to save lives
than the American attitude to gun violence: not even the most shocking
iterations of familiar, all-too-well-known mass murders (I always think first
of the 26 people, including 20 six- and seven-year-old children, shot in 2012
in Newtown, Connecticut) have been able to change the laws, and during the
second decade of the 21st century about 125,000 Americans were killed by
guns (the total for homicides, excluding suicides): that is the equivalent of the



population of Topeka, Kansas or Athens, Georgia or Simi Valley, California
—or of Göttingen in Germany.101  In contrast, 170 Americans died in all
terrorist attacks in the US during the second decade of the 21st century, a
difference of nearly three orders of magnitude.102  When we compare this to
motor vehicle accidents, the toll is even more unevenly distributed: as we saw
earlier, compared to Asian American females, Native American men are
about five times more likely to die in their cars, but African American males
are about 30 times more likely to be killed by firearms.103

Do I have a helpful parting insight? Perhaps, as long as we recognize these
fundamental realities: asking for a risk-free existence is to ask for something
quite impossible—while the quest for minimizing risks remains the leading
motivation of human progress.





6. Understanding the Environment
The Only Biosphere We Have

This chapter’s subtitle is deliberately preventive. I refuse to consider any
near-term possibility of leaving the Earth and setting up a civilization on
another planet. I do this because, in this post-factual world, musings about
soon finding a new celestial abode—most notably, the terraforming of Mars1

—have been presented as possible options to deal decisively with the
problems of the third planet orbiting the Sun. This is yet another favorite
topic of the sci-fi genre that will remain confined to its stories: even if we had
inexpensive means of interplanetary transport and somehow mastered the
construction of Martian bases, we could not create a suitable atmosphere—
the processing of Martian polar caps, minerals, and soil would yield only
about 7 percent of all the CO2 that would be needed in order to warm the
planet and make its prolonged colonization possible.2

Of course, the true believers can call on another sci-fi trick that could
enable the colonization of Mars: creating radically genetically re-engineered
humans, new super-organisms endowed with qualities of terrestrial
tardigrades, tiny eight-legged invertebrates living on grass and in wet ditches.
Such organisms would be able to cope not only with the thin atmosphere (its
pressure is less than 1 percent of the terrestrial value) but also with the high
radiation received by the poorly shielded red planet.3

Returning to the real world, if our species is to survive, never mind to
flourish, for at least as long as high civilizations have been around (that is, for
another 5,000 or so years), then we will have to make sure that our
continuing interventions do not imperil the long-term habitability of the
planet—or, as modern parlance has it, that we do not transgress safe
planetary boundaries.4

The list of these critical biospheric boundaries includes nine categories:
climate change (now interchangeably, albeit inaccurately, called simply



global warming), ocean acidification (endangering marine organisms that
build structures of calcium carbonate), depletion of stratospheric ozone
(shielding the Earth from excessive ultraviolet radiation and threatened by
releases of chlorofluorocarbons), atmospheric aerosols (pollutants reducing
visibility and causing lung impairment), interference in nitrogen and
phosphorus cycles (above all, the release of these nutrients into fresh and
coastal waters), freshwater use (excessive withdrawals of underground,
stream, and lake waters), land use changes (due to deforestation, farming, and
urban and industrial expansion), biodiversity loss, and various forms of
chemical pollution.

Providing systematic reviews of all of these concerns—and setting them in
their appropriate historical and environmental perspectives—is a task for a
major book, not for a single chapter (unless it consisted of superficial
summaries). Instead, I have decided to give this chapter a decidedly
utilitarian tilt and focus on just a few key existential parameters, starting with
the environmental circumstances of three irreplaceable existential
requirements—breathing, drinking, and eating. Provision of these three
preconditions of our existence depends on natural goods and services: on the
oxygenated atmosphere and its incessant circulation; on water and its global
cycle; and on soils, photosynthesis, biodiversity, and flows of plant nutrients.
In turn, their provision affects natural goods and services.

As we will see, these effects range from marginal (oxygen concentrations
in the atmosphere are in no danger because of fossil fuel combustion) to
obviously negative (excessive water extraction from ancient deep aquifers;
serious water pollution generated by food production, cities, and industries)
to outright destructive (overgrazing in arid regions leading to desertification;
new cropland displacing tropical forests or grasslands).

Oxygen is in no danger

Breathing is the regular delivery of oxygen, carried from our lungs by
hemoglobin to all cells in the body to energize our metabolism. No provision
of a natural resource is as critical for our survival: duration of bearable
voluntary apnea (the cessation of breathing) varies, but if you have never
trained yourself to prolong your breathless periods you will find out that you
can last as little as 30 seconds and typically no longer than about a minute or



so. You might have read about freediving, where men and women risk their
lives by holding their breath and diving, without any breathing apparatus, as
deep as they can endure (with or without fins), or about static apnea
competitions where the contestants lie motionless in a pool of water and hold
their breath. The latter record for men is nearly 12 minutes, for women 9
minutes, while hyperventilating with pure oxygen for up to half an hour
before an attempt doubles apneic time to more than 24 minutes for men and
18½ minutes for women.5

This passes for sport in the 21st century despite the fact that brain cells
start to die within five minutes of cerebral hypoxia and that an only slightly
longer period can cause severe damage or death. Oxygen, after all, is the
most acutely limiting resource for human survival. Our species, like all other
chemoheterotrophs (organisms that cannot internally produce their own
nutrition), requires its constant supply. The resting frequency of breathing is
12–20 inhalations a minute, and the daily adult per capita intake averages
almost 1 kilogram of O2.6  For the global population, that translates to an
annual intake of about 2.7 billion tons of oxygen a year, an utterly
insignificant fraction (0.00023 percent) of the element’s atmospheric
presence of about 1.2 quadrillion tons of O2—and the exhaled CO2 is readily
used by photosynthesizing plants.

The beginnings of the oxygenated atmosphere go back to what has become
known as the Great Oxidation Event, which began about 2.5 billion years
ago.7  During that period, oxygen released by oceanic cyanobacteria began to
accumulate in the atmosphere, but it took a long time before the gases
reached their modern concentrations. During the past 500 million years,
atmospheric oxygen levels fluctuated widely, being as low as about 15
percent and as high as 35 percent before they declined to today’s nearly 21
percent of the Earth’s atmosphere by volume.8  As well as there being
absolutely no danger of people or animals appreciably reducing this level
through breathing, there is also no danger of too much oxygen being
consumed by even the greatest conceivable burning (rapid oxidation) of the
Earth’s plants.

The Earth’s terrestrial plant mass contains on the order of 500 billion tons
of carbon and even if all of it (all forests, grasslands, and crops) were burned
at once, such a mega-conflagration would consume only about 0.1 percent of
the atmosphere’s oxygen.9  And yet, during the summer of 2019, when large



areas of the Amazon rainforest were burning, news media and politicians
tried to frighten the scientifically illiterate masses into believing that the
world would start suffocating. One among many, on August 22, 2019 the
French president Emmanuel Macron tweeted:10

Our house is burning. Literally. The Amazon rain forest—the lungs
which produces 20% of our planet’s oxygen—is on fire. It is an
international crisis. Members of the G7 Summit, let’s discuss this
emergency first order in two days!

There was no emergency G7 Summit in two days (or even two months: a
good thing too, as if that could fix anything!) and the world keeps on
breathing. Depending on where you happen to be on this specific judgmental
scale, deliberate burning of the Amazon rainforest is either a highly
regrettable and completely misguided policy or an unpardonable crime
against the biosphere—but know that it is not an act that will deprive the
planet of its oxygen.

This misinformation also illustrates a far wider problem—namely why are
we not relying on well-established scientific facts, and instead, why do we let
assorted tweets drive public opinion? Appraisals of the environment are
perhaps even more prone to unwarranted generalization, biased interpretation,
and outright misinformation than those of energy and food production. This
tendency must be condemned and resisted: we will not succeed if our actions
are based on myths and misinformation. Admittedly, the underlying science
is often complex and many verdicts are uncertain and resolute judgments are
unadvisable—but not in this particular case.

Most obviously, lungs do not produce oxygen, they process it: the function
of lungs is to enable gas exchange as atmospheric O2 enters the bloodstream
and CO2, the most voluminous gaseous product of metabolism, leaves it. In
the process, lungs (as any other organ) must consume oxygen, but it is not
easy to measure how much of it they need—that is, to separate their
requirement from the overall intake. The best way to find out is during a total
cardiopulmonary bypass, when lung circulation is temporarily separated from
systemic blood flow: this shows that lungs consume about 5 percent of the
total oxygen we inhale.11  And while Amazonian trees, as any terrestrial
plants, produce O2 during diurnal photosynthesis, they—again, much as any
other photosynthesizing organism—consume virtually all of this oxygen



during nocturnal respiration, the process that uses photosynthate to produce
energy and compounds for plant growth.12

Every year, at least 300 billion tons of oxygen are absorbed and a similar
amount is released by terrestrial and marine photosynthesis.13  These flows,
as well as much smaller flows resulting from the burial and oxidation of
organic matter, are not perfectly balanced on a daily or seasonal basis, but
over the long run they cannot be too far off, otherwise we would have
substantial net gains or losses of the element. Instead, oxygen’s atmospheric
presence has been remarkably stable. Images of burning Amazonian forest,
Australian scrubland, Californian hillsides, or Siberian taiga are not ominous
harbingers of an atmosphere deprived of the gas we need to inhale at least a
dozen times a minute.14  Massive forest fires are destructive and harmful in
many ways, but they are not going to suffocate us because of a lack of
oxygen.

Will we have enough water and food?

In contrast, the provision of the second-most acutely required natural input
should be very high on our list of environmental worries—and not because
there is any absolute shortage of this critical resource but because it is
unevenly distributed and because we have not managed it well. And that is an
understatement—we waste water enormously and, so far, we have been slow
to adopt many effective changes that would reverse undesirable habits and
trends. As we will see, water supply is thus a perfect example of an almost
universally mismanaged resource, with the added complication of highly
uneven access.15

At least we do not have to drink as often as we breathe, a dozen times a
minute, not even a dozen times a day—but the provision of adequate volumes
of drinking water (which, depending on gender, age, body size, ambient
temperature, and excluding extreme activities, is mostly between 1.5 and 3
liters a day) is a matter of basic survival.16  No rehydration for a day is a
trying experience, for two days it becomes perilous, for three days it is
usually fatal. Beyond this existential necessity, translating to a per capita
average of about 750 kilograms (or liters, or 0.75 cubic meters) of water a
year, there are several other—and much more voluminous—water needs: for
personal hygiene, cooking, and laundry (even without an indoor toilet, these



categories add up to the minima of 15–20 liters a day, or about 7 cubic meters
a year), for productive activities, and, above all, for growing food.17

Different sectors of water use (agriculture, thermal electricity generation,
heavy industries, light manufacturing, services, household) and different
categories of water complicate intranational and international comparisons.
Blue water includes rainfall entering rivers, water bodies, and groundwater
storage that gets incorporated into products or evaporates; the green water
footprint accounts for water from precipitation that is stored in soil and
subsequently evaporated, transpired, or incorporated by plants; grey water
includes all the freshwater required to dilute pollutants in order to meet
specific water-quality standards.

This is why national per capita consumption is the best (the most
exhaustive) way to assess water footprints: it adds green, blue, and grey water
components as well as all virtual water (water that was required for the
growth or production of imported food and manufactured goods).18

Domestic blue water use (all values are in cubic meters per year per capita)
ranges from just over 29 in Canada and 23 in the USA to about 11 in France,
7 in Germany, and about 5 in China and India, and to less than 1 in many
African countries.19  The total water footprint of national consumption
reflects specific shares of water used in agriculture (obviously highest in
countries with extensive irrigation) and industrial production. As a result,
economies with very different climates and sectoral consumption—Canada
and Italy, Israel and Hungary—have similar consumption totals (in all of
these cases, between 2,300 and 2,400 cubic meters/year/capita). Food imports
incorporate considerable amounts of green water, and hence the two countries
with the highest dependence on imported food—Japan, South Korea—are
also the highest users of virtual water.

Not surprisingly, water’s critical role in national economies in general, and
in food production in particular, has resulted in many comprehensive
appraisals of its availability, sufficiency, scarcity, and vulnerability. At the
beginning of the 21st century, water-stressed populations totaled as low as
1.2 billion and as high as 4.3 billion—that is, between 20 and 70 percent of
all humanity.20  Similarly, during the second decade of the 21st century two
different measures of water scarcity indicated that the affected populations
were between 1.6 and 2.4 billion people.21  Given these major differences in



present assessments, it is impossible to offer strongly defensible conclusions
about the future.

There are also many uncertainties concerning the future provision of food.
No other human activity has transformed the Earth’s ecosystems to a greater
extent than the production of food. It already adds up to about a third of the
planet’s non-glaciated land, and further impacts are inevitable.22  The
combined area devoted to food production is now more than twice as large as
it was a century ago, but in all affluent economies the land under cultivation
has either stabilized or has slightly decreased, while the overall global growth
of new farmland has slowed down considerably.23  Given the continent’s
still-high fertility rates, further expansion of cultivated land will be inevitable
in Africa, but only limited extensions should take place in most of Asia,
while Europe, North America, and Australia (with already-excessive food
production and aging populations) should see further declines in cultivated
land.

The amount of land used in food production could be reduced with the
combination of better farming practices, reduced food waste, and the
widespread adoption of moderate meat consumption. As already explained in
chapter 2, reversion to preindustrial farming is inconceivable in a world of
nearly 8 billion people, but getting higher yields with existing inputs
(agricultural intensification) conforms to a long-established trend, and the
elimination of many wasteful practices could produce higher yields even with
reduced fertilizer or pesticide use. A convincing large-scale, decade-long
(2005–2015) demonstration of this included nearly 21 million farmers
cultivating about a third of China’s cropland: they were able to raise staple
grain yields by 11 percent while reducing the application of nitrogen per
hectare by 15–18 percent.24

If land is not a limiting resource, and if we have the know-how to manage
water supply, what are the prospects for providing the macronutrients our
crops need while also limiting the environmental impact of applying nitrogen
and phosphorus? As already explained, the Haber-Bosch synthesis of
ammonia made it possible to provide a reactive form of nitrogen, the leading
macronutrient, in any desirable quantity.25  We can also provide adequate
amounts of the two mineral macronutrients, potassium and phosphorus. The
US Geological Survey puts potassium resources at about 7 billion tons of



K2O (potassium oxide) equivalent; reserves are about half that amount, and at
the current rate of production these reserves would last for nearly 90 years.26

During the last 50 years there have been periodic comments about
imminent phosphorus shortages, some even raising the inevitability of
starvation in a matter of decades.27  Concerns about wasting a finite resource
are always appropriate, but there is no imminent phosphorus crisis.
According to the International Fertilizer Development Center, the world’s
phosphate rock reserves and resources are adequate to meet fertilizer demand
for the next 300–400 years.28  The US Geological Survey puts the world
resources of phosphate rock at more than 300 billion tons, sufficient for more
than 1,000 years at the current rate of extraction.29  And the International
Fertilizer Industry Association “does not believe that peak phosphorus is a
pressing issue, or that phosphate rock depletion is imminent.”30

The real concern about plant nutrients is the environmental (and hence
economic) consequences of their unwanted presence in the environment,
mostly in water. Phosphorus from fertilizers is lost through soil erosion and
precipitation runoff and it is released in waste produced by domestic animals
and people.31  Because water (whether fresh or ocean) normally has very low
concentrations of this element, its additions lead to eutrophication, the
enrichment of waters with previously scarce nutrients that results in the
excessive growth of algae.32  Losses of nitrogen from fertilized farmland
(and from animal and human waste) also cause eutrophication, but aquatic
photosynthesis is more responsive to phosphorus additions. Neither primary
sewage treatment (sedimentation removes 5–10 percent of phosphorus) nor
secondary removal (filtration captures 10–20 percent) prevents
eutrophication, but phosphorus can be removed by using coagulating agents
or by microbial processes, then turned into crystals and reused as fertilizer.33

As already explained, the worldwide efficiency of nitrogen uptake by crops
has declined to less than 50 percent, and to below 40 percent in China and
France. In conjunction with phosphorus, soluble nitrogen compounds
contaminate waters and support excessive algal growth. Decomposing algae
consume oxygen dissolved in seawater and create oxygen-less (anoxic)
waters where fish and crustaceans cannot survive. These oxygen-depleted
zones are prominent along the eastern and southern coasts of the United
States and along coasts in Europe, China, and Japan.34  There are no easy,
inexpensive, and rapid solutions to these environmental impacts. Better



agronomic management (crop rotations, split applications of fertilizers to
minimize their losses) is essential, and reduced meat consumption would be
the single-most important adjustment as it would lower the need for
producing feed grains—but sub-Saharan Africa will need much more
nitrogen and phosphorus if it is to avoid chronic dependence on food imports.

And any longer-term assessment of the three existential necessities—
atmospheric oxygen, water availability, and food production—must consider
how their provision could be affected by the unfolding process of climate
change, a gradual transformation that will leave its mark on the biosphere in
myriad ways: the impacts go far beyond higher temperatures and rising ocean
levels, the two changes that are most often referenced by the media. I will not
revisit a long list of predicted impacts, from broiling cities to rising oceans,
from desiccated crops to melted glaciers. That has been done, in measured
ways as well as in hysterical fashion, too many times.

Instead, I will take a utilitarian—and unorthodox—approach. I will start by
explaining the life-enabling necessity of the greenhouse gas effect, without
which the Earth’s surface would be permanently frozen and which we have,
unintentionally, enhanced by a combination of actions—with the combustion
of fossil fuels being the most important driver of anthropogenic global
warming. Then I will explain how, contrary to a common perception, modern
science identified this phenomenon more than a century ago, how we have
ignored clearly stated potential risks for generations, how we have been, so
far, unwilling to commit to any effective action to change the course of global
warming—and how extraordinarily challenging such a shift would be.

Why the Earth is not permanently frozen

As we saw in the first chapter, the abundance of fossil fuels and their
increasingly more efficient conversions have been the dominant energizers of
modern economic growth, bringing us the benefits of greater longevity and
richer lives—but also concerns about the long-term effects of CO2 emissions
on the global climate (commonly referred to as global warming). Simple
physics explains our worries about the environmental consequences of
planetary warming. We are concerned about too much of something without
which we could not be alive: the greenhouse effect. This existential
imperative is the regulation of the Earth’s atmospheric temperature by a few



trace gases—above all by carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4).
Compared to the two gases that make the bulk of the atmosphere (nitrogen at
78 percent, oxygen at 21 percent), their presence is negligible (small fractions
of a percent) but their effect makes the difference between a lifeless, frozen
planet and a blue and green Earth.35

The Earth’s atmosphere absorbs the incoming (short-wave) solar radiation
and radiates (longer waves) to space. Without it, the temperature of the Earth
would be -18oC, and hence our planet’s surface would be perpetually frozen.
Trace gases change the planet’s radiation balance by absorbing some of the
outgoing (infrared) radiation and raising the surface temperature. This allows
for the existence of liquid water, whose evaporation puts water vapor
(another gas that absorbs outgoing infrared, invisible waves) into the
atmosphere. The overall result is that the Earth’s surface temperature is 33oC
higher than it would be in the absence of trace gases and water vapor, and the
global mean temperature of 15oC supports life in its many forms.

Labeling this natural phenomenon as the “greenhouse effect” is a
misleading analogy, because the heat inside a greenhouse is there not only
because the glass enclosure prevents the escape of some infrared radiation but
also because it cuts off air circulation. In contrast, the natural “greenhouse
effect” is caused solely by the interception of a small share of outgoing
infrared radiation by trace gases—while the global atmosphere remains in
constant, unimpeded, and often violent motion. Water vapor is by far the
most important absorber of outgoing radiation, and hence it is the gas that has
been responsible for most of the atmospheric warming in the past and it will
remain so in the future. Water vapor is the principal generator of the natural
greenhouse effect—but water vapor is not the cause of atmospheric warming
because it does not control atmospheric temperature. In fact, it is the other
way around: the changing temperature determines how much water can be
present as a gas (the humidity of air increases with rising temperatures) and
how much it condenses to liquid (condensation increases as the temperature
drops).

The Earth’s natural warming is controlled by trace gases whose
concentration is not affected by the ambient temperature—that is, they do not
condense and precipitate as temperatures decline. But the relatively small
warming they cause increases evaporation and raises atmospheric water
concentrations, and this feedback results in additional warming. The natural



trace gas effect has always been dominated by carbon dioxide (CO2), with
smaller contributions made by methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), and
ozone (O3)—the latter known to many via the eponymous ozone layer.
Human actions began to affect the concentrations of several trace gases—
creating an additional, man-made (anthropogenic) greenhouse gas effect—
thousands of years ago, as soon as settled societies adopted farming and
began using wood (and the charcoal made from it) in households and when
smelting metals and making bricks and tiles. The conversion of forests to
cropland released additional CO2, and cultivation of rice in flooded fields
produced additional CH4.36

But the impact of these anthropogenic emissions became significant only
with the increasing pace of industrialization. Rising CO2 emissions, which
cause an accelerated anthropogenic greenhouse gas effect, have been driven
primarily by the combustion of fossil fuels and by the production of cement.
Methane emissions (from rice fields, landfills, cattle, and natural gas
production) and nitrous oxide (originating mostly from the rising application
of nitrogenous fertilizers) are the other notable anthropogenic sources of
greenhouse gases. Reconstructions of their past atmospheric concentrations
show the sudden increase brought on by industrialization.

For centuries before 1800, CO2 levels fluctuated narrowly at close to 270
parts per million (ppm)—that is, 0.027 percent by volume. By 1900 they rose
slightly to 290 ppm, a century later they were nearly 375 ppm, and in the
summer of 2020 they rose above 420 ppm, more than a 50 percent increase
above the late 18th-century level.37  Preindustrial methane levels were three
orders of magnitude lower—less than 800 parts per billion (ppb)—but they
have more than doubled, to nearly 1,900 ppb by 2020, while nitrous oxide
concentrations rose from about 270 ppb to more than 300 ppb.38  These gases
absorb the outgoing radiation to different degrees: when their impacts are
compared over a 100-year period, releasing a unit of CH4 has the same effect
as releasing 28–36 units of CO2; for N2O, the multiplier is between 265 and
298. A handful of new man-made industrial gases—above all
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs, in the past used in refrigeration) and SF6 (an
excellent insulator used in electrical equipment)—exert a far stronger effect,
but fortunately they are present only in minuscule concentrations and the



production of CFCs was gradually outlawed by the 1987 Montreal
Protocol.39

CO2 (mostly emitted from fossil fuel combustion, with deforestation being
another major source) accounts for about 75 percent of the anthropogenic
warming effect, CH4 for about 15 percent, and the rest is mostly N2O.40  The
continued rise of greenhouse gas emissions will eventually lead to
temperatures high enough to cause many negative environmental impacts,
engendering considerable social and economic costs. Contrary to a widely
held impression, this is not a recent conclusion arising from a better
understanding provided by complex climate change models executed by
supercomputers. We knew this not only long before the first models of global
atmospheric circulation (the precursors of all global warming simulations)
were introduced during the late 1960s, but generations before the first
electronic computers were even built.

Who discovered global warming?

If you check Google’s Ngram Viewer for the appearance of “global
warming,” you will discover the virtual absence of the phrase before 1980
followed by a steep rise in frequency, quadrupling in the two years before
1990. The “discovery” of carbon dioxide–induced global warming by the
media, public, and politicians came in 1988, spurred by America’s warm
summer and by the establishment of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), by the UN’s Environment Programme (UNEP), and by the
World Meteorological Organization (WMO). This led to a still-rising tide of
scientific papers, books, conferences, think tank studies, and reports prepared
by governments and international organizations, including the IPCC’s
periodic state-of-the-art reviews.

By 2020, a Google search returned more than a billion items for “global
warming” and “global climate change”—this frequency is an order of
magnitude higher than those for such recently fashionable news items as
“globalization” or “economic inequality,” or for such existential challenges as
“poverty” and “malnutrition.” Moreover, almost since the very beginning of
the media’s interest in this complex process, the coverage of global warming
has been replete with poorly communicated facts, dubious interpretations,



and dire predictions, and over time it has definitely acquired a distinctly more
hysterical, even outright apocalyptic, flavor.

Uninformed observers would have to conclude that these warnings of an
unfolding global catastrophe reflect the very latest scientific findings based
on a combination of previously unavailable satellite observations and on the
forecasts using complex global climate models whose execution has been
made possible by the rise of computing power. But while our latest
monitoring and modeling are certainly more advanced, there is nothing new
either about our understanding of the greenhouse effect or about the
consequences of steadily increasing emissions of greenhouse gases: in
principle, we have been aware of them for more than 150 years, and in a clear
and explicit manner for more than a century!

A few years before his death, Joseph Fourier (1768–1830), a French
mathematician, was the first scientist to realize that the atmosphere absorbs
some of the radiation emanating from the ground; and in 1856, Eunice Foote,
an American scientist and inventor, was the first author to link (briefly but
clearly) CO2 with global warming.41  Five years later, John Tyndall (1820–
1893), an English physicist, explained that water vapor is the most important
absorber of the outgoing radiation, which means that “every variation of this
constituent must produce a change in climate”—and he added that “similar
remarks would apply to the carbonic acid diffused through the air.”42

Concise but clear, when rephrased in modern parlance it says: increases in
CO2 concentration must produce rising atmospheric temperature.

That was in 1861, and before the end of the century Svante Arrhenius
(1859–1927), a Swedish chemist and an early Nobelian, published the first
calculations of increased global surface temperature arising from the eventual
doubling of preindustrial atmospheric CO2.43  His paper also noted that
global warming will be felt least in the tropics and most felt in the polar
regions, and that it will reduce temperature differences between night and
day. Both of these conclusions have been confirmed. The Arctic warms up
faster, but the simplest explanation (with the melting of snow and ice, the
share of reflected radiation declines sharply, leading to higher warming) is
only a part of a complex process that includes changes in clouds and water
vapor and energy transport to the poles through large weather systems.44

Nighttime temperatures are increasing faster than the daytime averages
mainly because the boundary layer (the atmosphere just above the ground) is



very thin—mere hundreds of meters—during the night, compared to several
kilometers during the day, and hence it is more sensitive to warming.45

In 1908 Arrhenius provided a fairly accurate estimate of climate
sensitivity, the measure of global warming arising from a doubling of
atmospheric CO2 level: “Any doubling of the percentage of carbon dioxide in
the air would raise the temperature of the earth’s surface by 4oC.”46  In 1957,
three decades before the sudden surge of interest in global warming, Roger
Revelle, an American oceanographer, and Hans Suess, a physical chemist,
appraised the process of mass-scale fossil fuel combustion in its correct
evolutionary terms: “Thus human beings are now carrying out a large scale
geophysical experiment of a kind that could not have happened in the past
nor be reproduced in the future. Within a few centuries we are returning to
the atmosphere and oceans the concentrated organic carbon stored in
sedimentary rocks over hundreds of millions of years.”47

I cannot imagine what other phrasing could have better conveyed the
unprecedented nature of this new reality. Just a year later, in response to this
concern, the measurement of background CO2 concentrations began at
Mauna Loa in Hawai‘i and at the South Pole, and they immediately showed
constant and fairly predictable annual increases, from 315 ppm in 1958 to
346 ppm by 1985.48  And in 1979, a report by the National Research Council
put the theoretical value of climate sensitivity (including water vapor
feedback) at 1.5ºC–4.5ºC, which means that the estimate offered by
Arrhenius in 1908 was well within that range.49

The late-1980s “discovery” of carbon dioxide–induced global warming
thus came more than a century after Foote and Tyndall made the link clear,
nearly four generations after Arrhenius published a good quantitative
estimate of the possible global warming effect, more than a generation after
Revelle and Suess warned about an unprecedented and unrepeatable planet-
wide geophysical experiment, and a decade after modern confirmation of
climate sensitivity. Clearly, we did not have to wait for new computer models
or for the establishment of an international bureaucracy to be aware of this
change and to think about our responses.

How little fundamental difference these efforts have made is perhaps best
illustrated by the latest estimates of a key global warming metric, climate
sensitivity. The IPCC’s fifth assessment report, published more than a
century after Arrhenius offered the value of 4ºC, concluded that it is



extremely unlikely that the sensitivity is less than 1ºC and very unlikely that
it is above 6ºC, with the likely range between 1.5ºC and 4.5ºC, the same as
the 1979 National Research Council report.50  And in 2019, a comprehensive
assessment of Earth’s climate sensitivity (using multiple lines of evidence)
narrowed the most likely response to between 2.6ºC and 3.9ºC.51  This means
that climate sensitivity is extremely unlikely to be so low that it could prevent
substantial warming (in excess of 2ºC) by the time the atmospheric CO2
concentration rises to about 560 ppm, twice the preindustrial level.

And yet, so far, the only effective, substantial moves toward
decarbonization have not come from any determined, deliberate, targeted
policies. Rather, they have been by-products of general technical advances
(higher conversion efficiencies, more nuclear and hydro generation, less
wasteful processing and manufacturing procedures) and of ongoing
production and management shifts (switching from coal to natural gas; more
common, less energy-intensive, material recycling) whose initiation and
progress had nothing to do with any quest for reduced greenhouse gas
emissions.52  And, as already noted, the global impact of the recent turn
toward decarbonizing electricity generation—by installing solar PV panels
and wind turbines—has been completely negated by the rapid rise of
greenhouse gas emissions in China and elsewhere in Asia.

Oxygen, water, and food in a warmer world

We know where we stand. Because of the rising concentrations of
greenhouse gases, the planet has been, for generations, re-radiating slightly
less energy that it has been receiving from the Sun. By 2020, the net value of
this difference was about 2 watts per square meter compared to the 1850
baseline.53  Because oceans have an enormous capacity to absorb
atmospheric heat, it takes a long time to raise the average temperature of the
lower atmosphere by an appreciable margin. During the late 2010s, after a
couple of centuries of accelerated burning of fossil fuels, the temperature
averaged across global land and ocean surfaces was almost 1ºC above the
20th-century mean. It has been documented on all continents, but it has not
been evenly distributed: as Arrhenius rightly predicted, higher latitudes have
seen much higher average increases than the mid-latitudes or the tropics.



In terms of the global average, the five warmest years in the past 140 years
have happened since 2015, and 9 of the 10 warmest years have been
experienced since 2005.54  There have been many consequences of this
global change, ranging from the earlier flowering of Kyoto’s cherry trees and
earlier vintages of French wines to worrisome new temperature records
during summer heat waves and the melting of high-mountain glaciers.55  And
(not surprisingly, given the ease of playing with many computer models)
there is now an even more extensive literature predicting what is to come. So,
circling back to the three existential fundamentals, what is the outlook for
oxygen, water, and food supply on a warmer Earth?

Oxygen’s atmospheric concentration is not affected by any slight
greenhouse gas–driven changes in temperature, but it has been marginally
declining because of the principal anthropogenic cause of global warming:
the burning of fossil fuels. Their combustion has recently been removing
about 27 billion tons of oxygen a year from the atmosphere.56  Net annual
decline of atmospheric oxygen (also taking into account its losses due to
wildfires and livestock respiration) was put at about 21 billion tons at the
beginning of the 21st century—that is, less than 0.002 percent of the existing
concentration a year.57  Direct measurements of atmospheric O2
concentrations confirm these tiny losses: recently they have been about 4
ppm, and as there are nearly 210,000 oxygen molecules among every 1
million molecules of air, this translates to an annual decline of 0.002
percent.58

At this rate it would take 1,500 years (roughly equal to the time that has
elapsed since the demise of the Western Roman Empire) to lower oxygen’s
atmospheric level by 3 percent—but in terms of actual O2 concentrations, that
is merely the equivalent of moving from New York City (at sea level) to Salt
Lake City (1,288 meters above sea level). Another extreme—and completely
theoretical—calculation shows that, even should we burn all of the world’s
known reserves of all fossil fuels (coal, crude oil, and natural gas: an
impossibility due to the prohibitive costs of extracting these fuels from
mostly marginal deposits), atmospheric O2 concentration would be reduced
by just 0.25 percent.59

Unfortunately, for hundreds of millions of people, breathing is made
difficult for many reasons—ranging from pollen allergens to outdoor urban
and indoor (from cooking) rural air pollution—but there is no risk of



impaired breathing caused by any conceivable decline of atmospheric oxygen
consumed by forest fires or by fossil fuel combustion. Moreover, no access to
a vital natural resource is so equitable: whatever the local level of air
pollutants, at the same altitude anywhere in the world an identical
concentration of oxygen is freely available to anybody, and populations
living at high altitudes, in places like Tibet and the Andes, have shown many
remarkable adaptations (above all, elevated hemoglobin concentrations) to
lower oxygen concentrations.60

All that is to say, we should not worry about oxygen. However, we must be
concerned about the future of the water supply. Many regional, national, and
global models have examined future water availability. They assume different
degrees of global warming, and while the worst-case scenarios offer a
generally deteriorating outlook, there are substantial uncertainties depending
on necessary assumptions about population growth and therefore water
demand. With a warming of up to 2ºC, populations exposed to increased,
climate change–induced water scarcity may be as low as 500 million and as
high as 3.1 billion.61  Per capita water supply will be decreasing worldwide,
but some major river basins (including La Plata, the Mississippi, Danube, and
Ganges) will remain well above the scarcity level, while some already water-
scarce river basins will see further deterioration (perhaps most notably
Turkey and Iraq’s Tigris-Euphrates and China’s Huang He).62

But most studies concur that demand-driven freshwater scarcity will have a
much greater impact than the shortages induced by climate change. As a
result, our best option for dealing with future water supply is to manage
demand, and one of the best large-scale examples of this working is the
recent history of the US’s reducing per capita water usage.63  In 2015, overall
US water consumption was less than 4 percent higher than it was in 1965—
but during the intervening 50 years the country’s population increased by 68
percent, its GDP (in constant monies) more than quadrupled, and irrigated
farmland increased by about 40 percent. This means that average per capita
water use decreased by nearly 40 percent, that the water intensity of the US
economy (units of water per unit of constant GDP) declined by 76 percent,
and, as the total volume of water used for irrigation was actually slightly
lower in 2015, that applications per unit of farmland declined by nearly a
third. There are, of course, physical limits to the further reduction in all of
these uses of water, but the US experience shows that the gains can go far
beyond marginal ones.



The shortage of drinking water can be alleviated by desalination—the
removal of dissolved salts from seawater by techniques ranging from solar
distillation to the use of semipermeable membranes. This option has become
more common in many water-short countries (there are some 18,000
desalination plants around the world) but the costs are well above those of
freshwater supplied from reservoirs or from recycling.64  The volumes of
water needed for crops are of a much higher magnitude, and most of the
world’s food production will continue to depend on rainfall. Will there be
enough of it in the coming warmer world?

Photosynthesis is always an extremely lopsided exchange of internal water
(inside a leaf) for external CO2 (in the atmosphere). Anytime a plant opens its
stomata (located on the underside of leaves) to import sufficient carbon for its
photosynthesis, it loses large amounts of water. For example, transpiration
efficiency (biomass produced per unit of water used) of wheat (whole plant)
is 5.6–7.5 grams per kilogram, and this translates to about 240–330 kilograms
of water per kilogram of harvested grain.65

Global warming will, inevitably, intensify the water cycle because higher
temperatures will increase evaporation. As a result, there will be, overall,
more precipitation and hence more water available for capture, storage, and
use.66  But more precipitation in general will not mean more precipitation
everywhere, nor—a no less important consideration—more precipitation
when it is most needed. As with many other changes associated with a
warmer climate, enhanced precipitation will be unevenly distributed. Some
regions will be receiving less than today; others (including the Yangtze basin,
home to most of China’s large population) significantly more, and this
increase is expected to bring a slight reduction in the number of people
residing in highly water-stressed environments.67  But many places with
more precipitation will get it in a more irregular manner, in the form of less
frequent but heavier—even catastrophic—rain or snow events.

A warmer atmosphere will also enhance water loss from plants
(evapotranspiration), but that does not mean that crops and forests will wilt as
they lose water. A rising atmospheric level of CO2 means that the water
required per unit of yield will decrease in a warmer and CO2-richer
biosphere. This effect has already been measured in some crops, and wheat
and rice (staple grains which rely on the most common photosynthetic
pathway) will increase their water use efficiency more than corn or sugar



cane (which use a less common, but inherently more efficient, pathway).68

This means that, in some regions, wheat and other crops could yield as much
or more than today, even if the precipitation they receive is reduced by 10–20
percent.

At the same time, global food production is also a significant source of
trace gases that contribute to global warming, mostly CO2 from conversions
of forests and pastures to fields (still ongoing above all in South America and
Africa), and methane emissions from ruminant livestock.69  But this reality
also presents opportunities for improvements and adjustments. Crops could
be grown in ways that increase organic matter in soils and hence their carbon
storage (by reducing or eliminating annual plowing), and methane emissions
from livestock could be lowered by eating less beef. My calculations show
that in the future—by lowering the share of beef and raising the share of
pork, chicken meat, eggs, and dairy products, by more efficient feeding, and
by better use of crop residues and food processing by-products—we could
match recent global meat output while greatly limiting livestock’s
environmental impact, including its share of methane emissions.70

More broadly, a recent study asked if it is possible to feed the future
population of 10 billion people (expected shortly after 2050) within four
terrestrial planetary boundaries—in other words, doing so without taking the
Earth and its inhabitants to the brink in terms of transgressing the limits on
the biosphere’s integrity, land and freshwater use, and nitrogen flow. Not
surprisingly, the study concluded that if all of those boundaries were strictly
respected, the global food system could supply balanced daily diets (about
2,400 kilocalories per capita) to no more than 3.4 billion people—but that
10.2 billion could be supported with the redistribution of cropland, better
water and nutrient management, food waste reduction, and dietary
adjustments.71

Informed looks at the three existential necessities of life—breathing,
drinking, and eating—concur: there should be no unavoidable apocalypse by
2030 or 2050. Oxygen will remain abundant. Concerns about water supply
will increase in many regions, but we have the knowledge and we should be
able to mobilize the means needed to avert any mass-scale life-threatening
shortages. And we should not only maintain but improve average per capita
food supply in low-income countries, while reducing excessive production in
affluent nations. However, these actions would only reduce, not eliminate,



our reliance on direct and indirect fossil fuel subsidies in the production of
food for the global population (see chapter 2). And, as I explained in the first
chapter, moving away from fossil fuels cannot be done rapidly. This means
that, for decades to come, their combustion will remain the principal driver of
global climate change. How will this affect the long-term trend of global
warming?

Uncertainties, promises, and realities

The combination of scientific advances and improving technical capabilities
means that we now approach any complex process that involves the intricate
interplay of natural factors and human actions with the advantages of
considerable, and steadily expanding, understanding. At the same time, we
also have to reckon with uncomfortable degrees of ignorance, and with
persistent uncertainties that make any resolute response so much more
difficult. If a reminder of this fundamental reality was needed, then the spread
and the consequences of COVID-19 provided many sobering global lessons.

We were unprepared—to a degree even those of us who expected major
problems found surprising—for an event whose near-imminent occurrence
could have been forecast with 100 percent certainty: in 2008 I did so
unequivocally in my book on global catastrophes and trends, getting even the
timing right.72  Although we almost immediately identified the full genetic
makeup of this new pathogen, national public policy responses to its spread
ranged from largely business as usual (Sweden) to draconian (but belated)
countrywide shutdowns (Italy, Spain), and from early dismissals (the US in
February 2020) to early successes that turned into later problems
(Singapore).73

And yet, fundamentally, this is a self-limiting natural phenomenon that we
have experienced on a global scale three times since the late 1950s: even
without any vaccines, every viral pandemic eventually subsides once the
pathogen infects relatively large numbers of people or once it mutates into a
less virulent form. In contrast, global climate change is an extraordinarily
complex development whose eventual outcome depends on far-from-
perfectly understood interactions of many natural and anthropogenic
processes. As a result, we will need, for decades to come, more observations,



more studies, and far better climate models in order to get more accurate
appraisals of long-term trends and of the most likely outcomes.

To believe that our understanding of these dynamic, multifactorial realities
has reached the state of perfection is to mistake the science of global
warming for the religion of climate change. At the same time, we do not need
an endless stream of new models in order to take effective actions. There are
enormous opportunities for reducing energy use in buildings, transportation,
industry, and agriculture, and we should have initiated some of these energy-
saving and emissions-reducing measures decades ago, regardless of any
concerns about global warming. Quests to avoid unnecessary energy use, to
reduce air pollution and water, and to provide more comfortable living
conditions should be perennial imperatives, not sudden desperate actions
aimed at preventing a catastrophe.

Most remarkably, we have largely ignored taking steps that could have
limited the long-term impacts of climate change and that should have been
taken even in the absence of any global warming concerns because they bring
long-term savings and provide more comfort. And as if that were not enough,
we have deliberately introduced and promoted the diffusion of new energy
conversions that have boosted the consumption of fossil energies and hence
further intensified CO2 emissions. The best examples of these omissions and
commissions are the indefensibly inadequate building codes in cold-climate
countries and the worldwide adoption of SUVs.

Because our houses are around for a long time (a well-built, properly
maintained wood-frame North American house with a concrete foundation
can last for more than 100 years), with proper wall insulation, triple window
panes, and highly efficient heating furnaces they represent a unique
opportunity for long-lasting energy (and hence carbon emissions) savings.74

In 1973, when OPEC quintupled the world price of crude oil, most buildings
in Europe, North America, and North China had just single-pane windows; in
Canada triple panes will not be mandated before 2030, and Manitoba was the
first province to require high-efficiency (>90 percent) natural gas–fired
furnaces in 2009, decades after such options became commercially
available.75  Would it not be interesting to know how many delegates to
global warming meetings coming from cold climates have triple panes filled
with inert gas, super-insulated walls, and 97 percent–efficient gas furnaces?
Analogically, how many people in hot climates have properly sealed rooms



so that their poorly installed and inefficient window air conditioners don’t
waste cool air?

SUV ownership began to rise in the US during the late 1980s, it eventually
diffused globally, and by 2020 the average SUV emitted annually about 25
percent more CO2 than a standard car.76  Multiply that by the 250 million
SUVs on the road in 2020, and you will see how the worldwide embrace of
these machines has wiped out, several times over, any decarbonization gains
resulting from the slowly spreading ownership (just 10 million in 2020) of
electric vehicles. During the 2010s, SUVs became the second-highest cause
of rising CO2 emissions, behind electricity generation and ahead of heavy
industry, trucking, and aviation. If their mass public embrace continues, they
have the potential to offset any carbon savings from the more than 100
million electric vehicles that might be on the road by 2040!

The second chapter of this book detailed the high energy cost of modern
food production and noted indefensibly high levels of food waste: clearly,
this combination presents many opportunities for reducing not only CO2
emissions but also CH4 emissions from rice cultivation and ruminant
livestock and N2O emissions from the excessive application of nitrogen
fertilizer—as well as the emissions from questionable food trade. Is it
necessary to airlift blueberries from Peru to Canada in January, and green
beans from Kenya to London? The vitamin C and roughage these foodstuffs
provide can be secured from many other sources with much lower carbon
footprints. And could not we, with our immense data-processing capabilities,
price food better and more flexibly in order to make a major dent in the 30–
40 percent waste rate? Why not do what can be done, profitably and
immediately, rather than waiting for more modeling exercises?

The list of what we have not—but could have—done is long. And what
have we done to avert, or to reverse, the unfolding environmental change in
the three decades since global warming became a dominant topic of modern
discourse? The data are clear: between 1989 and 2019 we increased global
anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions by about 65 percent. Even when we
deconstruct this global mean, we see that affluent countries like the US,
Canada, Japan, Australia, and those in the EU, whose per capita energy use
was very high three decades ago, did reduce their emissions, but only by
about 4 percent, while Indian emissions quadrupled and Chinese emissions
rose 4.5 times.77



The combination of our inaction and of the extraordinarily difficult nature
of the global warming challenge is best illustrated by the fact that three
decades of large-scale international climate conferences have had no effect on
the course of global CO2 emissions. The UN’s first conference on climate
change took place in 1992; annual climate change conferences began in 1995
(in Berlin) and included much publicized gatherings in Kyoto (1997, with its
completely ineffective agreement), Marrakech (2001), Bali (2007), Cancún
(2010), Lima (2014), and Paris (2015).78  Clearly, the delegates love to travel
to scenic destinations with hardly any thought of the dreaded carbon footprint
generated by this global jetting.79

In 2015, when about 50,000 people flew to Paris in order to attend yet
another conference of the parties at which they were to strike, we were
assured, a “landmark”—and also “ambitious” and “unprecedented”—
agreement, and yet the Paris accord did not (could not) codify any specific
reduction targets by the world’s largest emitters, and it would, even if all
voluntary non-binding pledges were honored (something utterly improbable),
result in a 50 percent increase of emissions by 2050.80  Some landmark.

These meetings could never have stopped either the expansion of China’s
coal extraction (it more than tripled between 1995 and 2019, to nearly as
much as the rest of the world combined) or the just-noted worldwide
preference for massive SUVs, and they could not have dissuaded millions of
families from purchasing—as soon as their rising incomes allowed—new air
conditioners that will work through the hot humid nights of monsoonal Asia
and hence will not be energized by solar electricity anytime soon.81  The
combined effect of these demands: between 1992 and 2019, the global
emissions of CO2 rose by about 65 percent; those of CH4 by about 25
percent.82

What can we do during the coming decades? We must start with the
recognition of fundamental realities. We used to consider a 2ºC increase in
average global temperature as a relatively tolerable maximum, but in 2018
the IPCC lowered that to just 1.5ºC—but by 2020 we have already added
two-thirds of that maximum preferable temperature rise. Moreover, in 2017
an assessment that considered the capacity of the oceans to absorb carbon, the
planet’s energy imbalances, and the behavior of fine particles in the
atmosphere concluded that the committed global warming (arising from past
emissions and becoming a reality even if all new emissions ceased instantly)



had already added up to 1.3ºC and hence it would require only an additional
15 years of new emissions to surpass 1.5ºC.83  The latest analysis of these
combined effects concluded that we are already committed to global warming
of 2.3ºC.84

As always, these conclusions have their own margins of error, but it seems
highly likely that the proverbial horse of 1.5ºC warming has already bolted.
Even so, many institutions, organizations, and governments are still
theorizing about keeping it inside the broken corral. The IPCC report on
1.5ºC warming offers a scenario based on such a sudden and persistent
reversal of our reliance on fossil fuels that the global emissions of CO2 would
be halved by 2030 and eliminated by 205085 —and other scenario-builders
are now offering detailed suggestions on how to achieve a rapid end to the
fossil carbon era. Computers make it easy to construct many scenarios of
rapid carbon elimination—but those who chart their preferred paths to a zero-
carbon future owe us realistic explanations, not just sets of more or less
arbitrary and highly improbable assumptions detached from technical and
economic realities and ignoring the embedded nature, massive scale, and
enormous complexity of our energy and material systems. Three recent
exercises provide excellent illustrations of these flights of fancy
unencumbered by real-world considerations.

Wishful thinking

The first scenario, prepared mostly by EU researchers, assumes that average
global per capita energy demand in 2050 will be 52 percent lower than it was
in 2020. Such a drop would make it easy to keep the global temperature rise
below 1.5ºC (that is, if we still believe that such a thing is possible).86  Of
course—and as I will reiterate in the final chapter—when constructing long-
range scenarios, we can plug in any arbitrary assumptions in order to meet
preconceived outcomes. But how do the assumptions of this scenario align
with the recent past?

Cutting per capita energy demand by half in three decades would be an
astonishing accomplishment given the fact that over the previous 30 years
global per capita energy demand rose by 20 percent. The projection assumes
that the much lower demand for energy will arise from a combination of



moving away from owning goods, the digitalization of daily life, and a rapid
diffusion of technical innovations in converting and storing energies.

The suggested first driver of disappearing demand (owning less) is an
academic belief for which there is very little evidence, as all major categories
of personal consumption—measured by annual household expenditures—
have been rising even in affluent countries. In already highly saturated
markets with already congested traffic, the EU’s car ownership per 1,000
people rose by 13 percent between 2005 and 2017, and during the past 25
years it was up about 25 percent in Germany and 20 percent in France.87

Reduced demand and gradual declines in ownership are desirable and likely;
halving the demand is an arbitrary and unlikely target.

More importantly, the proponents of this unrealistic scenario allow merely
a factor-of-two increase across all modes of mobility during the next three
decades in what they call the Global South (a common but highly inaccurate
designation of low-income nations, mostly in Asia and Africa), and a factor-
of-three increase in the ownership of consumer goods. But in the China of the
past generation, growth has been on an entirely different scale: in 1999 the
country had just 0.34 cars per 100 urban households, in 2019 the number
surpassed 40. That is a more than 100-fold relative increase in only two
decades.88  In 1990, 1 out of every 300 urban households had an air-
conditioning window unit; by 2018 there were 142.2 units per 100
households: a more than 400-fold rise in less than three decades.
Consequently, even if those countries whose standard of living is today
where China’s was in 1999 were to achieve only a tenth of China’s recent
growth, they would experience a 10-fold increase of car ownership and a 40-
fold increase in air conditioners. Why do the prescribers of the low-energy-
demand scenario think that today’s Indians and Nigerians do not want to
narrow the gap that separates them from China’s material ownership?

Not surprisingly, the latest global production gap report—an annual
publication highlighting the discrepancy between fossil fuel production
planned by individual countries and the global emission levels necessary to
limit warming to 1.5ºC or 2ºC—does not show any commitments to plunging
trend lines; just the opposite, in fact.89  In 2019, the major consumers of
fossil energies were aiming to produce 120 percent more fuels by 2030 than
would be consistent with limiting global warming to 1.5ºC, and whatever the
eventual effect of the COVID-19 pandemic, the resulting decline of



consumption will be both temporary and too small to reverse the general
trend.

In the second scenario conforming to the goal of complete decarbonization
by 2050, a large group of energy researchers at Princeton University have
charted the required shifts in the US.90  The Princeton scenario-builders
recognize that it will be impossible to eliminate all fossil fuel consumption
and that the only way to achieve net-zero emissions is to resort to what they
label the “fourth pillar” of their overall strategy—to mass-scale carbon
capture and storage of emitted CO2—and their calculation requires the
removal of 1–1.7 gigatons of the gas per year. When compared on a volume
equivalent basis, that would necessitate the creation of an entirely new gas-
capture-transportation-storage industry that every year would have to handle
1.3–2.4 times the volume of current US crude oil production, an industry that
took more than 160 years and trillions of dollars to build.

The majority of this carbon storage is to take place along the Texas Gulf
Coast, and this would require building about 110,000 kilometers of new CO2
pipelines, necessitating an utterly unprecedented speed in the planning,
permitting, and constructing of such extensive links in a society famous for
its litigiousness and NIMBY resistance.91  At the same time, additional
monies would have to be spent on dismantling the existing transmission
infrastructure of the US oil and gas industry. Given the rich historical
experience with massive long-term cost overruns, any cost estimates for
expenditure over the next three decades cannot be trusted even as far as their
order of magnitude is concerned.

Achieving complete decarbonization by 2050 is a tame goal compared to
the third scenario, which extends the goals of the US Green New Deal
(introduced in the US Congress in 2019) to 143 countries and outlines how at
least 80 percent of global energy supply will be decarbonized by 2030 thanks
to renewable wind, water, and solar (WWS) energy, the supply of which will
reduce overall needs by 57 percent, financial costs by 61 percent, and social
(health and climate) costs by 91 percent: “Thus, 100 percent WWS needs less
energy, costs less, and creates more jobs than current energy.”92  There is no
shortage of media, celebrities, and bestselling authors repeating, supporting,
and amplifying these claims, ranging (no surprise) from Rolling Stone to the
New Yorker, and from Noam Chomsky (who adds energy as his latest field of



expertise) to Jeremy Rifkin, who believes that without such an intervention
our fossil-fueled civilization will collapse by 2028.93

If true, these claims and their enthusiastic endorsements raise the obvious
question: why should we worry about global warming? Why be frightened by
the idea of early planetary demise, why feel compelled to join Extinction
Rebellion? Who could be against solutions that are both cheap and nearly
instantly effective, that will create countless well-paying jobs and ensure
care-free futures for coming generations? Let us all just sing from these green
hymnals, let us follow all-renewable prescriptions and a new global nirvana
will arrive in just a decade—or, if things get a bit delayed, by 2035.94

Alas, a close reading reveals that these magic prescriptions give no
explanation for how the four material pillars of modern civilization (cement,
steel, plastic, and ammonia) will be produced solely with renewable
electricity, nor do they convincingly explain how flying, shipping, and
trucking (to which we owe our modern economic globalization) could
become 80 percent carbon-free by 2030; they merely assert that it could be
so. Attentive readers will remember (see chapter 1) that during the first two
decades of the 21st century Germany’s unprecedented quest for
decarbonization (based on wind and solar) succeeded in boosting the shares
of wind- and solar-generated electricity to more than 40 percent, but it
lowered the share of fossil fuels in the country’s primary energy use only
from about 84 percent to 78 percent.

What miraculous options will be available to African nations now relying
on fossil fuels to supply 90 percent of their primary energy, in order to drive
their dependence to 20 percent within a decade while also saving enormous
sums of monies? And how will China and India (both countries are still
expanding their coal extraction and coal-fired generation) suddenly become
coal-free? But these specific critiques of published rapid-speed
transformation narratives are really beside the point: it makes no sense to
argue with the details of what are essentially the academic equivalents of
science fiction. They start with arbitrarily set goals (zero by 2030 or by 2050)
and work backwards to plug in assumed actions to fit those achievements,
with actual socioeconomic needs and technical imperatives being of little, or
no, concern.

Reality thus presses in from both ends. The sheer scale, cost, and technical
inertia of carbon-dependent activities make it impossible to eliminate all of
these uses in just a few decades. As I detailed in the chapter on energy, we



cannot sever that dependence so rapidly, and every realistic long-term
forecast concurs: most notably, even the IEA’s most aggressive
decarbonization scenario has fossil fuels supplying 56 percent of the global
primary energy demand by 2040. Similarly, the enormous scale and cost of
material and energy demands make it impossible to resort to direct air capture
as a decisive component of rapid global decarbonization.

But we can make a great deal of difference, not by pretending to follow
unrealistic and arbitrary goals: all too obviously, history does not unfold as a
computerized academic exercise with major achievements falling on years
ending with zero or five; it is full of discontinuities, reversals, and
unpredictable departures. We can proceed fairly fast with the displacement of
coal-fired electricity by natural gas (when produced and transported without
significant methane leakage, it has a substantially lower carbon intensity than
coal) and by expanding solar and wind electricity generation. We can move
away from SUVs and accelerate mass-scale deployment of electric cars, and
we still have large inefficiencies in construction, household, and commercial
energy use that can be profitably reduced or eliminated. But we cannot
instantly change the course of a complex system consisting of more than 10
billion tons of fossil carbon and converting energies at a rate of more than 17
terawatts, just because somebody decides that the global consumption curve
will suddenly reverse its centuries-long ascent and go immediately into a
sustained and relatively fast decline.

Models, doubts, and realities

Why is it that some scientists keep on charting such arbitrarily bending and
plunging curves leading to near-instant decarbonization? And why are others
promising the early arrival of technical super-fixes that will support high
standards of living for all humanity? And why are these wishful offerings
taken so often for reliable previsions and are readily believed by people who
would never try to question their assumptions? I will have more to say about
this in the closing chapter, but here are some observations related to the now-
so-dominant concern of global environmental change.

De omnibus dubitandum (Doubt everything) must be more than a durable
Cartesian quote; it must remain the very foundation of the scientific method.
Recall how I opened this chapter with a list of nine planetary boundaries



whose transgressions imperil our biospheric wellbeing? Keeping them within
safe confines seems to be an obvious conclusion because they identify the
most important, perennial, existential concerns—and yet a list prepared 40
years ago would have been very different. Acid rain (or, more correctly,
acidifying precipitation) would have been, most likely, its top item, because a
broad consensus of the early 1980s saw it as the leading environmental
problem.95

Stratospheric ozone depletion would have been absent because the
infamous Antarctic ozone hole was discovered only in 1985; and, if listed at
all, anthropogenic climate change and associated ocean acidification would
have been near the bottom.96  And even when focusing on such perennial
concerns as land use changes (dominated by deforestation), loss of
biodiversity (from iconic pandas and koalas to bee colonies and sharks), and
freshwater supply, our concerns have evolved considerably, becoming more
acute in some ways (we now worry more about withdrawals of underground
water and about excessive nutrients creating coastal dead zones) and less
pressing in others (perhaps most notably, forests have made substantial
comebacks, not only in all affluent countries but also in China).97

When looking ahead, we must regain a critical perspective when dealing
with all models exploring environmental, technical, and social complexities.
There are no limits to assembling such models or, as fashionable lingo has it,
constructing narratives. Their authors can choose, as so many recent climate
models have done recently, excessive assumptions about future energy use,
and they can end up with very high rates of warming that generate news
headlines about hellish futures.98  Taking the opposite approach, other
modelers can posit 100 percent inexpensive thermonuclear electricity or cold
fusion by 2050, or, alternatively, they can allow for the unlimited expansion
of fossil fuel combustion, because their model deploys miraculous techniques
that will not only remove any volume of CO2 from the atmosphere but
recycle it as a feedstock for synthesizing liquid fuel—all at a steadily
declining cost.

Of course, they just march along with the new tech crowd whose naivete
compares every technical change to recent developments in electronics, and
above all to mobile phones. Here is how a green energy CEO put it in 2020:
“Do you remember how we transformed telephony from fixed-line phones to
mobile phones, television from watching whatever was on TV to whatever



we fancied, from buying newspapers to customising our news feeds? The
people-led, tech-powered energy revolution is going to be just the same.”99

How could changing a device (landline to mobile) whose reliable use
depends on a massive, complex, and highly reliable system of electricity
generation (dominated by thousands of large fossil-fueled, hydro, and nuclear
power plants), transformation, and transmission (encompassing hundreds of
thousands of kilometers of national and even continental-scale grids) be the
same as changing the entire underlying system?

Much of this unmoored thinking comes out as intended—ranging from
scary to wonderful—and I can see why many people are taken in either by
these threats or by unrealistic suggestions. Only the imagination limits these
assumptions: they range from fairly plausible to patently delusionary. This is
a new scientific genre where heavy doses of wishful thinking are commingled
with a few solid facts. All of these models should be seen mainly as heuristic
exercises, as bases for thinking about options and approaches, never to be
mistaken for prescient descriptions of our future. I wish this admonition
would be as obvious, as trivial, and as superfluous as it seems!

Regardless of the perceived (or modeled) severity of global environmental
challenges, there are no swift, universal, and widely affordable solutions to
tropical deforestation or biodiversity loss, to soil erosion or to global
warming. But global warming presents an uncommonly difficult challenge
precisely because it is a truly global phenomenon, and because its largest
anthropogenic cause is the combustion of fuels that constitute the massive
energetic foundations of modern civilization. As a result, non-carbon energies
could completely displace fossil carbon in a matter of one to three decades
ONLY if we were willing to take substantial cuts to the standard of living in
all affluent countries and deny the modernizing nations of Asia and Africa
improvements in their collective lots by even a fraction of what China has
done since 1980.

Still, major reductions in carbon emissions—resulting from the
combination of continued efficiency gains, better system designs, and
moderated consumption—are possible, and a determined pursuit of these
goals would limit the eventual rate of global warming. But we cannot know
to what extent we will succeed by 2050, and thinking about 2100 is truly
beyond our ken. We can outline extreme cases, but in just a few decades the
fan of possible outcomes becomes too wide and, in any case, the progress of
any eventual decarbonization is contingent not only on our deliberate



remedial actions but also on unpredictable intervening changes in national
fortunes.

Was there a single climate modeler who predicted in 1980 the most
important anthropogenic factor driving global warming over the past 30
years: the economic rise of China? At that time even the best models, all
being direct descendants of global atmospheric circulation models developed
during the 1960s, had no way of reflecting unpredictable shifts in national
fortunes, and they also ignored the interactions between the atmosphere and
the biosphere. That did not make these models useless: they assumed the
continued global growth of greenhouse gas emissions and, in general, they
were fairly accurate in predicting the rate of global warming.100

But a good estimate of the overall rate is only the beginning. To use, once
again, the COVID-19 analogy, this is akin to making a forecast in 2010 that
—based on the last three pandemics and adjusted for a larger population—
global deaths during the first year of the next global pandemic would be
about 2 million.101  That would be very close to the actual total—but would
that forecast (correctly assuming, based on many precedents, that the
pandemic would start in China) also assign only 0.24 percent of those deaths
(in absolute terms, less than in Greece or Austria) to China, a country with
nearly 20 percent of the global population—and nearly 20 percent to the US,
a far richer and (it certainly believes this about itself) far more competent
country with less than 5 percent of the global population?

And, even more incredibly, would it predict that the highest mortalities
would be concentrated in the most affluent Western economies, those that
boast about their state-delivered advanced health care? In March 2021, as the
pandemic entered officially its second year (the WHO proclaimed it on
March 11, 2020, although the infection had been spreading in China at least
since December 2019), all the top 10 countries with the highest cumulative
mortalities (above 1,500 per million; or 1.5 out of every 1,000 people died of
COVID-19) were in Europe, including six EU members and the UK. And
who could predict that the US rate (also above 1,500) would be two orders of
magnitude above China’s 3 deaths per 1 million?102  Obviously, even a
highly accurate forecast of total interim COVID-19 mortality would provide
no specific guidance for formulating the best national responses.

Analogically, the post-1980 rise of China (as well as India) has changed
the circumstances of any response to rising global trace gas emissions. In
1980, four years after Mao Zedong’s death, China’s per capita economic



product was less than one-quarter of the Nigerian mean; there were no private
passenger cars; only the top Communist Party leaders living in the seclusion
of Zhongnanhai (the former imperial garden within the Forbidden City, now
the central headquarters of the Communist Party) had air conditioning; and
China produced just 10 percent of global CO2 emissions.103

By 2019 China was, in terms of purchasing power, the world’s largest
economy; its per capita GDP was five times the Nigerian mean; the country
was the world’s largest producer of cars; half of all urban households had two
window-mounted air-conditioning units; the length of its rapid train network
surpassed the combined length of all the EU’s links; and about 150 million of
its citizens had traveled overseas. The country also emitted 30 percent of the
world’s CO2 from fossil fuels. In contrast, the combined emissions of the
USA and EU28 fell from 60 percent of the world total in 1980 to 23 percent
by 2019 and (because of slow rates of economic growth; aging, even
declining, populations; and large-scale offshoring of industrial production to
Asia) their combined share is highly unlikely to rise ever again.

Looking ahead, most of the power to enact meaningful change will lie
more and more in the modernizing economies of Asia: excluding high-
income and low- or no-population growth Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan,
the continent is now producing half of all emissions. And while the unfolding
transformation of sub-Saharan Africa has been much slower, its combined
population of about 1.1 billion will nearly double during the next 30 years, it
will contain almost 50 percent more people than China (the country that all
low-income economies wish to emulate), and a critical assessment of the
continent’s electricity future points to a high-carbon lock-in, with fossil-
fueled generation dominant and with the share of non-hydro renewables
remaining below 10 percent in 2030.104

The rise and fall of nations is not the only uncertainty concerning the
progress and effects of global warming. Recent good news is that the world’s
forests have been a large and persistent carbon sink (storing more than they
emit), locking away about 2.4 billion tons of carbon every year between 1990
and 2007, and satellite data for 2000–2017 indicate that one-third of the
world’s vegetated area has been greening (showing a significant increase in
the average annual green leaf area, confirming that more carbon is now
absorbed and stored) and only 5 percent has been browning (showing
significant loss of leaves).105  This effect has been particularly notable in



intensively cultivated croplands in China and India, and in China the effect
has also been seen in the country’s expanding forests.

But the not-so-good news (you knew it was coming …) is that between
1900 and 2015 the biosphere lost 14 percent of its trees due to cutting and, no
less significantly, tree mortality doubled during that time, with older (and
taller) trees accounting for a larger share of this loss. The world’s forests are
getting younger and shorter, and hence are not able to store as much carbon
as in the past.106  Increased growth rates appear to be shortening trees’
lifespans across almost all species and climates, and so the existence of
substantial carbon sinks may be only transient.107  And how many times have
you heard that, inevitably, the first places to succumb to rising sea levels
caused by global warming will be the low-lying coasts in general and island
nations in the Pacific in particular?108  And yet a recent analysis of four
decades of shoreline change in all 101 islands in the Pacific atoll nation of
Tuvalu (north of Fiji, east of the Solomon Islands) shows that the nation’s
land area has actually increased by nearly 3 percent.109  Preconceived and
rashly generalizing conclusions should always be avoided.

The evolution of societies is affected by the unpredictability of human
behavior, by sudden shifts of long-lasting historical trajectories, by the rise
and fall of nations, and is accompanied by our ability to enact meaningful
changes. These realities affect many inherently complex (and far from
satisfactorily understood) biospheric processes. And because they elicit often
contradictory natural responses, such as forests being both sinks and sources
of carbon, it is impossible to say with confidence where we will be—in terms
of fossil fuel consumption, the pace of decarbonization, or environmental
consequences—in 2030 or 2050.

Most notably, what remains in doubt is our collective—in this case global
—resolve to deal effectively with at least some critical challenges. Solutions,
adjustments, and adaptations are available. Affluent countries could reduce
their average per capita energy use by large margins and still retain a
comfortable quality of life. Widespread diffusion of simple technical fixes
ranging from mandated triple windows to designs of more durable vehicles
would have significant cumulative effects. The halving of food waste and
changing the composition of global meat consumption would reduce carbon
emissions without degrading the quality of food supply. Remarkably, these
measures are absent, or rank low, in typical recitals of coming low-carbon
“revolutions” that rely on as-yet-unavailable mass-scale electricity storage or



on the promise of unrealistically massive carbon capture and its permanent
storage underground. There is nothing new about these exaggerated
expectations.

In 1991 a well-known environmental activist wrote about “abating global
warming for fun and profit.”110  If this promise would have even remotely
resembled reality, we would not be faced, three decades later, with the
increasing anguish of today’s warming catastrophists. Similarly, we are now
promised even more astonishing “disruptive” innovations and AI-driven
“solutions.” The reality is that any sufficiently effective steps will be
decidedly non-magical, gradual, and costly. We have been transforming the
environment on increasing scales and with rising intensity for millennia, and
we have derived many benefits from these changes—but, inevitably, the
biosphere has suffered. There are ways to reduce those impacts but the
resolve to deploy them at required scales has been lacking, and if we start
acting in a sufficiently effective manner (and this now requires doing so on a
global scale) we will have to pay a considerable economic and social price.
Will we, eventually, do so deliberately, with foresight; will we act only when
forced by deteriorating conditions; or will we fail to act in a meaningful way?





7. Understanding the Future
Between Apocalypse and Singularity

“Apocalypse” comes (via Latin) from the ancient Greek ἀποκάλυψις
Literally, it means “uncovering.” In the Christian context, the meaning
shifted toward a prophesied unveiling, or revelation, of the second coming,
and in modern usage the term has become synonymous with the end of life
on Earth, the doomsday, or—to use another Greek biblical term—
Armageddon.1  Clear and unambiguously definitive.

Apocalyptic visions of the future—with assorted hells offered by major
religions—have been strongly revived by modern promoters of doom, who
have been pointing to rapid population growth, environmental pollution, or
now, increasingly, to global warming as the sins that will transport us to the
netherworld. In contrast, incorrigible techno-optimists continue the tradition
of believing in miracles and the delivery of eternal salvation. It is not
uncommon to read how artificial intelligence and deep learning systems will
carry us all the way to the “Singularity.” This comes from the Latin
singularis, meaning “individual, unique, unmatched”—but in this chapter it
refers to futurist Ray Kurzweil’s notion of singularity, i.e. to the
mathematical meaning of the term as a point in time at which a function
assumes an infinite value.2  He predicts that, come 2045, machine
intelligence will have surpassed human intelligence, what he calls biological
and nonbiological intelligence will merge, and machine intelligence will fill
the universe at infinite speed.3  This is the ultimate ascension. It will make
colonization of the rest of the universe an inevitably effortless endeavor.

Long-range modeling of complex systems often relies on producing a fan
of possible outcomes constrained by plausible extremes. Apocalypse and
singularity offer two absolutes: our future will have to lie somewhere within
that all-encompassing range. What has been so remarkable about modern
anticipations of the future is how they have gravitated—despite all of the
available evidence—toward one of these two extremes. In the past, this



tendency toward dichotomy was often described as the clash of catastrophists
and cornucopians, but these labels appear to be too timid to reflect the recent
extreme polarization of sentiments.4  And this polarization has been
accompanied by a greater propensity for dated quantitative forecasts.

You see them everywhere, from cars (worldwide sales of electric
passenger vehicles will reach 56 million by 2040) and carbon (the EU will
have net-zero carbon emissions by 2050) to global flying (there will be 8.2
billion travelers by 2037).5  Or so we’re told. In reality, most of these
forecasts are no better than simple guesses: any number for 2050 obtained by
a computer model primed with dubious assumptions—or, even worse, by a
politically expedient decision—has a very brief shelf life. My advice: if you
would like a better understanding of what the future may look like, avoid
these new-age dated prophecies entirely, or use them primarily as evidence of
prevailing expectations and biases.

For generations, businesses and governments were the most common
practitioners and consumers of forecasting, then academics joined the game
in large numbers from the 1950s, and now anybody can be a forecaster—
even without any mathematical skills—simply by using plug-in software or
(as has been in vogue lately) by making baseless qualitative predictions. As
in so many other cases of newly expanded endeavors (information flows,
mass education), the quantity of modern forecasting has become inversely
proportional to its quality. Many forecasts are nothing but the simplest
extensions of past trajectories; others are the outcome of complicated
interactive models which incorporate large numbers of variables and run
using different assumptions each time (essentially the numerical equivalent of
narrative scenarios); and some have hardly any quantitative component and
are just wishful and exceedingly politically correct narratives.

Quantitative forecasts fall into three broad categories. The smallest
includes forecasts that deal with processes whose workings are well known
and whose dynamics are inherently restricted to a relatively confined set of
outcomes. The second, and a much larger category, includes forecasts
pointing in the right direction but with substantial uncertainties regarding the
specific outcome. And the third category (I already described some of its
recent energy and environmental specimens in the previous chapter) is that of
quantitative fables: such forecasting exercises may teem with numbers, but
the numbers are outcomes of layered (and often questionable) assumptions,
and the processes traced by such computerized fairy tales will have very



different real-world endings. Of course, their creators may defend the
heuristic value of such exercises, while uninitiated users may exploit some of
the conclusions to reinforce their own prejudices or to dismiss plausible
alternatives.

Only the forecasts (projections, computer models) in the first category
provide solid insights and good guidance, especially when looking only a
decade or so ahead. Demographic projections in general, and fertility
forecasts in particular, are among the best examples in this limited category.
Take a country whose total fertility rate—that is, the number of children the
average woman has in her lifetime—has been below the replacement level
(an average of at least 2.1 children per woman is needed to replace the
parents) for a generation and, moreover, retreated from 1.8 to 1.5 over the
past decade. Such very low fertilities are unlikely to be reversed (no country
has done so during the past three decades) to bring any substantial population
increase within the next 10 years.6  The most likely prospects are fertility that
may recover a bit (from 1.5 to 1.7) or drop further (to 1.3). While it is
impossible to pinpoint the value even in just 10 years, a forecast can offer a
relatively narrow range of highly plausible outcomes. For example, the UN’s
2019 population forecast for the year 2030 has Poland’s total (37.9 million in
2020) declining to 36.9 million, with the low and high variant departing just
±2 percent from the mean, and (barring mass immigration that is unlikely in
such an immigration-averse country) there is a very high probability that the
actual 2030 count will be within that narrow range.7

In contrast, even short-term projections involving complex systems—those
that reflect interplays of many technical, economic, and environmental
factors, and which can be strongly affected by a number of arbitrary decisions
such as unexpectedly generous government subsidies or new laws or sudden
policy reversals—remain highly uncertain, and even near-term outlooks
result in a broad range of possible outcomes. Forecasts for the worldwide
adoption of electric passenger cars are an excellent recent example in this
category.8  Technical difficulties accompanying the introduction of personal
electromobility have not been insurmountable, but the sector has been
maturing much slower than its uncritical proponents began to claim years
ago, while combustion engines keep improving their efficiency and will offer
for years to come the advantages of lower initial cost, generations-long
familiarity, and ubiquitous servicing.9



And while some countries have been aggressively promoting electric car
ownership by offering generous subsidies or by mandating specific shares of
new vehicles in the future, others have offered only minor or no help. As a
result, past near-term forecasts for the worldwide electrification of road
transport have almost uniformly overestimated the actual share: between
2014 and 2016 it was put as high as 8–11 percent by 2020, while the actual
share was just 2.5 percent.10  And by 2019, forecasts for electrics as a share
of all vehicles on the road by the year 2030 differed by an order of
magnitude, while the actual sales of internal combustion vehicles may
outnumber those of the electrics for more than a decade.11

The third category of quantitative forecasts is the one that merits a closer
look, because in retrospect many of them have not only failed to capture at
least a proper order of magnitude but their claims and conclusions have
turned out to be completely at odds with what actually happened.
Remarkably, this is not only true of well-known historical prophecies ranging
from the Bible to Nostradamus.12  Many modern prophets have not done
much better, yet with the rise of ubiquitous computing their ranks have
swelled, and with the insatiable demand from the media for new bad news,
their predictions and scenarios receive unprecedented distribution and
(increasingly global) attention.

Failed predictions

Given the abundance of failed forecasts, their systematic recounting, be it by
subject, decade, or region, would be tedious. Readers of a certain age will
recall that by now we should have relied completely (or at least largely) on
nuclear electricity, that Concorde was to be just a prelude to ubiquitous
supersonic intercontinental flights, and that the Y2K glitch should have shut
down all computing on January 1, 2000. But a combination of quick
references to some well-known cases and brief explanations of some
surprisingly little-appreciated failures provides a useful reality check—and
there is no reason to assume that such misses will become less common.
Moving from relatively simple pencil-and-paper forecasts to complex
computerized scenarios makes it easier to perform the requisite calculations
and to produce different scenarios, but it does not eliminate the inevitable
perils of making assumptions. Just the opposite—more complex models



combining the interactions of economic, social, technical, and environmental
factors require more assumptions and open the way for greater errors.

An obvious place to start when recounting some of the now-classic
forecasting failures is to look at the intellectual duel between cornucopians
and catastrophists. Concerns about runaway populations surpassing available
means of sustenance voiced during the 1960s could be traced to the record,
and at that time still rising, rates of global population growth. For millennia,
global population growth was a small fraction of a percent; it rose above 0.5
percent only during the 1770s, above 1 percent by the mid-1920s, but by the
late 1950s it was close to 2 percent and still accelerating. Inevitably, many
people took notice, in both professional and popular publications, and in 1960
Science, America’s premier science periodical, succumbed to the worries
about unrestrained population growth and published an absurd calculation
claiming that the continuation of the historic rate of increase would result in
infinitely rapid growth of the global population by November 13, 2026.13

This outcome—humanity growing at infinite speed—takes some
imagination, but many less extreme, although still catastrophist, predictions
helped to create and mobilize the modern environmental movement.14  But
there was no need to fear runaway populations: catastrophists ignored a
simple fact that no form of very rapid growth can go on forever on a finite
planet. Doomsday 2026 was obvious nonsense. Before the 1960s ended,
global population growth reached its peak at about 2.1 percent per year, and
that peak was followed by fairly rapid decline: by the year 2000 the global
rate was 1.32 percent, and by 2019 it was just 1.08 percent.15

The halving of the relative growth rate in 50 years, and the subsequent
decline of the absolute growth rate (it peaked at about 93 million a year in
1987, declined to about 80 million by 2020), changed the outlook so
fundamentally that sometime during the early 2020s the world’s population
will cross a significant demographic milestone as half of it will be living in
countries whose total fertility rate is below the replacement level.16  This new
reality immediately invites new catastrophic calculations. If this trend of
falling fertility were to continue, when will the global population stop
growing? And then, inevitably, when will the last Homo sapiens die? And a
young catastrophist could speculate again about how many millions of people
will die of hunger (during the 2080s?)—not because of runaway growth but
because, as populations age and shrink everywhere, there will not be (even
after intensive robotization) enough people of working age to feed humanity.



End-of-the-world prophecies concerning resource scarcity have not been
limited to food: running out of mineral resources has been another favorite
subject of catastrophic visions, and the future of crude oil, the most important
energy source of 20th-century civilization, has been a favorite topic of
dystopic prophecies. Forecasts of imminent peak oil extraction go back to the
1920s, but they reached new heights of existential fear-mongering during the
1990s and the first decade of the 21st century.17  Some committed members
of the peak oil cult believed that declining oil extraction would not only bring
about the collapse of modern economies but that it would return humanity to
a lifestyle far below its preindustrial levels, all the way to that of Paleolithic
foragers—to hominins who lived in East Africa 2 million years ago.18

And what has actually happened? Catastrophists have always had a hard
time imagining that human ingenuity can meet future food, energy, and
material needs—but during the past three generations we have done so
despite a tripling of the global population since 1950. Instead of megadeaths,
the share of undernourished people in low-income countries has been steadily
declining, from about 40 percent during the 1960s to only about 11 percent
by 2019, and average daily per capita food supply in China, the world’s most
populous nation, is now about 15 percent higher than in Japan.19  Instead of
desperate fertilizer shortfalls, the application of nitrogenous fertilizers has
increased more than 2.5 times since 1975, and the global harvest of staple
cereal crops is now about 2.2 times larger.20  As for crude oil, its total
extraction rose by two-thirds between 1995 and 2019, and at the end of that
year its pre-COVID-19 price (in constant monies) was lower than it was in
2009.21  Catastrophists are wrong, time after time.

And techno-optimists, who promise endless near-miraculous solutions,
must reckon with a similarly poor record. One of the best-known (and
embarrassingly well-documented) failures has been the belief in the all-
encompassing power of nuclear fission. Many people appreciate that the
partial success achieved by nuclear generation (it produced about 10 percent
of the world’s electricity in 2019, with shares at 20 percent in the US and,
exceptionally, about 72 percent in France) is just a fraction of what was
widely expected before 1980.22  At that time, leading scientists and large
companies not only thought that nuclear fission would eliminate all other
forms of electricity generation, they also believed that the original reactors
would be largely displaced by fast breeders able to produce (temporarily)



more energy than they consumed. The nuclear promise went far beyond
electricity generation, and some astonishingly dubious ideas were tested or
expensively investigated.

Which decision was more irrational and more doomed from the very start:
the pursuit of nuclear-powered flight, or natural gas production assisted by
nuclear explosions? Designing a small nuclear reactor that could power
submarines was one thing, making it light enough to be airborne turned out to
be an insurmountable challenge—but one that was abandoned only in 1961
after spending billions of dollars on this hopeless task.23  No plane powered
by nuclear fission ever took off, but several nuclear bombs were detonated in
the quest for expanded natural gas production. A 29-kiloton bomb (more than
twice as powerful as the one dropped on Hiroshima) was detonated in
December 1967 at a depth of about 1.2 kilometers in New Mexico (code
name Project Gasbuggy); in September 1969 came a 40-kiloton bomb in
Colorado; in 1973 three 33-kiloton bombs, also in Colorado; and the US
Atomic Energy Commission anticipated future detonations of 40–50 bombs a
year.24  There were also plans for such activities as using nuclear explosives
to carve out new harbors, and using nuclear reactors to power space flight.

Little has changed half a century later: frightening prophecies and utterly
unrealistic promises abound. The latest burst of intensified catastrophism has
been focused on environmental degradation in general and on concerns about
global climate change in particular. Journalists and activists write about
climate apocalypse now, issuing final warnings. In the future, areas best
suited for human habitation will shrink, large areas of the Earth are to become
uninhabitable soon, climate migration will reshape America and the world,
average global income will decline substantially, some prophecies claim that
we might only have about a decade left to avert a global catastrophe, and in
January 2020 Greta Thunberg went as far as to specify just eight years.25

Just a few months later, the president of the UN’s General Assembly gave
us 11 years to avert a complete social collapse whereupon the planet will be
simultaneously burning (suffering unquenchable summer-long fires) and
inundated with water (via a rapid sea-level rise). But, nihil novi sub sole: in
1989, another high UN official said that “governments have a 10-year
window of opportunity to solve the greenhouse effect before it goes beyond
human control,” which means that by now we must be quite beyond the
beyond, and that our very existence might be only a matter of Borgesian
imagination.26  I am convinced that we could do without this continuing



flood of never-less-than-worrisome and too-often-quite-frightening
predictions. How helpful is it to be told every day that the world is coming to
an end in 2050 or even 2030?

Such predictably repetitive prophecies (however well-meant and however
passionately presented) do not offer any practical advice about the
deployment of the best possible technical solutions, about the most effective
ways of legally binding global cooperation, or about tackling the difficult
challenge of convincing populations of the need for significant expenditures
whose benefits will not be seen for decades to come. And they are, of course,
quite unnecessary according to those who argue that a “sustainable future is
within our grasp,” that the catastrophists have a long history of raising false
alarms, who title their writings Apocalypse Not! and Apocalypse Never, and,
in the starkest contradistinction to civilization’s supposedly rapidly
approaching final curtain, even go as far (as already noted) as seeing a not-
too-distant Singularity.27

Why should we fear anything—be it environmental, social, or economic
threats—when by 2045, or perhaps even by 2030, our understanding (or
rather the intelligence unleashed by the machines we will have created) will
know no bounds and hence any problem will become immeasurably less than
trivial? Compared to this promise, any other recent specific and intemperate
claim—from salvation through nanotechnology to fashioning new synthetic
forms of life—appears trite. What will happen? An imminent near-infernal
perdition, or speed-of-light godlike omnipotence?

Based on the revealed delusions of past prophecies, neither. We do not
have a civilization envisioned in the early 1970s—one of worsening
planetary hunger or one energized by cost-free nuclear fission—and a
generation from now we will not be either at the end of our evolutionary path
or have a civilization transformed by Singularity. We will still be around
during the 2030s, albeit without the unimaginable benefits of speed-of-light
intelligence. And we will still be trying to do the impossible, to make long-
range forecasts. That is bound to bring more embarrassments and more
ridiculous predictions, as well as more surprises caused by unanticipated
events. Extremes are fairly easy to envisage; anticipating realities that will
arise from combinations of inertial developments and unpredictable
discontinuities remains an elusive quest. No amount of modeling will
eliminate that, and our long-range predictions will continue to err.28



This is not a contradiction, not a forecast to dismiss future forecasts, just a
highly probable, if not inevitable, conclusion based on the unforeseeable
interplay of the inherent inertia of complex systems, with their embedded
constants and long-term imperatives on one hand, and sudden discontinuities
and surprises—be they technical (the rise of consumer electronics; possible
breakthroughs in electricity storage) or social (the collapse of the USSR;
another, much more virulent pandemic)—on the other. What makes all
forecasts even harder is that now the key transformations have to unfold on
enormous scales.

Inertia, scale, and mass

New departures, new solutions, and new achievements are always with us:
we are a very inquisitive species with a remarkable long-term record of
adaptation and with even more remarkable recent accomplishments in
making the lives of most of the world’s population healthier, richer, safer,
and longer. Still, fundamental constraints also persist: we have changed some
of them through our ingenuity, but such adjustments have their own limits.
For example, we cannot eliminate the need for land, water, and nutrients in
food production. As we have seen, higher yields reduced the demand for
farmland and further reductions are possible if we succeed in the further
closing of yield gaps (the differences between yield potential and actual
harvests).

These gaps remain substantial. Even in countries that practice intensive
crop cultivation (the high use of fertilizers, irrigation), the yields could go up
20–25 percent above the recent average for US corn, and 30–40 percent for
Chinese rice—and, because of its still very low average productivity, they
could be two to four times as high in sub-Saharan Africa.29  In the case of
high-yielding and already optimized agricultures, the resulting reduction of
cropped land could be achieved with relatively small additional demands for
fertilizer and irrigation. In contrast, Africa will demand substantial increases
in average macronutrient applications and in the extension of irrigation. As in
so many other instances, relative gains in future performance (within
biological limits) should not be mistaken for an absolute decoupling of output
and input variables, as long as the world’s population continues to grow and
as long as it demands better nutrition.



In this regard, media reports about “land-less” urban agriculture—
hydroponic cultivation in high-rises—are particularly devoid of any real
understanding of global food demand. Such high-input operations can
produce leafy greens (lettuces, basil) and some vegetables (tomatoes,
peppers) whose nutritional value is almost solely in their vitamin C content
and roughage.30  Most assuredly, hydroponic cultivation under constant
lights could not be deployed to produce more than 3 billion tons of cereal and
leguminous grains, whose high carbohydrate content and relatively high
protein and lipid supply are required to feed nearly 8 (soon to be 10) billion
people.31

The inertia of large, complex systems is due to their basic energetic and
material demands—as well as the scale of their operations. Demands for
energy and materials are constantly affected by the quest for higher
efficiencies and for optimized production processes, but efficiency
improvements and relative dematerialization have their physical limits, and
advantages brought by new alternatives will have offsetting costs. Examples
of such realities abound. Turning, once again, to two fundamental inputs, the
theoretical minimum of primary energy needed to produce steel (combining
blast furnace and basic oxygen furnace demands) is about 18 gigajoules per
ton of hot metal, and ammonia cannot be synthesized from its elements with
less than about 21 gigajoules per ton.32

One possible solution is to replace steel with aluminum. This lowers the
mass of a specific design, but primary aluminum requires five to six times
more energy to produce than primary steel, and it cannot be used in many
applications that require steel’s much greater strength. The most radical way
to cut energy costs and the environmental impact of nitrogen fertilizers is to
reduce how much is used: that option is available to affluent countries with
their excessive food supply and waste—but hundreds of millions of stunted
children, mostly in Africa, need to drink more milk and eat more meat, and
that protein can come only from substantially increasing the amount of
nitrogen they use in cropping. Just to drive this conclusion home, annual
applications of fertilizers average about 160 kilograms per hectare of
agricultural land in the EU and less than 20 kilograms in Ethiopia, an order-
of-magnitude difference illustrating the huge development gap that is so often
ignored in appraisals of global needs.33

And in a civilization where production of essential commodities now
serves nearly 8 billion people, any departure from established practices also



runs repeatedly into the constraints of scale: as we have already seen (in
chapter 3), fundamental material requirements are now measured in billions
and hundreds of millions of tons per year. This makes it impossible either to
substitute such masses for entirely different commodities—what would take
the place of more than 4 billion tons of cement or nearly 2 billion tons of
steel?—or to make a rapid (years rather than decades) transition to entirely
new ways of producing these essential inputs.

This inevitable inertia of mass-scale dependencies can eventually be
overcome (recall that, before 1920, we had to devote a quarter of American
farmland to feed crops for horses and mules), but many past examples of
rapid shifts are not good guides for deriving plausible time spans for any
future accomplishments. Past transitions may have been relatively fast
because the magnitudes involved were comparatively small. By 1900 the
world’s primary energy use was roughly split between traditional biomass
and fossil fuels dominated by coal, and all fossil fuels supplied an equivalent
of only about 1 billion tons of coal.34  By the year 2020, the net global supply
of fossil fuels was an order of magnitude higher than the total primary energy
supply in 1900, and although our technical means are now in so many ways
superior, the pace of the new transition (decarbonization) has been slower
than the pace of displacing traditional biomass by fossil fuels.

Even though the supply of new renewables (wind, solar, new biofuels) rose
impressively, about 50-fold, during the first 20 years of the 21st century, the
world’s dependence on fossil carbon declined only marginally, from 87
percent to 85 percent of the total supply, and most of that small relative
decline was attributable to expanded hydroelectricity generation, an old form
of renewable energy.35  Because the total energy demand was an order of
magnitude lower in 1920 than it was in 2020, it was much easier to displace
wood by coal in the early 20th century than it is to displace fossil fuels by
new renewables (that is, to decarbonize) in the early 21st century. As a result,
even a tripling or quadrupling of the recent pace of decarbonization would
still leave fossil carbon dominant by 2050.

A category mistake—erroneously assigning to something a quality or
action that is properly attributable only to things of another category—is
behind the frequent, but deeply mistaken, conclusion that in this new,
electronically enabled world everything can, and will, move much faster.36

Information and connections do so, and so does the adoption of new personal
gadgets—but existential imperatives do not belong to the category of



microprocessors and mobile phones. Securing the sufficient delivery of
water, growing and processing crops, feeding and slaughtering animals,
producing and converting enormous quantities of primary energies, and
extracting and altering raw materials to fit a myriad of uses are endeavors
whose scales (required to meet the demand of billions of consumers) and
infrastructures (that enable the production and distribution of these
irreplaceable needs) belong to categories that are quite distinct from making a
new social media profile or buying a more expensive smartphone.

Moreover, many techniques that enable these new advances are hardly
new. How many people smitten by the thinness of the latest smartphone and
by its ability to process information are aware that many fundamental
processes that make their mass ownership possible are fairly long in the
tooth? Very pure silicon is the basis of all microprocessors, including those
that run all modern electronic devices—from the largest supercomputers to
the smallest mobile phone—and Jan Czochralski discovered how to grow
single silicon crystals in 1915. Large numbers of transistors are built into
silicon, and Julius Edgar Lilienfeld patented the first field-effect transistor in
1925. And, as already detailed, integrated circuits were born in 1958–1959,
and microprocessors in 1971.37

Most of the electricity that energizes all electronic gadgets is generated by
steam turbines, machines invented by Charles A. Parsons in 1884, or by gas
turbines, with the first one commercially deployed in 1938.38  While it has
been possible to replace a billion landlines by mobile phones within a
generation, it will not be possible to replace terawatts of power installed in
steam and gas turbines by photovoltaic cells or wind turbines within a similar
time span. Mobiles, as complex as they are, are just small devices at the apex
of an enormous pyramid of an industry that generates, transforms, and
transmits electricity, and that requires mass-scale infrastructure to build,
rebuild, and maintain.

These realities help to explain why the fundamentals of our lives will not
change drastically in the coming 20–30 years, despite the near-constant flood
of claims about superior innovations ranging from solar cells to lithium-ion
batteries, from the 3-D printing of everything (from microparts to entire
houses) to bacteria able to synthesize gasoline. Steel, cement, ammonia, and
plastics will endure as the four material pillars of civilization; a major share
of the world’s transportation will be still energized by refined liquid fuels
(automotive gasoline and diesel, aviation kerosene, and diesel and fuel oil for



shipping); grain fields will be cultivated by tractors pulling plows, harrows,
seeders, and fertilizer applicators and harvested by combines spilling the
grains into trucks. High-rise apartments will not be printed on site by
gargantuan machines, and should we soon have another pandemic then the
role of the much-touted artificial intelligence will most likely be as
underwhelming as it was during the 2020 SARS-CoV-2 pandemic.39

Ignorance, persistence, and humility

COVID-19 has provided a perfect—and costly—global reminder of our
limited capacity to chart our futures, and that, too, will not (cannot) change in
any dramatic way during the coming generation. The latest pandemic came
after a decade that was suffused with adulatory praise of unprecedented and
supposedly truly “disruptive” scientific and technical advances. Chief among
them have been the anticipation of imminent deployments of the miraculous
powers of artificial intelligence and neural-learning networks (Singularity-
lite, one might say) and genome editing that will make it possible to engineer
life forms at will.40

Nothing sums up better the excessive nature of these claims than the title
of a 2017 bestseller, Yuval Noah Harari’s Homo Deus.41  And if more
evidence is required, then COVID-19 exposed the emptiness of any notions
of our supposed godlike capacity to control our fate: none of those much-
touted capabilities was of any use in preventing the rise or controlling the
diffusion of those viral RNA strands. The best we could do is what the
residents of Italian towns did in the Middle Ages: stay away from others, stay
inside for 40 days, isolate for quaranta giorni.42  Vaccines came relatively
early, but they do not cure the stricken and they do not prevent the next
pandemic. And so we must pray that the next event (because there is always a
next one!) will come only after decades of relatively uneventful seasonal viral
epidemics, rather than in just a few years and in a much more virulent form.

COVID-19’s impact in rich countries in general, and in the United States
in particular, also illustrates how misplaced some of our highly touted (and
very expensive) future-forming endeavors have been. Foremost among these
have been the renewed steps toward manned space flight, and particularly the
sci-fi-type goal of missions to Mars; trying to move toward personalized
medicine (diagnosis and treatment tailored to individual patients based on



their specific risk or response to a disease), with The Economist running a
special report on this topic on March 12, 2020, just as COVID-19 began to
sweep through Europe and North America filling urban hospitals with
oxygen-deprived people; and being preoccupied with ever-faster
connectivity, with endless hype surrounding the benefits of 5G networks.43

How irrelevant are all of these quests while (as the cliché goes) the only
remaining superpower could not provide its nurses and doctors with enough
simple personal protection equipment, including such low-tech items as
gloves, masks, caps, and gowns?

Consequently, the US had to pay exorbitant prices to China—the country
where the brilliant architects of globalization concentrated nearly all of the
manufacturing of these essential items—in order to secure airlifts of
inadequate amounts of protective equipment just to prevent hospital closures
in the midst of a pandemic.44  The country that spends more than half a
trillion every year on its military (more than all of its potential adversaries put
together) was unprepared for an event that was absolutely certain to occur,
and it did not have enough basic medical supplies: investment in domestic
production worth a few hundred million dollars could have significantly
reduced the economic losses of COVID-19, measured in the trillions!45

Nor did Europe distinguish itself. Member states engaged in competition
for jumbo airlifts of protective plastic from China; the vaunted absence of
borders was quickly transformed into fortress arrangements; the ever-closer
union failed to deliver any union-wide coordinated response; and during the
first six months of the pandemic, four of the continent’s five most populous
nations (UK, France, Italy, and Spain) and two of its richest countries
(Switzerland and Luxembourg)—whose health systems were for decades
praised as paragons of excellence—recorded some of the world’s highest
pandemic mortalities.46  Crises expose realities and strip away obfuscation
and misdirection. The response of the affluent world to COVID-19 deserves a
single ironic comment: Homo deus indeed!

At the same time, the rich world’s reaction to COVID-19 illustrates our
perennially unrealistic attitude to fundamental realities caused by forgetting
even traumatic experiences. As the COVID-19 pandemic began to unfold I
did not expect that this challenge would be set within proper historical
perspectives (what else is to be expected in a society dominated by tweets?),
and I was not surprised by references to the 1918–1919 influenza that caused
the highest, albeit globally highly uncertain, number of pandemic deaths in



modern history.47  But, as I already noted in the chapter on risk, since that
time we have lived through three notable (and much better understood)
episodes and they have not left any deep imprint in our collective memory.

I already suggested some explanations, but others are plausible. Was the
toll of more than a million deaths in 1957–1958 (in most countries taking
place incrementally over 6–9 months) seen through the prism of much larger
Second World War losses that were still clear in the memory of all adults? Or
has our collective perception changed to such an extent that we cannot accept
the fact that temporary excessive mortality will always be beyond our
control? Or is it simply the fact that forgetting is an essential complement of
remembering, be it on a personal or collective level, and that this, too, will
not change as we will be, again and again, surprised by what should have
been expected?

Persistence is as important as forgetting: despite the promises of new
beginnings and bold departures, old patterns and old approaches soon
resurface to set the stage for another round of failures. I ask any readers who
doubt this to check sentiments during and immediately after the great
financial crisis of 2007–2008—and compare them with the post-crisis
experience. Who has been found responsible for this systemic near collapse
of the financial order? What fundamental departures (besides enormous
injections of new monies) were taken to reform questionable practices or to
reduce economic inequality?48

Returning to the COVID-19 example, this pattern of persistence means that
nobody will ever be found responsible for any of the many strategic lapses
that guaranteed the mismanagement of the pandemic even before it began.
Undoubtedly, some desultory hearings and a few think-tank papers will
produce a list of recommendations, but those will be promptly ignored and
will make no difference to deeply ingrained habits. Did the world take any
resolute steps after the pandemics of 1918–1919, 1958–1959, 1968–1969,
and 2009? Governments will not ensure adequate provisions of needed
supplies for a future pandemic, and their response will be as inconsistent—if
not as incoherent—as ever. The profits of mass-scale single-source
manufacturing will not be changed for less vulnerable but more expensive
decentralized production. And people will resume their constant global
mingling as they return to intercontinental flights and cruises to nowhere,
although it is hard to imagine a better virus incubator than a ship with 3,000



crew, and 5,000 passengers who are often mostly elderly with many pre-
existing health conditions.49

This also means that we will need, again and again, to relearn how to
reconcile ourselves to realities beyond our control. COVID-19 provides a
useful reminder. The pandemic has caused the highest excessive mortality
among the oldest cohorts and, as already noted, this outcome is obviously
linked to our very successful efforts to extend life expectancy.50  I, born in
1943, have been among the tens of millions of beneficiaries of this trend—
but we cannot have it both ways: longer life expectancy will be accompanied
by greater vulnerability. Not surprisingly, comorbidities of old age—ranging
from fairly common hypertension and diabetes to less common forms of
cancer and compromised immunity—have been the best predictors of excess
viral mortality.51

Yet this will not prevent us, as it did not in 1968 or 2009, taking more
steps toward prolonging life expectancy—and then fearing the likely
consequences of this quest (seen, to a lesser but still substantial extent, even
during seasonal influenza epidemics). Except the next time, the risk will be
significantly higher because the combination of natural aging and
prolongation of life will greatly increase the share of people over 65 years of
age. The UN projects that share rising by about 70 percent by 2050, and in
better-off countries one person in four will be older than that.52  How will we
cope in 2050 with a pandemic that might be more infectious than COVID-19,
when in some countries a third of the population is in the most vulnerable
category?

These realities disprove any general, automatic, embedded, unavoidable
idea of progress and constant improvement that has been promoted by many
techno-optimists. Neither the evolution nor the history of our species is an
ever-rising arrow. There are no predictable trajectories, no definite targets.
The steadily accumulating mass of our understanding and the ability to
control a growing number of variables that affect our lives (ranging from
food production that is sufficient to feed the world’s entire population to
highly effective inoculation that prevents previously dangerous infectious
diseases) has lowered the overall risk of living, but it has not made many
existential perils either more predictable or more manageable.

In some critical instances, our successes and our abilities to avoid the worst
outcomes have been due to being prescient, vigilant, and determined to find
effective fixes. Notable examples range from eliminating polio (by



developing effective vaccines) to lowering the risks of commercial flying (by
building more reliable airplanes and introducing better flight control
measures), from reducing food pathogens (by a combination of proper food
processing, refrigeration, and personal hygiene) to making childhood
leukemia a largely survivable illness (by chemotherapy and stem cell
transplants).53  In other cases, we have been undoubtedly lucky: for decades
we have avoided nuclear confrontation caused by an error or accident (we
have experienced both on several occasions since the 1950s), not only
because of built-in safeguards but also thanks to judgments that could have
gone either way.54  Again, there are no clear indications that our ability to
prevent failures has been uniformly increasing.

Fukushima and the Boeing 737 MAX are, unfortunately, two perfect
examples of these failures—both with large-scale and lasting consequences.
Why did the Tokyo Power Company lose three reactors at its Fukushima
Daiichi plant when an earthquake and tsunami struck on March 11, 2011?
After all, just about 15 kilometers south of the plant, on the same Pacific
shore hit by the same tsunami, its twin, Fukushima Daini, did not suffer the
slightest damage. Repercussions of the Fukushima Daiichi failure have
ranged from Japan being deprived of 30 percent of its electricity-generating
capacity to Germany’s decision to shut down all reactors by 2021—and,
above all, to an even deeper public distrust of fission as a source of energy.55

And why has Boeing—the company that risked everything on developing
the 747 in 1966, and that went on to introduce successful new families of
jetliners (now up to 787s)—insisted on constantly enlarging the 737
(introduced in 1964), a dubious quest that led to two catastrophic accidents?
56  Why was the plane not grounded, either by Boeing or by the Federal
Aviation Administration, immediately after the first fatal accident? Again, the
consequences of these failures have been profound: first the temporary
grounding of the entire 737 MAX fleet starting in March 2019, then the
cessation of the plane’s production and cancellation of new orders. In the
long run, this will affect Boeing’s ability to introduce a much-needed new
design to replace its aging 757 (with all of these consequences magnified by
the COVID-induced collapse of international flying).

Given the number of new designs, structures, complex processes, and
interactive operations, the failures illustrated by Fukushima and the Boeing
737 MAX cannot be prevented and the coming decades will see other (and
unpredictable) manifestations of this reality. The future is a replay of the past



—a combination of admirable advances and (un)avoidable setbacks. But
there is something new as we look ahead, that unmistakably increasing (albeit
not unanimous) conviction that, of all the risks we face, global climate
change is the one that needs to be tackled most urgently and effectively. And
there are two fundamental reasons why this combination of speed and
efficacy will be much harder to realize than is generally assumed.

Unprecedented commitments, delayed rewards

Dealing with this challenge will, for the first time in history, require a truly
global, as well as a very substantial and prolonged, commitment. To conclude
that we will be able to achieve decarbonization anytime soon, effectively and
on the required scales, runs against all past evidence. The UN’s first climate
conference took place in 1992, and in the intervening decades we have had a
series of global meetings and countless assessments and studies—but nearly
three decades later there is still no binding international agreement to
moderate the annual emissions of greenhouse gases and no prospect for its
early adoption.

In order to be effective, this would have to entail nothing less than a global
accord. This does not mean that 200 nations must sign on dotted lines: the
combined emissions of about 50 small nations add up to less than the likely
error in quantifying the emissions of just the top five greenhouse gas
producers. No real progress can be achieved until at least these top five
countries, now responsible for 80 percent of all emissions, agree to clear and
binding commitments. But we are nowhere close to embarking on such a
concerted global action.57  Recall that the much-praised Paris accord had no
specific emission-reduction targets for the world’s largest emitters, and that
its non-binding pledges would not mitigate anything—they would result in 50
percent higher emissions by 2050!

Moreover, any effective commitments will be expensive, they will have to
last for at least two generations in order to bring the desired outcome (of
much reduced, if not totally eliminated, greenhouse gas emissions), and even
drastic reductions going well beyond anything that could be realistically
envisaged will not show any convincing benefits for decades.58  This raises
the extraordinarily difficult problem of intergenerational justice—that is, our
never-failing propensity to discount the future.59



We value now more than later, and we price it accordingly. An avid 30-
year-old mountaineer is willing to pay some $60,000 for permits, gear,
Sherpas, oxygen, and other expenses to climb Mount Everest next year. But
he would demand a steep discount—reflecting such obvious intervening
uncertainties as his health, the stability of future Nepali governments, the
probability of major Himalayan earthquakes preventing any expeditions, and
the likelihood of shutting down the access—for buying a promise to scale the
mountain in 2050. This universal inclination to discount the future matters
greatly when contemplating such complex and costly undertakings as pricing
carbon in order to mitigate global climate change, because there would no
discernible economic benefits for the generation of people that would launch
the expensive quest. Because greenhouse gases remain in the atmosphere for
long periods of time after they have been emitted (for CO2, up to 200 years),
even very strong mitigation efforts would not give a clear signal of success—
the first significant decline of global mean surface temperature—for several
decades.60

Obviously, a temperature rise that would continue for 25–35 years after the
launching of a massive global decarbonization effort would present a major
challenge for enacting and pursuing such drastic measures. But because there
are currently no globally binding commitments that could see any widespread
adoption of such steps within a few years, both the break-even point and the
onset of measurable temperature declines advance even further into the
future. A commonly used climate-economy model indicates the break-even
year (when the optimal policy would begin to produce net economic benefit)
for mitigation efforts launched in the early 2020s would be only around 2080.

Should average global life expectancy (about 72 years in 2020) remain the
same, then the generation born near the middle of the 21st century would be
the first to experience cumulative economic net benefit from climate-change
mitigation policy.61  Are the young citizens of affluent countries ready to put
these distant benefits ahead of their more immediate gains? Are they willing
to sustain this course for more than half a century even as the low-income
countries with growing populations continue, as a matter of basic survival, to
expand their reliance on fossil carbon? And are the people now in their 40s
and 50s ready to join them in order to bring about rewards they will never
see?

The latest pandemic has served as yet another reminder that one of the best
ways to minimize the impact of increasingly global challenges is to have a set



of priorities and basic measures for how to deal with them—but the
pandemic, with its incoherent and non-uniform inter- and intranational
measures, has also shown how difficult it would be to codify such principles
and to follow such guidelines. Failures revealed during crises offer costly and
convincing illustrations of our recurrent inability to get the basics right, to
take care of the fundamentals. By now, readers of this book will appreciate
that this (short) list must include the security of basic food, energy, and
material supply, all provided with the least possible impact on the
environment, and all done while realistically appraising the steps that we can
take to minimize the extent of future global warming. That is a daunting
prospect, and nobody can be sure that we will succeed—or that we will fail.

Being agnostic about the distant future means being honest: we have to
admit the limits of our understanding, approach all planetary challenges with
humility, and recognize that advances, setbacks, and failures will all continue
to be a part of our evolution and that there can be no assurance of (however
defined) ultimate success, no arrival at any singularity—but, as long as we
use our accumulated understanding with determination and perseverance,
there will also not be an early end of days. The future will emerge from our
accomplishments and failures, and while we might be clever (and lucky)
enough to foresee some of its forms and features, the whole remains elusive
even when looking just a generation ahead.

The first draft of this closing chapter was written on May 8, 2020, the 75th
anniversary of the end of the Second World War in Europe. Let’s imagine a
scenario in which on that spring day in the mid-20th century a small group of
people embodying all extant knowledge of the time sat down to discuss and
predict the state of the world in 2020. Being aware of the latest breakthroughs
in areas ranging from engineering (gas turbines, nuclear reactors, electronic
computers, rockets) to life sciences (antibiotics, pesticides, herbicides,
vaccines), they could correctly foresee many rising trajectories, ranging from
mass automobilization and affordable intercontinental flight to electronic
computing, and from rising crop yields to significant gains in life expectancy.

But they would not be able to describe the advances, complexities, and
nuances of the world that we have created by our accomplishments and
failures during the intervening 75 years. To stress this impossibility, just
think in national terms. In 1945 Japan’s wooden cities were (save for Kyoto)
essentially leveled. Europe was in postwar disarray, shortly to be split by the
Cold War. The USSR was victorious but at an enormous cost, and it



remained under Stalin’s ruthless rule. The US emerged as an unprecedented
superpower, generating about half of the world’s economic product. China
was desperately poor and, again, on the brink of civil war. Who could have
traced their specific trajectories of rise and fall (Japan), of new prosperity,
new problems, new unity, and new disunity (Europe), of aggressive
confidence (“We will bury you!”) and demise (USSR), of blunders, defeats,
wasted accomplishments, and unrealized possibilities (USA), and of
suffering, the world’s worst famine, slow recovery, and steep ascent to
questionable heights (China)?

Nobody in 1945 could have predicted a world with more than 5 billion
additional people that is also better fed than at any time in history—even as it
keeps wasting an indefensibly high share of all the food it grows. Nor did
anybody foresee a world that relegated a number of infectious diseases (most
notably polio everywhere, and tuberculosis in affluent nations) to historical
footnotes, but that cannot keep economic inequality from widening even in
the richest countries; a world that is at once much cleaner and much healthier
yet also more polluted in new ways (from plastic in the ocean to heavy metals
in soils) and, due to the ongoing biospheric degradation, also more
precarious; or a world suffused in instant and essentially free information that
comes at the price of massively disseminated misinformation, lies and
reprehensible claims.

A lifetime later, there is no reason to believe that we are in a better position
to foresee the extent of coming technical innovations (unless, of course, you
are a believer in near-imminent Singularity), the events that will shape the
fortunes of nations, and the decisions (or their regrettable absence) that will
determine the fate of our civilization during the next 75 years. Despite the
recent preoccupation with the eventual impacts of global warming and with
the need for rapid decarbonization, few uncertain outcomes will be as
important in determining our future as the trajectory of the global population
during the remainder of the 21st century.

Extreme forecasts offer very different futures: will the global population
surpass 15 billion by 2100 (nearly twice as many as in 2020), or will it shrink
to 4.8 billion, losing more than half of today’s total, with China shrinking by
48 percent?62  As expected, the medium variants of these forecasts are not
that far apart (8.8 and 10.9 billion). Still, being 2 billion people apart is not an
inconsequential gap, and these comparisons show how even basic population
forecasts veer apart after just a single generation. All too obviously, even



when forecasts go only as far as today’s life expectancy in affluent countries,
the implications of their extreme values shape two very different economic,
social, and environmental trajectories. And as the first and second drafts of
this book were written during the first and second waves of COVID-19, it is
quite realistic to ask if the new pandemics we will face throughout the
remainder of the 21st century (given their post-1900 frequency—1918, 1957,
1968, 2009, 2020—we can expect at least two or three such events before
2100) will be similar, much weaker, or far more virulent than the 2020 event.
Living with these fundamental uncertainties remains the essence of the
human condition—and it limits our ability to act with foresight.

As I noted in the opening chapter, I am not a pessimist or an optimist, I am
a scientist. There is no agenda in understanding how the world really works.

A realistic grasp of our past, present, and uncertain future is the best
foundation for approaching the unknowable expanse of time before us. While
we cannot be specific, we know that the most likely prospect is a mixture of
progress and setbacks, of seemingly insurmountable difficulties and near-
miraculous advances. The future, as ever, is not predetermined. Its outcome
depends on our actions.



Appendix: Understanding Numbers
Orders of Magnitude

Time flies, organisms grow, things change. In the world of fiction these
inexorable processes and outcomes are, almost without exception, handled in
qualitative terms. In fairy tales it has always been once upon a time and the
protagonists are rich (princes) and poor (Cinderellas), beautiful (maidens) and
ugly (ogres), bold (knights) or timid (mice). Numbers usually enter only as
simple counters, as devices serving the plot, often in threes: three brothers,
three wishes, three little pigs … Not much changes in modern fiction.
Hemingway’s Lady Brett Ashley is “damned good-looking” but we never
learn her height, and Fitzgerald’s storied Gatsby makes his first appearance
just as “a man of about my age” and we never learn his age—or his real
wealth. Only exact timing becomes somewhat more prominent, often in the
first sentence. Zola’s Money: “Eleven o’clock had just struck at the Bourse
…” Faulkner’s Intruder in the Dust: “It was just noon that Sunday morning
…” Solzhenitsyn’s One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich: “At five o’clock
that morning …”

In contrast, today’s world is full of numbers. The new fairy tales, the
stories about improbable billionaires, unfailingly note the latest sums to their
credit; the new tragedies, reports of the latest ferry sinking or of yet another
mass homicide, always come with the number of victims. Daily counts of
national and global deaths became the inescapable mark of the 2020
pandemic. Ours is a new, quantitative world, where people measure numbers
of their “friends” (on Facebook), of their daily steps (by Fitbit), and of their
investment prowess (by beating the NASDAQ average). This quantification
is pervasive but, all too often, its quality is questionable, as the numbers
range from precise and repeated measurements to sloppy assumptions and
careless estimates. Unfortunately, few people who see, repeat, and use these
numbers question their origins, and very few try to judge them in context. But
even the best modern numbers—those that may be perfect measures of



complex realities—are often elusive because they represent quantities that are
either too large or too small for any intuitive comprehension.

This makes them easy subjects for misrepresentation and misuse. Even
preschoolers have a mental system of magnitude representation that creates
an intuitive “number sense,” and this capability improves with schooling.1
Obviously, this number system is only approximate, and it fails as the
quantities rise to thousands, millions, and billions. This is where orders of
magnitude come in handy. Think of them simply as the total number of digits
that follow the first digit of any whole number, or the number of digits
following the first digit before the decimal point. No digit follows 7 (and no
additional digit comes between the first number and the decimal point in 3.5)
and hence both of these numbers are of a zero order of magnitude. This is
expressed on a base-10 (decadic) logarithmic scale as 100. Any number
between 1 and 10 will be a multiple of 100, 10 becomes 101, 20 is 2 × 101.
The advantages of this become quickly apparent as the numbers grow bigger.
A 10-fold jump brings us to items counted in hundreds (102) and then to
thousands (103), tens of thousands (104), hundreds of thousands (105), and
millions (106).

Beyond that, we get into realms where it is easy to make order of
magnitude mistakes: some rich families (business founders, owners, or lucky
inheritors) now add annually to their holdings tens (107) or hundreds (108) of
millions of dollars; in 2020 the world had about 2,100 billionaires (109

dollars), and the richest ones are now valued at more than $100 billion or
1011 dollars.2  In terms of individual net worth, compared with the few
dollars’ worth of tattered clothes and the worn-out shoes of a destitute
African migrant, the gap is thus 10 orders of magnitude.

This difference is so large that we can find no equivalent among the
properties separating the two most notable classes of terrestrial animals: birds
and mammals. The difference between the body masses of the smallest and
the largest mammals (the Etruscan shrew at 100 grams and the African
elephant at 106 grams) is “just” six orders of magnitude. The difference
between the wingspan of the smallest and the largest flying birds (the bee
hummingbird at 3 centimeters and the Andean condor at 320 centimeters) is
only two orders of magnitude.3  Clearly, some humans have gone far further
than natural evolution ever could in separating themselves from the crowd.

And there is an even easier way to indicate orders of magnitude than by



spelling out full value designations or writing them out as exponents of
decadic logarithms. Because these multiples are encountered so frequently in
both scientific research and in engineering practice, they were assigned
specific Greek names to be used as prefixes for the first three orders of
magnitude—101 is deka, 102 is hecto, 103 is kilo—and then for every third
order: 106 is mega, 109 giga, all the way to yotta, 1024, now the highest
named order of magnitude. Everything—from actual numbers to specific
names—is summarized in the following table:

Multiples in the International System of Units used in the text

Prefix Abbreviation Scientific notation

hecto h 102

kilo k 103

mega M 106

giga G 109

tera T 1012

peta P 1015

exa E 1018

zetta Z 1021

yotta Y 1024

Yet another way to illustrate the unprecedented range of magnitudes that
enables the functioning of modern societies is to compare them with the
range of traditional experiences. Two key examples will suffice. In
preindustrial societies, the extremes of travel speeds on land differed only by
a factor of two, from slow walking (4 km/hour) to horse-drawn coaches (8
km/hour) for those who could pay for a seat (often un-upholstered). In
contrast, travel speeds now range over two orders of magnitude, from 4
km/hour for slow walking to 900 km/hour for jetliners.

And the most powerful prime mover (an organism or machine delivering
kinetic energy) an individual could commonly control during the
preindustrial era was a powerful horse at 750 watts.4  Now hundreds of
millions of people drive vehicles whose power ranges between 100 and 300
kilowatts—up to 400 times the power of a strong horse—and the pilot of a



wide-body jetliner commands about 100 megawatts (equivalent to more than
130,000 strong horses) in cruising mode. These gains have been too large to
be grasped directly or intuitively: understanding the modern world needs a
careful attention to orders of magnitude!
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